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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commission: 

I am pleased to be here today to present the views of the 

Department of Justice on issues relating to capital sentencing 

guidelines. The Department's Office of Legal Counsel has already 

provided an opinion explaining why, in the Department's view, the 

Sentencing Commission is authorized to promulgate capital 

sentencing guidelines. I will focus my testimony this morning on 

the issue of the desirability of such guidelines. 

The Department is firmly of the view that capital sentencing 

guidelines for essentially all of the federal statutes that 

authorize that penalty would be desirable. 1 We believe this 

because capital sentences will serve the three purposes of 

sentencing that Congress has required federal sanctions to 

achieve: just punishment, deterrence, and incapacitation. 2 

Consequently, we strongly support the promulgation of capital 

sentencing guidelines that will allow the consideration and 

imposition of the sentence of death under constitutionally 

permissible procedures and criteria. The Department views such 

1 Constitutional questions have been raised about the status 
of the death penalty provisions in 18 u.s.c. §1992 and 18 u.s.c. 
§2113 in light of United states v. Jackson, 390 U.S. 570 (1968). 
The Department is analyzing these statutes to determine whether 
the Commission might be able to remedy the possible defects in 
these statutes through guidelines. 

It is also not clear whether the Commission should 
promulgate guidelines for the aircraft hijacking statute, 49 
u.s.c. §§1472 & 1473, or rely on the provisions already contained 
in that statute. The Department is also analyzing this issue. 

2 Congress has determined that a fourth purpose of 
sentencing -- rehabilitation -- is essentially irrelevant in the 
context of the serious offenders. See 28 u.s.c. §994(k) . 
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guidelines as one of the most substantial contributions the 

Commission might make to the administration of justice in this 

country. We also believe it would be an important step towards 

effecting the will of Congress, which through the passage of 

statutory capital sentencing provisions has resolved all of the 

questions surrounding the death penalty in favor of protecting 

society and against lenient treatment for convicted murderers, 

traitors, and spies. 

Only a death sentence can constitute "just punishment" for 

certain aggravated federal offenses. At the top of the list is 

the capital provision concerning assassination of the President, 

one of the gravest offenses imaginable. As the most powerful and 

visible of the nation's leaders, the President maintains a unique 

position within the Federal Government. As Commander-in-Chief of 

the armed forces, he discharges unique responsibilities for the 

security of the country. As head of the Executive Branch, he is 

entrusted with the authority of coordinating and executing all 

laws of the United States. Incredibly, however, in the absence 

of capital sentencing guidelines from the Commission, the maximum 

penalty that could be imposed by a federal court for the murder 

of the President might be less than could be imposed by most 

state courts if they had jurisdiction or were free to exercise 

it. 3 In addition to the President, members of Congress, Supreme 

3 While in theory, a state could prosecute a person for 
assassinating the President or a Member of Congress, the 
assertion of federal jurisdiction over these uniquely federal 

(continued ... ) 
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Court Justices, and the heads of important executive departments 

are also protected against political assassination by capital 

sentencing provisions. Other important federal statutes provide 

capital sanctions for treason and espionage. The importance of 

these statutes to the security of the nation can not be 

overemphasized. During the last several years we have seen 

appalling incidents of espionage in which it has been alleged 

and in a number of case already proven -- that military officers 

and others who enjoyed positions of special trust and 

responsibility have sold our country's secrets to foreign powers. 

The incalculable harm caused by these offenses crimes that may 

have impaired our country's ability to defend itself against a 

nuclear attack -- should underscore the necessity of having an 

enforceable death penalty available for espionage cases resulting 

in particularly serious breaches of national security. 

Federal statutes also proscribe various types of murder that 

might be expected to result in multiple deaths and therefore are 

particularly heinous. Into this category fall statutes 

concerning willful wrecking of a train resulting in death as well 

as intentional destruction of aircraft and motor vehicles 

carrying passengers. 

3 ( ..• continued) 
crimes ousts the states of jurisdiction. See 18 U.S.C. §351(f) 
and §1751(h). Certain federal properties, like a number of 
military bases and prisons, are areas of exclusive federal 
jurisdiction on which the laws of the states do not apply . 
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Finally, a number of federal provisions attach capital 

sanctions to murder within the reach of federal jurisdiction. 

These provisions are important because they recognize the 

sanctity of human life. As one scholar has recognized, "Murder 

does not simply differ in magnitude from extortion or burglary or 

property destruction offenses: it differs in kind. Its 

punishment ought also to differ in kind. It must acknowledge the 

inviolability and dignity of innocent human life." 

The overwhelming majority of Americans support capital 

punishment for serious crimes. The most recent national poll, 

published last month by the Media General and the Associated 

Press, reveals that 85% of Americans favor, and only 11% oppose, 

the death penalty for some murders. The survey reveals that 

support for the death penalty crossed all religious, educational, 

economic, and regional differences. This is compelling testimony 

to the fact that capital punishment is accepted to be just 

punishment in the eyes of the people. 

Capital punishment also serves the purpose of deterring 

serious crimes. We know this for several reasons. First, common 

sense tells us that the death penalty operates as an effective 

deterrent for crimes involving planning and calculation. The 

federal crimes before the Commission -- treason, espionage, 

Presidential assassination, train wrecking, and the like -- are 

generally "contemplated" crimes where, as the Supreme Court has 

recognized, "the possible penalty of death may well enter into 

the cold calculus that precedes the decision to act." Second, we 
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know from examples that the death penalty has entered into the 

calculation of some criminals. For instance, some years ago the 

Attorney General of Kansas testified that one of the contributing 

factors leading to the reenactment in the 1930's of the death 

penalty in Kansas was numerous deliberate murders committed in 

Kansas by criminals who had previously committed murders in 

states surrounding Kansas. In these adjacent states, their 

punishment, if captured, could have been the death penalty. A 

more recent example comes from a robbery in Landover, Maryland, 

where one of the robbers boasted, while shooting helpless 

hostages, that the worst that would happen to him was that he 

would "be taken care of the rest of his life" in prison. Third, 

we know from econometric studies that punishment deters crime. 

These sophisticated studies provide clear evidence of a deterrent 

effect to the criminal law in general as well as considerable 

evidence of deterrence specifically from capital punishment. 

A death penalty is also the best means of incapacitating 

habitual murderers who, if placed in prison and eventually 

released, may well commit their kind of crime yet again. For 

example, one Eddie Wein was sentenced to death in Los Angeles 

Superior Court in 1957. Instead of being executed, he was 

released from prison in 1975 to live in West Los Angeles, without 

warning to his neighbors. Within months, he began to attack or 

kill women in the area. He was convicted in 1976 of first degree 

murder of one woman, attempted murder of another, and numerous 
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sexual offenses. Here the death penalty would have spared an 

innocent life. 

Even a "real life" sentence can not always effectively 

incapacitate such persons. If incarcerated, they will continue 

to pose a threat to prison guards and other prisoners. Indeed, 

without a death penalty, some federal prisoners already serving a 

life sentence can essentially murder "for free" -- that is, 

commit a murder and receive no additional punishment. 

The small minority in our society opposed to capital 

punishment occasionally argues that the death penalty system is 

not properly administered. They contend, among other things, 

that some persons who deserve a death penalty escape it and that 

therefore a penalty of death should never be imposed. While we 

respect these sincerely-held views, the logic of such an argument 

is fatally flawed. I need not remind this body that every effort 

should be made to insure that similarly situated offenders 

receive similar punishment. But the mere fact that some persons 

escape appropriate punishment does not provide a justification 

for letting all escape. 

It is also sometimes argued that minorities and other 

disadvantaged persons fare the worst under a capital sentencing 

system. At the federal level, this argument is not statistically 

supported. The past statistics reveal that of the 33 federal 

prisoners executed since 1930 -- the date to which Bureau of 

Justice Statistics extend -- only five were minority group 

members. More important than past history, however, is what 
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steps can be taken today to eliminate any trace of racial 

discrimination from our justice system, in a capital sentencing 

system and elsewhere. The Sentencing Commission has a unique 

opportunity in this regard. It can promulgate capital sentencing 

guidelines that minimize the risk of discrimination entering the 

system. In doing so, the Commission could establish model 

procedures to which all states could turn. The Commission might 

thereby improve the capital sentencing systems not only at the 

federal level, but at the state level, where a for greater number 

of capital cases are handled every year. 

The federal system also has in place a vast array of 

safeguards designed to minimize to the greatest extent possible 

the risk of an erroneous execution. No credible assertions have 

been made that the federal system has executed an innocent person 

in recent memory. In these circumstances, it is not brutal or 

unfeeling to conclude that the remote chance of error inherent in 

any punishment scheme must be weighed against the substantial 

benefits in terms of protection of society, and innocent lives, 

that reinstitution of the death penalty would bring about. 

The Commission has also asked for views as to what 

mitigating and aggravating circumstances should be included in 

capital sentencing guidelines. We believe the commission need 

not "reinvent the wheel." In recent years, both Houses of 

Congress have passed capital punishment bills that set forth the 

relevant aggravating and mitigating factors in this area. It 

would be a simple matter for the Commission to adopt these 
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provisions to the guidelines context. I have attached a report 

that treats these issues, and the other issues discussed here, at 

greater length. 

In passing capital punishment statutes, Congress recognized 

that death penalties allow society to exact just punishment from 

the most dangerous and vicious criminals and to avoid countless 

crimes. In establishing the Sentencing Commission, Congress 

created a vehicle for the constitutional and effective 

implementation of these penalties. The Commission should 

undertake this task and promptly begin drafting capital 

sentencing guidelines. The protection of this nation's citizens 

requires nothing less . 
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commission: 

The Sentencing Reform Act establishes a comprehensive 

scheme. Subsection {a) of 18 u.s.c. 3551 provides that, 

"[e]xcept as otherwise specifically provided, a defendant who has 

been found guilty of an offense described in any Federal statute 

••• shall be sentenced in accordance with the provisions of 

this [Act] n Subsection {b) specifically addresses the 

sentencing of individuals, authorizing the imposition of 

probation, fine, or imprisonment, as well as providing for 

forfeiture, notice to victims, and restitution. Absent from this 

list is capital punishment, although numerous provisions of the 

United States Code authorize judicial imposition of this 

sanction. Thus, the threshold question is whether the death 

penalty is still an authorized sanction for certain crimes under 

federal law. We believe that this question must be answered in 

the affirmative, as our January 8, 1987 opinion on this question 

reflects. I will not here undertake to restate that analysis in 

detail, but simply draw your attention to several salient points. 

The history of congressional efforts to enact sentencing 

reform legislation establishes that capital punishment is an 

authorized sanction under the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984. The 

provisions of the Act expressly apply to all federal offenses 

"except as otherwise specifically provided." Prior 

~ongressional attempts at sentencing reform reveal th~t this 

exception in section 355l{a) was intended to mean just what it 

says: an offense is within the scope of the Sentencing Reform 

Act unless the statute defining the offense specifically states 
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that the provisions of the Act are inapplicable. Because 

existing federal death penalty provisions, save one {air piracy 

when death results, 49 U.S.C. 1472), do not specifically provide 

that the provisions of the Sentencing Reform Act are inapplica-

ble, the Act requires that defendants convicted of capital 

offenses be sentenced in accordance with the Act. And, while 

section 3551(b)'s omission of the death penalty from its list of 

authorized sanctions raises the inference that the Act was 

intended to effect an implied repeal of existing federal death 

penalty provisions, this inference is overcome by positive and 

indisputable evidence in the Act's legislative history that 

existing death penalty statutes were intended not to be affected 

in any way, let alone repealed, by the Act • 

The omission of the death penalty from section 355l(b) can 

be traced to a proposed bill -- S. 1437 -- that indeed would have 

expressly repealed existing death penalty provisions (save two, 

which S. 1437 would have amended to render sentencing provisions 

of the bill specifically inapplicable). After similar measures 

had been attempted unsuccessfully, Senators Thurmond and Laxalt 

introduced s. 829, which incorporated without significant change 

the sentencing provisions of s. 1437, including the omission from 

section 355l(b) of the death penalty, and which also supplied 

post-Furman procedures to implement existing, but inoperative, 

f~deral death penalty provisions. Had s. 829 been enacted, 

therefore, it could not have been reasonably maintained that the 

Sentencing Reform Act had implicitly repealed existing death 

penalty provisions because another part of the same bill explic-

- 2 -
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itly relied on their continued existence and enacted procedures 

designed to ensure their implementation. 

These two aspects of s. 829 were subsequently reported 

separately out of the Senate Judiciary Committee as S. 1762 and 

S. 1765, respectively. The Senate passed both bills in 1983, 

thus precluding the contention that existing death penalty 

provisions were intended to be repealed by virtue of the omission 

of the death penalty from the list of authorized sanctions ins. 

1762, the bill that contained the Sentencing Reform Act as 

enacted. When the sentencing provisions of the earlier bill, s. 

1437, were carried over into what was to become the 1984 Act, 

they simply were not revised, evidently through oversight, to 

conform to the congressional intention to leave the federal 

death penalty where it was -- an authorized sentence. 

An additional argument may be made, however, that in leaving 

the federal death penalty where it was, Congress intended it to 

be authorized but inoperative. The difficulty with this position 

is that Congress failed to take any steps to ensure this result. 

Because existing death penalty provisions were not amended 

explicitly to exempt them from the Act, the Act applies. Thus, 

defendants convicted of capital offenses must be sentenced 

according to section 355l(b) and that provision must be 

interpreted either to permit imposition of, or to repeal, the 

~ath penalty. As we have seen, the latter construction is at 

war with the conclusive evidence that Congress did not intend to 

repeal the death penalty. Moreover, it is more accurate to say 

that Congress assumed, rather than intended, the federal death 

- 3 -
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penalty to be inoperative. The legislative history shows that 

this assumption was due solely to the Supreme Court's 1973 

decision in Furman v. Georgia. Given this understanding, 

Congress must also have known that if Furman were subsequently 

overruled, the constitutional impediment to the enforcement of 

federal death penalty provisions would be removed. Similarly, 

should the Supreme Court hold that imposition of the death 

penalty for narrowly drawn offenses such as treason or espionage 

is constitutional, then current statutes would be adequate to the 

task. Thus, any argument that the death penalty statutes were 

not repealed by the Act, but rather were suspended in their 

operation until (and unless) Congress provided statutory 

procedures is in truth tantamount to an argument that the death 

penalty statutes were repealed. 

Having concluded that the death penalty is a permissible 

sanction under the Sentencing Reform Act, section 994 of the Act 

appears to authorize the Commission to promulgate capital 

sentencing guidelines. The Commission's mandate under section 

994(a) -- to "promulgate ••• guidelines ••• for use of a 

sentencing court in determining the sentence to be imposed in a 

criminal case" -- is plainly broad enough to encompass capital 

sentencing guidelines. Subsections (c) and (d) of section 994 

provide additional support for the Commission's authority to 

~omulgate capital sentencing guidelines. Both provis __ ions ref er 

to Commission "guidelines • governing the imposition of 

sentences of probation, a fine, or imprisonment, [and] governing 

the imposition of other authorized sanctions." 28 U.S.C. 994(c), 

- 4 -
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(d) (emphasis added). Numerous provisions of title 18 authorize 

sanctions other than probation, fine, or imprisonment. For 

example, the Sentencing Reform Act itself authorizes the 

imposition of orders of criminal forfeiture, notice to victims, 

and restitution, see 18 u.s.c. 3554, 3555, 3556, and, as already 

discussed, several federal statutes authorize the death penalty. 

This conclusion is not altered by the fact that the Act does 

not make express reference to capital sentencing guidelines. As 

the Supreme Court's opinion in United States v. Southwestern 

Cable Co. (392 u.s. 157 (1968)) illustrates, an administrative 

agency may exercise a power within the terms of its delegated 

authority even if Congress did not expressly mention -- or, 

indeed, contemplate -- a specific exercise of delegated power or 

if Congress subsequently contemplated and failed to confer such 

power. This principle applies to the Sentencing Commission's 

statutory authority to issue capital sentencing guidelines. 

This leaves only the question of the binding quality of any 

capital sentencing guidelines promulgated by the Commission. 

Section 3553(b) of the Sentencing Reform Act provides that 

sentencing courts are required to "impose a sentence of the kind, 

and within the range," established by the guidelines promulgated 

pursuant to 28 u.s.c. 994, absent mitigating or aggravating 

circumstances not taken into account by the Commission. 18 

u....s.c. 3553(b). Thus, it seems clear that sentencing courts 

would be obligated generally to abide by capital sentencing 

guidelines promulgated by the Commission • 

- 5 -
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SENTENCING COMMISSION 

FEBRUARY 17, 1987 

I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY. 

AT THE START, I WOULD LIKE TO COMMEND THE COMMISSION FOR ITS 

WORK. THE DRAFT GUIDELINES PRESENT A LONG-AWAITED MECHANISM 

THROUGH WHICH THE MANY AND COMPLEX FACTORS INVOLVED IN A CRIME 

CAN BE CONSIDERED AT SENTENCING AND THROUGH WHICH DISPARITY 

CAN BE REDUCED. WE APPRECIATE THE INCLUSION OF A SEPARATE 

SECTION FOR PRISON OFFENSES IN THE OFFENSE CONDUCT CHAPTER 

IN YOUR MOST RECENT DRAFT OF THE GUIDELINES. THIS SECTION 

EMPHASIZES THE UNIQUE NATURE OF CRIMES COMMITTED IN OUR 

INSTITUTIONS. 

MY TESTIMONY TODAY FOCUSES ON THE NEED FOR AN APPROPRIATE 

SANCTION FOR A SMALL NUMBER OF EXTREMELY VIOLENT INMATES WHO 

CONTINUE TO PREY ON OTHERS WHILE THEY ARE INCARCERATED. I 

BELIEVE THAT THE DEATH PENALTY IS A NECESSARY SANCTION IN 

THOSE CASES OF MURDER COMMITTED BY AN INMATE WHILE SERVING A 

LIFE SENTENCE. 

A KEY FEATURE OF PUNISHMENT FOR CRIME IS THAT PERSONS ARE 

GENERALLY IMPRISONED LONGER FOR MORE VIOLENT AND DANGEROUS 

BEHAVIOR. CURRENTLY, INMATES INVOLVED IN SUCH BEHAVIOR ARE 

DISCIPLINED BY RECEIVING ADDITIONAL PRISON TIME OR BY A 

TRANSFER TO A MORE SECURE FACILITY. THESE ARE ADEQUATE 
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DETERRENTS TO CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR FOR MOST INMATES IN PRISON. 

INMATES SERVING LIFE SENTENCES ARE UNDETERRED BY THE PROSPECT 

OF ANY FURTHER TERM OF INCARCERATION, HOWEVER. INMATES 

SERVING LIFE SENTENCES HAVE NO REALISTIC EXPECTATION OF 

EVENTUAL RELEASE. THIS SITUATION WILL BE FURTHER EXACERBATED 

WITH ABOLITION OF PAROLE IN i993. FOR SOME OF THESE PERSONS, 

EXTREMELY ASSAULTIVE BEHAVIOR AND MURDER BECOME ROUTINE, AND 

STAFF AND OTHER INMATES ARE CONSTANTLY ENDANGERED. EVEN 

TRANSFER TO OUR MOST SECURE FACILITY, THE U.S. PENTITENTIARY 

AT MARION, ILLINOIS, OR PLACEMENT IN ITS MAXIMUM SECURITY 

CONTROL UNIT DOES NOT PREVENT FURTHER KILLINGS • 

THE MOST RECENT EXAMPLES OF THIS SITUATION ARE THE TRAGIC 

MURDERS OF TWO EXPERIENCED CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS IN THE 

CONTROL UNIT AT MARION ON OCTOBER 22, 1983. ANOTHER OFFICER 

WAS KILLED SOON AFTER THAT ON JANUARY 29, 1984, AT THE FEDERAL 

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION, OXFORD, WISCONSIN. ALL THREE STAFF 

WERE KILLED BY PERSONS SERVING LIFE SENTENCES. 

THE FIRST OFFICER DIED WHEN STABBED APPROXIMATELY 40 TIMES 

WITH A HOMEMADE KNIFE. THE INMATE RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS 

VICIOUS, UNPROVOKED ASSAULT HAD ALREADY MURDERED THREE INMATES 

WHILE IN FEDERAL CUSTODY. THIS SENSELESS MURDER OCCURRED IN 

FULL VIEW OF OTHER STAFF AND INMATES. THE INMATE PERPETRATOR 

WAS INITIALLY SERVING A 15-YEAR SENTENCE FOR BANK ROBBERY. HE 

RECEIVED THREE LIFE SENTENCES FOR THE MURDERS OF THE THREE 
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INMATES. SOME OF THESE MURDERS, AS WELL AS OTHER ASSAULTIVE 

BEHAVIOR, WERE RELATED TO THE INMATE'S INVOLVEMENT IN A PRISON 

GANG. 

THE SECOND OFFICER WAS MURDERED AT MARION ON THE SAME DAY BY 

AN INMATE WHO WAS SENT TO THE BUREAU OF PRISONS FROM THE 

UNITED STATES DISCIPLINARY BARRACKS, FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS. 

FOLLOWING THE AGAIN UNPROVOKED, BRUTAL STABBING OF THIS 

OFFICER, THE INMATE WAVED HIS ARMS IN A VICTORY EXPRESSION AS 

HE WALKED DOWN THE CELL RANGE IN FRONT OF OTHER INMATES. THIS 

INMATE WAS SERVING A LIFE SENTENCE FOR THE MURDER OF A STAFF 

SERGEANT WHILE IN THE UNITED STATES MARINES. HE HAD BEEN 

TRANSFERRED TO THE BUREAU OF PRISONS BECAUSE OF ASSAULTIVE 

BEHAVIOR WHILE IN MILITARY CUSTODY. HE HAS REPEATEDLY ENGAGED 

IN EXTREMELY VIOLENT ACTS, INCLUDING THE MURDERS OF INMATES IN 

1979, 1981, AND 1982. BY KILLING THE OFFICER, IT APPEARS THE 

INMATE ATTEMPTED TO ENHANCE HIS PRESTIGE AND POSITION IN THE 

PRISON GANG. 

STATUS IN A PRISON GANG WAS APPARENTLY A FACTOR IN THE MURDER 

OF THE OFFICER AT OXFORD, WISCONSIN. ONE OF THE INMATES WAS 

SERVING A LIFE SENTENCE AND WANTED TO BE ACCEPTED AS A MEMBER 

OF A PRISON GANG. THE INMATE WAS A FLORIDA PRISONER IN 

FEDERAL CUSTODY UNDER CONTRACT WITH THE BUREAU OF PRISONS. 

THIS MURDER ILLUSTRATES THE RISK ALWAYS PRESENT IN CONFINING 

AN INMATE SERVING A LIFE SENTENCE. 
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THE TRAGIC DEATHS OF THESE FINE, RESPECTED CORRECTIONAL 

OFFICERS AND OF THE INMATE MURDER VICTIMS ARE CONVINCING PROOF 

OF THE NEED FOR A FEDERAL DEATH PENALTY FOR MURDER COMMITTED 

BY A PERSON SERVING A LIFE SENTENCE. WITHOUT AN ULTIMATE 

SANCTION, THERE IS NO ADEQUATE DETERRENT. THE INMATES ARE IN 

EFFECT IMMUNE FROM ANY FURTHER SANCTION FOR THEIR ACTS--

ANOTHER LIFE SENTENCE IS A MEANINGLESS GESTURE. THEY CAN 

CHOOSE TO KILL AND WE ARE FRUSTRATED BY OUR LACK OF MEANS TO 

PROTECT INNOCENT VICTIMS. NOTHING SHORT OF TOTAL AND COMPLETE 

ISOLATION COULD PREVENT THEM FROM STRIKING OUT AGAIN AT STAFF 

OR INMATES. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE, HOWEVER, TO INCARCERATE EVEN 

THE MOST DANGEROUS INMATE WITHOUT SOME HUMAN CONTACT. GIVEN 

THAT, THERE IS NO WAY TO INCAPACITATE THESE INMATES AND TO 

PROTECT THEIR POTENTIAL VICTIMS SHORT OF THE DEATH PENALTY. 

THE TRAGIC MURDERS I HAVE DISCUSSED DRAMATICALLY ILLUSTRATE 

THE NEED FOR THIS SANCTION. 

LET ME CONCLUDE, MR. CHAIRMAN, BY THANKING THE COMMISSION FOR 

LETTING ME TESTIFY ON THIS VERY SENSITIVE ISSUE. WE LOOK 

FORWARD TO CONTINUING OUR CLOSE WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH THE 

COMMISSION AND TO IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SENTENCING GUIDELINES • 
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-The NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund comes before 

you to urge that you end any further consideration of capital 

sentencing guidelines. For nearly three decades we have 

identified and sought to eliminate racial discrimination in 

capital sentencing. We began this effort at a time when two out 

of every three people on death row in our nation were black. Over 

the years this pattern of grossly disproportionate imposition of 

death sentences against black people has changed to some extent: 

now only one out of every two people on death row is black. 

Although such a change represents the elimination of some racial 

discrimination from our capital sentencing system, it is only a 

small step toward eliminating the still massive bias that haunts 

a system dedicated in principle to the fair and even-handed 

treatment of all citizens. 

Overshadowing this extremely modest progress in eliminating 

discrimination against black defendants is the confirmation in 

recent years that racial discrimination is still operating 

entirely unchecked in relation to the race of the victim in 

capital crimes. History has taught that racial animus has taken 

two forms in relation to capital punishment -- disproportionate 

imposition of the death sentence against black defendants and 

against those defendants whose victims are white. But not until 

recently have there been tools of empirical research capable of 

revealing the overwhelming degree of such discrimination. In the 

course of today's hearing, you will be presented with the 

findings of this research, and we believe that you will agree 
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that they are profoundly disturbing. 

The inability of contemporary capital sentencing schemes to 

make more than modest gains in eliminating defendant-based race 

discrimination and to make any appreciable gains in eliminating 

victim-based race discrimination -- despite good faith efforts to 

do so -- has led us to conclude that racial discrimination cannot 

be eliminated, even in substantial part, from the process of 

imposing death sentences. The legacy of racial animus and 

devaluation of black people's lives is still, at this point in 

our history, a powerful force in our criminal justice system. 

This should be a sufficient reason standing alone for the 

Commission to terminate any further consideration of capital 

sentencing guidelines. Given what is at best, from the 

perspective of those urging the Commission to promulgate 

capital sentencing guidelines, implied Congressional permission 

to consider such guidelines, the specter of race discrimination 

should cause the Commission to demur. Nothing short of an 

explicit and unequivocal Congressional directive should cause the 

Commission to proceed in the face of such evidence. 

There are, however, additional reasons -- powerful reasons 

of constitutional law, quite apart from race for the 

Commission not to proceed. Some of these reasons -- for example, 

the lack of statutory authority for the Commission to promulgate 

capital sentencing guidelines will be addressed by others. 

While endorsing these reasons, we will not address them 

ourselves. There are other reasons, however, based upon the 
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requirements of Article I of the Constitution and the Eighth 

Amendment to the Constitution, that we will address. The 

Commission must carefully evaluate its ability to promulgate 

capital sentencing guidelines in relation to these requirements. 

The Eighth Amendment Requires That The Elected Representatives Of 
The People Determine The Criteria And The Procedures Under Which 

The Death Sentence May Be Imposed 

In 1972, the Supreme Court held that capital sentencing 

procedures which allow the sentencer unlimited discretion to 

i~pose the death sentence inflict "cruel and unusual punishment" 

under the Eighth Amendment. Furman v. Georiga, 408 U.S. 238 

(1972). While each Justice wrote a separate opinion, "[a] fair 

statement of the consensus expressed by the Court in Furman is 

that 'where discretion is afforded a sentencing body on a matter 

so grave as the determination of whether a human life should be 

taken or spared, that discretion must be suitably directed and 

limited so as to minimize the risk of wholly arbitrary and 

capricious action. 111 Zant v. Stephens, 462 U.S. 862, 874 (1983) 

(emphasis supplied). 

In the fifteen years since Furman, the Supreme Court has 

consistently held that the capital sentencer's discretion can be 

"suitably directed and limited" if the legislature specifies 

certain limited criteria under which capital defendants become 

eligible for the death penalty and provides a procedure through 

which these criteria are evaluated in the determination of the 

sentence. As the Court explained in Gregg v. Georgia, 
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[T]he concerns expressed in Furman that the penalty of 
death not be imposed in an arbitrary or capricious 
manner can be met by a carefully drafted statute that 
ensures that the sentencing authority is given adequate 
information and guidance. As a general proposition 
these concerns are best met by a system that provides 
for a bifurcated proceeding at which the sentencing 
authority is apprised of the information relevant to 
the imposition of sentence and provided with standards 
to guide its use of the information. 

4 

428 U.S. 153, 195 (1976). Through the years the Court has 

reiterated that under the Eighth Amendment these two safeguards 

against arbitrary and capricious sentencing -- the specification 

of criteria for death-eligibility and the provision of procedures 

for consideration of these criteria -- must be provided by any 

capital sentencing scheme. See, ~-, Godfrey v. Georgia, 446 

U.S. 420, 428 (1980); Zant v. Stephens, 462 U.S. at 873-80; 

Pulley v. Harris, 465 U.S. 37, 44-51 (1984); id. at 55 (Stevens, 

J. , concurring) . 

In its capital punishment decisions, the Court has been 

equally emphatic in declaring that capital sentencing criteria 

and procedures must be adopted by the legislative body of the 

jurisdiction which seeks to punish by death. " (I] n reaching 

[the] conclusion [as to which limited class of persons and 

offenses should be eligible for the death penalty] we have stated 

that this is a judgment peculiarly within the competence of 

legislatures and not the judiciary." Spaziano v. Florida, 468 

U.S. 447, 478 & n.21 (1984) (Stevens, joined by Marshall and 

Brennan, J.J., dissenting) (citing Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 

185-86, and noting the concurrence of the majority in this 

principle, at 468 U.S. at 461). 
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This is so because "in a democratic society legislatures, 

not courts, are constituted to respond to the will and 

consequently the moral values of the people," Furman v. Georgia, 

408 U.S. at 383 (Burger, C.J., dissenting), and the moral values 

of the people must be reflected in the specification of death-

eligible persons and offenses. Under the Eighth Amendment, the 

infliction of death must be in accord with "contemporary values," 

Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 173, and "'the evolving stndards of 

decency that mark the progrss of a maturing society.'" Id. 

(quoting Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 101 (1958)). It is only 

through the elected representatives of the people that these 

moral standards find expression, for in setting for the criteria 

and procedures for imposition of the death penalty, the 

legislature "express[es] the community's belief that 

certain crimes are themselves so grievous an affront to humanity 

that the only adequate response may be the penalty of death." 

Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 184. 

For this reason, the Eighth Amendment requires that the 

legislature rather than non-elected government officials 

promulgate the criteria and procedures through which a capital 

sentencing scheme is brought into compliance with the 

Cons ti tut ion. Thus, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 

was correct when it held in United States v. Harper, 729 F.2d 

1216, 1225 (9th Cir. 1984), that the federal courts cannot 

promulgate capital sentencing guidelines in federal capital 

prosecutions, because "[t]he conclusion that the Constitution 
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requires legislative guidelines in death penalty cases is . 

inescapable".l 

Article I Similarly Requires That Congress Determine Capital 
Sentencing Criteria And Procedures In The Exercise Of Its 

Lawmaking Powers 

6 

Article I, Section l of the Constitution provides that all 

lawmaking powers shall be vested in the Congress. Nevertheless, 

Section 8 of Article I -- the "necessary and proper" clause--

a~lows Congress to delegate to executive agencies, like the 

Sentencing Commission, 2 such of its lawmaking responsibilities as 

is "necessary and proper." See Lichter v. United States, 334 U.S. 

lThe Department of Justice has cited Jordan v. Watkins, 681 
F.2d 1067, 1077-80 (5th Cir. 1982); Knapp v. Cardwell, 667 F.2d 
1253, ~260-61 (9th Cir. 1982); and United States v. Matthews, 16 
M.J. 354 (1983), for the proposition that the legislature need 
not be the body which specifies capital sentencing criteria and 
procedures. The citation to Knapp is inapposi te, for in that 
case no body other than the legislature had specified these 
matters. While Jordan appea·rs to approve a state court's 
limited, temporary specification of one additional aggravating 
circumstance, the Fifth Circuit did not address the 
constitutional propriety of a state court's specification of 
capital sentencing criteria and procedures, addressing instead 
and only, the state court's ability to construe -- not create--
existing legislative provisions. Finally, Matthews was decided 
in the unique context of the military justice system which, 
because of the President's constitutionally-designated role as 
the commander-in-chief of the military forces, allows the 
President to exercise the legislative prerogative as he cannot in 
any other situation. Thus, the reliance on Matthews is also misplaced. 

21n its memorandum of January 8, 1987, the Department of 
Justice analyzed the function of the Commission and determined 
that, despite Congressional designation of the Commission as "an 
independent Commission within the judical branch" of government, 
the Commission was in fact an agency within the executive branch. 
See pp. 1-3 of that memorandum . 
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742, 757 (1948). 

7 

Even though a particular delegation might be 

deemed "necessary," however, the delegation must also be "proper" 

in order to comport with the Constitution. As far back as 

McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wh.) 316, 421 (1819), the 

Supreme Court gave the "necessary" aspect of the clause a wide 

reading, but in doing so noted that "the end [also must] be 

legitimate" for the delegation to be valid. The question, 

therefore, is whether a Congressional delegation (assuming that 

Congress intended such a delegation) to the Sentencing 

Commission, of responsibility to specify criteria and procedures 

for capital sentencing, would be "proper." 

The answer is, quite plainly, that it would not be. There 

can be no dispute that Congress has the exclusive power and 

responsibility to define crimes and "to fix criminal penalties." 

United States v. Batchelder, 442 U.S. 114, 125--26 (1979). See 

also United States v. Hudson, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 32, 34 (1812); 

Liparota v. United States, _U.S. , 85 L.Ed.2d 434, 439 (1985). 

While the power to define crimes can be properly delegated so 

long as Congress has provided the general principles of liability 

applicable to the crime, see United States v. Grimaud, 220 U.S. 

506, 516-17 (1911), the power to "affix penalties" cannot be 

delegated. See United States v. Evans, 333 U.S. 483 (1948). 

However, once Congress has "affixed penalties," by "demarcat[ing) 

the range of penalties that prosecutors and judges may seek and 

impose," its exclusive, non-delegable responsibilities have been 

carried out. United States v. Batchelder, 442 U.S. at 125-26 . 
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Critically, Congress' responsibility to "affix penalties" 

cannot be concluded until it "[h]a[s] informed the courts, 

prosecutors, and defendants of the permissible punishment 

alternatives available . " Id. at 126 (emphasis supplied). 

It is in this respect that a Congressional delegation to the 

Sentencing Commission of the responsibility to specify capital 

sentencing criteria and procedures would be defective. As we 

have demonstrated, the Eighth Amendment requires that the 

legislature specify these criteria and procedures before the 

death sentence can become a constitutionally permissible 

punishment. Accordingly, the death sentence is not a "permissible 

punishment alternative[]," United States v. Batchelder, 442 U.S. 

at 126, in the absence of Congress I specification of these 

matters. Until Congress enacts capital sentencing criteria and 

procedures, therefore, its non-delegable lawmaking 

responsibilities have not been completed. 

Thus, the Commission is ·without the power to fill the void 

left by a Congressional determination not to enact capital 

sentencing criteria and procedures, from the perspective of both 

Article I and the Eighth Amendment. 

Congress Did Not and Could Not Perform Its 
Grave Task of Re-Enacting Capital Sentencing 

By Casual Implication or Inaction 

Given the requirements of Article I and the Eighth 

Amendment, it is inconceivable that Congress could have intended 

that the Sentencing Commission promulgate capital sentencing 
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guidelines. 
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Congress plainly did not address capital sentencing 

criteria and procedures in the Sentencing Reform Act. Moreover, 

Congress cannot have intended to fulfill its legislative duties 

by mere inaction -- through a process in which capital sentencing 

criteria and procedures are promulgated by an executive agency 

and thereafter allowed to become law by the very inability of 

both houses of Congress to agree to modify or reject those 

criteria and procedures. Congress plainly understands that it 

cannot fulfill its legislative function -- as prescribed by the 

Eighth Amendment or by Article I of the Constitution -- by such 

casual implication or inaction. Only the Department of Justice, 

out of its frustration with Congressional refusal to re-enact 

capital sentencing criteria and procedures, has suggested 

otherwise. 

In no provision of the Sentencing Reform Act has Congress 

set forth or defined the criteria or procedures specifically 

applicable to capital sentencing. No procedures are addressed, 

and the only mention of criteria generally is the direction to 

the Commission to consider, and to take into account if relevant, 

"the circumstances under which the offense was committed which 

mitigate or aggravate the seriousness of the offense," 28 U.S.C. 

§ 994(c)(2). However, the Act specifies no particular 

circumstances that must be taken into account in all sentencing 

proceedings. The specification of certain aggravating 

circumstances was not entirely overlooked by Congress, for 

certain of these circumstances are enumerated for sentences of 
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imprisonment. 

10 

See 28 U.S.C. §§ 994(h),(i)(taking into account 

various present and prior convictions of the defendant). But 

these aggravating circumstances are to be used exclusively in 

determining terms of imprisonment. Id. Thus, the Sentencing 

Reform Act omits altogether any reference to the criteria or 

procedures applicable to capital sentencing. 3 

Notwithstanding Congress' silence, the Department of Justice 

nevertheless contends that Congress intended for the Sentencing 

Commission to promulgate capital sentencing guidelines. Such a 

position is wholly unreasoned when it is examined closely, for 

its premise is that Congress decided to perform its grave -- and 

constitutionally mandated -- responsibility of re-vitalizing 

capital sentencing by a process of inaction. This assumption is 

not only unwarranted -- it is a creature of political arrogance 

and lack of respect for the Constitution. 

If Congress' intent was as the Department of Jµstice says, 

Congress established a process by which it could perform its 

legislative responsibilities by doing nothing. As the members of 

3similarly, with the exception of 49 u.s.c. §§ 1472 and 1473 
(aircraft piracy in which a death occurs), Congress has not 
specified the criteria or the procedures for the imposition of 
the death penalty in the definition of any of the federal crimes 
for which death is an available sentence. See, ~. 18 U.S.C. 
§§ 32, 33, 34 (destruction of aircraft, motor vehicle, or related 
facilities resulting in death), § 351 (murder of a Member of 
Congress, important executive official, or Supreme Court 
justice}, § 794 (espionage), § 844(f) (destruction of government 
property resulting in death), § 1111 (first degree murder), § 
1716 (mailing of injurious article resulting in death), 1751 
(assassination or kidnapping resulting in death of the President 
or Vice-President), § 1992 (willful wrecking of train resulting 
in death), § 2113 (bank-robbery-related murder or kidnapping), 
§ 2381 (treason). 
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this Commission know, the Sentencing Re.form Act has established a 

process by which the sentencing guidelines promulgated by the 

Commission become law, unless, within six months after the 

guidelines are submitted to Congress, both houses of Congress 

agree to modify or reject the guidelines. See Sections 235 

(a) (1) (B) (1), (ii) of Pub. L. 98-473, as amended, set out as a 

note under 18 U.S.C. § 3351.4 Thus, if Congress does nothing--

because an insufficient consensus exists in either house for that 

house to reject or modify the guidelines, or because the two 

houses cannot agree to reject or modify the guidelines -- the 

Commission's guidelines become law. While such a process may not 

raise constitutional questions with respect to non-capital 

sentencing guidelines, it plainly does with respect to capital 

sentencing guidelines. 

Since Congress' non-delegable responsibility with respect to 

sentencing is to "demarcate the range of penal ties . . . [ that 

provides the] permissible punishment alternatives available" for 

each crime, United States v. Batchelder, 442 U.S. at 126, one can 

argue with some force that Congress has already fulfilled this 

4While these provisions of Pub. L. 98-473 do not specify the 
form of Congressional action needed to modify or reject the 
initial guidelines, after the initial guidelines have become law, 
any amendments proposed by the Commission to these guidelines 
will become law "one hundred and eighty days after the Commission 
reports them [to Congress], except to the extent the 
guidelines are disapproved or modified by Act of Congress." 28 
U.S.C. § 994(0) (emphasis supplied). Since an "Act of Congress" 
(requiring the agreement of both houses) is necessary for 
Congress to prevent amendments from becoming law, obviously the 
same is necessary to prevent the initial guidelines from becoming 
law . 
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responsibility with respect to non-capital sentences by its 

specification of sentencing ranges for various classes of crimes. 

See 18 U.S.C. §§ 3561, 3571, 3581. If this is so, Congress could 

thus properly leave to the Sentencing Commission the essentially 

executive function of providing guidelines for the application of 

these sentencing ranges. The only substantial question about the 

validity of this argument is whether the Sentencing Commission's 

further and more detailed "demarcation" of the range of sentences 

within the ranges specified by Congress constitutes the exercise 

of Congress' non-delegable responsibility to "demarcate the range 

of ... permissible punishment alternatives." See generally, 

Morrison, "A Fatal Flaw," The National Law Journal, pp. 15, 28-29 

(January 26, 1987). 

However, as we have already demonstrated, such a process 

raises grave constitutional questions with respect to capital 

sentencing guidelines. The Eighth Amendment contemplates 

Congress' exercise of its own unique judgment, as the elected 

representatives of the people, in determining the criteria and 

procedures for imposition of the death sentence. And because the 

Eighth Amendment requires that these criteria and procedures be 

specified before the death sentence can become a "permissible 

punishment" -- a requirement not applicable to non-capital 

sentences -- under Article I Congress cannot fulfill its non-

delegable responsibility to establish the death sentence as a 

"permissible punishment alternative" until it has specified 

capital sentencing criteria and procedures . 
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To suggest, as the Department of Justice has, that Congress 

meant to fulfill its manifest responsibility to enact these 

criteria and procedures QY inaction is patently absurd. The 

Eighth Amendment and Article I call for the kind of deliberate 

and attentive focus by Congress on these matters that is provided 

only when Congress enacts positive legislation. If there is an 

insufficient consensus in Congress to enact explicit, positive 

· capital sentencing criteria and procedures, the result -- the 

continual relegation of the death sentence to the status of a 

non-available punishment -- is the result the Constitution 

requires. It is inconceivable that Congress would intend to 

subvert the constitutional process, by permitting a matter to 

become law because of an insufficient consensus to prevent its 

becoming law, when there was an insufficient consensus to enact 

that law •in the first place. Thus, "[w]e cannot take [Congress' 

silence as to capital sentencing criteria and procedures] as 

importing clear direction to the [Commission] to .do what Congress 

itself either refused or failed on notice to do upon so many 

occasions and opportunities." United States v. Evans, 333 U.S. at 

492. 

Conclusion 

Accordingly, if the Commission decides to promulgate capital 

sentencing guidelines, its decision will be made in disregard of 

the Constitution. While political pressures could force the 

Commission into making such a decision, that decision would be 
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accompanied by a storm of litigation and a public outcry that 

would likely bring the Commission's entire effort at sentencing 

reform into disrepute. Congress could not have intended these 

consequences by its mere silence. Congress' omission of any 

reference to capital sentencing criteria or procedures in the 

Sentencing Reform Act plainly meant that capital sentencing was 

outside the scope of the Act. The Commission should, therefore, 

leave to Congress the resolution of the knotty constitutional, 

moral, and policy questions that it is uniquely suited -- and 

required under the Constitution -- to resolve, by refusing to 

promulgate capital sentencing guidelines . 
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TESTIMONY OF PATRICK B. MCGUIGAN, DIRECTOR OF THE INSITUTUTE FOR 

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS, A DIVISION OF THE FREE CONGRESS 

FOUNDATION. 

Introduction 

The Sentencing Commission is considering whether or not to 

promulgate guidelines to provide for the constitutionally sound 

imposition of capital punishment. Naturally, I applaud this 

sensible effort to have national law reflect the will of the 

American people, who have, time and again -- in opinion polls, 

and at the voting booth -- expressed their support for capital 

punishment. 

I would caution those who attack this action that citizens 

in our most heavily populated state, California, recently had an 

opportunity to render their judgment on three judges who had 

repeatedly -- frequently on absurd technical grounds -- thwarted 

justice in many areas, particularly in the imposition of the 

death penalty. 

At its roots, the California election was a repudiation of 

judicial activism. But the catalyst for the ouster of the three 

justices was their unreasonable, and I believe, unconstitutional 

belief that the death penalty should not be imposed under any 

circumstances whatsoever. The American people support the death 

penalty; it is a key weapon in the war against crime. One of 

government's chief responsibilities is to protect the lives of 

innocent citizens. The death penalty is a vital tool to help 

government effectuate that purpose . 

Lest anyone misinterpret the results of the recent 

elections, recall that the same electorate which narrowly 
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returned Alan Cranston to the U.S. Senate overwhelmingly 

rejected three justices who rejected the death penalty on the 

most tenuous of grounds. This is a clear reflection of the fact 

that the vast majority of the American people support the death 

penalty. According to a recent poll conducted by Media General 

and the Associated Press, 85% of the American people support the 

death penalty. 

The Sentencing Commission has the statutory authority to 

promulgate guidelines for the imposition of the death penalty. 

The Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 established the 

Sentencing Commission, which, under 28 u.s.c. Section 994, has 

the responsiblity to "promulgate and distribute to all courts of 

the United States . guidelines ... for use of a sentencing 

court in deteriming the sentence to be imposed in a criminal 

case." The Act makes it clear that the Commission's authority 

includes ~he entire range of federal criminal statutes. 

Subsection (a) of section 3551 provides that, "[e]xcept as 

otherwise specifically provided, a defendant who has been found 

guilty of an offense described in any Federal statute . 

shall be sentenced in accordance with the provisions of this 

[Act] " 18 u.s.c. Section 355l(a). 

It is important to remember that the Supreme Court, in its 

decisions in this area, did not say that all the existing death 
' 

penalty statutes were constitutionally infirm. Rather, the 

Court has said that past imposition of the death penalty has 

been unconstitutional, and indicated that certain procedural 

guidelines were necessary for the constitutional imposition of 

capital punishment. The contemplated action is a first step 

toward reasserting the right of Americans to impose the supreme 
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penalty upon the most evil perpetrators of crime. 

Most federal death penalty statutes were enacted prior to 

Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972), the Supreme Court 

decision that invalidated Georgia's death penalty statutes 

because of what the Court considered constitutionally 

unacceptable procedures. The Supreme Court has never held that 

the current federal death penalty statutes are 

unconstitutional. Neither has the Congress repealed death 

penalty statutes. 

The fact that the Sentencing Reform Act does not 

specifically mention the death penalty, but does mention other 

sanctions, does not mean that it was not the intent of the 

Congress to charge the Commission with promulgating guidelines 

for the imposition of the death penalty. Such a construction is 

erroneous because the Commission was charged with promulgating 

guidelines for the entire range of criminal statutes -- many of 

which provide for the death penalty. 

To argue that under the Sentencing Reform Act the 

Commission was precluded from considering guidelines imposing 

the death penalty is essentially to argue that the Act impliedly 

repealed the death penalty, because judges will be bound by the 

final guidelines. That is an obvious error. Courts have a 

strong presumption against implied repeal. Further, had 

Congress wished to exclude the death penalty, it would have 

limited the Commission's authority to consider penalties to 

those statutes which do not carry the death penalty, or it would 
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have affirmatively repealed them . 

The Commission should promulgate guidelines for the imposition 

of the death penalty for each crime for which federal law 

carries the penalty of death. 

Among the questions the Commission asked was for what 

crimes should it promulgate guidelines for the imposition of the 

death penalty. Federal statutes call for the death penalty for 

several crimes, including murder, espionage, treason, and 

hijacking. I suggest that you promulgate guidelines to impose 

the death penalty for every federal crime for which the death 

penalty is prescribed. 

This is completely consistent with the Commission's 

implementing legislation, and with the principles of 

congressional delegation of rulemaking authority. The Congress 

has prescribed the death penalty for certain crimes. It is not 

this Commission's function to second guess the Congress. It is 

the responsibility of the Congress to determine for what crimes 

the death penalty is merited; it is the responsibility of this 

Commission to promulgate guidelines to implement that penalty in 

a manner which is consistent with the will of the Congress. 

To put it another way, the judgment as to which crimes 

merit the death penalty rests properly with our elected 

representqtives, and not with the Sentencing Commission. The 

Congress has already made that choice. If the Congress finds 

that it wishes to reconsider whether or not to impose the death 
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penalty for any of these crimes, it can always do so. 

Conclusion. 

The Congress, in passing the Comprehensive Crime Control 

Act of 1984, clearly intended that the Sentencing Commission 

promulgate guidelines for the imposition of the entire range of 

penalties contemplated by federal criminal law. Among them is 

the death penalty. There is no language in the statute upon 

which one could reasonably find a basis for the argument that 

the Congress intended to exclude the death penalty. 

The death penalty is an essential element in the war 

against crime. Lest anyone doubt its efficacy as a deterrent, I 

would like to read portions of a letter from Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 

Horner, written in 1975 to Keith Sanborn, the district attorney 

of Sedgwick County in Kansas: 

"Last September 17th at four in the morning, three people 

held us captive at gun-point for three hours during an 

attempt to rob our bank. During that time they discussed 

their sentences if they were caught. They decided to kill 

us, rather than leave witnesses. There wouldn't be that 

much difference in the 'time' they would serve. They 

mocked the law, for we have become more concerned with the 

criminals' rights than those of the law-abiding citizen. 

"Capital punishment is not excessive, unnecessary 

punishment for those who willfully, with premeditation, set 

out to take the lives of others. Even though it may be 

used infrequently, it does impose a threat to the criminal . 

"Rosie escaped, but they shot me twice in the head and left 

me for dead in the bank vault. Thank God that we lived so 
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that we can tell you that capital punishment will save the 

lives of the innocent. Our first 'moral' obligations 

should be to the law-abiding citizens." 

In cemeteries all over our country lay the bones of men, 

women and children who were not as fortunate as Mr. and Mrs. 

Horner. If we could bring them back, many of them would tell us 

that the death penalty, does, indeed, deter murder. If their 

families were before this Commission, they would tell us the 

same. On their behalf, I urge you to promulgate guidelines 

facilitating the imposition of the death penalty. My question 

is: if it is constitutional, and 85% of the American people 

want it, why isn't it happening? 
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Respectfully submitted, this thirteenth day of February, 

1987. 

Patrick B. 

Director 
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TESTIMONY OF JEFFERY D. TROUTT, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, 

INSTITUTE FOR GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS, A DIVISION OF THE 

FREE CONGRESS FOUNDATION. 

Introduction. 

Today, the Commission has before it one of the greatest 

issues of our day: the death penalty. Few issues are more 

controversial, or evoke more emotion. Yet, in my view, few 

issues are more vital to the safety and security of our nation 

and its citizens. The courts, legislatures, and common sense 

have indicated that the death penalty has a deterrent effect 

upon crime. Thus, your decision whether or not to promulgate 

death penalty guidelines will have an impact that can be 

measured in human lives . 

The Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, which established this 

Commission, charged it with the responsiblity to "promulgate and 
' 

distribute to all courts of the United States . guidelines . 

. . for use of a sentencing court in deteriming the sentence to 

be imposed in a criminal case." 28 U.S.C. Section 994. Under 

the Act, the Commission has the authority to promulgate 

guidelines for the entire range of federal criminal statutes. 

18 U.S.C. section 355l(a) provides that, "[e]xcept as otherwise 

specifically provided, a defendant who has been found guilty of 

an offense described in any Federal statute . shall be 

sentenced in accordance with the provisions of this [Act]. 

The Commission has the authority to promulgate guidelines for 

the imposition of the death penalty . 

Most federal death penalty statutes were enacted prior to 

II 
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Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972). The Supreme Court has 

never held that the existing federal death penalty statutes are 

constitutionally infirm. Rather, the Court has said that it has 

been imposed in an unconstitutional manner in the past, and 

indicated that certain procedural guidelines were necessary for 

its constitutional imposition. Promulgation of guidelines for 

the imposition of the death penalty would not only be 

Constitutional, it would fulfill the intent of the Congress 

as expressed in the several statutes which provide for the death 

penalty for crimes such as murder and the assassination of the 

President. The Congress has never repealed these statutes which 

call for the death penalty. 

28 u.s.c. Section 994(a) instructs the Commission to 

"promulgate ... guidelines ... for use of a sentencing court 

in determining the sentence to be imposed in a criminal case." 

This language is extremely broad -- broad enough to infer that 

death penalty guidelines are within the scope of the 

Commission's authority. 

Section 994(a) also enumerates several specific sentences 

such as imprisonment and fines which the Commission is to 

consider. It does not mention the death penalty specifically. 

However, that does not mean that the Congress excluded the death 

penalty from the Commission's consideration. The statute says 

that the Commission is to promulgate sentencing guidelines, "for 

use of a sentencing court in determining the sentence to be 

imposed in a criminal case, including," fines, imprisonment, 

etc. 28 U.S.C. Section 994(a). The word "including" clearly 

indicates that the list of sentences provided in Section 994 was 
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not inclusive. Thus, the language of the statute in no way 

indicates an intent by the Congress either to exclude the death 

penalty from the scope of the Commission's authority, or to 

repeal existing death penalty statutes by implication. 

There is further evidence of Congress' intent to include 

the death penalty within the ambit of the Commission's 

authority. 28 U.S.C. Section 994(b) provides that "[t]he 

Commission, in the guidelines promulgated pursuant to subsection 

(a)(l), shall, for each category of offense involving each 

category of defendant, establish a sentencing range that is 

consistent with all pertinent provisions of title 18, United 

States Code." The word, "shall" in Section 994(b) indicates 

that the Commission must promulgate guidelines consistent with 

Title 18, which prescibes the death penalty for several crimes. 

As the death penalty is part of the sentencing scheme, the 

Commission is charged by the statute to promulgate guidelines 

for its implementation. 

The fact that the Sentencing Reform Act does not 

specifically mention the death penalty, but does mention other 

sanctions, does not indicate that it was not the intent of the 

Congress to charge the Commission with promulgating guidelines 

for the imposition of the death penalty. Such a construction is 

erroneous because the Commission was charged with promulgating 

guidelines for the entire range of criminal statutes -- many of 

which provide for the death penalty. It is impossible for the 

Commission to consider the entire sentencing range of Title 18 

without considering the death penalty. 

An alternative construction of the Act is that the 
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Commission was precluded from considering guidelines imposing 

the death penalty because the Congress repealed the death 

penalty by implication. That is an erroneous construction of 

the Act. Courts have a strong presumption against implied 

repeal. Further, had Congress wished to exclude the death 

penalty, it would have limited the Commission's authority to 

consider penalties to those statutes which do not carry the 

death penalty, or it would have affirmatively repealed them. 

The recent AP poll found that the death penalty has support 

from about 85% of the American people. Given such strong public 

support, and the sound reasons that the death penalty is sound 

public pollicy, it is practically inconceivable that the 

Congress would attempt to repeal the death penalty, either 

directly or by inference. 

The intent of Congress can also be inferred by the fact 

that the death penalty meets three of the four purposes of 

sentencing outlined in the Commission's implementing legislation 

and in it's proposed guidelines. 28 U.S. c. Section 99l(b) 

provides that the senctencing guidelines should meet the 

purposes of sentencing set forth in Title 18 of the United 

States Code. Those purposes are just punishment, deterrence, 

incapacitation, and rehabilitation. Other have eloquently 

testified as to how the death sentence fulfills the functions of 

deterrence, just punishment, and incapacitation. I will not 

repeat their arguments here. I will merely mention that I 

believe it is likely that the Congress would approve of a 

sentence that meets these requirements, assuming it is 

proportional to the crime committed. While this does not itself 

establish congressional intent, I believe that it is further 
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indicium that the Congress intended for the Commission to 

consider the death penalty. 

If the Commission is in doubt at to its authority to promulgate 

guidelines for the imposition of the death penalty. it should 

assume it has such authority. and submit them separately. 

leaving the final decision to the Congress and the courts. 

I am certain that the Commission has the statutory 

authority to promulgate guidelines for the imposition of the 

death penalty. At the very least, there is a reasonable basis 

for this belief. Perhaps the Commission is not the appropriate 

forum to decide the matter. If some Commissioners are in doubt 

as to whether or not they have such authority, it seems to me 

that a compromse approach would be for the Commission to assume 

that it has such authority, and let the Congress and the courts 

decide the matter finally. In any event, given that it is a 

close question, the Congress and the courts are the most 

appropriate entities to decide the matter of legislative intent. 

The Commission could bifrucate the guidelines, promulgating 

guidelines for the imposition of the death penalty and 

submitting them to Congress separately. Thus, if the Congress 

disagrees with the Commission, or decides that the Commission 

has acted ultra vires, it can vote against them. 

When the Commission does promulgate death penalty 

guidelines, it is probable that someone will challenge them in 

court. The challenge will likely turn upon the issue of 

legislative intent . 

Thus, this Commission will not be the final forum to decide 

this issue. The opponents of the death penalty will have the 
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opportunity to challenge the guidelines in other, more 

appropriate, forums. 

However, if the Commission refuses to take action on the 

death penalty, it will have failed in its duty to discharge the 

intent of the Congress. I am sure that no one on the Commission 

would wan~ to fail in that regard. I urge you, therefore to 

follow most logical path: to promulgate guidelines for the 

imposition of the death penalty, and leave the issue of 

legislative intent to the bodies most competent to discern it --

the Congress and the courts. 

The Commission should promulgate death penalty guidelines for 

every crime for which the Congress has provided the death 

penalty . 

Addressing the Commission request for comment regarding for 

what specific crimes the should the death penalty be imposed, it 

is my contention that the Commission should promulgate 

guidelines for the imposition of the death penalty for every 

crime for which the Congress has provided the penalty of death. 

The only way the Commission can completly fulfill its statutory 

mandate is to promulgate guidelines to impose the death penalty 

for every federal crime for which the death penalty has been 

prescribed by the Congress. 

The Congress has prescribed the death penalty for certain 

crimes; it has already spoken as to which crimes merit the death 

penalty. This Commission must work with what the Congess has 

given it, and promulgate guidelines to impose the death penalty, 

as is consistent with the will of the Congress. 
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Conclusion. 

The Commission has the authority to promulgate guidelines 

for the imposition of the death penalty. In fact, it has more 

than the authority to promulgate them -- it has the duty to 

promulgate them. If it fails to do so, it fails to follow the 

intent of the Congress. 

There are powerful special interest groups opposed to the 

death penalty. I am not here to argue with them over whether or 

not the death penalty is sound public policy. I believe it is, 

but I do not believe that the Commission is a compentent body to 

decide this issue. The Congress is the competent body, and it 

has already spoken. The Commission should not make public 

policy on this matter, but should obediently discharge the 

responsibility entrusted to it by the Congress. The battle over 

the death penalty is too important to be waged in this 

Commission. It should be waged in the Congress, and in the 

courts . 
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n1 SECOND STREET, N.E. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002 202·5.46·3013 

January 29, 1987 

The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

For your attention, I am enclosing a copy of 
Judicial Notice, which includes an article on the 
Commission, a copy of an op-ed written by Pat 
McGuigan and I, which will appear in the February 2, 
1987 issue of Legal Times, and a copy of a Media 
General/Associated Press poll showing that 83% of the 
American people support the imposition of the death 
penalty. 

I look forward to testifying before the 
Commission this February. 

Sincerely yours, 

lb £-E~} 
Research Director 
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Methodoloqy 

This Media General/Associated Press public opinion poll was conducted by 

Media General Research among a representative sample of 1,251 adults across 

the nation living in telephone households. 

Interviews were conducted between November 7 and November 14, 1986, during 

the hours when men and working women could also be reached. Up to three 

call-backs were made to reach the appropriate respondent . 

The telephone sample was drawn using a random method by Survey Sampling, 

Inc., of Westport, Connecticut. It included listed and non-listed telephone 

households. 

The data projects to an estimated 161 million adults in telephone households . 

. .. -.. •..:;....,.· 
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Sample 
Size 

100 
200 
300· 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 

1,000 
l, 100 
1,200 
1,400 
1,500 

Samolino Tolerance·s for Random. Samoles 

Plus or Minus Percentage Points 

(95! Confidence Limit) 

Resoonse Percentaae 

5% 10% 20% 30% 
or or or or 
95% 90% 80% 70% 

4 6 8 9 
3 4 6 6 
2 3 5 5 
2 3 4 4 

2 3 4 4 
2 2 3 4 
2 2 3 3 
2 2 3 3 

1 2 3 3 
1 2 2 3 

1 2 2 3 
1 2 2 3 
1 2 2 2 
1 2 2 2 

40% 
or 
60% 50% 

10 10 
7 7 
6 6 
5 5 
4 4 

4 4 
4 4 

3 3 
3 3 

3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 

How to Read Table: If 68% of a sample of 860 adults said they are in favor 

of a certain issue, read across "Response Percentage" column heading to 

nearest response 1 eve l. In this case 68% comes closest to 70%. Fa 11 ow 

down that co 1 umn to the row which comes closest to 860 sample. In this 

case it is 900. At that point--70%, 900 sample--the tolerance is plus or 

minus 3 percentage points which means that if a census were taken, you could 

expect the response to the same question to fall bet~een 65: and 71~ 95 out 

<of 100 times . 

- l -
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Differences Between Two Percentaces: When comparing two percentages from 

the same survey and you wish to determine with some assurance that the 

difference between them is significant. a good rule of thumb is to simply 

look up the sampling tolerance of each percentage. If the difference be~Heen 

the two percentages is greater than the sum of the two sampling tolerances, 

then the difference is significant.· If the difference be~neen the two 

percentages is less than the sum of the two sampling tolerances, then the 

difference between the ~no percentages is not significant. For example, if 

50~ of a random sample of 570 women and 40% of a random sample of 530 men 

agreed on an issue, is the difference significant? The sampling tolerance 

for women is 4 percentage paints according to the chart. The sampling 

tolerance for men, as it turns out, is also 4 percentage paints. The sum 

of the two tolerances is 8 percentage · points. The difference between the 

percentages of men and women is 10 percentage points. Therefore, the 

difference be~neen men and women on this issue is significant . 

- ' -
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And lastly, I'd like to ask you some -questions about the death penalty . 

1. First, is the death penalty an issue you have thought about often, sometimes, 
or hardly ever? 

48-1 ( 42 ) Often 
2 ( 41 ) Sometimes 

3 ( 16 ) Hardly ever 
4 ( 1 ) DK/NA 

Base 1251 

2. Is the death penalty an issue you feel very strongly or not very strongly 
about? 

49-1 ( 65 ) Very strongly 
2 ( 28 ) Not very strongly 

3 ( 7 ) DK/NA 

Base 1251 

3. In general, do you feel the death penalty should be allowed in all ~urder 
cases, only in certain murder cases, or should there be no death penalty 
at all? 

50-1 ( 29 ) A 11 murder cases ( go to Q. 5) 
2 ( 56) Only in certain murder cases (go to Q. 4) 
3 ( 11) No death penalty at all {go to Q. 9) 
4 ( 4 ) DK/NA ( go to Q. 9) 

Base 1251 

4. Which of the ·follow1ng murder cases, if any, would you consider justification 
for the death penalty? 

51-1 ( 84) If murder is especially brutal 
52-2 ( 74) If murder is for hire 
53-3 ( 79 ) If victim was a child 
54-4 ( 62) If victim was a police officer 
55-5 ( 56) If victim was a prison guard 
56-6 ( 83) If convicted of killing more than one person 
57-7 ( 1 ) None of these 

58 -8 ( 4 ) DK/NA 
Base 702 

5. What if convicted murderers were sent to jail for life without any chance 
of being let out. Would you still support the death penalty? 

6. 

59-1 ( 75 ) Yes 
2 ( 19 ) No 

3 ( 6 ) DK/NA 

Base 1063 

Do you think the death penalty should be imposed for crimes other than 
murder, or is murder the only crime that should be punished by death? 

60-1 ( 47) Death penalty only for murder {go to Q. 8) 
2( 47) Death penalty for other crimes also (go to Q. 7) 
3 ( 6 ) DK/NA ( go to Q. 8) 

Base 1063 
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7. For what crimes besides murder should the death penalty be imposed? 
(DO NOT READ LIST) 

61-1 ( 54 ) Rape 
62-2 ( 20) Treason against the U.S. (traitors, espionage, etc.) 
63-3 ( 14 ) Drug dea 1 i ng 
64-4 ( 35) Child molestation or abuse 
65-5 ( 21 ) Other ______________________ _ 
66-6 ( 5 ) DK/NA 

Base 501 

8. Which of the following, if any, would you say is the main justification 
for the death penalty? (ROTATE) 

9. 

10. 

(ONE ANSWER ONLY) 
67-1 ( 33 ) To deter others from comini tti ng serious crimes 

2 ( 43 ) To protect society from futur·e crimes that person might commit 
3 ( 19 ) To punish that particul9-i: person 
4 ( 1 ) None of these s ( 4 ) DK/NA 

Base 1063 

Some people say executions in the U.S. have become routine and Americans 
don't pay much attention to them anymore. But others say the death penalty 
is still unusual and Americans do pay attention. How about you personally? 
Would you . say you paj as much attention to executions in the U.S. as you 
used to, or not? 

68-1 ( 68) Pay as much attention to executions as I used to 
2( 27) Don't pay as much attention as I used to 
3 ( 5 ) DK/NA 

Base 1251 

Some people say the death penalty is not carried out fairly from case to 
case. Others say it is. Do you think the death penalty is carried out 
fairly from case to case, or not? 

69-1 ( 32) Is carried out fairly 
· 2 ( 50 ) Is not carried out fairly 

3 ( 18 ) DK/NA 
Base 1251 
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First, is the death penalty an issue you have thought about often, sometimes, 
or hardly ever? 

Base 

All Adults ............... 1251 

White Collar ............. 549 
Blue Collar .............. 230 
Other Occupations........ 99 
Not in Work Force ........ 371 

18-34 Years .............. 479 
35-54 " .............. 450 
55-64 " .............. 157 
65+ " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164 

Not H. S. Graduate........ 163 
H.S. traduate ............ 447 
Part College ............. 295 
College Grad. + .......... 342 

Black.................... 97 
White .................... 1111 
Hispanic................. 16 
Other.................... 23 

Protestant ............... 658 
Catholic ................. 323 
Jew. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . 21 
Other Faith.............. 80 
No Preference............ 158 

Democrat ................. 419 
Republican ............... 336 
Independent .............. 443 

Ind. Lean Dem ........... 151 
Ind. Lean Repub. . . . . . . . . 130 
Ind./lnd. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . 162 

Democrat + Lean.......... 570 
Republican+ Lean ........ 466 

Often 

42% 

42 
42 
39 
44 

38 
42 
53 
45 

43 
42 
42 
42 

42 
42 
25 
48 

42 
40 
33 
39 
43 

46 
42 
41 

36 
42 
44 

43 
42 

Sometimes 

41% 

43 
42 
39 
37 

45 
43 
31 
30 

30 
41 
44 
44 

28 
42 
69 
26 

38 
45 
62 
43 
39 

37 
42 
43 

48 
46 
38 

40 
43 

Hardly Ever 

16% 

14 
16 
21 
16 

16 
14 
14 
20 

23 
16 
14 
12 

25 
15 
6 

26 

18 
13 

5 
14 
17 

16 
15 
14 

15 
12 
14 

16 
14 

DK/tlA 

1% 

1 

1 
3 

1 
1 
2 
5 

4 
1 

2 

5 
1 

2 
2 

4 
1 

1 
1 
2 

1 

4 

1 
1 
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Q. 1 

• CONTINUED 

Base Often Sometimes Hardlt Ever DK/NA 

All Adults ............... 1251 42% 41% 16% 1% 

Conservative ............. 682 45 40 14 1 
Liberal .................. 355 40 43 16 1 
Neither .................. 140 43 41 13 3 

Registered Voter ......... 1068 44 41 14 1 
Not Registered Voter ..... 178 33 40 25 2 

Under $20,000 ............ 345 41 35 22 2 
$20,000-$34,999 .......... 430 42 43 15 
$35,000+ ................. 394 44 45 10 1 

Labor Union .............. 141 40 44 15 1 
No Labor Union ........... 1104 42 40 16 2 

• Male ..................... 612 44 39 16 1 
F ema 1 e ................... 639 40 42 16 2 

Top 10 MSAs .............. 198 43 40 15 2 
Balance MSAs ............. 766 42 41 16 1 
No MSA ................... 287 42 41 15 2 

Northeast ................ 253 40 44 15 1 
North Central ............. 348 37 46 16 1 
South .................... 411 45 37 16 2 
l~e st ..................... 239 46 37 15 2 

• 



• Q. 2 
Is the death penalty an issue you feel very strongly or not very strongly 
about? 

Base Very_ Strongly_ Not Very_ Strongll DK/NA 

A 11 Adults ............... 1251 65% 28% 7% 

White Collar ............. 549 65 29 5· 
Blue Collar .............. 230 67 24 9 
Other Occupations ........ 99 68 29 3 
Not in Work Force ........ 371 65 27 8 

18-34 Ye a rs .............. 479 62 32 6 
35-54 II 450 68 25 7 .............. 
55-64 II 157 72 20 8 .............. 
65+ II 164 61 30 9 .............. 
Not H.S. Graduate ........ 163 60 31 9 
H.S. Graduate ............ 447 68 25 7 

• Part College ............. 295 66 30 4 
College Grad. + .•••.•.... 342 64 28 8 

Black .................... 97 54 39 7 
White .................... 1111 67 26 7 
Hispanic ................. 16 69 31 
Other .................... 23 65 35 

Protestant ............... 658 64 30 6 
Catholic ................. 323 68 25 7 
Jew .................•.... 21 66 29 5 
Other Faith .............. 80 65 24 11 
No Preference ............ 158 65 29 6 

Democrat ................. 419 64 29 7 
Republican ............... 336 70 24 6 
Independent .............. 443 65 29 6 

Ind. Lean Dern. .......... 151 61 34 5 
Ind. Lean Repub. ........ 130 64 31 5 
Ind./Ind. ............... 162 71 22 7 

Democrat + Lean .......... 570 62 31 7 
Republican + Lean ........ 466 68 26 6 

• 



Q. 2 
• CONTINUED 

Base Very Stronqly Not Very Stronaly DK/NA 

All Adults ............... 1251 65% 28% 7% 

Conservative ............. 682 69 26 5 
Liberal .................. 355 63 30 7 
Neither .................. 140 63 26 11 

Registered Voter ......... 1068 66 27 7 
Not Registered Voter ..... 178 61 32 7 

Under $20,000 ............ 345 61 32 7 
$20,000-$34,999 .......... 430 66 27 7 
$35 ,000+ ................. 394 69 25 6 

Labor Union .............. 141 66 25 9 
No Labor Union ........... 1104 66 28 6 

• Male ..................... 612 68 27 5 
Female ................... 639 63 29 8 

Top 10 MSAs .............. 198 65 27 8 
Balance MSAs ............. 766 66 27 7 
No MSA ................... 287 63 30 7 

Northeast ................ 253 65 28 7 
North Centra 1 •••••••••••• 348 61 28 11 
South .................... 411 66 29 5 
West ..................... 239 73 23 4 

• 



• 

• 

• 

Q. 3 
In general, do jou feel the death penalty should be allowed in all murder 
cases, only in certain murder cases, or should there be no death penalty 
at all? 

No 
All Murder Certain Murder Death Penalty 

Base Cases Cases At All DK/NA 

A 11 Adults. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1251 29% 56% 11 % 4% 

White Collar ............. 549 
Blue Collar .............. 230 
Other Occupations........ 99 
Not in Work Force. . . . . . . . 371 

18-34 Years .............. 479 
35-54 II • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 450 
55-64 II • •. • • • • • • • • • • • 157 
65+ II • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 164 

Not H. S. Graduate. . . . . . . . 163 
H.S. Graduate ............ 447 
Part College ............. 295 
College Grad. + .......... 342 

Black.................... 97 
White .................... 1111 
Hispanic................. 16 
Other.................... 23 

Protestant ............... 658 
Catholic ................. 323 
Jew. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 21 
Other Faith.............. 80 
No Preference ............ 158 

Democrat ..........•...... 419 
Republican ............... 336 
Independent .............. 443 

Ind. Lean Dem ........... 151 
Ind. Lean Repub ......... 130 
Ind./Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162 

Democrat+ Lean .......... 570 
Republican + Lean. . . . . . . . 466 

26 
31 
32 
32 

27 
29 
32 
32 

36 
33 
28 
21 

20 
30 
19 
39 

29 
30 
33 
28 
26 

24 
35 
28 

25 
30 
29 

25 
34 

58 
58 
51 
51 

60 
55 
54 
50 

43 
55 
59 
61 

38 
58 
50 
48 

56 
56 
52 
53 
56 

53 
58 
59 

60 
65 
55 

53 
59 

12 
10 
13 
11 

10 
13 
9 

11 

14 
9 

11 
13 

33 
9 

31 
13 

11 
11 
10 
11 
13 

19 
5 
9 

14 
3 
9 

18 
5 

4 
1 
4 
6 

3 
3 
5 
7 

7 
3 
2 
5 

9 
3 

4 
3 
5 
8 
5 

4 
2 
4 

1 
2 
7 

4 
2 



I 

Q. 3 

• CONTINUED 

No 
All Murder Certain t-lurder Death Penalty 

Base Cases Cases At A 11 DK/NA 

All Adults ............... 1251 29% 56% 11% 4% 

Conservative ............. 682 31 57 8 4 
Liberal .•................ 355 26 54 18 2 
Neither .................. 140 23 61 11 5 

Registered Voter ......... 1068 29 56 11 4 
Not Registered Voter ..... 178 30 53 11 6 

Under $20,000 ............ 345 33 49 13 5 
$20,000-$34,999 .......... 430 29 57 11 3 
$35,000+ ................. 394 27 62 8 3 

Labor Union .............. 141 28 56 14 2 
No Labor Union ........... 1104 29 56 11 4 

• Ma 1 e ..................... 612 32 56 10 2 
Fema 1 e ................... 639 26 55 13 6 

Top 10 MSAs .............. 198 28 55 11 6 
Balance MSAs ............. 766 30 54 12 4 
No MSA ...•••..•........•. 287 26 60 11 3 

Northeast ................ 253 26 59 13 2 
North Central .......•.... 348 30 56 9 5 
South .................... 411 32 52 12 4 
West ..................... 239 24 62 11 3 

• 



• 

• 

• 

Q. 4 

Which of the following murder cases, if any, would you consider justification 
for the death penalty? 
(respondents who said - only in certain circumstances) 

Murder Victim 
Especially Murder Victim Has 

Base Brutal For Hire Has Child Police Officer 

All Adults ................. 702 84% 74% 79% 62% 

White Collar ............... 326 86 76 77 61 
Blue Collar ................ 133 84 74 84 65 
Other Occupations .......... 50 82 62 84 58 
Not in Work Force .......... 192 80 75 80 63 

18-34 Years ................ 283 83 69 75 55 
35-54 II 252 85 77 81 65 ................ 
55-64 II 85 85 81 87 74 ................ 
65+ II 82 82 73 79 68 ................ 
Not H.S. Graduate .......... 71 82 75 87 66 
H.S. Graduate .............. 242 84 72 84 66 
Part Co 11 ege ............... 176 84 75 76 57 
Co 11 ege Grad.+ ............. 210 84 76 76 61 

Black ...................... 37 76 81 81 57 
Wh i te ...................... 643 84 75 80 64 
Hispanic ................... 8 75 13 63 25 
Other ...................... 11 91 46 82 46 

Protestant ................. 375 84 77 82 64 
Catholic ................... 180 82 69 75 63 
Jew ........................ 11 100 55 82 64 
Other Faith ................ 43 79 67 79 54 
No Preference .............. 89 87 78 80 60 

Democrat ................... 219 81 71 79 61 
Republican ................. 194 87 76 83 63 
Independent ................ 263 84 75 78 62 

Ind. Lean Dem .............. 90 84 70 70 57 
Ind. Lean Re pub ............ 84 81 77 74 66 
Ind.find ................... 89 85 76 90 64 

Democrat + lean ............ 309 82 71 76 60 
Republican + Lean .......... 278 85 77 80 64 



• 

• 

• 

Q. 4 - page 2 
CONTINUED 

All Adults ................. 

White Collar ............... 
Blue Collar ................ 
Other Occupations .......... 
Not in Work Force .......... 

18-34 Ye a rs ................ 
35-54 II ................. 
55-64 II ................ 
65+ II ................ 
Not H.S. Graduate .......... 
H.S. Graduate .............. 
Part College ............... 
College Grad.+ ............. 

Black ...................... 
White ...................... 
Hispanic ................... 
Other ...................... 

Protestant ................. 
Catholic ................... 
Jew ........................ 
Other Faith ................ 
No Preference .............. 

Democrat ................... 
Republican ................. 
Independent ................ 

Ind. Lean Dem .............. 
Ind. Lean Repub ............ 
Ind./Ind ................... 

Democrat + Lean ............ 
Republican + Lean .......... 

Convicted 
Of None 

Victim Uas Killing More Of 
Base Prison Guard Than 1 Person These DK/NA 

702 56~~ 83~~ 10/ ,o 4 0/ 
/0 

326 56 83 3 
133 56 87 2 

50 52 86 4 
192 59 80 1 6 

283 48 85 1 3 
252 60 84 1 3 
85 67 86 1 
82 62 73 9 

71 59 86 3 
242 59 86 1 4 
176 53 83 1 2 
210 56 80 1 4 

37 46 84 
643 58 83 1 4 

8 13 88 
11 36 91 9 

375 59 86 3 
180 55 77 1 6 

11 55 64 
43 54 88 2 
89 53 87 1 3 

219 58 82 5 
194 58 87 1 4 
263 54 81 1 2 

90 42 79 1 2 
84 61 82 2 
89 60 83 3 

309 53 81 
278 59 85 1 3 



• 

Q.4 
CONTINUED 

Murder Victim 
Especially Murder Victim Was 

Base Brutal For Hire Was Child Police Officer 

All Adults ................. 702 84% 7 79% 62~~ 

Conservative ............... 391 84 72 81 65 
Liberal .................... 192 84 76 76 58 
Neither .................... 86 83 80 84 63 

Registered Voter ........... 602 84 74 80 63 
Not Registered Voter ....... 96 81 76 75 57 

Under $20,000 .............. 169 83 72 83 61 
$20,000-$34,999 ............ 245 85 74 78 61 

• $35 ,000+ ................... 244 83 78 78 64 

Labor Union ................ 79 82 70 77 68 
No Labor Uni on ............. 620 84 75 80 62 

Male ....................... 348 84 77 78 66 
Female ...... . .. . ........... 354 83 71 81 59 

Top 10 MSAs ................ 111 79 66 71 65 
Balance MSAs ............... 419 85 76 81 62 
No MSA ..................... 172 83 74 80 62 

Northeast .................. 150 81 67 76 65 
North Central .............. 194 83 72 79 61 
South ...................... 211 84 77 81 61 
West ....................... 147 86 79 81 62 

• 



• 

• 

• 

Q. 4 - page 3 
CONTINUED 

A 11 Adults ................. 

Conservative ............... 
liberal ..................•. 
Neither .................. . . 

Registered Voter ........... 
Not Registered Voter ..... . . 

Under $20,000 ............ . . 
$20,000-$34,999 ............ 
$35,000+ ................... 

labor Union ................ 
No labor Union .•••.••••..•. 

Ma 1 e .........•............. 
Female .......•......•..•... 

Top 10 MSAs .............. . . 
Balance MSAs ............... 
No MSA ..................... 

Northeast ..•............... 
North Centra 1 ......•.....•. 
South ................•..... 
West ....................•.. 

· ~ 

Victim Was 
Base Prison Guard 

702 56~~ 

391 60 
192 49 
86 57 

602 58 
96 51 

169 54 
245 54 
244 60 . 

79 61 
620 56 

348 59 
354 54 

111 59 
419 55 
172 58 

150 55 
194 55 
211 59 
147 56 

Convicted 
Of None 
Ki 11 i ng More Of 
Than 1 Person These DK/NA --

83~~ 1 0/ ,o 401 
/0 

83 1 4 
84 1 2 
85 1 1 

83 1 4 
87 1 3 

83 1 5 
83 2 
83 3 

85 1 4 
83 1 3 

82 2 
84 1 5 

81 1 4 
84 1 3 
82 1 5 

79 2 3 
83 1 3 
84 4 
86 4 



• 

• 

• 

Q. 5 
What if convicted ~urderers were sent to jail for life without any chance of 
being let out. Would you still support the death penalty? 
(respondents who believe in death penalty) 

Base Yes No DK/NA 

All Adults ................. 1063 75% 19% 6% 

White Collar ............... 466 75 20 5 
Blue Collar ................ 203 76 18 6 
Other Occupations .......... 82 77 18 5 
tlot in Work Force .......... 310 74 17 9 

18-34 Yea rs ........•....... 413 78 18 4 
35-54 II 380 75 19 6 ................. 
55-64 II 135 73 21 6 ................ 
65+ II 135 69 17 14 ................ 
Not H.S. Graduate .......... 130 72 18 10 
H.S. Graduate .............. 390 77 18 5 
Part Co 11 ege ............... 258 77 19 4 
Co 11 ege Grad.+ ............. 282 73 20 7 

Black ...................... 56 57 39 4 
White ...................... 973 76 18 6 
Hispanic ................... 11 82 18 
Other .. ; ................... 20 70 25 5 

Protestant. ................ 565 74 19 7 
Catholic ................... 278 72 21 7 
Jew ........................ 18 89 11 
Other Faith ................ 65 82 15 3 
No Preference .............. 129 81 16 3 

Democrat ................... 322 68 25 7 
Republican ................. 311 79 15 6 
Independent ................ 387 79 16 5 

Ind. Lean Dem .............. 128 74 20 6 
Ind. Lean Repub ............ 123 84 14 2 
Ind./Ind ................... 136 79 13 8 

Democrat + Lean ............ 450 70 24 6 
Republican + Lean .......... 434 80 15 5 



Q. 5 

• CONTINUED 

Base Yes No DK/NA 

All Adu 1 ts .••••..•••••••••• _ 1063 75% 19% 6% 

Conservative ..••••••••••..• 604 76 18 6 
Libera 1 ••••••••••••.••••••. 284 77 19 4 
Neither •.••••.••••••••••••• 118 73 20 7 

Registered Voter .•.••••••.• 910 74 19 7 
Not Registered Voter .••••.• 149 77 20 3 

Under $20,000 .............. 281 72 20 8 
$20,000-$34,999 ............ 370 74 20 6 • $35 ,000+ ................... 351 78 17 5 

Labor Union ...•.••••••.•... 119 76 19 5 
No Labor Uni on •.••••••••••• 939 75 19 6 

Ma 1 e ••••••••••••••••••••••. 540 79 16 5 
Female ••••••••••••••••••.•• 523 71 22 7 

Top 10 MSAs ...••••••••.•••. 166 77 18 5 
Balance MSAs ...•.•••••••.•• 650 74 19 7 
No MSA •••••.••••••••••••••. 247 76 19 5 

Northeast •••••••...•••••••• 215 71 20 9 
North Central •••••••••••••• 300 79 16 5 
South ••••••.••••••.•••••••• 343 72 22 6 
West ••••••••..••••..•••..•• 205 77 17 6 

• 



• 

• 

• 

Q. 6 
Do you think the death penalty should be imposed for crimes other than murder, 
or is murder the only crime that should be punished by death? 
(respondents who believe in death penalty) 

For 
Other Crimes 

Base Only For Murder Also DK/NA 

A 11 Adults ................. 1063 47% 47% 501 10 

Hhite Collar ............... 466 48 47 5 
Blue Collar ................ 203 46 50 4 
Other Occupations .......... 82 48 50 2 
Not in \~ork Force .......... 310 47 46 7 

18-34 Years ................ 413 52 44 4 
35-54 II 380 44 50 6 ................ 
55-64 II 135 43 53 4 ................ 
65+ II 135 47 42 11 ................ 
Not H.S. Graduate .......... 130 43 48 9 
H.S. Graduate .............. 390 47 47 6 
Part College ............... 258 49 49 2 
College Grad.+ ............. 282 49 45 6 

Black ...................... 56 53 43 4 
White ...................... 973 47 47 6 
Hispanic ................... 11 46 54 
Other ...................... 20 45 55 

Protestant ................. 565 47 47 6 
Catholic ................... 278 48 48 4 
Jew ........................ 18 33 61 6 
Other Faith ................ 65 52 43 5 
No Preference .............. 129 48 47 5 

Democrat ................... 322 47 47 6 
Republican ................. 311 47 49 4 
Independent ................ 387 48 46 6 

Ind. Lean Dem .............. 128 52 42 6 
Ind. Lean Repub ............ 123 47 50 3 
Ind./Ind ................... 136 46 46 8 

Democrat + Lean ............ 450 48 46 6 
Republican + Lean .......... 434 47 49 4 



Q. 6 

• CONTINUED 

For 
Other Crimes 

Base Only For Murder Al so DK/NA 

All Adu1 ts ................. 1063 47% 47% 6% 

Conservative ............... 604 48 48 4 
Liberal .................... 284 47 49 4 
Neither ......... . .......... 118 52 39 9 

Registered Voter .. . ..... . .. 910 46 48 6 
Not Registered Voter ....... 149 56 41 3 

Under $20,000 .............. 281 46 47 7 
$20, 000-$34, 999 ............ 370 49 45 6 

• $35,000+ ................... 351 48 49 3 

Labor Uni on ................ 119 56 40 4 
No Labor Union ............. 939 46 48 6 

Male ....................... 540 45 51 4 
Female ..................... 523 49 44 7 

Top 10 MSAs ................ 166 51 47 2 
Balance MSAs ............... 650 48 48 4 
No MSA ..................... 247 45 45 10 

Northeast .................. 215 56 39 5 
North Centra 1 .............. 300 50 44 6 
South ...................... 343 41 53 6 
West ....................... 205 44 51 5 

• 



• 

• 

• 

Q. 7 
For what crimes besides murder should the death penalty be imposed? 
(respondents who want death penalty for crimes besides murder) 

Child 
Molestation 

Base Rape Treason Drua Dealing Or Abuse 

All Adults ................. 501 54% 20% 14% 35% 

~Jh i te Collar ............... 218 53 22 16 33 
Blue Collar ................ 101 58 19 15 40 
Other Occupations .......... 41 66 20 12 34 
tlot in Work Force .......... 141 48 18 13 36 

18-34 Years ................ 182 57 19 12 37 
35-54 II 191 57 19 14 35 ................ 
55-64 II 72 43 26 24 28 ................ 
65+ II 56 43 20 13 38 ................ 
Not H.S. Graduate .......... 62 66 13 18 31 
H .S. Graduate .............. 185 51 16 11 43 
Part College ............... 126 56 21 13 36 
College Grad.+ ............. 127 49 28 19 25 

Black ...................... 24 63 17 42 
White ...................... 457 52 22 14 35 
Hispanic ................... 6 67 17 33 
Other ....................... 11 64 9 18 27 

Protestant ................. 264 51 21 13 36 
Catholic ................... 132 56 21 12 35 
Jew ........................ 11 55 18 36 18 
Other Faith ................ 28 54 4 18 36 
No Preference .............. 60 57 22 20 37 

Democrat ................... 152 55 15 16 38 
Republican ................. 153 52 23 11 31 
Independent ................ 178 53 24 15 36 

Ind. Lean Dem .............. 54 54 20 19 35 
Ind. Lean Re pub ............ 61 49 28 15 36 
Ind./Ind ................... 63 57 24 13 37 

Democrat + Lean ..... . .. . ... 206 54 16 17 37 
Republican + Lean .......... 214 51 24 12 32 

Other DK/NA 

21 5% 

22 5 
14 3 
24 2 
24 8 

18 3 
25 6 
14 3 
25 11 

21 5 
18 6 
19 3 
28 6 

21 4 
21 5 
17 
36 

22 5 
17 4 
27 
21 18 
27 3 

19 3 
25 5 
19 7 

11 7 
28 5 
16 8 

17 4 
26 5 



Q. 7 

• CONTINUED 

Child 
Molestation 

Base Rape Treason Drua Dealing 'Or Abuse Other DK/NA 

All Adults ................. 501 54% 2m~ 14~~ 35% 21 5% 

Conservative ............... 287 52 23 14 33 22 5 
Liberal .................... 139 55 17 15 34 19 6 
Neither .................... 46 59 15 20 50 17 2 

Registered Voter ........... 439 53 21 15 34 21 5 
Not Registered Voter ....... 61 56 15 10 43 21 7 

Under $20,000 .............. 133 63 9 14 42 19 5 
$20,000-$34,999 ............ 166 48 21 12 31 21 5 

• $35,000+ ................... 172 52 27 17 31 24 5 

Labor Union ................ 47 53 23 9 26 26 2 
No Labor Union ...•......... 450 53 20 15 36 20 5 

Male ....................... 273 54 26 18 28 20 3 
Female ..................... 228 53 13 11 43 22 7 

Top 10 MSAs ................ 78 50 30 19 28 21 3 
Balance MSAs ............... 311 55 20 12 36 22 5 
No MSA ..................... 112 51 14 18 38 20 7 

Northeast .................. 83 47 24 21 33 19 5 
North Central .............. 132 55 19 17 37 17 2 
Sou th ...................... 182 59 18 8 32 21 8 
West ....................... 104 47 21 17 39 26 4 

• 



• 

• 

• 

Q. 8 

1-Jhich of the following, if any, would you say is the main justification for 
the death penalty? 
(respondents who believe in death penalty) 

Punish None 
Deter Protect Particular Of 

Base Others Society Person These 

All Adults ................. 1063 33% 43% 19% 10/ 
JO 

White Collar ............... 466 36 42 18 1 
Blue Collar ................ 203 37 35 20 2 
Other Occupations .......... 82 26 45 23 1 
Not in !fork Force .......... 310 29 45 20 1 

18-34 Years ................ 413 36 41 19 1 
35-54 II 380 33 43 18 1 ................ 
55-64 II 135 31 42 23 2 ................ 
65+ II 135 25 43 20 3 ................ 
Not H.S. Graduate .......... 130 32 31 28 3 
H.S. Graduate .............. 390 31 44 18 2 
Part College ..•...........• 258 36 40 19 
Co 11 ege Grad.+ ............. 282 34 46 17 1 

Black ..•..•......•......... 56 29 37 25 2 
White ...................... 973 33 43 19 1 
Hispanic ................... 11 36 36 28 
Other ..•................... 20 50 30 15 

Protestant ................. 565 33 40 20 2 
Catholic ................... 278 30 46 20 
Jew ........................ 18 22 55 11 6 
Other Faith ................ 65 35 40 20 2 
No Preference ........•..... 129 42 40 15 1 

Democrat ................... 322 30 41 24 2 
Republican ................. 311 37 42 15 1 
Independent ................ 387 33 43 18 2 

Ind. Lean Dem .............. 128 31 46 18 1 
Ind. lean Re pub ............ 123 36 47 14 1 
Ind./ Ind ................... 136 31 39 21 3 

Der.iocrat + Lean ....... . .... 450 30 42 22 2 
Republican + Lean .......... 434 36 44 15 1 

DK/NA 

4% 

3 
6 
5 
5 

3 
5 
2 
9 

6 
5 
5 
2 

7 
4 

5 

5 
4 
6 
3 
2 

3 
5 
4 

4 
2 
6 

4 
4 



Q. 8 • CONTINUED 

Punish None 
Deter Protect Particular Of 

Base Others Society Person These DK/NA 

All Adults ................. 1063 33% 43% 19% 1% 4% 

Conservative ............... 604 36 41 18 1 4 
liberal .................... 284 31 43 22 1 3 
Neither .................... 118 27 47 19 2 5 

Registered Voter ........... 910 34 42 19 , 4 J. 

Not Registered Voter ....... 149 30 42 20 2 6 

Under $20,000 .............. 281 30 42 21 2 5 
$20,000-$34,999 ............ 370 35 44 17 1 3 

• $35,000+ ................... 351 36 41 18 1 4 

labor Union ................ 119 31 39 24 3 3 
No labor Union ............. 939 33 43 18 1 5 

Ma 1 e ....................... 540 37 37 20 1 5 
Female ..................... 523 29 48 18 1 4 

Top 10 MSAs ................ 166 36 38 20 2 4 
Ba 1 ance MSAs ............... 650 32 45 18 1 4 
No MSA ......•.............. 247 34 38 22 1 5 

Northeast .................. 215 30 43 22 2 3 
North Central .............. 300 34 41 20 5 
South ...................... 343 35 40 19 2 4 
Hest ....................... 205 33 45 15 2 5 

• 



• 

• 

• 

Q. 9 
Some people say executions in th U.S. have become routine and Americans don't 
pay much attention to them anymore. But others say the death penalty is still 
unusual and Americans do pay attention. How about you personally? Would you 
say you pay as much attention to executions in the U.S. as you used to, or not? 

Not 
Pay As Much Pay As Much 
Attention Attention 

Base As Used To As Used To DK/NA 

All Adults ............... 1251 68% 27% 5% 

White Collar ............. 549 68 28 4 
Blue Collar .............. 230 71 24 5 
Other Occupations ........ 99 68 28 4 
Not in Work Force ........ 371 64 29 7 

18-34 Years .............. 479 65 31 4 
35-54 II 450 73 22 5 .............. 
55-64 II 157 66 26 8 .............. 
65+ II 164 60 33 7 .............. 
Not H.S. Graduate ........ 163 62 28 10 
H.S. Graduate ............ 447 68 27 5 
Part College ............. 295 66 29 5 
College Grad.+ ........... 342 70 26 4 

Black .................... 97 61 33 6 
White .................... 1111 68 27 5 
Hispanic ................. 16 75 19 6 
Other .................... 23 78 22 

Protestant ............... 658 69 25 6 
Catholic ................. 323 66 29 5 
Jew ...................... 21 48 48 4 
Other Faith .............. 80 61 33 6 
No Preference ............ 158 68 28 4 

Oemoc rat ................. 419 65 29 6 
Republican ............... 336 69 26 5 
Independent .............. 443 69 26 5 

Ind. Lean Dem ............ 151 71 25 4 
Ind. Lean Re pub .......... 130 68 30 2 
Ind. I Ind ................ 162 69 23 8 

Democrat + Lean .......... 570 67 28 5 
Republican + Lean ........ 466 69 27 4 



. - ., 

• Q. 9 
CONTINUED 

Not 
Pay As Much Pay As Much 
Attention Attention 

Base As Used To As Used To DKn/A 

All Adults ............... 1251 68% 27~~ 5'' /O 

Conservative ............. 682 70 26 4 
liberal .................. 355 66 29 5 
Neither .................. 140 64 29 7 

Registered Voter ......... 1068 69 26 5 
Not Registered Voter ..... 178 60 35 5 

Under $20,000 ............ 345 60 32 8 
$20, 000-$34, 999 .......... 430 71 26 3 
$35, 000+ ................. 394 72 24 4 

Labor Union .............. 141 63 33 4 
No Labor Union ........... 1104 68 27 5 • Male ..................... 612 68 28 4 
Fema 1 e ................... 639 67 26 7 

Top 10 MSAs .............. 198 62 ·32 6 
Balance MSAs ............. 766 67 27 6 
No MSA ................... 287 70 25 5 

Northeast ................ 253 66 30 4 
North Central ............ 348 67 27 6 
South .................... 411 69 26 5 
West ..................... 239 68 26 6 

• 
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• 

• 
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Q. 10 
Some people say the death penalty is not carried out fairly from case to case. 
Others say it is. Do you think the death penalty is carried out fairly from 
case to case, or not? 

Base 

All Adults ............... 1251 

White Collar ............. 549 
Blue Collar .............. 230 
Other Occupations........ 99 
Not in Work Force........ 371 

18-34 Years .............. 479 
35-54 II•••••••••••••• 450 
55-64 II • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 157 
65+ II • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 164 

Not H.S. Graduate ........ 163 
H.S. Graduate ............ 447 
Part College ............. 295 
Co 11 ege Grad. +. . . . . . . . . . 342 

Black.................... 97 
White .................... 1111 
Hispanic................. 16 
Other. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 

Protestant ............... 658 
Catholic ................. 323 
Jew .••• ~................. 21 
Other Faith.............. 80 
No Preference ............ 158 

Democrat ................. 419 
Republican ............... 336 
Independent .............. 443 

Ind. Lean Dem ........... 151 
Ind. Lean Repub. . . . . . . . . 130 
Ind./Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162 

Democrat+ Lean .......... 570 
Re pub 1 i can + Lean. . . . . . . . 466 

I 

Carried Out 
Fairly 

32% 

31 
31 
40 
34 

35 
30 
31 
33 

29 
31 
31 
37 

21 
33 
25 
57 

32 
32 
24 
40 
34 

28 
35 
37 

33 
45 
33 

29 
38 

Not 
Carried Out 
Fairly 

50% 

51 
56 
38 
46 

48 
54 
50 
43 

47 
51 
53 
47 

59 
49 
62 
26 

51 
49 
62 
36 
48 

51 
50 
46 

50 
49 
43 

51 
49 

18~ 

18 
13 
22 
20 

17 
16 
19 
24 

24 
13 
16 
16 

20 
18 
13 
17 

17 
19 
14 
24 
18 

21 
15 
17 

17 
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24 

20 
13 
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Q. 10 
CONTINUED 

Not 
Carried Out Carried Out 

Base Fairll Fairll DK/NA 

All Adults ............... 1251 32% 50% 18~ 

Conservative ............. 682 37 48 15 
Liberal .................. 355 28 53 19 
Neither .................. 140 30 49 21 

Registered Voter ......... 1068 33 50 17 
Not Registered Voter ..... 178 27 52 21 

Under $20,000 ............ 345 31 49 20 
$20, 000-$34, 999 .......... 430 33 50 17 
$35,000+ ................. 394 36 50 14 

Labor Union .............. 141 28 54 18 
No Labor Union ........... 1104 33 49 18 • Ma 1 e .. · ................... 612 35 50 15 
Female ................... 639 30 49 21 

Top 10 MSAs .............. 198 29 48 23 
Balance MSAs ............. 766 33 50 17 
No MSA ................... 287 33 49 18 

Northeast ................ 253 31 45 24 
North Centra 1 •••••••.•••• 348 34 47 19 
Sou th .................... 411 36 49 15 
West ..................... 239 26 59 15 

• 
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relatively small reduction in sentence, it is unlikely that 

defendants with meritorious cases will enter guilty pleas. 

Kastenmeier also criticized the "modified real offense" 

sentencing scheme because criminals who committed the same acts, 

but were charged with different crimes, would receive virtually 

the same sentence. The "modified real offense" scheme dampens, 

but does not eliminate, one of the most unfair aspects of 

criminal procedure -- plea bargaining. These are certainly 

valid ground~ for criticizing plea bargaining, as noted in 

Wisconsin state judge Ralph Adam Fine's Escape of the Guilty 

(Dodd, Mead, 1986). 

What strikes us as unfair is the ability of criminals to 

commit serious, violent crimes, and then be able to plea bargain 

down to a lesser one. By focusing upon the criminal's behavior, 

the system quite properly forces the state and the defendant to 

come to grips with that behavior. It is hard to understand why 

Kastenmeier thinks this is unfair. Instead, this makes it much 

more likely that the prosecution will bring the charge which 

best speaks to the defendants behavior. The result of this is 

that the law will treat criminals with similar behavior in a 

similar manner. We fail to see how that results in disparity. 

Another source of alleged disparity is the forty percent 

reduction in sentence for cooperating with the government. For 

some, the typical case of cooperation could be viewed a sign of 

rehabilitation. Where that cooperation consists of fingering 

one's comrades in crime or crime bosses, a more realistic way of 

looking at it is a criminal saving his own neck by putting the 

other people's necks in the noose. In such a situation, a 
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BIDEN'S TERM AT JUDICIARY HELM BEGINS AS ABA CRITICISM MOUNTS AND 
LIBERAL •REHNQUIST WATCH" GROUP FORMS 

- - by Kristin R. Blair 

As the 100th Congress begins, judicial reformers are advocating 
quick movement on conservative judicial nominees. Judiciary 
Committee conservatives have encouraged the administration to flood 
the Committee with names for the 55 vacancies in the federal 
courts. However, the administration has not responded with the 
expected speed , and .J:.N. has learned, planned to submit only 20 names 
by mid-January. There are several reasons for this: the first is 
footdragging by the ABA standing committee on the federal judiciary; 
the second is slow senatorial response to the administration's 
requests for help; and the third is that names recommended through 
Senators move slowly through the bureaucracy of the Department of 
Justice. 

Sources say that roughly another dozen names are far enough 
along in the process that they should soon go to the Senate. By the 
end of January, Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph Biden should 
have 30-4.0 names pending for the approval of the Committee. Among 
those names will be Professor Bernard Siegan, the widely respected 
libertarian/conservative scholar from San Diego University, an 
apparent nominee for the Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. 

Four Man Nominations Panel Not SQ Bad? 

After the change in Senate leadership, Democrats threatened to 
create a special "nominations subcommittee " to screen President 

.a m .. rn 
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Reagan's judicial nominees. The idea was discarded after filibuster 
threats by the Republican leadership. One key GOP Senator told a • 
well known conservative political activist, "We'll filibuster it if 
we have to. I'm not going to put up with that c--p." Republican 
Senators well understood that such a subcommittee could have only 
one purpose: to kill conservative nominees before they ever reached 
the full Committee. 

After realizing that creating a nominations subcommittee would 
spark partisan warfare in the Senate, Democrats instead opted to 
create a four man panel to "screen" the nominees. The all-Democrat 
panel is chaired by Vermont Senator Patrick Leahy, and includes 
Sens. Paul Simon of Illinois, Howard Metzenbaum of Ohio and Howell 
Heflin of Alabama. One judicial reformer was heard by J.N. to refer 
to the panel pejoratively as "the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse." 
However, this term does not reflect the respect most reformers have 
for Heflin. The screening unit will investigate the credentials and 
backgrounds of nominees and will schedule and conduct hearings for 
the full Judiciary Committee, which now consists of eight Democrats 
and six Republicans. 

Mark Goodin, an aide to ranking Republican Senator Strom 
Thurmond said, "At first blush, the new structure appears to be 
little more than a formalization of the way the committee has been 
working informally all along ... The final barometer will be 
whether it is for partisan political purposes." {Washington Times, 
12/24/86) 

"It smacks of hypocrisy," said Dan Popeo of Washington Legal • 
Foundation, "The message they• re sending is that unless you meet 
liberal Democratic standards, you• re not qualified to be a federal 
judge. The bottom line is that the Democrats are shutting down the 
judicial selection process." {Washington Times 12/24/86) 

Podesta Denies Existence Q.f Panel 

Regarding the panel, John Podesta, formerly a Democrat staffer 
on the Judiciary Committee, and currently a staffer on the 
Agriculture Committee, said, 

The nominations subcommittee was an idea whose time never 
came. The subcommittee would have done one of two things: 

. either it would have been a very small number of people who 
would vote up or down on nominees or it wouldn't have functioned 
as a subcommittee at all. What would that get you? The 
subcommittee offered more problems than solutions. It was 
staffed out and it didn't work out. If I'm against it, who is 
for it? The panel will get into the nominations in greater 
depth. Now I •m not the Senate historian, but my understanding 
is that Eastland did things this way. 

Podesta, who is the brother of Anthony Podesta of People for the 
American Way, continued, "I don• t like to think of it as a panel.. 
The Senators have agreed to spend more time on nominations and more 
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time on investigation. 
extra time to do that." 

page 3 

Those members have said they' 11 devote the 

When asked if this is fair to opponents, Podesta responded, 

It's not a panel. It's an ad hoc group. Howie Kurtz [of the 
Washington Post] wrote a story that's inaccurate. There's no 
story here.---it•s an arrangement of Democrats in the full 
committee to make sure there are thorough and complete 
investigations of the nominees. There is a committment of 
greater staff resources. If the responsibility is spread among 
everyone it get dispersed and everyone looks the other way. 
[The four Senators] will devote more staff resources to 
investigation. The intention is that we would look harder and 
not just wait for problems to walk in the door. We will find 
the problems before they are brought up by the outside groups. 
If the nominee has problems in any area from ethical questions 
to experience to competence, we'll find out early. This 
administration has approved someone who most members thought was 
incompetent. You know, Manion. We'll be looking for those 
kinds of things. 

(After a long struggle, last summer, South Bend Attorney Daniel 
Manion was confirmed by the Senate.) 

Screening Panel Possible Screen for Biden 

In the view of some analysts, the screening panel may serve to 
help insulate Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph Biden, a potential 
presidential candidate for 1988, from controversy. Senator Kennedy 
held seniority over Biden and was expected to take the chairmanship, 
but rejected it to be Chairman of the Labor and Human Resources 
Cammi ttee. Bi den's assumption of the chairmanship was suprising to 
observers, because of the contentiousness of the position. A seat 
on the Judiciary Committee, let alone the Chairmanship, leaves Biden 
in an uncomfortable position because he will be forced frequently to 
choose between the conflicting demands of special interests and the 
broader sentiment of his national constituency. 

If a seat opens on the Supreme Court, Biden will be under 
pressure from all sides. Democrats will look to Biden to oppose a 
conservative nominee for the Supreme Court because such a nominee 
would change the balance of the court to the conservative side. 
Seeming to recognize these pressures, Biden says he would be 
inclined to vote for a qualified conservative nominee. In an 
interview with the Philadelphia Inquirer (11/16//86), Biden said, 
"Say the administration sends up [former Solicitor General Robert 
H.] Bork and, after our investigation, he looks a lot like another 
[Associate Justice Antonin] Scalia. I'd have to vote for him, and 
if the groups tear me apart, that's the medicine I'll have to take. 
I'm not Ted Kennedy." 
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[In the same interview Biden also said that his top priority as 
chairman of the committee will be to create a "drug czar" who would 
hold a cabinet level position and be responsible for leading the 
ongoing war against drugs in the U.S. However, such a proposal has. 
recently been excluded twice from major crime legislation because of 
requests from the White House.] 

Liberal Activist Attorneys Join Forces for "Rehnquist Watch" 

A group of liberals, opposed to the Chief Justice on ideological 
grounds, are starting a "Rehnquist Watch" group designed to 
undermine the impact of Chief Justice Rehnquist• s future rulings. 
The first meeting of the group was sponsored by Public Advocates, 
Inc. of San Francisco, with the initial meeting held November 20, in 
the offices of the Washington based law firm of Wilmer, Cutler & 
Pickering on November 20. (Washington Post, 12/4/86) (JN notes that 
although not in attendance at the meeting, a partner in the firm, 
Lloyd Cutler, was former counsel to President Jimmy Carter.) 

Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering partner John Payton told the 
Washington Post, "The first thing everybody said," was that the 
group could not be called "Rehnquist Watch." JN interviewed Payton 
about the meeting, and he said of the group, "We just let them use 
the conference room. . . Yes, I was present at part of the meeting . 
. . No, I didn't know the people there; I don't know their names --
I just know two of the people from Public Advocates, Robert Gnaizda 
and Angela Blackwell. They're friends of mine." 

A copy of the invitation to the meeting was provided to JN by a. 
source unsympathetic to the goals of the group. The invitation said 
that possible objectives of the group would be to: "l. Weaken the 
moral authority of the Chief Justice when he issues opinions, 
particularly involving civil rights and economic issues affecting 
low-income groups; 2. Give pause to other Supreme Court justices 
about being closely associated with Rehnquist opinions; 3. Deny to 
the Chief Justice the special trappings of his office, such as the 
ability to speak in lofty, moral terms at ABA conventions on the 
dignity and impartiality of the law; 4. Diminish the ability of 
the Chief Justice to effectuate anti-civil rights court reforms that 
depend upon the approval of the Bar, the rest of the judiciary, 
and/or Congress; 5. Embolden liberal and neutral federal and state 
judges to narrowly construe Rehnquist opinions; 6. Encourage state 
courts to develop independent state grounds for constitutional 
decisions; 7. Diminish the impact and enforcement power of 
Rehnquist decisions; and 8. Encourage the public-at-large to 
criticize and seek legislative solutions to particularly anti-civil 
rights decisions." 

Among those present at the meeting were John Payton of Wilmer, 
Cutler & Pickering, San Francisco attorney Robert Gnaizda, civil 
rights lobbyist Ralph Neas, (Washington Post). Robert Gnaizda, the 
organizer of the meeting told JN that attorneys present at the 
meeting were representing themselves, and not their respective 
groups. Gnaizda told JN that Tony Calif a of the ACLU, and Estelle • 
H. Rogers of the Federation of Women Lawyers also attended. Other 
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people not individually named who attended the meeting, according to 
Gnaizda, are employed by the National Alliance for Justice, the 
League of Latin American Citizens, Center for Constitutional Rights, 
the Mexican American Legal Defense Fund and The Nation• s Supreme 
Court Watch Project. The invitation to the event listed Mario 
Obledo, former head of League of Latin American Citizens, as another 
participant. 

Gnaizda said the purpose of such a group is to "Objectively 
analyze specific opinions and integrate them with past decisions .. 
. The group is not intended to be against Rehnquist personally. I 
used the name 'Rehnquist Watch' because it was catchy. It also 
aptly describes that this is the Chief Justice's Court. He is the 
worst enemy of the court and will weaken it the most. The public 
should be involved with the Supreme Court. The public should try to 
influence the court." He added, "I'm optimistic we'll have 
something in place by June. It will be done without deep 
involvement by major legal institutions. The group will be funded 
by individual contributions from lawyers and private citizens. It's 
still a little premature now. Many people want to have the group 
come into being a little more before getting involved." 

U.S. District Judge Graham Lambasts ABA Rating System 

U.S. District Judge James Graham of the Southern District of 
Ohio sent a letter to Chairman Robert Fiske Jr. of the ABA Standing 
Committee on the Federal Judiciary, which said that there are 
"serious flaws" in the secretive process used by the ABA to evaluate 
nominees for federal judgeships. Further, Graham said ·"there is 
significant potential for the distortion of the constitutional 
appointment process," because of these flaws. Graham wondered why 
he was asked about his religious beliefs during the ABA screening 
process, and called into question whether committee members, who 
serve part time, are too busy to spend enough time investigating 
nominees. He also challenged the ABA's four-category rating system. 
(Legal Times 12/15/86) 

Graham recalled in the letter the questioning he received about 
his Christianity. "[ABA Committee member John Elam] said he heard 
that I considered myself a born again Christian and that he was 
curious about the nature of my religious beliefs. . . This raises a 
question as to whether the committee considers the religious 
convictions of nominees in passing upon their qu~lifications to sit 
as federal judges and the propriety of doing so." 

Chairman Fiske admitted that the topic of Graham's religious 
beliefs may indeed have come up, but in a response to Graham, said, 
"the committee does not consider religion to be a relevant factor in 
making its judgments. The committee does not take religion into 
account." Fiske declined to discuss the ABA's consideration process 
of Graham. In his response, Fiske said, "While I cannot divulge the 
contents of the report, it was, and remains, my judgment that there 
were sufficiently widespread problems of temperament, by lawyers who 
had litigated with and against you, to dictate the result reached by 
the committee." 
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SENTENCING COMMISSION GUIDELINES EMERGE. 
DEATH PENALTY CONTROVERSY LOOMS 

page 6 

The United States Sentencing Commission recently held hearings • 
in Washington, D .C. on its proposed preliminary sentencing 
guidelines. A final version of the guidelines will be released in 
April. They become law after six months, unless the Congress votes 
to the contrary. 

The preliminary guidelines are intended to eliminiate disparity 
in sentencing. They follow a "modified real offense approach", 
under which the judge considers various acts relevant to the 
occurence of the crime -- including the harm inflicted upon the 
victim. The scheme works as follows: 

1. The offense is assigned a certain point value as listed in 
the guidelines; 

2. The judge then adds or subtracts points based upon the 
circumstances under which the crime was committed and the effects of 
the crime. 

Opponents complain that the system will lead to increased 
federal prison overcrowding. At the hearings in Washington, several 
witnesses concentrated upon prison capacity, including Judge Abner 
Mikva of the D.C. Circuit. The American Bar Association criticized 
the guidelines because they called for mandatory prison sentences. 
ABA President Eugene C. Thomas stated in the ABA Journal of January 
1, 1987 that about 40% of prisoners did not pose a threat to society. 

· Supporters of the Commission's preliminary guidelines countered 
that nothing in the Commission's statutory framework authorized it 
to take prison capacity into consideration in adopting its 
guidelines. JN Associate Edi tor Jeffery Troutt, who testified at 
the Washington hearings, urged the Commission not to take prison 
capacity into account. Troutt argued that the Congress should have 
the option to respond to the problem by appropriating money. The 
decision as to whether to spend more money on new prisons or to 
release prisoners before their sentences are served is a legislative 
one that is best left with the elected representatives. 

Commission Considers Death Penalty Procedures 

Soon before JN went to press, news broke that the Sentencing 
Commission is considering promulgating guidelines for the imposition 
of the death penalty by federal courts. The Commission requested 
the Department of Justice to give its opinion as to whether its 
statutory mandate, the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, gave it 
authority to promulgate guidelines regarding the imposition of the 
death penalty. After studying the matter, the Justice Department 
came to the preliminary conclusion that such authority exists. 

• 

Conservatives have been urging the Commission take to up the 
death penalty issue. Washington Legal Foundation's Paul Kamenar 
testified before the Commission in Washington, urging them at that • 
time to include the death penalty in their final guidelines. 
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Many observers noted that a new federal death penalty which 
would meet Supreme Court-mandated procedural requirements has been 
defeated by some liberals in Congress. But, it has the overwhelming 
support of the American people. .i1.N Edi tor Patrick B. McGuigan, 
noting that polls show that around 80% of the American people 
support the death penalty, stated that in the recent election 
involving the California Supreme Court -- the only race in 1986 in 
which the death penalty was the most salient issue -- "the same 
electorate which narrowly returned Alan Cranston to the U.S. Senate 
overwhelmingly rejected three [anti-death penalty] judges." 

Johnny L. Hughes, of the National Trooper Coalition, noted that 
the Commission's legislative mandate allowed for the promulgation of 
death penalty guidelines. In a letter obtained by JN, Hughes said, 

Congress itself in enacting the new sentencing law directed 
the Commission to insure that the guidelines reflect the 
fact that, in many cases, current sentences do not 
accurately reflect the seriousness of the offense. If the 
war against crime is to be won, the Commission must adopt 
strong measures and promulgate guidelines designed to 
permit the implementation of the death penalties included 
in present federal statutes. 

Opponents of the death penalty complained that the Commission 
was circumventing the will of the Congress. Apparently, only two of 
the Commissioners took that position initially. Some considered 
this an effort to restore the death penalty. 

However, conservatives have noted that death penalty provisions 
exist in federal statutes for several crimes, including espionage, 
murder, and hijacking. They have not been enforced. Therefore, 
they argue, the promulgation of the guidelines is not an attempt to 
circumvent the will of the Congress. Rather, it is designed to 
facilitate congressional will as clearly expressed in existing 
statutes, and stymied by activist courts. 

As JN went to press, rumors began to circulate that the 
Commission might not include the death penalty guidelines in the 
revised draft of the guidelines which will be released at the end of 
this month. Commission spokesman Paul Martin stated that he did not 
think that the guidelines would be in the revised draft, raising 
serious questions whether the Commission will include the death 
penalty in the April guidelines. Also, it is uncertain whether the 
death penalty provisions _would survive the hearings process. 

Nevertheless, conservatives are optimistic. Given unprecedented 
public support for the death penalty, even a defeat on the merits of 
the issue could become a political victory . 
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IRAN/CONTRA CONTROVERSY: FIFTH AMENDMENT IGNORANCE AND 
CONGRESSIONAL STONEWALLING. 

-- by Jeffery D. Troutt 

page 8 

The Iran/Contra scandal has occupied most of the attention of 
the Washington press, and is expected to be the number one issue in 
the Congress this year (except, of course, the congressional pay 
hike). Critics of the Administration are having a field day with 
the issue, and hoping to protract the investigations and 
speculations for as long as possible even into the next 
presidential election. 

Soon after Attorney General Edwin Meese announced that funds 
from the sale of arms to Iran had been diverted to the Contras, 
congressional committees began investigating the matter, soliciting 
testimony from, among others, former National Security Advisor John 
Poindexter, and Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North. 

Both North and Poindexter sought the advice of counsel prior to 
testifying, and, pursuant to that advice, refused to testify, 
invoking the Fifth Amendment. This came as no suprise, but was 
nevertheless grist for a multitude of politicians and commentators. 

Not widely reported was a confrontation between a member of a 
congressional committee and Poindexter's attorney. After Poindexter 
refused to answer the committee on Fifth Amendment grounds, 
Congressman Michael Barnes (D-MD) urged him _to testify anyway, 
stating that the most that Poindexter would probably receive was "a 

• 

very short, probably suspended sentence." Poindexter's attorney shot • 
back that with a sharp reminder to the Congressman that under the 
law of the United States, a person is presumed to be innocent until 
proven guilty. The entire hearing room burst into applause. 

In refusing to testify before congressional committees on Fifth 
Amendment grounds, North was an ideal object of commiseration. The 
uniformed North addressed the Committee with sad eyes and a 
quivering voice. North, justifying his refusal to testify on the 
basis of "the very Constitution I have sworn to uphold." North 
grabbed the sympathy of the audience stating, "I don't think there's 
another person in America that wants to tell this story as much as I 
do." All this led to speculation that North would be effective on 
the witness stand, should charges be brought against him. 

President Reagan received a substantial amount of criticism when 
his former aides refused to testify. Many commentators, and one of 
the major networks, in a remarkable, but enlightening, display of 
constitutional ignorance, suggested that Reagan force them to 
testify. National Public Radio was one of the few media sources 
that pointed out that under the Cons ti tut ion, even the president 
cannot compel a person to testify against himself. 

Many judicial reformers found themselves amused by the left' s 
sudden conversion to a hard-line law and order stance. They rubbed 
their eyes and pinched themselves when they saw liberal legislators 
complaining that these "criminals" were hiding behind their rights 
under the Constitution. Perhaps, if more government officials • 
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diverted money to the Contras, 
for the overruling of Miranda. 

liberals would start begin to call 

The Report Q..f Intelligence Committee 

As the new year began, the evidence was beginning to appear that 
the President did not know of the diversion of funds to the 
Contras. The administration's supporters pointed out that it was 
Reagan and Meese who first disclosed that the diversion occurred. 
In late December, Meese stated that he had been told by North that 
President Reagan was unaware of the diversion. 

A report of the Senate Select Intelligence Committee was 
reported to have said that it was unlikely that President Reagan 
knew of the diversion of funds to the contras. The Committee voted 
7 to 6 not to release an unclassified version of the report. The 
vote was largely along partisan lines, but Senator William Cohen 
(R-ME) cast the tie-breaking vote by proxy. Senate minority leader 
Robert Dole (R-KA) urged that the report be released. Majority 
leader Robert Byrd (D-WV), not suprisingly, did not want the report 
released, stating that it was incomplete and possibly misleading. 
Further, said Byrd, release might interfere with the work of special 
prosecutor Lawrence Walsh. 

The decision not to release the report was a highly partisan 
one, calling into question the credibility of many Senators, and the 
congressional investigations process. Many observers indicated 
their belief that the investigating committees are more interested 
in undercutting the President than it was in telling the truth to 
the American people. Even the liberal Washington Post seemed to 
agree with this analysis, taking the Senators to task in a January 
7th editorial: 

At this moment the most important thing to do is establish 
the credibility of congressional inquiry. This cannot be 
done if the Democrats act in a way to convey the idea that 
only information damaging to President Reagan will be 
allowed to flow freely into the public domain. Let's see 
the report. 

Observers worried that some members of Congress were determined 
to exploit and protract the crisis atmosphere at the expense of the 
Republic. The Iran/Contra controversy has already shaken many 
people's faith in their government and its leaders. Now, their 
faith in the process of congressional investigations threatens to be 
undermined. 

Further, the current crisis has weakened the president, and 
emboldened his adversaries. As long as he remains under the shadow 
of this crisis, he wi 11 be preoccupied with it, and less able to 
seize the initiative on important issues. 

Judicial reformers are now pondering how the whole affair might 
affect the Reaganization of the judiciary. The answer appears to be 
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uncertain. On the one hand, the president has been weakened by the 
crisis. Thus, problems are likely to be compounded for 
"controversial" judges in the Rehnquist/Manion mold. Further, the 
scandal has emboldened the President's adversaries. The mood in • 
Congress, despite rhetoric to the contrary, is confrontational. To 
the extent that the President has a problem with a 
Democrat-contolled Senate, and Judiciary Committee, his problems are 
aggravated by the shroud of controversy over the Iran/Contra affair. 

However, some observers felt that continual congressional 
duplicity on the Iran/Contra affair might undercut public confidence 
in the ability of the congress to conduct an impartial 
investigation. If the trend continues, it is likely that the public 
will grow weary of the circus-like atmosphere. This weariness may 
carry over to Joseph Biden's (D-DE) Judiciary Committee, making it 
more difficult to oppose conservative nominees on thinly disguised 
ideological grounds. If events follow that course, it is possible 
that Biden may chart a more cautious approach than he has so far. 

JUSTICE O'CONNOR ENTERS •TULANE DEBATE• 

Supreme Court Associate Justice Sandra Day O'Connor recently 
told an audience in Wyoming that the Supreme Court is not the final 
word on constitutional questions. Rather, the citizens of the 
country, through their elected representatives, public opinion, and 
lawsuits are in fact the final arbitrators of constitutional 
construction. 

O'Connor noted in a Scipps-Howard article carried by the. 
Washington Times that "[Tl he Cons ti tut ion is interpreted first and 
last by people other than judges." She cited President Franklin 
Roosevelt's ability to essentially reverse Court decisions striking 
much of the New Deal by replacing retired justices. This, she said, 
was evidence of the role that other branches of government play in 
the process of interpreting the Constitution. 

The Associate Justice also contrasted the Court's decisions on 
segregation and abortion to point out the role of public opinion. 
Public opinion generally supports the Court's cases on segregation, 
and no one seriously calls for its return. That issue is 
essentially settled. However, the issue of abortion remains 
unsettled. Many people do not accept the Supreme Court's holdings 
on this issue as final, and are working to change them. 

Judicial reformers considered O'Connor's speech as supporting 
the position taken by Attorney General Edwin Meese III in his 
now-famous speech at Tulane University. In that speech, Meese 
remarked that the Supreme Court was not the final or only source of 
interpretation of the Constitution. 

O'Connor seemed to agree with that analysis, noting that 
legislators engage in constitutional analysis when deciding whether 
or not proposed legislation is constitutional. In regards to the 
process of questioning Supreme Court decisions, O'Connor said, "This 
is as it should be. A nation that docilely and unthinkingly 
approved every Supreme Court decision as unfallible and immutable, ·· 
would have, I believe, severely disappointed our founders." 
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After seven years, I still feel like an outsider looking in. 
The Establishment in the nation's capital consists of individuals 
whose ultimate motivations still elude me. Nowhere is this truer 
than in an examination of the individuals and organizations who 
argue, with apparent sincerity, that judges really ought to solve 
our tough problems (i.e. they should be law makers and not 
interpreters of the law). While I believe the vast majority of 
conservative judicial reformers hope and work for an era of 
principled jurisprudence in American law, our liberal opponents 
really ought to ponder the implications of a mere conservative 
inversion of liberal judicial activism. As Raoul Berger has so 
aptly said, "More than another, a liberal fears all power, whether 
abused by Nixon or by Earl Warren." 

It is so easy, in the midst of particular engagements in what I 
call "The Judges War of the 1980s", to look at the debate on the 
proper role of the judiciary as a confrontation between, on the one 
hand, iniquity, self-seeking power and special interest factions 
and, on the other hand, righteousness, selfless morality and justice 
for all. In truth, however, this confrontation is between two 
intellectually legitimate -- but fundamentally opposed -- views of 
how a non-totalitarian polity is best organized . 

On the one side (our side) are individuals with diverse 
political agendas who, nonetheless, share a commitment to the 
essential value of democratic governance. We are not moral 
relativists, nor do we believe judges should be neutered automatons 
mechanically applying pre-determined outcomes in every legal 
controversy. Supporters of judicial restraint, or interpretivism, 
recognize a very substantial role for the judiciary as the referees 
of the American polity -- but there is a rule book those referees 
are supposed to follow. That rule book is the Constitution and the 
tradition that judges enter the political thicket reluctantly, in 
rare instances. When necessity dictates judicial intervention, 
legal remedies ought to be fashioned in the least coercive and least 
politically disruptive manner, so that most political controversies 
remain in the province of the elected representatives of free men 
and women. 

On the non-interpretivist side are individuals who regard the 
Constitution as both more and less than it really is. Justice 
William Brennan, in his controversial speech last year, said, "Our 
amended Constitution is the lodestar for our aspirations ... Its 
majestic generalities and ennobling pronouncements are both luminous 
and obscure." In truth, as my colleague Jeffery Troutt has 
observed, the Cons ti tut ion is not a limited enumeration of 
individual rights, but a limited enumeration of government powers." 
True, there are certainly elevating aspirations expressed in the 
Cons ti tut ion and its amendments. The most elevating of a 11 is the 
simple proposition that free men and women can govern themselves. 
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When Joe Sobran recently wrote that the Constitution was 
essentially "a deal" struck between the big states and little states 
of the American Confederation, he raised the eyebrows and ire of • 
some conservative analysts, although it is impossible for me to 
fault the correctness of his conclusion. In truth, it is no 
denigration of the Constitution to observe that it is for the most 
part a pragmatic description of, a sound prescription for, limited 
government. The brilliance of the document is its division of 
national governmental power among competing branches with, 
significantly, most issues left to state/local governments and the 
people themselves. 

Brennan and his colleagues read more than is proper into the 
Constitution when they pretend the document embodies the more 
interventionist elements of the liberal agenda, but they undermine 
its central legitimacy when they read out of the document its 
clear, practical and successful limits on, and separations of, 
government power. In such hands, however wel 1 intentioned, 
America's central document of governance becomes both as little and 
as much as the individual interpreter wishes it to be. 

The competing views of how best to organize a non-totalitarian 
polity are both, in this writer• s opinion, legitimate intellectual 
propositions. But only one, the interpretivist, is constitutional. 
Advocates of non-interpretivism, the Brennan view of 
"constitutional" law, had best drop the pretense and admit what they 
are about: They honestly believe well-educated and non-accountable 
judges should grapple with society's most difficult issues, creating 
solutions which represent the best in contemporary "enlightened" 
thought. In the absence of honesty among non-interpretivists, there 
should be no surprise when both serious analysts and average 
citizens grow cynical while watching defenders of non-interpretivism 
pretend their judicial results flow from sound constitutional 
analysis. 

If the challenge for non-interpretivists is to be honest about 
their position, the challenge for judicial reformers is not to miss 
the forest for the trees. It is so easy, in the midst of 
heart-breaking defeats or exhilirating victories, to lose sight of 
the principles and objectives that brought us to this cause and to 
the city by the Potomac. 

September 26, 1986 was a memorable day, perhaps the most 
memorable I've had since coming to Washington in 1980. 
Unexpectedly, I found myself invited to both the swearing-in and 
investiture ceremonies for Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice 
Scalia. For the first time in years, it was difficult to 
concentrate on work, there was so much sheer joy in the day. 

At a White House ceremony in the morning, President Reagan 
delivered the finest brief exposition I have ever heard of the 
rationale for the interpretivist "doctrine of original intent", the 
straightforward proposition that judicial construction of statutes 

• 

and constitutional provisions ought to be in accord with the general 
intention of those who wrote the document which is being • 
interpreted. The new Chief Justice struck me as both remarkably 
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brilliant and somewhat ill-at-ease. {He reminded me of one of my 
best friends, a tall fellow who, when standing in the open without a 
podium, doesn't quite know what to do with his hands.) His remarks 
at the White House were gracious and appropriate, as were those of 
outgoing Chief Justice Burger. Next to Reagan, the best 
presentation undoubtedly came from Scalia, who called his wife "the 
most remarkable woman I know" who "sure has made it a lot of fun 
along the way." Like everyone else there, I had the opportunity to 
chat with Scalia, Rehnquist and Burger as well as their spouses. 
The entire morning at the White House had a warm, intimate feeling, 
despite the television cameras and reporters present for the actual 
swearing-in ceremony. 

In contrast, the afternoon investiture in the Supreme Court 
Chambers was formal and less intimate, with several hundred in 
attendance. The Court ceremony was not televised, and the Court 
oath was different than the constitutional oath, with the justices 
promising to stand firm for the rights of both rich and poor. 

Every member of the Court {except one) seemed genuinely pleased 
and happy for Rehnquist. Brennan in particular was beaming, which 
confirmed for me the reports of his anger toward those who attacked 
Rehnquist' s personal integrity, and Marshall seemed curiously 
pleased with the whole thing. The one exception to the general 
spirit of collegiality was none other than Harry Blackmun, who 
looked like a porcupine through the whole thing . 

At the following reception, it was nice to savor the moment with 
many good friends, and I had the good fortune when I was leaving to 
find, and thank, the attorney friend who had thoughtfully arranged 
for my attendance. 

It was enough to turn the head of even the most determined 
anti-establishment player. All in all, though, I figure this is 
what we came here to do: not the receptions and the ceremonies 
(although they are a nice reward for hard work) but the substantive 
shift in American law which has begun with the Rehnquist/Scalia 
elevations. 

The years ahead will bring countless challenges which will 
undoubtedly equal the Manion, and then the Rehnquist, battles. But 
there won't be many rites of passage more significant than the 
Rehnquist/Scalia installation. Of course, there is one waiting out 
there: Now press and other calls come regularly asking how "those 
on the outside" would view a decision to go with Senator Orrin Hatch 
of Utah for the next opening on the High Court rather than Judge 
Robert Bork. It is no secret that judicial reformers are Hatch' s 
biggest fans. Without his ability and leadership, several 
individuals now on the federal bench -- and Rehnquist in the center 
chair at the High Court would have been defeated. 

Having said that, if the Administration gets only one more 
choice in the next 18-24 months, it ought to send up its best, and 
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the majority view among conservatives is that Robert Bork should be 
the nominee. If a second nomination becomes possible, Hatch is 
probably the best choice both because of his substantive merits as a 
constitutional analyst and because of the "confirmability" factor, • 
L..e...... the virtual certainty his colleagues would confirm him. This 
much is clear: Only Bork and Hatch bring to the battle a ready-made 
national constituency prepared to "go to the mat" for their 
confirmations. Any other judicial nominee will enter the fray 
without this source of strength for a confirmation battle. An 
effort to be "clever" and pick a dark horse will most likely lead to 
this result: The Democrats will be as determined as ever to thwart 
Reagan's abilities to reshape the High Court, and a nominee without 
a national constituency will be defeated. 

For those of us engaged in both heat and light -- the particular 
battles and the larger struggle to reaffirm principled jurisprudence 
-- only two events yet to come give greater satisfaction, even in 
advance, than the activities of September 26. The first will be if 
Judge Bork is confirmed and sworn into the Court. The second will 
be when Rehnquist, Bork or Scalia (perhaps joined by Justices Hatch, 
White and O'Connor), begin the renaissance of American law by 
writing majority opinions reversing the most egregious judicial 
excesses of the last twenty years. 

Once -- if -- those things happen, perhaps it will be time for 
one outsider looking in to go back to Oklahoma and teach kids about 
our Constitution, why a system of separated powers works best even 
when it means smart folks don't get to solve all our tough problems, 
and finally, how too many Americans have forgotten, in this stirring • 
bicentennial year of the Republic's framing document, that the 
Author of our liberties is remarkably patient with His children. 

(This is the first in a series of Constitution Bicentennial essays 
which will be printed in Judicial Notice.) 

Inter Alia 

• Academic freedom was 
case of sophmore Wayne 
Gay/Lesbian Awareness Days 
Bestiality Awareness Days 
school's disiplinary board 
of his time at Yale. 

tested recently at Yale University in the 
Dick. Last spring, Dick satirized 

(GLAD) by putting up posters proclaiming 
(BAD). He was brought up before the 

and placed on probation for the remainder 

Yale's president Benno Schmidt reconvened the board and Wayne 
Dick• s right to free speech was defended by Yale Law School Dean 
Guido Calabresi. Calabresi won for his client, who was taken off 
probation. 

A few months ago, .JN criticized Calabresi during the Manion 
confirmation. Here, however, we praise him. Guido Calabresi stood 
up for academic freedom at a time when it was being tested, and 
defended a student whose views were unpopular on campus, perhaps 
even with the Dean himself. This reflects the most noble principles 
of the legal profession. Calabresi deserves recognition and praise . • 
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• Doug Bandow, a senior fellow at the CATO institute, recently 
suggested in a Washington Times op-ed that President Reagan should 
broaden the scope of his judicial nominees by including 
non-lawyers. Bandow especially recommends them for Appellate and 
Supreme Court positions, where they might bring a bit of common 
sense (he says, "provide an important leavening influence") to the 
higher courts, which are often muddled by legal obfuscation. Bandow 
notes that the Constitution, in Article III, is silent as to whether 
or not judges should also be lawyers. 

While a prospective judge should have some kind of legal 
aptitude or experience, in certain instances this would be a good 
idea. After a 11, Benjamin Cardozo, while he was a lawyer, never 
finished law school, and King Solomon was not an attorney. Perhaps 
there are potential Cardozos and Solomons out there who should be 
considered for judgeships. 

• Some people in New Jersey are talking about urging Governor 
Tom Kean (pronounced "Cain") to run for President in 1988. While 
Kean is attempting to portray himself as a moderate, his critics 
argue that the appellation "liberal" is more appropriate. JN will 
only note that Kean recently reappointed leftist Chief Justice 
Robert Wi lentz to the New Jersey Supreme Court. Wi lentz can now 
remain on the court for the next 11 years. To quote Annette 
Funicello, "beauty is as beauty does." 

• The Federalist Society will be holding two events this year 
which will be of interest to judicial reformers. On January 30 and 
31, it will hold a Lawyers Convention on "Changing the Law: The 
Role of Lawyers, Judges and Legislators." Speakers will include 
Associate Justice Antonin Scalia, Attorney General Edwin Meese III, 
Senator Orrin Hatch, Judges Robert Bork and Frank Easterbrook, and 
professor Larry Tribe, among others. Cost of the convention is $40 
for non-members, $20 for members. Cost of the banquet is $35. For 
more information, call Eugene Meyer, Executive Director, The 
Federalist Society, 1625 Eye Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, 
(202)822-8138. 

On April third and fourth of this year, the Federalist Society 
will be holding its annual symposium at the University of Chicago 
Law School. The subject of the symposium is "Crisis in Legal 
Theory: Revival of Jurisprudence." JN will provide more 
information on speakers as it becomes available. 

• Landmark Legal Foundation, formerly known as Gulf & Great 
Plains Legal Foundation, has entered its second decade of public 
interest litigation directed at promoting the free enterprise system 
and limiting government regulation. Its di verse activities include 
representation of a company in a sexual discrimination suit, and a 
challenge to the Kansas Mail Ballot Election Act, among others. 
Landmark does not charge for its services and relies upon 
contributions to fund its activities. Readers interested in more 
information can contact Mr. Jerald L. Hill, President, Landmark 
Legal Foundation, 1000 Brookfield Building, 101 West 11th Street, 
Kansas City, Missouri 64105. 
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The following is a sampling of quotes from artiles about Crime 
and Punishment in Modern America, eds., Patrick B. McGuigan and Jon 
S. Pascale. The book is available for $9. 95 in soft cover and • 
$15. 95 hardcover from: Publications Department, The Institute for 
Government and Politics, 721 Second St., N.E., Washington, D.C. 
20002, (202)546-3004. 

"Crime and Punishment in Modern America is a valuable resource 
for anyone interested in criminial justice issues. Indeed it would 
make a splendid colege and post-graduate text. . It is a worthy 
sequel to the Institute' s earlier volume, Criminal Justice Reform: 
A Blueprint, which had a substantial influence on Congress' shaping 
of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984. This latest effort 
will, similarly, significantly add to the debate over how to win the 
fight against crime." 

Judge Ralph Adam Fine, author of Escape of the Guilty. 
Wisconsin state district judge 
Washington Times, Dec. 29, 1986 

"Confronted with spiraling costs and crowding in U.S. prisons, a 
group of conservative scholars _ and politicians is advocating 
alternatives such as restitution, community service and even 
beatings. Several of the 29 contributors to a book published last 
week in Washington that departs from conservative dogma on 
incarceration are eyeing the Republican presidential nomination in 
1988. There was a wide agreement on reserving expensive prison 
space for violent criminals and putting those who commit non-violent 
property crimes to work, often outside prison, to repay their 
victims." 

Michael Sniffen, 
Associated Press story 
November 12, 1986 

"Whatever his or her political philosophy, every policy maker in 
America"s many criminal justice systems should have Crime and 
Punishment in Modern America and be informed as to its point of 
view. Particularly for those concerned with criminal justice 
reform, this collection is invaluable. . . I look forward to reading 
the McGuigan-headed Judicial Reform Project's next scheduled major 
book, said to focus on tort reform, excessive litigiousness, and 
other civil justice issues. . . It will be hard pressed, however, to 
match the contribution to the conservative reform movement made now 
by this book." 

David Wilkinson 
Attorney General of Utah 
review forthcoming 

"A remarkable new document has recently been published. 
Entitled Crime and Punishment in Modern America, the book is a 
collection of expert conservative analysis and opinion on a wide 
range of criminal justice subjects. . [This book] can be 
considered the most authoritative representative of contemporary 
conservative thought on these pressing issues." 

Newsmaker Interviews 
January, 1987 

• 

• 
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commission, I am 

indebted for this opportunity to submit a statement amplifying 

on the Commission's statutory authority to promulgate 

sentencing guidelines for federal capital offenses. Several 

canons of statutory construction and case law developed by the 

United States Supreme Court compel an affirmative conclusion. 

The Commission's duties are elaborated in section 

994 of Title 18. Subsection (a) instructs the Commission to 

promulgate sentencing guidelines for use in criminal cases. 

It explicitly identifies sentences of probation, fine, or 

imprisonment for use of the guidelines, but nowhere suggests 

that the Commission should desist fr om promulgating guidelines 

for other sentences, such as for felt ure, ca pit al punishment, 

restitution, or notice to victims. These latter penalties are 

authorized in Title 18, although not explicitly enumerated in 

subsection (a). See e.g., 18 U.S. Code 3554 (for felt ure); 

3555 (notice); 3556 (restitution); death penalty authorized 

under 18 U.S. Code 32, 33, 34 (destruction of aircraft, motor 

vehicle, or related facilities resulting in death), 351 

(murder of a Member of Congress, important executive official, 

or Supreme Court Justice), 794 espionage, 844 (f) (destruction 

of government property resulting in death), 1111 (first degree 

murder), 1716 (mailing of injurious article resulting in 

death), 1751 (assassination or kidnapping resulting in death 

of the President or Vice-President), 1992 (wilful wrecking of 
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train resulting in death), 2113 (bank robbery-related murder 

or kidnapping), 2381 (treason). 

Subsection (b) fort ities the conclusion manifest in 

subsection (a) that the Commission should promulgate 

guidelines for the imposition of capital punishment. It 

directs the Commission, in the guidelines issued under 

subsection (a), to stay witnin a sentencing range consistent 

with all pertinent provisions of Title 18, United States 

Code. It is wholly consistent with the capital penalty 

provisions of Title 18 to issue guidelines, especially since a 

failure to act would rats e constitutional doubts regarding 

their implementation. The Supreme Court has decreed that due 

process and Eighth Amendment considerations require death 

sentencing procedures to channel the discretion of the 

sentencing authority by enumerating aggravating or mitigating 

factors that should be considered tn determining whether a 

death sentence is apropriate. See e.g., Gregg v. Georgia, 428 

U.S. 153 (1976)). (A mandatory death penalty might be 

permissible for a limited category of offenses exceptionally 

dangerous to the public weal, such as the assassination of a 

President, treas on, or espionage). Dea th sentencing 

guidelines are completely compatible with the death penalty 

provisions of Title 18. 

A comparable statutory issue regarding procedural 

requisites for implementing substantive policy arose in United 

2 
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Stat es v. Thirty-seven Photographs, 402, U.S. 363 (1971). 

There the Court confronted a customs statute that authorized 

the seizure of obscene materials, 19 U.S. Code 1305 (a). The 

statute failed explicitly to create a mechanism for expedited 

Judicial review of inlt ial administrative determinations of 

obscenity resulting in seizures. The Supreme Court had 

announced in Freedman v. Maryland. 380 U.S. 51 (1965), 

however, that government schemes for suppressing obscenity 

pass constitutional must er only it expedited Judicial r evlew 

and final decisions addressing the obscenity issue are 

mandated. 

Justice White, writing for the Court, maintained 

that Congress intended section 1305 (a) to incorporate strict 

time limits regarding Judicial review. This interpretation 

was necessary, he reasoned, to save the statute from any 

arguable constitutional infirmity. The interpretation was 

also responsive to the congressional disapprobation voiced in 

legislative history against delayed Judicial resolution of 

obscenity dis put es. Set ting time limits, moreover. did not 

require the Court to decide issues of policy appropriately 

left to Congress because a policy of promptness had already 

been declared. Thus, the Court held that section 1305 (a) 

required the initation of Judicial forfeiture proceedings 

against obscene materials within 14 days of their seizure, and 

no longer than 60 days from the filing of the action to a 

3 
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final decision of the district court. 

As in Thirty-seven Photographs, the Commission 

should presume that Congress intended its death penalty 

statutes to be interpreted to avoid constitutional 

difficulties. Sentencing guidelines would achieve this 

obJecti ve. 

Furthermore, in creating the United States 

Sentencing Commission, Congress worried over the absence of 

guidelines to constrain the discretion of the sentencing 

authority for any federal crime. In U.S. Code 991 (b) (1) 

(B), Congress proclaimed that a paramount purpose of the 

Cornmiss ion's guidelines is to a void "unwarranted sentencing 

disparities among defendants with similar records who have 

been found guilty of similar criminal conduct while 

maintaining s ufflcient flexibillt y to permit individualized 

sent enc es when warranted by aggravating or mlt iga ting 

fact ors ... " The Commission's promulgation of guidelines for 

the imposition of capital punishment vindicates the 

congressional purpose of circumscribing the discretion of the 

sentencing authority in determining whether death is an 

appropriate sentence. 

As with the Court's articulation of time limits in 

Thirty-seven Photographs, the Commission would be following 

congressional policy in prescribing mitigating or aggravating 

circumstances regarding capital offenses. Congress has 

4 
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instructed the Commission to consider particular aspects both 

of the crime and the character of the offender. In 18 

U.S. Code 994 (b), Congress identified as pertinent criteria 

the circumstances of the offense, the nature and degree of 

harm caused, the community view of its gravity, public concern 

aroused by the offense, deterrence, and the incidence of the 

offense. In 18 U.S. Code 994 (c), Congress has directed the 

Commission to consider the offender's age, education, 

vocational skills, mental, emotional and physical condition, 

employment record, family and community ties, role in the 

offense, er iminal history, and dependency on er ime for a 

livelihood in its sentencing guidelines . 

The Comrniss ion would not be fashioning new policy ln 

promulgating guidelines for capital punishment, but simply 

amplUying on criteria already voiced by Congress in section 

994. The Commission might additionally consider the 

particular aggravating and mitigating factors selected by 

Congress in the Antihljacking Act of 197 4. 

For the capital crimes of aircraft piracy provided 

in 49 U.S. Code 1472 (1) (n), Congress determined in Section 

1473 (c) (1) (6) that the following are mitigating 

circumstances: the youth of the offender; the offender's 

mental capacity or state of duress; an insubstantial role in 

the crlme; and, a lack of any foreseeable risk that the crime 

would cause death. Congress specified in section 1473 (c) (i) 

5 
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(7) the following aggravating fact ors: previous convictions 

for serious crimes; intentional creation of a grave risk of 

death to persons other than the victim; and, commission of the 

oUense in an especially heinous, cruel, or depraved manner. 

The Commission's death penalty guidelines should 

also respect the congressional directive in 18 U.S. Code 3553 

that a sentence promote respect for the law, provide Just 

punishment, and adequately protect the public from further 

crimes of the ·defendant. 

Fidelity to congressional policy regarding the death 

penalty dictates the following guidelines: 

Mitigating Factors 

(1) age under 18; 

(2) no prior criminal history; 

(3) low incidence of the crime; 

(4) lack of foreseeability that death would occur; 

(5) community perception that the crime was 

unthrea t ening to the s octal fabric; 

(6) insubstantial role in the crime; 

(7) lack of education; 

(8) mental, emotional or physical infirmity; 

(9) no likelihood of recidivism; 

(10) no danger created to persons other than the 

victim; 

(11) crime committed under duress; 

6 
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(1978). 

(12) any other evidence that the defendant desires 

to introduce, see Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 686 

Aggravating Factors 

(1) commission of previous serious crimes; 

(2) substantial likelihood of recidivism; 

(3) high incidence of crime committed; 

(4) dependency on crime for livelihood; 

(5) creation of substantial community fear by the 

crime; 

(6) prominent role in the commission of the crime; 

(7) creation of physical danger to persons other 

than the crime victim; 

(8) commission of the offense in an especially 

heinous, cruel, or depraved manner; and 

(9) public harm caused by the offense. 

It, by a preponderance of the evidence, the 

government proves an aggravating factor and the defendant 

fails to prove a mitigating factor, the death sentence shall 

be imposed. If no aggravating fact or exists, or if a 

mitigating factor is established, there should be no death 

sentence. The sentencing procedures in capital cases should 

mirror those established for air piracy in 49 U.S. Code 14 7 3. 

The statutory omission of an explicit directive to 

the Commission to promulgate guidelines for death sentences 

7 
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ls unpersuasive evidence of an intent to withhold such 

authority. That Congress contemplated guidelines for death 

sentences ls evident in the references to "other authorized 

sanctions" in 28 U.S. Code 994 (c) and (d) where particular 

aspects of a crime and an offender are suggested as 

aggravating or mitigating circumstances. Furthermore1 section 

3559 of Title 18 expressly includes the death penalty in 

classifying offenses for sentencing; and1 the purposes of a 

sentence identified in Section 3553 of Title 18 -- including 

deterrence, Just punishment, and respect for law -- would be 

subverted it the Commission refused to issue guidelines for 

the administration of capital punishment. In these 

circumstances, the teaching of Justice Holmes ls instruct l ve: 

"The Legislature has the power to 

decide what the policy of the law shall be, 

and if it has intimated its will, however 

indirectly, that will should be recognized and 

obeyed ..... [I]t is not an adequate discharge 

of duty for courts to say: 'We see what you 

are driving at, but you have not said it, and 

therefore we shall go in as before.'" Johnson 

8 

v. United States, 163 F. 30, 32 (1st Cir. 1908). 

Finally, to conclude that Congress had empowered the 

Commission to promulgate death sentence guidelines without 

us lng explicit statutory language would be no legal novelty . 
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Recognition of comparable implicit statutory authority was 

upheld in United States v. New York Telephone Co., 434 

U.S. 159 (1974), and Dalla v. United States, 441 U.S. 238 

(197 9). 

In the former case, the Court held that Rule 41 of 

the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure empowered district 

courts to authorize federal agents to install and use pen 

registers, and that the All Writs Act, 28 U.S. Code 1641 (a), 

authorized district courts to order private parties to assist 

in the installations. Rule 41 omitted explicit authorization 

of warrants for pen registers, but a failure to issue such 

warrants would have defied a congressional Judgment that pen 

registers "be permissible"," 434 U.S. at 170. The Court in 

New York Telephone also interpreted the All Writs Act broadly 

to embrace orders to private parties to avoid frustrating the 

congressional tacit endorsement of pen registers as law 

enforcement tools. Similarly, rejection of a crabbed 

interpretation of the Commission's sentencing authority ls 

necessary to prevent contradiction of the congressional 

Judgment that death sentences be permissible. 

In Dalla, the Court held that Title III of the 

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act authorized district 

courts to approve covert entry to install electronic 

surveillance equipment. Although Tl tle III omitted explicit 

reference to covert entry, its language, structure, and 

9 
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purpose bolstered the conclusion that covert entries could be 

authorized. Title III did not disavow such power, and its 

authorization of electronic surveillance would have been 

largely thwaited in the absence of covert entries. They are 

needed for successful operation of electronic surveillance. 

Likewise, in establishing the Sentencing Commission, Congress 

nowhere disavowed the death penalty, and the promulgation of 

guidelines by the Commission is generally necessary for the 

administration of capital punishment. 

An arguable foundation for holding that the 

Commission lacks authority to promulgate death sentence 

guidelines is the omission of the death penalty among the 

authorized sentences for individuals in 18 U.S. Code 3551 

(b). But subsection (b) penalties are not exclusive, 

according to subs ectlon (a), if Congress has "otherwise 

specifically provided .... " And, Congress has specifically 

provided for the death penalty in several sections of Title 

18. 

* * * * * 

10 

In summary, time-honored canons of statutory 

interpretation, fortified by decisions of the Supreme Court, 

clearly establish the Commission's duty to promulgate 

guidelines for determining the propriety of a death sentence. 

Debate over the wisdom of capital punishment frequently 

arouses strong emotions because human life is at stake. Such 
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pass ions are U t ting in a legisla t1 ve or public arena where 

public policy ls torged. 

11 

The duty of the Commission, however, ls to implement 

public policy declared by Congress unswayed by emotions or 

idiosyncratic policy preferences. In discharging this duty as 

regards capital punishment, the Commission should heed the 

reminder of Jus tlce Holmes in Northern Securities 

Co. v. United States, 193 U.S. 197, 400-401 (1904) (dissenting 

opinion): 

"Great cases, like hard cases, make bad law. 

For great cases are called great, not by 

reasons of their real importance in shaping 

the law of the future, but because of some 

accident of immediate overwhelming interest 

which appeals to the feelings and distorts the 

Judgment. These immediate interests exercise 

a kind of hydraulic pressure which makes what 

previously was clear seem doubtful, and before 

which even well settled principles of law will 

bend." 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL USA 
CONCERNING 

GUIDELINES FOR THE IMPOSITION OF A FEDERAL DEATH PENALTY 
BY THE UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION 

Before the 
United States Sentencing Commission 

February 17, 198,7 

The United States Section of Amnesty International, in 
consultation with the International Secretariat of Amnesty 
International in London, welcomes this opportunity to present 
testimony before the United States Sentencing Commission 
concerning the drafting of guidelines for the imposition of· a 
federal death penalty. 

Amnesty International is a worldwide human rights 
movement. It is independent of all governments, political 
factions, ideologies, economic interests and religious creeds. 
Amnesty has formal consultative status with the United Nations, 
UNESCO and the Council of Europe; has cooperative relations with 
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights of the Organization 
of American States; and has observer status with the Organization 
of African Unity. In 1977, Amnesty International received the 
Nobel Prize for Peace . 

Amnesty International works for the release of prisoners 
of conscience--men and women detained anywhere for their beliefs, 
color, sex, ethnic origin, religion or language, provided they 
have not used or advocated violence. With over 500,000 members 
throughout the world, Amnesty also advocates fair and prompt 
trials for all political prisoners, and it opposes 
unconditionally the imposition of torture and the death penalty 
on any prisoner. 

In 1985, Amnesty conducted a fact-finding project in the 
United States for the purpose of studying the death penalty and, 
in particular, the manner in which it is imposed. As a result of 
the project and its research, Amnesty issued a report which we 
would like to submit to the Commission for use in its 
deliberations. The report concludes that the imposition of the 
death penalty in the United States, despite serious and repeated 
attempts to ensure i~s fairness and consistency, continues to 
result in arbitrary and discriminatory executions. 

The Commission has requested that Amnesty respond to two 
questions: (1) whether the Commission has jurisdiction to 
propose guidelines governing judicial imposition of the death 
penalty and (2) if it does, what are Amnesty's suggestions for 
the substantive content of those guidelines . 
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As an international organization Amnesty has no special 
competence to address the issue of whether this Commission has 
jurisdiction to propose guidelines for imposition of the death 
penalty. However, Amnesty considers the death penalty to be 
fundamentally different from any other penalty because it is 
irreversible. As the Amnesty report indicates, at least 23 
wrongly convicted people have been executed in the United States 
in this century. This is the price of irreversibility. 

The non-inclusion of the penalty of death with the other 
penalties for which the Commission is expressly authorized to 
propose sentencing guidelines is a recognition by the Congress of 
the fundamental difference between the death penalty and other 
penalties. Because the Commission's jurisdiction in this matter 
is at best uncertain, Amnesty believes that it would be wise for 
the Commission to leave to Congress the debate on whether 
application of the death penalty should be reintroduced at 'the 
federal level in the United States. 

The Commission has also asked that Amnesty International 
comment on the protections that should be included in death 
penalty guidelines in the event that jurisdiction is assumed. As 
an initial matter, Amnesty urges the Commission to respect the 
internationally accepted minimum standards concerning the death 
penalty. Amnesty's investigation determined that current 
practices in the United States conflict with them. While the 
Amnesty Report describes the inadequacies of the current system 
at length and in detail, below is a discussion of the more 
serious problems we think are most relevant to these proceedings. 
These problems further support the position of Amnesty 
International that the death penalty is fundamentally different 
from all other penalties. Because it is not included within the 
mandate of the Commission, it should not be addressed in the 
proposed guidelines. 

1. Execution of Juvenile Offenders Should be Prohibited 

The imposition of the death penalty upon minors is in 
clear contravention of international law. Studies show that 
children and adolescents are less responsible than adults for 
their actions and more susceptible to rehabilitation. Imposing a 
death penalty on children for actions committed at an age younger 
than 18, however heinous the crime, violates "contemporary 
standards of justice and humane treatment" and violates U.S. 
obligations under international law. 

Article 6(5) of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights (ICCPR) and Article 4(5) of the American 
Convention on Human Rights (ACHR), both signed by the United 
States Government in 1977, unequivocably state that capital 
punishment shall not be imposed upon persons who are under 18 
years of age at the time of the crime. The 1949 Geneva 
Convention concerning the protection of civilians in time of war, 
signed and ratified by the United States, also forbids the 
execution of persons who were under age 18 at the time of the 
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crime. Although this provision of the Geneva Convention is 
applicable only during time of war, it demonstrates the generally 
accepted nature of the international standard prohibiting 
juvenile executions. 

In May, 1984, the United Nations Economic and Social 
Council (ECOSOC) adopted a series of safeguards guaranteeing 
protection of the rights of those facing the death penalty 
("Safeguards Guaranteeing Protection of the Rights of Those 
Facing the Death Penalty," ECOSOC Resolution 1984/50 reprinted at 
pp. 222-223 of Amnesty Report). At paragraph 3, these guidelines 
reiterate the prohibition against juvenile executions contained 
in the ICCPR, the ACHR and 'the Geneva Convention. 

Although the United States is a signatory, not a party, 
to the ICCPR and the ACHR, it still has obligations relative to 
their provisions. Article 18 of the Vienna Convention on the 
Laws of Treaties requires that a signatory nation refrain from 
doing that which would "defeat the object and purpose" of a 
signed treaty. Therefore, permitting the death penalty to be 
imposed on persons who were younger than 18 at the time of the 
crime would constitute a violation of the treaties which the 
United States has signed. 

Information available worldwide indicates that there is 
almost universal adherence to the international norm prohibiting 
executions of juveniles. More than 40 countries that retain the 
death penalty have statutes which specifically prohibit the 
imposition of that sentence on people who were juveniles at the 
time of the crime. Of the thousands of executions recorded by 
Amnesty International between January, 1980 and May, 1986, only 
eight were juvenile executions: Three of them occurred in the 
United States; two in Pakistan; and one each in Bangladesh, 
Barbados and Rwanda. 

In May, 1986, at least 32 juvenile offenders (ranging in 
age from 15-17) were already under sentance of death in this 
country, even though the U.S. Supreme Court has yet to determine 
the constitutionality of juvenile executions. See Eddings Y~ 
Oklahoma, 455 UA 104 (1982).J Amnesty International recommends 
that a prohibition on juvenile executions be adopted to conform 
with minimum international standards. 

2. Execution of the Mentally Insane Should be Effectively 
Prohibited 

Paragraph 3 of the ECOSOC guidelines states that the 
death penalty shall not be carried out on people who have become 
insane. Not until June, 1986, did the United States Supreme 
Court rule that the Eighth Amendment prohibits execution of an 
insane prisoner. Tragically, this decision was too late to stop 
the execution of Arthur Goode about whose competence even the the 
Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals had "serious doubts." [See 
Goode L Wainwright, 704 F.2d 593, 601 (1984).J Amnesty's 
investigation of states' practices revealed that Mr. Goode was 
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not the only prisoner who suffered a violation of the ECOSOC 
guidelines; several other US prisoners who appeared to suffer from 
serious mental illness have also been executed or have come close 
to it. (See AI Report at pp. 76-87.) 

Although the United States now prohibits the execution of 
the insane, Amnesty found deficiencies in U.S. practice with regard 
to the mentally incompetent. There currently are serious 
absences of procedural safeguards and clear standards which can 
effectively assess competence and thereby conform to the minimum 
standards of the ECOSOC guidelines. For example, seventeen 
states currently permit insanity determinations only if the 
prisoner awaiting execution appears to the warden or the sheriff 
in charge of custody to be insane. In other states only 
"reasonable" insanity claims must be examined by a state judge, 
and in some states a hearing into the matter is not even 
required. 

Amnesty International recommends that an effective 
prohibition on the execution of the mentally ill be adopted to 
conform with minimum international standards. 

3. Elimination of Racial Discrimination in the Application 
of the Death Penalty 

In its investigation of the death penalty in the United 
States, Amnesty found that, as practiced by the states, there is 
evidence of race discrimination. Amnesty considers this evidence 
to be a matter for serious and urgent action. In its memorandum of 
December 15, 1986 (at Attachment 2 pp. 9-10), the Justice 
Department, recognizing the discrimination issue, proposes that 
the Commission adopt guidelines requiring a jury to certify that 
its decision was free of discrimination. Such a procedure is 
seriously deficient in light of the detailed studies and 
statistics (relating to executed prisoners as well as those 
currently on death row in the United States) which demonstrate 
that racial disparities in death sentencing result from actions 
taken from the moment a person is arrested through the time of 
actual execution. (See AI Report at pp. 54-64.) 

While the Justice Department proposes an oversight 
commission to monitor, inter alia, issues of race discrimination, 
Amnesty International believes these measures are insufficient 
where an improperly sentenced human being could suffer death in 
the interim. 

Amnesty is also aware of the McCleskey case currently 
pending before the US Supreme Court which may fefine the law in 
this regard. However, Amnesty International was disturbed to 
find that the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals, in considering 
the evidence presented on race discrimination, appeared willing 
to tolerate a discernible level of racial unfairness in a system 
of capital punishment . 
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Amnesty International recommends that a moratorium on 
execution be adopted pending the outcome of a study which would 
use impartial specialists to evaluate all relevant data and which 
would be commissioned to make a serious inquiry into the issue of 
race disparities in sentencing and executions. (See AI 
Recommendation 6, AI Report at p. 190.) 

4. Provision of Adequate Legal Assistance for Condemned 
Prisoners at all Stages of the Proceedings 

Paragraph 5 of the ECOSOC guidelines requires that a 
person charged with a capital crime have adequate legal 
assistance "at all stages of the proceedings." During its 
mission to the United States, Amnesty found substantial evidence 
that many defendants are assigned inexperienced counsel, ill-
equipped to handle capital cases and working with severely 
limited resources. 

Justice Thurgood Marshall, at a conference in 1985, 
strongly criticized well-i~tentioned, but ill-prepared, trial 
lawyers in capital cases whose clients never had "a fair 
opportunity to defend their lives in the courtroom." Recognizing 
the need for better representation of capital defendants, in 
1985, the ABA House of Delegates passed a resolution recommending 
that no fewer than two attorneys be appointed in capital cases, 
at least one of whom should have substantial criminal trial 
experience. 

In addition to the absence of counsel with adequate 
experience in capital cases, Amnesty found that the resources 
necessary to provide indigent capital defendants in the United 
States with adequate representation were lacking. For example, 
in Louisiana, a maximum fee for assigned counsel in capital cases 
was only $1,000; in Virginia, the fees paid to assigned counsel 
in capital cases averaged only $687. These amounts were far 
short of the average $50,000 minimum fee. paid to qualified, 
privately-retained counsel in capital cases. The disparity, 
Amnesty found, has decided effect on the outcome of a trial. A 
recent study conducted in Texas found that capital defendants in 
Texas with court-appointed lawyers were more than twice as likely 
to receive a death sentence than those with retained counsel. 

Amnesty also found that public funding for the 
representation of indigent defendants ceased in most states after 
a death sentence has been affirmed on direct appeal. 
Effectively, habes corpus appeals in capital cases are handled by 
a small number of lawyers who are prepared to take on capital 
appeals for little or no pay. When the number'-of people 
sentenced to death increased during the early 1980s, a serious 
shortage of the volunteers available for habeas corpus appeals 
was created. The shortage of lawyers at this stage, Amnesty 
found, affects not only a prisoner's opportunity for pursuing his 
or her appeal, but also adversely affects preparation of material 
for review in clemency proceedings . 
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Amnesty International recommends that adequate legal 
representation be provided each capital defendant at all stages 
of his or her case . 

5. Reintroduction of a Federal Death Penalty Is a Violation 
of International Standards 

Amnesty International respectfully submits that the 
reinstatement of the death penalty under federal law is in clear 
conflict with international standards. 

Article 4(2) of the ACHR states that the "application of 
[capital punishment] shall not be extended to crimes to which it 
does not presently apply." The United States is obliged, having 
signed this Convention, to refrain from acting contrary to this 
provision. To reinstate a federal death penalty at this time 
would, in Amnesty's view, violate this country's international 
obligations. 

Additionally, the growing international consensus that 
the death penalty is a violation of the right to life and the 
right not to be subject to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment is incompatible with any movement to reintroduce it 
and expand the crimes for which it would be imposed. 

In December, 1971, the United Nations General Assembly 
adopted Resolution 2857 (XXVI) stating that 

. .. in order fully to guarantee the right to life, 
as provided for in article 3 of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights, the main objective 
to be pursued is that of progressively restricting 
the number of offences for which capital punishment 
may be imposed with a view to the desirability of 
abolishing this punishment in all countries. 

This resolution was reaffirmed by the General Assembly in 
Resolution 32/61 of 8 December 1977. In 1984, The Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights decided to call on all countries in 
the Americas to abolish the death penalty. And by May, 1986, 
fifteen of the twenty-one member states of the Council of Europe 
had signed the Sixth Optional Protocol to the European Convention 
on Human Rights, abolishing the death penalty for peacetime 
offences and preventing its reinstatement in countries which had 
already abolished it. 

Since 1975, at least one country a year has ended its use 
of the death penalty in law, or having done so for ordinary 
offences, has gone on to abolish it for all offences. Even 
attempts to reinstate capital sentencing in several countries 
during these same years have been unsuccessful. 

As of May, 1986, Amnesty found that twenty-eight 
countries did not have a death penalty for any crime. Eighteen 
countries imposed the death penalty only for exceptional crimes, 
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meaning under military law or crimes committed in exceptional 
circumstances such as wartime. Turkey was the only Western 
European country found to have carried out executions in recent 
years. Many of the other 129 countries which Amnesty determined 
retained death penalty laws have not carried out executions in 
recent years. (See Appendix 12 of AI Report at pp. 228-231 for a 
list of abolitionist and retentionist countries.) 

Despite this international trend, in May, 1986, Amnesty 
found that the United States already had a total of 1,720 
prisoners on death row. This total represents the highest number 
of death row inmates ever recorded in this country. 

Amnesty International calls upon the federal government 
to recognize and conform to the international trend toward 
abolition of the death penalty and to refrain from its 
reintroduction at the federal level in the United States. 

6. Conclusion 

There are other factors discovered by Amnesty during its 
mission to the United States that contributed to its finding that 
imposing the death penalty under this system of "guided 
discretion" has failed to ensure fairness, consistency, and 
compliance with internationally recognized minimum standards. 
For example, failure to require that courts conduct a true 
comparative review of death sentences may mean that general 
inconsistencies and arbitrariness remain unchecked. For another 
example, allowing h2beas proceedings to be expedited has led to 
the execution or near-execution of several prisoners under 
circumstances which would appear to violate the minimum standards 
set out in the ECOSOC guidelines. (See, for example, paragraph 8 
of ECOSOC guidelines.) 

This Commission should consider the current arbitrariness 
of state death penalty practice and the dangers of incorporating 
it into federal law. However, Amnesty International, which has 
monitored the use of the penalty on a regular and worldwide 
basis, is convinced that no system of capital punishment can 
ensure fairness and consistency. 

Amnesty International urges the United States to comply 
with the U.N. Resolution of 1977 that called on all nations to 
restrict progressively the offenses for which capital punishment 
can be imposed with a view to its eventual abolition . 
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My name is Jonathan Gradess, and I appear before you 

today on behalf of the National Coalition Against the Death 

Penalty. I am here to urge you to withdraw capital guidelines 

from this Commission's agenda. 

The circle of nations that maintains the death penalty 

is growing smaller as we speak. Eventually the death penalty 

is going to be abolished in the world and in this country because 

it is wrong. Thirteen of our states - the exact number of juris-

dictions that built America - today reject the death penalty. 

Studies reveal that when the American people are provided with 

accurate information concerning the death penalty, they change 

their minds and come to oppose it. 

(See, Sarat, A. and N. Vidmar (1976) "Public Opinion, The Death 
Penalty and the Eighth Amendment: Testing the Marshall Hypothesis," 
Wisconsin Law Review 171-206; Vidmar and Dittenhoffer (1981) "In-
formed Public Opinion and Death Penalty Attitudes, 23 Can. J. of 
Criminology 43.) 

The data cited in my testimony to you today support our 

Coalition's conclusion that Americans can and will be gently 

turned away from the death penalty because it is unjust. Because 

it is barbaric. Because it is more costly than life imprisonment. 

Because it kills innocent people. Because it provides no remedy 

to homicide victims' families for their grief, their pain, 

or their loss. Because it discriminates against the poor. Be-

cause it masks lethal patterns of institutional racism. Because 
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it flies in the face of the scriptural traditions of Christianity 

and Judaism and Islam. Because by its weight and cost and image 

it transforms our criminal justice system into something malig-

nant. 

When the American people reflect upon these known facts, 

they change their own minds. Most Americans of our experience 

do not bear such hatred for people that they find it difficult 

to change their minds. Most do so with ease, greatly relieved 

by their decision. The data reveal that some people do not 

change their minds and are not so relieved, but that percentage 

represents a minority of the American people, and standing alone -

in a plebiscite - that minority, without commissions like yours, 

could not make the death penalty American policy. And when I say 

"commissions like yours," I give some evidence of how invasive the 

death penalty really has become. The United States Sentencing 

Guidelines Commission sits before me today contemplating 

whether it should "legislate" death penalty guidelines. 

Our Coalition is now in every state. We are dividing 

those states by county and by town and by village, by neighbor-

hood, by block and by church. The process may seem invisible 

to you, but I want you to know that it is happening, and that 

we are going to close down the death penalty in the United 

States. We will lead our national community back to decency 

and compassion . We ask of you today only one small contribution 
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to our effort, and that is to abandon your unwise work in 

capital sentencing guidelines. 

* * * * * 

Let me share with you a perspective which may be somewhat 

more palatable to you than our abolitionist position. 

Sentencing guidelines, as you all know, began not as a 

vehicle to drive sentencing policy. Guidelines grew - in a sense 

as you have - from early experiments with parole decisionmaking 

and the federal parole guidelines. Those experiments and subse-

quent guidelines efforts were premised on the belief that judges 

by looking at current sentencing practices could create a manage-

ment tool for the exercise of discretion. The thought was to 

pool current information, look at it and apply it, create a "feed-

back loop" to evaluate it, and then fine tune it. 

The pure guidelines theorists, if they were testifying be-

fore you today, would say, "Since the death penalty is not current 

federal practice, and since guidelines are but a management tool, 

not a policymaking vehicle, don't include capital punishment in 

your guidelines system." 

But pure guidelines theory gave up the ghost some years ago. 

More than any other group, you Commissioners know that today even 
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non-capital sentencing guidelines have become politicized. And 

we are here thinking about adding the death penalty to your al-

ready hard, unpopular and complicated work. You must know 

that whatever credibility your sentencing guidelines project may 

have for non-capital sentences, adding death penalty guidelines 

will surely destroy that credibility. We urge you then, if only 

in your own self interest, to abandon your inquiry into death 

penalty guidelines. 

Those who understand sentencing guidelines theory as you 

do must know that sentencing guidelines are designed to help 

in three particular ways uniquely unrelated to the death penalty. 

First, guidelines seem to be best suited when they are applied 

after the in/out decision has been made. At that point less 

weight needs to be given to individualized factors. 

Second, guidelines are most helpful when the only question 

is the length of time to be served. 

Third, guidelines are ordinarily designed for aggregating 

people within decisionmaking systems - meaning consensually chosen 

lengths of time associate themselves with "so-called" principled 

criteria to pinpoint where most individuals with particular char-

acteristics are presumptively to be placed. 

The historic intent of guidelines sentencing was to allow 

outlyers - exceptions to the guidelines rule - to be treated dif-

ferently . 
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The problem with applying sentencing guidelines to death 

penalty cases in part may be seen as a result of these three 

issues, particularly as they converge. Death penalty decision-

making is uniquely related to the characteristics of an offender. 

Mandatory death sentences are impermissible. Mitigation hearings 

are designed to explore the characteristics of human beings, and 

we want juries to decide in part on an intuitive basis as the 

conscience of the community what sanction to impose in a particular 

case. Our constitutional jurisprudence leans in favor of jury 

intuition in death cases based on jury feelings about mitigating 

circumstances and jurors' feelings about sparing a life. Any ef-

fort to rigidly codify this decisionmaking process will fail . 

Second, except in the broadest theological sense, execution 

does not involve a length of time. 

Third, all death penalty cases are unique. Each must be 

treated as an exception to guidelines rules, and at the legis-

lative stage none may carry a presumptively "correct" sentence. 

It follows that even if the Sentencing Guidelines Commission 

has been delegated the power from Congress which it today considers 

asserting, it should not in the interest of justice or intellectual 

integrity fashion guidelines for capital cases. Without conceding 

that power, we think it would be foolishly irresponsible for you 

to try to do so in the 60 days that you have. I know that you have 

been urged to extend your schedule. I do not think you can extend 
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it far enough into the future to incorporate capital sentencing 

guidelines. 

In any review of the death penalty, there is an imperative 

need for quiet and deliberative discussion. There is a need for 

increased citizen understanding. We are obliged to conduct a 

true and in-depth penological inquiry into the effacacy of the 

death penalty as compared with lesser penalties. We must examine 

alternatives to violence in this country, and in doing so we must 

examine alternative sentences which are by no means as costly or 

invasive as the death penalty. These tasks cannot be performed 

by this Commission unless you are to perform them poorly. 

In my remaining minutes with you, I wish to sketch for you 

some of the even broader public policy issues which require reso-

lution before any entity should even contemplate the reintroduc-

tion of a federal death penalty. 

1. The majority of credible scientific research on deter-

rence, including that cited for the opposite proposition by the 

Department of Justice, concedes sufficient flaws in deterrence 

methodology that one cannot rely on deterrence as a basis for 

the death penalty. How will you fashion the guidelines for a 

capital sanction until you resolve the deterrence debate? 

2. The death penalty functions like a lottery, executing 

disproportionately poor and minority people. This issue, crucial 

to any inquiry designed to produce capital guidelines, requires 
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a fundamental examination of capital practices. Sentencing 

guidelines designed to address capricious decisionmaking would 

require extensive data collection from the states and a model 

for cross-jurisdictional analysis to the federal system. We do 

not think you are prepared to perform this task nor do we think 

you should perform it. 

3. Calling the risk of erroneous convictions remote does not 

make it remote. Every day in the United States the death penalty 

places innocent people at risk. Most Americans vividly fear the 

risk of error. They have good reason to. Researchers Michael 

Radelet and Hugo Bedau have documented 349 cases in which innocent 

people have been, in this century, convicted of homicide or sen-

tenced to death for rape. How will you factor in the risk of 

erroneous convictions in your capital guidelines? Will you delib-

erate on the question? Whether you ignore it or deliberate upon 

it, you will not resolve it. 

4. There is a 4.3 times greater chance of being executed 

if your victim is white than if your victim is non-white, according 

to evidence from the most monumental social science inquiry into 

sentencing deliberations ever performed in this country. 

Racial disparity in the death penalty cannot be removed by 

sentencing guidelines. Try and you will fail. Fail and you 

will not perform your duty to remove sentencing disparity . 
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5. It is now crystal clear that capital cases cost in-

ordinately more than non-capital cases to prosecute and conduct, 

and that criminal justice systems with death penalties cost in-

ordinately more than criminal justice systems without them. The 

cost of the death penalty far exceeds the cost of life imprison-

ment. 

Significantly, your death penalty guidelines will add to 

these costs. Particularly due to the unusual method by which 

your guidelines would be promulgated, they will generate litiga-

tion in every federal district in every death penalty case con-

cerning your authority, Congress's administrative veto, and the 

odd course by which guidelines would resurrect constitutionally 

defective federal death penalty statutes. Guidelines would thus 

foster an even greater consumption of judicial resources within 

the federal circuits than is already under way. In some juris-

dictions within the death belt, as much as 30 percent of the 

judiciary's time is currently being expended on death penalty 

litigation. Consider cost as you will, but recognize that your 

entry into this question, if it results in capital guidelines, 

will generate new and extensive death penalty costs for the 

Amerjcan te~payer. 

6. Your Commission must, before proposing capital 

sentencing guidelines, determine whether or not defects in 

the nation's public defense system create a routine risk of 
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unreliability in guilt-phase verdicts. If you conclude that 

there is such a risk of error in guilt-phase verdicts, you must 

conclude that capital sentencing guidelines cannot be fashioned 

to remedy the problem. The evidence is overwhelming that the 

risk of guilt-phase error exists. 

In sum, the National Coalition Against the Death Penalty 

does not believe that this Commission should promulgate capital 

sentencing guidelines. Your Commission is uniquely unsuited to 

perform the task you are contemplating, and we urge you to abandon 

it. 

Thank you . 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
Le:gh D:ngerson - (30;) 25L-C12: 

A T E RELEASE 

DEATH PENALTY FCES CHALLENGE SENTEN:IN~ COMMISSION'S AUTHORITY 

Representatives of the National Coalition Against t~e 

Death Penalty (NCADP) today challenged whether the U.S. 

Sentencing Commission has the authority to include death 

penalty procedures in its revision of federal sentencing 

guidelines. 

NCADP Director Leigh Dingerson cited both the history 

of the Commission as well as the intensely emotional nature 

of the death penalty debate. "Clearly, Congress did not 

intend for the Commission to address the explosive and 

divisive question of capital punishment. Elected officials, 

not presidential appointees, should de~ide whether or not 

the federal government belongs in the business of killing 

its own citizens." Attempts at reinstating procedures for 

a federal death penalty have failed in Congress in recent years 

Dingerson added that the possible inclusion of death 

penalty procedures in the guidelines has already sparked 

significant opposition from a vocal array of organizations 

.wsrern Penruvlvan,c, Cooi,t,an and i n d i V i d u a l s a C r O s s t he C Ou n t r y . Jo/:)0.nsr ,,.,,. Death Pena11, "Groups that otherwise 
"".orgeWOC>d$ c:C,,,,,no, Ju,,,cE' mi g ht s up p o r t th e new g u i de 1 i n e s w i 11 v i g o r o u s 1 y f i g h t a g a i n s t 
K=!ny Young 

;;,,.,,,o,re,anChutch{USA) them if they include the death penalty'" she warned. 

Dingerson went on to announce that Jonathan Gradess, 
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Executive Director of the New York State Defenders Association, will 

testify on behalf of the NCADP at the Sentencing Commission's pub~ic 

hearing on the death penalty February 17. Gradess authored a 1986 

study showing that a return to the death penalty would cost New York 

g~vernment roughly $1.8 million per execution, or three times the price 

cf life imprisonment. 

Dingerson concluded that the death penalty ''has never proven it3:lf 

a deterrent -- in fact, it actually sanctions and fosters the brutality 

~e all oppose. It is costly, it is discriminatory, it is undeniably 

barbaric. In short, the death penalty is dead wrong." 

According to Dingerson, the National Coalition Against the Death 

• Penalty, formed in 1976, has over 100 national, regional, and local 

affiliates in 33 states. The only national single-issue group working 

• 

to abolish capital punishment, the Coalition supports research, educational, 

and advocacy endeavors. Members inc~ude the major Protestant denominations, 

the U.S. Conference of Catholrc Bishops, several national Jewish 

organizations, the American Civil Liberties Union, the American Friends 

Service Committee, Amnesty International, and the NAACP. 

30 ---
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Authority of the U.S. Sentencing Commission 
to Include Capital Punishment in its Sentencing Guidelines 

The U.S. Sentencing Commission lacks authority to include 
capital punishment in its sentencing guidelines, for the following 
three reasons: 

l) The Congress could not have delegated the death penalty 
issue to the Commission even if it wanted to: The establishment 
of aggravating and mitigating circumstances for the death penalty 
is fundamentally different from the Commission's task of identifying 
aggravating and mitigating factors to be balanced in non-capital 
cases. The Supreme Court has said that in capital cases, there 
are three levels of inquiry: first, whether the defendant committed 
the crime; second, whether at least one aggravating factor, 
as "established by statutory definitions," exists, so that the 
defendant is death-eligible; and third, a balancing of all the 
circumstances of the case--whether in extenuation, aggravation 
c~ mitigation--against each other. Zant v. Stephensr 33 Cr.L. 3195, 
3198 (1983). It is the second level which is unique to capital 
cases. The process of prescribing aggravating circumstances 
to be applied in this second level is a process of prescribing 
the elements of the crime itself, entailing a system-wide, policy 
judgment (as opposed to a factfinding determination) of who 
shall live and who shall die. And the Supreme Court has held 
that such determinations regarding "the proper apportionment 
of punishment~ •• are peculiarly questions of legislative 
policy." Gore v. United States, 357 U.S. 386 (1958). 

2) Inclusion ~f cap~tal punishment is statutorily precluded: 
Section 355l of title 18, United States Code, enacted as part 
of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, under which the Sentencing 
Commission was established, provides an exclusive list of "authorized 
sentences" for federal offenses--limited to probation, fine, 
imprisonment, forfeiture, notice to victims, and restitution. 
The death penalty is not specified. · 

The Justice Department argues that section 3551 can be 
read as excluding the death penalty as an authorized sentence 
only if there has been a repeal, whether express or implied, 
of the various federal death penalty provisions which remain 
in the criminal code (e.g., for murder, treason, and presidential 
assasination} even though they may not meet the constitutional 
requirements set forth by the Supreme Court in Furman v. Georgia, 
408 U.S. 238 (1972). This is a "straw man" argument, a non-
issue; it ignores the legal effect of Furman--that is, to void 
all state and federal death penalty provisions which fail to 
provide for consideration of aggravating and mitigating circum-
stances. The death penalty is no longer an "authorized sentence'' 
under such provisions of federal law; its imposition would be 
unconstitutional. On this point, there is unanimous agreement 
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amonq the House and Sen3te Judiciary Committees, the Justice 
Department, and the federal courts. (See H.R. Rept. no. 96-
1396, at 434 (1980), citing appellate decisions in the Fourth, 
Fifth, Eighth, and Eleventh Circuits, and in various Federal 
District Courts; S. Rept. no. 99-282, at 2 (1986); Testimony 
of Assistant Attorney General Stephen S. Trott before House 
Judiciary Subcommittee on Criminal Justice, November 7, 1985, 
at 7, n.4). In enacting the 1984 Sentencing Reform Act, the 
Congress did not change this situation; by providing no specific 
new authority for a federal death penalty, it simply left intact 
the status quo ante--that is, death penalty provisions which 
are constitutionally void and unenforceable. 

This limitation and section 3551 delimit the Sentencing 
Commission's authority promulgate guidelines for a federal death 
penalty, no matter how non-exclusively the Commission's authorizing 
legislation, in section 994(a) (1) of title 28, may be phrased. 

3) The legislative intent emphatically and unambiguously 
excludes the death penalty: Even if it is assumed for the sake 
of argument that the statute does not directly precl~de consideration 
of the death penalty by the Commission, there can be no dispute 
that it does not expressly permit it. The result is an ambiguity 
in construing the statute, so that, under settled rules of statutory 
construction, guidance must be sought from the legislative history • 

The Sentencing Reform Act originated and was developed 
exclusively i~ the Senate, and on the day that it first passed 
the Senate in 1984, there were statements from leaders of both 
parties, including the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member 
of the Judiciary Committee, to the effect that capital punishment 
was so controversial that it had been removed from the crime 
package in the interests of obtaining consensus. Indeed, the 
Senate report on the Sentencing Reform Act states that: "To 
enhance the potential for ultimate enactment of a comprehensive 
crime bill, the Committee decided to deal with a number of the 
more controversial pending issues in separate legislation • •• 

including capital punishment (S. 1765)." S. Rept. no. 98-
225 (1983). Although the Senate did pass S. 1765, the House 
did not act on it. 

Moreover, the Congress has continued since 1984 to wrestle 
with death penalty legislation--with the Justice Department 
taking the lead, in fact, in urging that legislation to authorize 
a death penalty remains necessary. The continuing controversy 
of the issue is demonstrated by the Senate's intense debate 
and rejection of death penalty legislation in the context of 
last Fall's omnibus drug legislation; supporters of the death 
penalty were unable to muster the 60 votes necessary to break 
a filibuster (the vote was 58-38)--a result difficult to reconcile 
with the argument that the 1984 legislation, which passed the 
Senate by a vote of 98-1, was designed to establish a federal 
death penalty. 
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"r ASIIINGTON LEGAL FOUNDATION 
1705 N STREET, N. W. 

WASHINGTON, D. C . 20036 
202- 857- 0240 

February 18, 1987 

The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman, U.S. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Enclosed is a copy of my testimony that I summarized 
yesterday at the hearing, including a copy of our brief in 
United States v. John Anthony Walker, Crim. No. H-85-0309. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views to the 
Commission on this important topic . 

PDK/cme 
enc. 
cc (w/ enc.): Michael K. Block 

Stephen G. Breyer 
Helen G. Corrothers 
George E. MacKinnon 
Ilene H. Nagel 
Paul H. Robinson 
Benjamin F. Baer 
Ronald L. ·Gainer 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul D. Ka enar 
Executive Legal Director 
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commission: 

On behalf of the Washington Legal Foundation (WLF), I 

appreciate the opportunity to testify once again before the 

Commission on its formulation of sentencing guidelines to be 

used by federal courts. I refer you to our earlier testimony of 

December 3, 1986 relating to our views on the proposed 

sentencing guidelines, particularly our request -- which 

apparently was one of the first -- that the Commission should 

issue, and indeed had the authority to issue, capital punishment 

sentencing guidelines. 

WLF is a national non-profit public interest law and policy 

center with over 200,000 members and supporters nationwide. We 

are the onl y major public interest law organization that 

consistently has appeared in the courts supporting capital 

punishment. We have also debated the issue on numerous 

occasions against the ACLU, NAACP Legal Defense Fund, and other 

opponents of capital punishment. 

I. current state of Federal Capital Punishment. 

As you know, federal law currently provides for the death 

penalty for certain federal crimes such as homicide, espionage, 

' and aircraft hijacking. For example, on page 21 of your report, 

Section A211 expressly and properly refers to the availability 

I: of the death penalty for "Homicide--Level One." However, the 

Comm i ssion has deve l oped no g u ide li nes o n whe n th i s se n te nce 

shoul d be i rnp~sed . There are t hose who argue t ha t t he f ederal 
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death penalty is unconstitutional in light of the Supreme 

Court's decision in Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972), 

because there are no sentencing guidelines or procedures to 

implement the penalty. However, the Supreme Court has never 

addressed the constitutionality of the death penalty for federal 

crimes imposed under federal procedures. If it did, we maintain 

(as did the federal district judge who first addressed this 

issue in 1984 in an espionage case, United States v. Harper, No. 

CR-83-0770-SC (N.D. Calif. Jan. 13, 1984)) that the Court would 

find the federal capital punishment laws to be clearly 

constitutional. Our position is described in detail in legal 

briefs which we filed in all of the John Walker spy ring cases. 

(See Exhibit attached hereto). In the Jerry Whitworth espionage 

case, fed e ral judge John Vukasin heard oral argument from us on 

the issue. Unfortunately, no federal prosecutor or U.S. 

Attorney has sought the death penalty for these kind of federal 

capital cases since 1972 because, I believe, of their serious 

misinterpretation of the law, or their unwillingness to request 

the punishment. 

In brief, our argument is the following: First, unlike the 

state sentencing procedure found unconstitutional in Furman v. 

Georgia, the federal system provides for a bifurcated trial, 

i.e., a guilt and innocence stage and a separate sentencing 

stage or hearing. Secondly, under Rul e 32 of the Federal Rules 

o f Crim inal Procedure , a p re -sente nce report is prepared 

f ocusi ng on t he par t i c ula r de f e ndan t and hi s c ri me , a nd tha t 

-~-
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aggravating and mitigating circumstances can be presented and 

considered by the judge before imposing the sentence. Indeed, 

Rule 32 was cited with approval by the Supreme Court approval in 

Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 190, n. 37 (1976), a case which 

reinstituted the death penalty in the States, as an example of 

the kind of procedure that focuses and channels the sentencing 

discretion of the Court. These two procedures are all that is 

constitutionally required to reduce the risk of arbitrary 

sentences. Thirdly, the sentencing authority in federal cases, 

unlike the state systems, is an unelected federal judge with 

life tenure with experience in sentencing matters. Thus, there 

is little likelihood for political pressure or bias to infect 

the sentencing process. Thus, there is no constitutional 

requirement that guideline s be promulgated, either by the 

Congress or this Commission in order to impose capital 

punishment. See also Zant v. Stephens, 103 s.ct. 2733, 2744 

(1983) (court looks to "legislative.£.£_ court-imposed 

standards"). There is no constitutional requirement that a jury 

impose the death penalty. Soazians v. Florida, 104 S.Ct. 3154 

(1984). 

For example, if John Walker were given capital punishment 

which many believe he so richly deserved, not even the ACLU 

could make the novel argument that capital punishment is being 

used discriminatorily, unless they want to argue that it is 

di sc ri min a t i on t o e xe cu te wh i t e middl e -c las s ma l es . 

-3-
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Thus, in our view, regardless of whether this Commission 

issues sentencing guidelines for capital punishment, federal 

judges will continue to possess the legal authority to impose a 

capital sentence regardless of whether federal prosecutors 

continue to shy away from seeking it. However, by drafting 

appropriate guidelines, we believe both prosecutors and judges 

will begin to realize that capital punishment can be imposed. 

II. Legal Authority to Draft Guidelines 

The authority for the Commission to draft capital punishment 

guidelines may be found in 28 U.S.C. §§ 944(a)(l)(2), (b). In 

§ 944(a)(l), for example, Congress mandated that the commission 

promulgate "guidelines ... in determining the sentence to be 

imposed in a criminal case, including" probation, a fine, or 

term of imprisonment. The term "including" is not exclusive of 

all other punishments that can be imposed. In§ 944(b), 

Congress stated that the "Commission, in the guidelines 

promulgated pursuant to subsection (a)(l), shall, ... establish a 

sentencing range that is consistent with all pertinent 

provisions of title 18, United States Code." Clearly, the 

capital punishment provisions in title 18 are pertinent 

sentencing provisions. Finally, in§ 994(a)(2), the Commission 

may issue "general policy statements regarding the application 

of the guidelines or any other aspect of sentencing 

[that] ... would further the purposes set forth in section 

355 3(a )(2) •••• " (Emph a s is a dded) . 

-4-
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If, however, the Commission decides not to issue any 

guidelines on capital punishment, we suggest that the Commission 

make clear in the preface to its other guidelines why it decided 

not to do so, and to indicate that the Commission's failure to 

issue such guidelines should in no way indicate that capital 

punishment is not an available or proper form of punishment for 

those federal crimes where Congress has expressly provided for 

it. 

III. Purpose of Capital Punishment 

we submit that capital punishment has both a deterrent 

effect as well as serves the valid principle of retribution. 

These value judgments were already made by the Congress that 

enacted those federal laws which contain the death penalty. By 

not having capital punishment as an available punishment, 

society demeans the value of innocent human life by saying, in 

effect, to the murderer, terrorist, or traitor "no matter how 

many innocent lives you slaughter, or how much you have 

jeopardized the safety of an entire nation, we will not impose 

the ultimate punishment on you but will incarcerate you at best, 

taking care of basic needs. It should be noted, for example, 

that the multiple "life sentences" given to John Walker are 

phony since he is eligible for parole in 10 short years. 

The deterrent function of capital punishment was recently 

de monstra t ed by Pr ofessor Step he n K. ~ayson in his 19 65 stu dy 

s ho wing that fo r ever y e xecut i on of a con v i c t ed mu rder e r on the 

-5-
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average prevents about 18 murders from occurring. As Professor 

Layson concluded "The evidence is clear: By taking the life of 

a murderer, we can save innocent lives." Layson's study 

basically confirms an earlier study by Isaac Ehrlich and shows 

that if anything, Ehrlich underestimated the deterrent aspect of 

capital punishment. We submit that for federal capital crimes, 

the deterrent function would be even greater since some of the 

federal capital crimes like espionage are crimes which involve a 

high degree of thought and planning. 

There are those who criticize the death penalty claiming 

that it is imposed disproportionately on minorities. However, 

the statistics show otherwise. In fact, according to a 

Department of Justice study issued August 25, 1985, whites are 

36 percent more likely to receive the death penalty than 

blacks. Death penalty foes, having failed to prove 

discrimination against the murderers, have desperately and 

heretofore unsuccessfully argued that capital punishment 

discriminates on the basis of the race of the victim. The 

support for this novel argument is a highly criticized study by 

Professor Baldus which is the basis for the discrimination 

argument in Mccleskey v. Kemp, No. 84-6811, a case currently 

before the Supreme Court. 

CONCLUSION 

WLF submits that th e Con~ission has th e auth o :ity and d uty 

to issu e sentencing guid e lin e s for capital crimes. The 

-6-
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guidelines or offender and offense characteristics should focus 

on the nature of the crime as well as the prior criminal history 

of the defendant. The Commission could promulgate such 

guidelines along the lines of those contained in capital 

punishment statutes of the various states. However, certain 

crimes, by their own definition, are aggravated such as 

espionage. It should be noted that when the State of Georgia 

revised their capital punishment laws following Furman v. 

Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972), they made no change to Georgia's 

espionage law which also provides for capital punishment. The 

Commission should refrain from promulgating extensive guidelines 

and should indicate that the finding of at least one aggravating 

circumstance is sufficient for imposing capital punishment . 

we oppose the Department of Justice's suggestion that the 

commission adopt the guidelines offered by Congress in recent 

death penalty proposals on the grounds that such guidelines are 

too extensive and confusing. our views on the federal 

legislation are contained in our testimony before the Senate 

Judiciary Committee on S.239 on September 24, 1985, a copy of 

which is attached hereto. 

.., 
- J -
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kamenar, you may proceed. 

STATEME:'\T OF PAUL D. KAMENAR 
Mr. KAMENAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
My name is Paul Kamenar, executive legal director of the Wash-

ington Legal Foundation and I am also an adjunct professor of law 
at the Georgetown University Law Center. 

We support the death penalty, as serving both the principled 
values of deterrence and retribution and in that regard, I differ 
with the rest of the people on the panel here, sitting with me. 

We support and have been involved in many cases before the Su-
preme Court and indeed, in the current Walker spy cases. We have 
filed a brief with the courts in those cases that argues that the 
death penalty provision which is currently on the books for espio-
nage, can indeed be applied. 

I would like to submit for the record, Mr. Chairman, if I may, a 
copy of our brief which makes that point. 1 Indeed, the Justice De-
partment after receiving that brief, and when ordered by the court 
to give its position, the Justice Department did not oppose it and in 
fact, said that our arguments are not without force. 

What I am getting at, Mr. Chairman, is that it seems like every-
one has been saying here that the Emperor has no clothes; that the 
current death penalty laws do not exist; they have no force. 

I am here to say that the Emperor does have clothes and that 
the additional wardrobe offered by the proposed statute, S. 239, al-
though well-intentioned, may very well, by its own weight, smother 
the Emperor \\ith too many procedural safeguards and pro\ide fer-
tile ground for legal challenges. I would predict right now that if 
this law would be passed, you would not see one death penalty con-
\iction under the statute, because all of the nooks and crannies 
that will allow crafty defense lawyers to argue for. 

Briefly my argument is this. In the Furman v. Georgia, Supreme 
Court was considering only State crimes of your garden variety 
murders and rapes and was concerned about the thousands and 
thousands of murders and the few that were given the death penal-
ty; and the problem that the death penalty may be imposed for ar-
bitrary reac;ons such as mino:-ity status or whethe1 they are poor. 

Now, the Federal crimes that we are talking e!>out are espinnac-e, 
hijac-king, kidnapping, assassination of the President, aryd so forth. 
There are not thousands and thousands of those kinds of crimes. 
Rather, you already have a very small class to begin with. 

Second, those arrested for esoionage are white middle class 
males and there can be no argument that the death penalty would 
be imposed on them because they are poor and minority. The court 
never required sentencing guidelines in those kinds of situations 
and did not rule at all on the Federal death penalty whatsoever. 

So we argue that there is a difference between the kind of crimes 
that the Supreme Court has examined in the State cases, compared 
with the FedPral capital crimes th8.t we are talking about how and 
where you already haw a narrow class by the very definition of 
the crime. The crime itself has its seeds of it.c; own ag~avating cir-

1 Bri~r ,.-a.s plart-e! in CommittP<· file 

-~ .... _ .............. .. ·-. ... , 
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cumstances. You do not have to say how more aggravating an at-
tempted assassination of the President is. You do not have hun-
dreds of attempted assassinations. 

There is no risk that the death penalty would be imposed be-
causr of the minoritv status of the defendant in these Federal 
cases, and Furman de.alt solely with juries imposing sentences and 
not in light of experienced trial judge who is the sentencing au-
thoritv in the Federal svstem. 

No~·. we next argue that if Furman is indeed applicable, and we 
do not think that it is. rule 32 of the Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure more than satisfies the eighth and fifth amendment of 
procedural safeguards. All the Supreme Court has said is that the 
sentencing authority must focus on the defendant and must focus 
on the nature of the crime. If you read rule 32, it already says that. 
The defendant can also bring any mitigating circumstance he 
wants before the court. 

And in that respect, I agree with one of the speakers Lockett \'. 
Ohio. saying you cannot limit mitigating factors. Let the defendant 
bring in everything he wants. Keep rule 32. I think that the com-
mittee was unwise to delete rule 32 in the provision of the bill. 

What I am suggesting is what Gregg v. Georgia did. The Supreme 
Court in Gregg v. Georgia, even cited rule 32 as an example of the 
kind of rule that guides the sentencing authority. In other words. 
what we are only looking for is to minimize the risk that the death 
penalty would be applied for arbitrary reasons. You do not have to 
eliminate it altogether with hundreds of different procedural de-
vices. 

States are free to do that, of course, and it seems that they have 
gotten into trouble by pro\·iding so many procedural safeguards 
that it allows for defendants to escape from them . 

Basically, 1 would conclude by stating that: (lJ Considering the 
nature of the capital crimes charged in Federal cases: espionage, 
hijacking, and so forth, with no history of the death penalty being 
imposed because of race, and so forth; (21 coupled with the presen• 
tence requirements of rule 32, which was cited by the Supreme 
Court favorably in Gregg v. Georgia. by the way, the State of Geor• 
gia, when they rewrote their death penalty law after Furman did 
not touch their espionage or treason statute; they left it intact 
without providing all of these aggravating and mitigating circum-
stances; and (31 considering the fact that under Federal law, a Fed-
eral judge imposes the sentence who is appointed for life and insu-
lated from outside pressures and prejudices, the compelling conclu-
sion is that the death penalty can be imposed today, upon those 
found guilty of Federal capital crimes without violating the eighth 
or fifth amendments. 

Just briefly, some of the points that we find in the bill that we 
object to. The death penalty is limited to only one statutory aggra-
vating circumstance. There is no need to limit that. Let the aggra-
\'atin!! circumstance be any one that the jury can find. E\'en 
though the bill says that the jury can confider nonstatutory aggra-
vating circumstances, specifically it says that in order for the death 
penalty to be impo;-ed. it has to find one statutory circumstance. 

]n other words. if there were only some no:1statutory aggra\'ating 
circumstances that the jury found, they cannot impose the death 
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penalty. We think that this bill needlessly restricts the discretion 
of the jury. 

There is no need for unanimity by the whole jury on the death 
penalty. Again, the Supreme Court does not require that. You do 
not even need a jury. The judge can simply do it. 

We do not think that it is necessary to have the reasonable doubt 
pro,ision for each aggreating circumstance. 

Again, the Supreme Court does not require that. 
The other thing that we object to is the mitigating circumstances 

which you allow, where it says, "if the defendant has a mental ca-
pacity that is significantly impaired," we object to that. But if you 
leave that in, we would like a qualifying phrase that that it cannot 
be used if the impairment is due to the voluntary ingestion of 
drugs or alcohol by the defendant. 

You mentioned the Roper case, Mr. Chairman. That is a good 
case, because in the Roper case, the defendants were claiming that 
they were high on PCP and drugs when they butchered Stephanie 
Roper's daughter. 

They used that as a mitigating circumstance. We think, that if 
anything, that is an aggravating circumstance, and should be so 
specified. 

Our conclusion is that this law is too restrictive in terms of the 
room that the criminal justice needs to work here, and we think 
that the current laws with rule 32 are more than sufficient. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[The prepared statement follows:) 

., ....... ·. ~- .... .,, ... _ ..... ·. ' ... . .. 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL D. KAMENAR 

Hy name is Paul D. ramenar, Executive Legal Director of the 

Washington Legal Foundation, a non profit public interest legal 

center, with 200,000 members and supporters nationwide. We 

appreciate the opportunity to present our views on the death 

penalty and S.239. 

Our Foundation supports the death penalty in appropriate cases 

as both a deterrent and as retribution. We have filed many briefs 

in the Supreme court and lower federal courts supporting the death 

penalty and opposing groups such as the ACLU and NAACP Legal 

Defense Fund. In fact, we are the only nationally recognized 

public interest group that supports the death pen~lty. 

We have submitted for the record our recent brief filed in the 

current Walker spy cases arguing that the current dea~h penalty 

provision for espionage is constitutional, and the first federal 

district judge to address this issue so held in January 1984 in 

United States v. Harper. That decision was overturned by the 

Ninth Circuit at the insistence of both the traitor and the 

Justice Department. Consequently, no one appealed the decision to 

the Supreme Court. However, in the Jerry Whitworth spy case in 

Califo=nia, Judge J.P. Vukasin, Jr. accepted our brief for filing 

a~d I argued the case before him on September 13, 1985. This 

time, however, the Justice Department did!!£.!. agree with the 

defendant but took a more favorable view of our argument stating 

that it is "not without force.• Unfortunately, the Court ruled 

against us, principally because of the Ninth Circuit opinion. 

I will not detail at length our position, but I will summarize 

our argument as to why S.239 may be unnecessary. If legislation 

is deemed to be necessa~y, we believe that S.239 contains so many 

restrictions and unnecessary provisions such that the deatr-

penalty would he almost impossible to impose, or if it is, that it 
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would likely be reversed by arguments from smart defense lawyers. 

In short, S.239 is legislative overkill and we strongly oppose the 

Justice Department's suggestion in its June 27, 198~ letter to you 

suggesting yet further unnecessary restrictions to add to this 

bill. 

5.239 IS UNNECESS~RY 

Contrary tp popular belief, Furman v. Georgia, 40B U.S. 23B 

(1972) did.!!£!_ strike down federal death penalty statutes. The 

Supreme Court has not considered a single federal death penalty 

case. The only capital caRe& considered ~y the Supreme Court were 

cases dealing with murder and rape. The issues in those 

cases were whether state sentenr.ing procedures violated the due 

process clause of the 14th Amendment and the 8th >Jr,endment. The 

concerns by some Justices w3s the~ that the death penalty 

might be imposed for arbitrary reasons such as race or economic 

status. The lesson frorr, Furman and its progeny is simply that the 

stat~ sen~encing sch~~es sho~ld focus the attention of the 

sentencing authority on the crime and the defendant. 

In t~e federal context, federal crimes for espionage, 

assassination, and the like are not comparable to garden variety 

murders where there are thousands of murders and _the concern that 

only a few get the death penalty. In other words, espionage by 

its very definition in 18 u.s.c. S7~C is narrowly defined and thus 

contains its own aggravating circumstances. Congress does not 

need to add more aggravating circumstances to espionage, 

assassination, hiJacking, etc. to make thee eligible for the death 

penalty. In short, the~ of the federal crime and its 

frecuency already delimit th• clas5 of potential death penalty 

cases. For exacple, since 19~(, there have only been abo~t 40 

arrests for espionage, too many in our view, but a very small 

nur.ber in relation to tht- nur..!Jl·r of rr.~rders. Further, those 

arrested for espionage arr typically white ~iddle-class males . In 

., 
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short, no one can claim, not even the ACLU or NAACP, that the 

death penalty for espionage has come to be imposed in such a way 

for arbitrary reasons such as race or economic status. 

Secondly, assuming arguendo that Furman v. Georgia does apply, 

the federal sentencing procedures under current law already 

satisfy the constitutional concerns. Under Rule 32 of the Federal 

Rule of Criminal Procedure, there is a separate sentencing 

hearing; a pre-sentence report is prepared; and aggravating and 

mitigating circumstances are presented to the federal judge who is 

experienced in sentencing unlike state juries. None of these 

procedures were present in the Georgia system in~- Indeed, 

in Gregg v. Georgia, the Supreme Court referred to Rule 32 

suggesting that those procedures are sufficient. 428 U.S. at 190, 

n.37 (1976). 

Thirdly, if those procedures are deemed insufficient to 

protect the constitutional rights of a defendant, (and we do not 

think they are), a federal court can, and indeed has the duty to, 

fashion procedural safeguards to uphold an Act of Congress. 

v. 37 Photographs, 402 U.S. 363, 372-73 (1971) (judicially imposed 

procedural safeguards are "fully consistent with congressional 

purpose and that will obviate the constitutional objections raised 

by claimant"). It is never, ever, considered "judicial activism• 

to uphold an "Act of Congress. The opposite is true. 

CRITIQUE OF S.239 

If the Committee is committed to •restoring• the federal di,ath 

penalty (or, in our view •refurbishing• a current valid law) the 

present bill, S.239, will be self-defeating. It is a 

over-reaction to Supreme court decisions that examined state laws 

on thi, subject. In other words, if a statP (or federal) dea~h 

penalty la;.• provides ric:,hts than are constitutionally 

required, then the state judicial system rn~st uphold those 

statutory rights viewed in a constitutional context. Thus, as 
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aore atatutory right• are provided, one runs the risk that those 

procedures may be as auccessfully challenged as they are applied 

(or misapplied) in each individual case. There is more grist for 

the mill of defer.se lawyers. Thus, any bill should be kept very 

simple and merely provide the constitutionally minimum standards. 

Thus, all that is necessary is a re-codification of Rule 32 in 

some manner. Pederal courts and lawyers are fa~iliar with it. 

Why re-invent the wheel? Certainly, do!!.£!. eliminate Rule 32 as 

proposed aection 3593(b) does by eliminating a pre-sentence 

report. Our other objections are: 

l. Do not limit the death penalty to only a finding of a 

specified statutory aggravating circumstance. aggravating 

circumstance will do under the constitution. 

2. There is no need to require a finding of aggravating 

circumstances beyond a •reasonable doubt.• While many states do, 

this is the federal system and the federal government need not 

copy state laws . 

3. There is no constitutional requirement for unanimity by 

the jury, or even to have a jury at the sentencing phase. The 

following sentence in proposed S3593(d) states: 

The jury must find the existence of a mitigating 
or aggravating factor by a unanimous vote, 
although it is unnecessary that there be a 
unanimous vote on any specific mitigating or 
aggravating factor if a majority of the jury 
finds the existence of such a specific factor. 

This makes no sense and is just fertile material for defense 

lawyers. 

4. S.239 would allow under 53592(111(21 a mitigating 

circumstance where the •mental capacity is s)gn1ficantly 

impaired." While we do not oppose any presentation of any 

aitigating factor the defendant chooses to make, we do not think 
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it ahould be a mitigating factor if the impairment is due to the 

voluntary ingestion of alcohol or drugs. If anything, that should 

be an aggravating circumstance. 

There are many other problems vith this bill, but just to 

ensure its proper interpretation by the courts, a provision should 

be added stating to the effect that •nothing herein shall prevent 

any federal court from adding additional procedural safeguards 

deemed constitutionally required by Supreme Court decisions.• In 

that way, Congress will be ~sured that as 8th Amendment 

jurisprudence develops, further Congresses will not have to 

•restore• the death penalty again. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. 
Senator Metzenbaum did not appear. I guess that he had con-

flicts but we will leave the record open until 6 p.m. Friday after-
noon, if any Senator wants to put in a statement. 

Senator DeConcini has sent a statement approving this bill. 
I have asked that this statement be in the record. 
I have asked that my statement be the first statement and that 

all of these other Senators' statements follow that, in order, put 
them all in order. 

That would be the best way to arrange it, rather than to spread 
them throughout. 

We now stand adjourned. 
Thank you, people for coming and testifying, all of you. 
[Whereupon at 3:25 p.m., the committee was adjourned.] 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF MARYLAND 

UNITED STATES OF AM.ERICA 

v. 

JOHN ANTHONY WALKER, JR. 
a/k/a JAWS 

. . 
: 

CRIMINAL NO. H-85-0309 

MOTION OF THE WASHINGTON LEGAL FOUNDATION AND 
CONGRESSMEN ELDON RUDD, FRED ECKERT, PHILIP CRANE, BOB WALKER, 

JOSEPH DIO GUARDI, HENRY HYDE, JOE BARTON, AND ROBERT DORNAN 
TO FILE THE ATTACHED MEMORANDUM 

AS AMICI CURIAE SUGGESTING THAT THE COURT 
RULE THAT THE DEATH PENALTY IS APPLICABLE IN THE INSTANT CASE 

The Washington Legal Foundation and Congressmen Eldon Rudd,!_! 

al., for reasons stated below, hereby move this Court pursuant to 

Local Rule 6 for leave to appear as amici curiae and to file the 

attached Memorandum Suggesting The Applicability Of The Death 

.enalty In The Instant Case And In Response To Defendant's Motion 

For Twenty Peremptory Challenges. 

Date: July 9, 1985 
Washington, D.C • 

• 

Respectfully submitted, 

WASHINGTON LEGAL FOUNDATION 
1705 N Street, N.~. 
Washington, DC 20036 
(202) 857-0240 

Counsel for Amici Curiae 

*Member of the Bar of this Court 
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Statement of the Case 

The defendant, John Anthony Walker, Jr., was indicted on or 

about May 28, 1985 for committing espionage, viz., conspiracy to 

deliver national defense information to a foreign government, 

i.e., the Soviet Union, (18 U.S.C. Sec. 794(c)], attempted 

delivery of national defense information to a foreign government 

(18 u.s.c. Sec. 794(a)] and other serious charges of unlawfully 

obtaining, receiving, and transmitting information relating to the 

national defense of the United States (18 u.s.c. Secs. 793(b), 

(c), and (e)]. The statutory penalty for a violation of either 18 

u.s.c. Sec. 794(a) or (c) of the Espionage Act is punishment "by 

death or by imprisonment for any term of years or for life." 

On June 18, 1985, the defendant filed several motions, 

including a MOTION TO ALLOW DEFENDANTS (sic) TO HAVE TWENTY 

PEREMPTORY CHALLENGES PURSUANT TO RULE 24(b) OF THE FEDERAL RULES 

OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE (attached hereto as Exhibit A). In that 

motion, the defendant correctly notes that under Rule 24{b) "if 

the offense charged is punishable by death, each side is entitled 

to twenty (20} peremptory challenges" of prospective jurors. 

Defendant's Motion at 2, para. 4. The defendant also correctly 

admits that "(v]iolations of the Espionage Act are still a 

'capital crime' .... " Id. at 1, para. 2. However, the defendant 

incorrectly states that "in light of Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 

238 (1972), the death penalty in this case could not 

constitutionally be imposed." Id. The thrust of the defendant's 

motion is that even though he believes that the death penalty 
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could not be constitutionally applied, he claims that he is 

nevertheless •entitled to the procedural benefits" of being 

charged with a •capital crime". Id. at 2, para. 5. 

As of July 8, 1985, the Government has not responded to that 

motion. A hearing on that and other motions is scheduled for 

August 15, 1985. 

Amici sub~it that the defendant is entitled to the procedural 

benefits of being charged with a capital crime not in spite of his 

assertion that the death penalty cannot be applied, but precisely 

because of the opposite. In short, Furman v. Georgia did not rule 

that the death penalty could not be imposed under the federal 

Espionage Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 794, as the defendant would have 

this Court believe. A careful reading of the various opinions in 

the 5-4 decision in Furman v. Georgia and its progeny do not 

compel the conclusion that the death penalty could not be 

applicable in an espionage case. There is simply no history of 

the federal death penalty being applied or a risk that it may be 

applied to those convicted of espionage for reasons of race, 

poverty, or other arbitrary reasons which some members of the 

Supreme court felt were present in sentencing those convicted of 

the capital crimes of murder and rape under state law. In any 

event, the procedural benefits of Rule 34(c) of the Federal Rules 

of Criminal Procedure, and others that may be imposed by this 

Court are more than ample to satisfy the Eighth and Fourteenth 

Amendments. 
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Indeed, the first federal court to address this issue squarely 

in another espionage case has agreed with amici's position. 

United States v. Harper, No. CR-83-0770-SC <•order Re Penalty 

Provision of 18 u.s.c. Sec. 794") (N.D. Calif., Jan. 12, 1984) 

rev'd in~, 729 F.2d 1216 (9th Cir. 1984) (Exhibit B). In 

addition, as will be demonstrated, the opinions of other federal 

and state judges lend ample support to the legal position taken by 

arnici. 

At worst, the constitutional issue is unresolved and this 

Court has an independent duty to resolve this issue. Amici 

suggest that this Court should construe the Espionage Act, being 

an Act of Congress, as constitutionally valid until a definitive 

rulin~ by the Supreme Court holds otherwise. Such a decision in 

our view would be upheld by the appellate courts as well as be in 

the public interest. 

ARGUME!'.'T 

There are only two grounds upon which the defendant could 

challenge the constitutionality of the death penalty provision of 

the Espionage Act, 18 U.S.C. Sec. 794: (1) that the Eighth 

Amendment~ se prohibits the Congress frorr, providing for the 

death penalty as an available method of punishment for espionage, 
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or (2) assuming that Congress can so legislate, that the lack of 

statutory sentencing guidelines in the current law would 

necessarily create a risk of an arbitrary and capricious 

imposition of the death penalty violative of the Eighth or Fifth 

Amendment. ~hile the defendant in this case, John Walker, Jr., 

did not clearly specify which of these two arguments he relies on 

in his motion for 20 peremptory challenges, amici will address 

both of them and show that neither one is valid. 

I. THE EIGHTH AJ-'£NDMENT DOES NOT PER SE BAR THE IM.POSITION 
OF THE DEATH PENALTY AS A PUNISHMENT FOR ESPIONAGE. 

The initial question is whether the Eighth Amendment's 

proscription against cruel and unusual punishment bars the 

availability of the death penalty for espionage. Based upon the 

reasoning of the Supreme Court and lower court decisions on 

capital punishment, the answer is clearly no. 

In 1952, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were convicted for 

espionage during World War II. United States v. Rosenberg, 195 

F.2d 583 (2d Cir. 1952). The statute at that time, 18 u.s.c. Sec. 

794(b), provided that those so convicted for espionage •in times 

of war shall be punished by death or by imprisonment for not more 

than thirty years.• (Emphasis added). The trial judge, rather 

than a jury, imposed the death sentence and such sentence was 

upheld. 

The espionage la~ was amended in 1954 by Congress to prohibit 

peacetime espionage and to provide for the punishment •by death or 

by imprisonment for any term of years or for life.• 18 b.s.c. 
Sec. 794(a). Since 19SC, there have been several convictions of 
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standards necessary to reduce the risk of an arbitrary and 

capricious imposition of the death penalty. United States v • 

Harper, 729 F.2d 1216 (9th Cir. 1984). Thus, the Ninth Circuit 

left undisturbed that part of the lower court's decision ruling 

that the death penalty is not~ se unconstitutional. However, 

since both the Government and the spy argued that the death 

penalty could not be imposed, no appeal was taken to the Supreme 

Court on the procedural issue. 

The defendant in the instant case might nevertheless try to 

argue that Congress cannot constitutionally provide for the death 

penalty for peacetime espionage where it cannot be shown that any 

life was taken, citing Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584 (1977). In 

Coker, the Supreme Court ruled th•t the death sentence for rape of 

an adult woman when death did not result was disproportionate to 

the crime. While arnici believe Coker was wrongly decided, that 

decision does not stand for the proposition, as some may believe, 

that the death penalty is unconstitutional for !!!l crime where 

death does not result. Indeed, the Court left open the 

possibility that the death penalty could be available as a 

punishment for the rape of a child where death does not result. 

Admittedly, Chief Justice Burger, in his dissent in Coker, 

critically opined that the plurality decision •casts serious doubt 

upon the constitutional validity of statutes imposing the death 

penalty for a variety of conduct which, though dangerous, may not 

necessarily result in any immediate death,~-• treason, airplane 

hijacking, and kidnapping.• 433 U.S. 584, 621 (1977) (Burger, 
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those who committed peacetime espionage, but no one has been 

sentenced to death. Consequently, no court has had occasion to 

rule on the constitutionality of the death penalty for peacetime 

espionage until 1984. For the last 13 years, the apparent reason 

for this lack of applying the death penalty in espionage cases was 

the mistaken belief that the penalty may have been foreclosed by 

the 1972 decision in Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972). 

In 1983, James Durward Harper was accused of violating 18 

u.s.c. Sec. 794 by obtaining secret national defense information 

and transmitting it to the Polish Intelligence Service for use by 

that country and the Soviet Union. In return for this 

information, he received $250,000. On January 12, 1984, the 

United States District Court for the Northern District of 

California issued a pre-trial order ruling that the availability 

of the death penalty for peacetime espionage was not~~ 

violative of the Eighth Amendment and that the imposition of such 

a penalty in that case, should Harper be found guilty, would also 

not violate the Eighth Amendment or Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 

238 (1972). United States v. Harper, No. CR-83-0770-SC (Order Re 

Penalty Provision of 18 u.s.c. Sec. 794) (N.D. Calif., Jan. 12, 

1984). 

The Ninth Circuit, at the urging of both the accused spy and 

the Government, reversed the lower court but only with respect to 

the second aspect of his decision, i.e., whether sentencing 

guidelines roust come from the legislature or whether the trial 

judge can provide suitable guidelines to meet the rniminurn 

-7-
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C.J., dissenting). However, the standards articulated by Justice 

White, speaking for the plurality in Coker, do not foreclose the 

death penalty for peacetime espionage. In determining whether the 

death penalty may be imposed where no death results, the Coker 

standards are (1) whether the sentence ~akes a measurable 

contribution to acceptable goals of punishment, and (2) whether 

the sentence is grossly out of proportion to the crime. 433 U.S. 

at 592. Stated otherwise by the Supreme Court in Gregg v. 

Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976): 

• ••• in assessing a punishment selected by a 
democratically elected legislature against the 
constitutional measure, we presume its validity. We 
may not require the legislature to select the least 
severe penalty possible so long as the penalty 
selected is not cruelly inhumane or disproportionate 
to the crime involved. And a heavy burden rests on 
those who would attack the judgment of the 
representatives of the people.• 

Gregg, 428 U.S. at 175. 

Amici submit that the availability of the death penalty 

clearly satisfies the criteria specified by the Supreme Court. 

The following excerpt from the cogent opinion of the district 

court by Judge Samuel Conti in United States v. Harper, supra, is 

quoted at length to further demonstrate that the death penalty for 

espionage is not unconstitutional~~: 

Whether the punishment of death for espionage is 
cruel and unusual punishment~ se under the Eighth 
Amendment requires a two-part inquiry. The court must 
ascertain whether the punishment both accords with the 
'evolving standards of decency of a maturing society', 
and comports with the 'dignity of man' which is the 
'basic concept underlying the Eighth Amendment.' 
fGreqo v. Georgia, 428 U.S.] at 173 . 
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In assessing whether the death penalty for 
espionage accords with contemporary societal standards 
of decency, a court looks to 'objective indicia that 
reflect the public attitude toward the penalty.• Id. 
Capital punishment for crimes which threaten our -
national security has been approved since the outset 
of our national existence. The First Congress of the 
United States enacted legislation providing the death 
penalty for treason. C 9, l Stat 112 (1790). And, as 
the majority in Gregg noted, • (t]he Fifth Amendment, 
adopted et the same time as the Eighth, contemplated 
the continued existence of the capital sanction by 
imposing certain limits on the prosecution of capital 
cases •••• • Id. at 177. 

The present statute has its origins in the 
Espionage Act of 1917, C 30, 40 Stat 217 et !!9· 
(1917), enacted during the onset of American 
involvement in World War I. Although the statute 
originally provided the punishment of death for acts 
of wartime espionage, Congress, in 1954, adopted 
capital punishment as an appropriate penalty for 
peacetime espionage as well. C 1261, Title II, Sec. 
201, 68 Stat 1219 (1954). This judgment of our 
elected representatives remains unaltered .••• 
Finally, the legislatures of several states have also 
enacted statutes providing the death penalty for 
treason. The court concludes from these mandates of 
our elected representatives that the punishment of 
death for espionage conforms to contemporary societal 
standards of decency. 

To be constitutionally permissible~ se, the 
punishment of death for espionage must add1t10nally 
comport with the 'basic concept of human dignity at 
the core of the [Eighth) Amendment', Gregg, 428 U.S. 
at 182. To fulfill this requirement, a punishment 
must neither involve the unnecessary or wanton 
infliction of pain nor be disproportionate to the 
severity of the crime for which it is imposed. Id. at 
173. 

Absent conclusive proof that the generally cited 
penological justifications for capital punishment --
retribution and deterrence -- are invalid, a court 
should decline to nullify legislative determinations 
that the penalty is justified for a particular crime. 
See, id. at 182-87. The court is not aware of any 
conclusive evidence, statistical or otherwise, which 
demonstrates that capital punishment fails to deter 
acts of espionage. Nor does the court find tht the 
imposition of capital punishment for espionage is an 
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impermissible expression of the nation's abhorrence 
for such acts. Consequently, the court defers to the 
judgment of Congress that imposition of the penalty of 
death for espionage fulfills valid penological goals 
and does not involve the unnecessary and wanton 
infliction of pain. 

The court must also consider whether imposition 
of the death penalty for espionage is disproportionate 
to the severity of the crime. We acknowledge that 
death 'is an extreme sanction, suitable to the most 
extreme of crimes.• Id. at 187. Acts of espiona~e, 
however, may irreparably damage our nation's ability 
to defend itself. The court cannot dispute the 
legislative Judgment that this crime is extreme in 
character. Given the potential consequences of a 
serious breach of our national security through 
espionage, which may threaten the lives of all 
citizens of the United States, this court finds that 
capital punishment for espionage is not uniformly 
dispro~ortionate to the severity of the offense. 
Accordingly, the punishment of death for espionage is 
not unconstitutional~ se under the Eighth 
Amendment.• 

United States v. Harper, supra, slip op. at 5-7 (emphasis 
added) • 

As previously noted, the Ninth Circuit did not overrule Judge 

Conti's decision that the death penalty is not~ se 

unconstitutional. Nor would the Supreme Court so rule. 

Accordingly, it is clear that the availability of the death 

penalty for espionage is not~~ unconstitutional. 

II. THE DEATH PENALTY CAN BE CONSTITUTIONALLY 
APPLIED IN ESPIONAGE CASES. 

The only remaining argument that the defendant could make is 

that the death penalty cannot be applied to him in this case. 

Amici submit that the death penalty provision of the Espionage 

Act, 18 u.s.c. Sec. 794, can b€' constitutionally applied in this 

case should be defendant be found guilty. Neither the Supreme 
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Court deci6ion in Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972} nor the 

decision in Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976} compels the 

conclusion that the death penalty cannot be con6titutionally 

applied in espionage cases. The Ninth Circuit opinion in United 

States v. Harper, 729 F.2d 1216 (9th Cir. 1984}, holding the 

contrary, is not binding on this Court and, in any event, was 

erroneously decided. This was not surprising given the absence of 

an adversarial proceeding. Any constitutional deficiencies with 

the death penalty can be easily cured by judicially imposed 

sentencing guidelines that comport with the Eighth and Fifth 

Amendments. 

A. Furman v. Georgia Did Not Strike Down All Death 
Penalty Statutes Lacking Statutory Sentencing 
Guidelines. 

The Supreme Court's decision in Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S . 

238, did not rule that all death penalty statutes are 

unconstitutional that lack statutory sentencing guidelines. The 

Court only ruled that the imposition of the penalty in the three 

cases before it were unconstitutional. The entire~ curiam 

opinion of the Court in Furman v. Georgia reads as follows: 

PER CURIAM. 

Petitioner in No. 69-5003 was convicted of murder 
in Georgia and was sentenced to death pursuant to Ga. 
Code Ann. Sec. 26-1005 (Supp. 1971) (effective prior 
to July 1, 1969). 225 Ga. 253, 167 S.E. 2d 628 
(1969). Petitioner in No. 69--5030 was convicted of 
rape in Georgia and was sentenced to death pursuant to 
Ga. Code Ann. Sec. 26-1302 (Supp. 1971) (effective 
prior to July 1, 1969) 225 Ga. 790, 171 S.E. 2d 501 
(1969). Petitioner in No. 69-5031 was convicted of 
rape in Texas and was sentenced to death pursuant to 
Tex. Penal Code, Art. 1189 (1961). 447 S.1-i'. 2d 932 
(Ct. Crirr. App. 1969). Certiorari was granted lirdted 
to the following question: •poes the imposition and 
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carrying out of the death penalty in (these cases) 
constitute cruel and unusual punisnrnent in violation 
of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments?• 403 U.S . 
952 (1971). The Court holds that the imposition and 
carrying out of the death penalty in these cases 
constitute cruel and unusual punishment 1n violation 
of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. The judgment 
in each case is therefore reversed insofar as it 
leaves undisturbed the death sentence imposed, and the 
cases are remanded for further proceedings. 

So ordered. 

408 U.S. at 239-40 (emphasis added). 

The 5-4 curiam opinion makes it clear that only those 

cases before the Court were being addressed. There simply was no 

majority opinion as to the reasons for the decision. 

While the~ curiam opinion itself was short, the mixed bag 

of concurring and dissenting opinions extended over 225 pages. 

The following is a brief descriptive listing of each of the 

Justice's position in Furman v. Georgia: 

1. Justice Brennan concluded in his concurring opinion that 

the Eighth Amendment prohibits capital punishment in all cases. 

2. Justice Marshall agreed with Justice Brennan's position. 

Only Justices Brennan and Marshall were and are of the view that 

the death penalty is~ se unconstitutional. 

3. Justice Douglas (who has been replaced by Justice 

Stevens) focused in his concurring opinion on the sentencing 

procedures which allo~ for impermissible reasons such as •race, 

religion, wealth, social position, or class• to cause the jury to 

impose a death sentence. 408 U.S. at 240, 242 (Douglas, J. 

concurring) . 
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4. Justice Stewart (who has been replaced by Justice 

O'Connor) concluded in a short concurring opinion that the 

infliction of the death penalty is unconstitutional •under legal 

systems that permit this unique penalty to be!£ wantonly and so 

freakishly imposed•. 408 U.S. at 306, 310 (Stewart, J. 

concurring) (emphasis added). 

5. Justice White concurred in the opinion and was struck by 

the fact that the penalty is imposed very infrequently out of the 

•hundreds and hundreds of federal and state criminal cases 

involving crimes for which death is the authorized penalty•. 408 

U.S. at 310, 313 (White, J. concurring). 

6. Chief Justice Burger wrote a lengthy dissent stating, 

inter alia, that the •very infrequency of death penalties imposed 

by jurors attests their cautious and discriminating reservation of 

that penalty for the most extreme cases•. 403 U.S. 375, 402 

(Burger, C.J. dissenting). He further noted that just a year 

earlier, the Court upheld the standardless sentencing procedures 

in death penalty cases under the Fourteenth Amendment in McGautha 

v. California, 402 U.S. 183, 207 (1971) and properly criticized 

the plurality for grafting a procedural due process clause onto 

the Eighth Amendment which simply prohibits •cruel and unusual 

punishment•. 403 U.S. at 399. 

7. Justice Blackrnun joined in Chief Justice Burger's dissent 

and ~rote separately adding only what he called his •somewhat 

personal, corr.rnents•. 408 U.S. at 405 (Blackrnun, J. dissenting). 

He criticized the plurality for imposing their •personal 
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preferences• over the wisdom of legislative branch. He opined 

that he thought the federal death penalty statutes are 

•apparently• voided by the decision,~- at 411, although his view 

was obviously a critical over-reaction to the concurring opinions 

which had not addressed the federal statutes. 

8. Justice Powell joined in Chief Justice Burger's dissent 

and wrote a separate dissent joined by Chief Justice Burger and 

Justices Blackmun and Rehnquist. The thrust of his lengthy 

dissent was his criticism of the Court's departure from clear 

precedent and the judicial intrusion into the legislative sphere. 

408 U.S. 238, 414 (Powell, J. dissenting). He also suggested that 

federal death penalty laws may be invalidated; however, as noted, 

that issue was never squarely presented • 

9. Justice Rehnquist joined in Chief Justice Burger's 

dissent and wrote a separate dissent joined by the Chief Justice, 

Blackrnun, and Powell. Justice Rehnquist was the only Justice who 

correctly noted that only three Justices -- Douglas, Brennan, and 

Marshall -- would •consign to the limbo of unconstitutionality" 

the death penalty laws of the states and Congress .. 408 U.S. 238, 

465 (Rehnquist, J. dissenting). The thrust of his dissent was his 

criticism of the Court's judicial activisrr declaring that the 

Court's decision was •not an act of judgment, but rather an act of 

will". Id. at 468. 

As can be seen from the Court's~ curiam opinion and the 

variety of concurring opinions, it cannot be said that the court 

clearly struck down the imposition of the death penalty in this or 
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other espionage cases. The~ curiam opinion only struck down 

the actual imposition of the death penalty in the three state 

cases before the Court. As for the opinions of Justices Brennan, 

Marshall, Douglas, Stewart, and White, ~concurring opinions have 

!2£ legal effect, and thus, are in !2£ way binding on any court". 

Bronson v. Board of Education of Cincinnati, 510 F.Supp. 1251, 

1265 (S.D. Ohio, 1980) (emphasis added). 

Thus, arnici submit that the imposition of the death penalty 

provision would not be unconstitutional and can be imposed in this 

case as previously ordered last year by the United States District 

Court in United States v. Harper. 

Should this issue reach the Supreme Court, arnici believe that 

the current Court would uphold the imposition of the death penalty 

in this case. No doubt, the four dissenters in Furman would agree 

with such a decision. In addition, since Ju~tices Stewart and 

Douglas have been replaced by Justices Stevens and O'Connor, there 

is a great likelihood that one or both of them would rule to 

uphold the death penalty. Justice White's opinion would also 

likely change based on the different facts of espionage cases and 

the procedural safeguards that could be fashioned as the district 

court did in United States v. Harper. Only Justices Brennan and 

Marshall appear to remain corrw.itted to their views that the death 

penalty is~ se unconstitutional. But even there, one could 

argue that the factual predicate for their decision does not 

obtain in this circumstance. A.mici's position is that a decision 

upholding the death penalty would not be in violation of Fur~an v . 
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Georgia, end indeed, would be consistent with that decision. The 

Supreme Court need not overrule Furman v. Georgia to uphold the 

imposition of the death penalty in espionage cases. 

The chief factual predicate running throughout the concurring 

opinions in Furman was the •sweeping factual assertions, 

unsupported by empirical data concerning the manner of imposition 

and effectiveness of capital punishment in this country•. 408 

U.S. at 405 (Blackmun, J. dissenting). A major objection to the 

death penalty was that juries could selectively impose the death 

sentence against those who are •poor and despised ••• or if (they 

are] a member of a suspect or unpopular minority •••• • 408 U.S. at 

255 (Douglas, J. concurring). A second objection noted in Furman 

was the difficulti in discerning why the sentence was imposed in a 

few cases compared to the thousands of cases where the death 

penalty was available as a punishment but not imposed. These two 

primary concerns, however invalid as they are on their own merits, 

are totally inapposite in the context of ruling on the death 

penalty in espionage cases. 

In the first place, no one could demonstrate that persons who 

have been convicted of espionage are poor, lack political clout, 
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or are members of a racial minority. Indeed, almost all of those 

arrested and convicted are white, middle to upper class 

individuals. Indeed, the defendant in the instant case, John 

Walker, is a white middle-class male. Thus, if Walker is 

convicted and the death sentence imposed, there is no risk that 

the death sentence would be imposed for such irrelevant reasons as 

race or poverty. Rather, the likely articulable reason would be 

that his crime and the circumstances surrounding it were so 

reprehensible that the death penalty is an appropriate 

punishment. If that were to happen, the penalty would be imposed 

precisely for the very reasons Congress enacted the law -- to 

punish severely those who would betray their country. 

The second possible argument, i.e., the infrequency of -the 

imposition of the sentence referred to in Furman, is also 

inapplicable here. As previously noted, the most recent execution 

of spies were a white male and female, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg 

in 1952, United States v. Rosenberg, 195 F.2d 583 (2nd Cir. 

1952). Since then, there have been a few dozen other convictions 

for peacetime espionage but no death penalty has been imposed. 

However, because of the small statistical pool, the infrequency of 

capital punishment in espionage cases can hardly be compared to 

the literally thousands of murders and rapes alluded to in Furman 

where the death penalty was available but not imposed. It should 

also be noted that many of these espionage convictions were 

obtained after Furman when it was erroneously assumed that the 

death penalty ~as foreclosed in espionage cases. In any event, 
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the •infrequency of imposition• argument is invalid as a 

self-fulfilling one because it could apply to situations where 

Congress enacts recent death penalty laws to deal with peacetime 

espionage and newer crimes such as airline hijacking. 

In short, no one can be heard to say that the death penalty 

had come to be imposed so arbitrarily and capriciously in 

espionage cases so as to constitute cruel and unusual punishment 

in violation of the Eighth or Fifth Amendment. Consequently, 

neither the Supreme Court's decision in Furman v. Georgia nor the 

concurring opinions, except perhaps those of Justices Brennan and 

Marshall, foreclose the imposition of the death penalty in this 

case. 

B . The Supreme Court Decision in Gregg v. Georgia Does Not 
Foreclose the Imposition of the Death Penalty in this 
Case. 

After the 1972 decision in Furman v. Georgia, many states 

rewrote their death penalty statutes in order to diminish the risk 

that such sentences would be imposed by juries for arbitrary and 

capricious reasons such as the race or social position of the 

defendant. One of the salient features of most of those laws was 

a bifurcated trial, i.e., one to determine guilt or innocence and 

another to determine whether the death penalty should be imposed. 

Another feature was the opportunity for the defendant to present 

mitigating factors and the prosecutor to present aggravating 

factors which must be weighed by the sentencing authority . 
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In Gregg v. Georgia, the Supreme Court had the opportunity to 

review the constitutionality of a death sentence imposed under the 

revised Georgia statute which required the bifurcated trial and 

the consideration of fflitigating and aggravating circumstance 

before the death sentence could be imposed. The Supreme Court 

ruled 7 to 2 that the death penalty was not unconstitutional E!.!_ 

se and that its imposition under the Georgia system did not 

violate the Eighth or Fourteenth Amendments. The Gregg Court, 

however, did not rule that certain procedures were required in 

each capital case no matter what the crime, nor did the Gregg 

Court specify that procedural safeguards must be imposed by the 

legislature as opposed to the court. Indeed, even after the 1972 

Furman decision, Georgia did not deem it necessary to rewrite its 

law to require the finding of aggravating circumstances in 

aircraft piracy or treason. Ga. Code Ann. Sec. 27-2534.l(a) 

(Supp. 1975). Georgia law provides •ca) The death penalty may be 

imposed for the offenses of aircraft hijacking or treason, in~ 

case.• Id. (Emphasis added) reprinted in Gregg v. Georgia, 428 

U.S. 165, at n. 9. 

As previously noted, amici submit that the risk that the death 

penalty would be imposed for arbitrary reasons in cases of treason 

or espionage is nil. Furthermore, that already rniniscule risk is 

further reduced by the fact that in federal courts, a federal 

judge rather than a jury makes the sentencing decision. Indeed, 

in revie~ing the sufficiency of Georgia's procedural safeguards, 
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the Gregg court noted the difference between an experienced judge 

and an inexperienced jury as the sentencing authority: 

The cited studies assumed that the trial judge 
would be the sentencing authority. If an experienced 
trial judge, who daily faces the difficult task of 
imposing sentences, has a vital need for accurate 
information about a defendant and the crime he 
committed in order to be able to impose a rational 
sentence in the typical criminal case, then accurate 
sentencing information is an indispensable 
prerequisite to a reasoned determination of whether a 
defendant shall live or die by a jury of people who 
may never before have made a sentencing decision. 

428 U.S. at 190. 

The Gregg Court further cited with approval Rule 32(c) of the 

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure that requires that a 

presentence report be prepared containing information about the 

defendant's background. 428 U.S. at 190, n. 37. The clear 

implication is that the Court viewed Rule 32(c) as a sufficient 

guideline for sentencing procedures by state juries. 

Thus, arr.ici submit that (1) considering the nature of the 

capital crime charged in this case -- espionage -- with no history 

of the death penalty being imposed because of race, and so forth, 

(2) coupled with the pre-sentence requirements of Rule 32(c) of 

the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and (3) the fact that the 

sentencing authority is not a jury but a federal judge with life 

tenure who is insulated frorr outside pressures and prejudices, the 

compelling conclusion is that the death penalty can be imposed 

upon those found guilty of espionage without violating the Eighth 

or Fourteenth Amendments . 
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c. The Authority Cited by the Ninth Circuit in United States 
v. Har~er does not Compel the Conclusion that Statutory 
Guidelines are Required in Espionage Cases • 

For reasons already stated, infra, neither Furman v. Georgia 

nor Gregg v. Georgia would foreclose the imposition of the death 

penalty in espionage cases. The first federal district court to 

address this issue squarely, United States v. Harper, supra, held 

that the death penalty could be constitutionally imposed in 

espionage cases. While admitting that the Harper case presented 

•a question of first impression,• 729 F.2d at 1222, the Ninth 

Circuit reversed the district court at the insistence of both the 

Justice Department and the traitor. Unfortunately, the Ninth 

Circuit did not have the benefit of an adversarial proceeding. In 

such cases~ a court is more prone to err as that one did. While 

amici submit for reasons already mentioned why the Ninth Circuit's 

decision is erroneous, amici will nevertheless examine that 

Court's stated rationale to show that it lacks merit. 

The Ninth Circuit in Harper held that sentencing procedures 

must be statutory rather than judicially guided because: 

If the •will and ••• moral values of the people,• 
[Gregg v. Georgia) at 175, 96 S.Ct. at 2926, are 
particularly important in sentencing decisions, and if 
specification of punishments is therefore peculiarly a 
legislative function, then specifying the 
circumstances under which someone may be put to death 
must also be a function of the elected representatives 
of the people. 

The court's ispe dixit conclusion is faulty and without any 

authority. The key issue ignored by the court is whether the 

defendant's Fifth and Eighth Amendment rights would be violated by 

the imposition of the death penalty for espionage under the lower 
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court's ruling. What difference does it make to the defendant as 

to the source of his procedural protections as long as they 

satisfy due process and the Eighth Amendment. Courts routinely 

limit the reach of the law by providing for judicially imposed 

safeguards to protect a person's constitutional rights such as the 

First Amendment (limiting the reach of laws that impinge on 

freedom of speech), the Fourth Amendment (the judge-made 

•exclusionary rule•), the Fifth Amendment (due process 

requirements of notice, hearing, etc.), and in many other 

circumstances. Courts routinely instruct juries on a variety of 

issues in a criminal case that protect the rights of the 

defendant, but which are not legislatively mandated. 

Furthermore, the Ninth Circuit's conclusion is not supported 

by any compelling authority. The Court cited to an out-of-context 

excerpt from the Gregg decision (the •will and •.• moral values of 

the people•) where Gregg was actually quoting from Chief Justice 

Burger's dissent in Furman v. Georgia for the broad proposition 

that deference is due the legislative branch's decision in 

selecting punishments for a particular crime. 

Having thus reached the unsupported conclusions that (a) 

procedural guidelines are necessary in federal espionage cases, 

and (b) those guidelines must be statutory, the Harper Court then 

proceeded to justify its conclusion that statutory guidelines are 

required by relying on two distorted excerpts from Gregg: 

It is for that reason that, in finding Georgia's 
revised procedures constitutional, the Court (in 
GregqJ emphasized that the guidelines were statutory: 
•tunder the revised Georgia procedures, the jury) must 
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find a 6tatutory aggravating circumstance before 
recommending a 6entence of death.• Gre~g, 428 U.S. at 
197, 96 s.ct. at 2936 (emphasi6 in original). The 
Court has thus plainly required that guidelines be 
expressly articulated by the legislature in the 
6tatute authorizing the death penalty. 

United States v. Harper, 729 F.2d at 1225. 

In the fir6t place, the references by the Ninth Circuit to the 

•court• in Gregg in this excerpt, as well as in the second one 

which will be later discussed, are not entirely accurate since the 

quotes are from the opinions of only Justices Powell, Stewart, and 

Stevens. The Chief Justice and Justices White, Rehnquist and 

Blackmun concurred in the judgment only. In any event, the Gregg 

•court• did not emphasize that the guidelines are required to be 

statutory as the Harper court states. The Harper court quoted 

Gregg out of context. The full quote from Gregg reads thusly: 

In addition, the jury is authorized to consider any 
other appropriate aggravating or mitigating 
circumstances. Sec. 27-2534.l(b) (Supp. 1975). The 
jury is not required to find any mitigating 
circumstance in order to make a recommendation of 
mercy that is binding on the trial court, see Sec. 
27-2302 (Supp. 1975), but it must find a statutory 
aggravating circumstance before recommending a 
sentence of death. 

428 U.S. at 197, 96 S.Ct. at 2936 (emphasis in original). 

The Gregg court emphasized the word •statutory• not for the 

reasons that the Harper court suggests, but merely to emphasize in 

a descriptive manner the differences in the Georgia scheme between 

unspecified non-statutory aggravating and mitigating circumstances 

which the jury may consider and the requirement that the jury find 

at least one statutory aggravating circumstance before 

recorr$iending a death sentence . The Greao Court then went on to 
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emphasize how the Georgia procedure as a whole gives some 

•guidance or direction• to the jury. Id. There was no language 

requiring that such jury guidance be formulated by a statute 

rather than given by the judge. Nor does Gregg require any 

guidance at all where an experienced judge rather than a jury 

imposes the sentence and where Rule 32 of the Federal Rules of 

Criminal Procedure is applicable which requires pre-sentence 

reports and allocution for informed sentencing decisions. 

The second and final reference by the Harper Court to the 

Gregg decision is similarly quoted out of context and lends no 

support for the requirement that there be statutory guidelines: 

See also id. [Gregg] at 192, 96 S.Ct. at 2934 c•It 
seems clear ••• that the problem (of unfettered jury 
discretion to impose the death penalty] will be: 
alleviated if the jury is given guidance regarding the 
factors about the crime and the defendant that the 
State, representing organized society, deems 
particularly relevant to the sentencing decision.• 
(emphasis added)). 

U.S. v. Harper, 729 F.2d at 1225. 

The full statement by the Gregg court (i.e., Justices Stewart, 

Powell and Stevens) is as follows: 

Since the members of a jury will have had little, if 
any, previous experience in sentencing, they are 
unlikely to be skilled in dealing with the information 
they are given. To the extent that this problem is 
inherent in jury sentencing, it may not be totally 
correctible. It seems clear, however, that the 
problerr. will be alleviated if the jury is given 
guidance regarding the factors about the crime and the 
defendant that the State representing organized 
society, deems particularly relevant to the sentencing 
decision . 
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The idea that a jury should be given guidance in 
its decisionmaking is also hardly a novel 
proposition. Juries are invariably given careful 
instructions on the law and how to apply it before 
they are authorized to decide the merits of a lawsuit. 

Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 197 (emphasis added). 

In the first place, the •problem• referred to by Gregg is not 

•unfettered jury discretion• as the Harper court states, but the 

inexperience of a jury to weigh the information given to them. In 

any event, amici agree that the •problem•, however defined, can 

certainly be •alleviated• although not •totally correctible• by 

guidance from the State. But it can also be •alleviated• as the 

Gregg court suggests by jury instructions from the judge. This 

was the conclusion reached by the district court in Harper. This 

reference to the Gregg decision hardly supports the proposition 

that statutory guidance is required. In any event, the Gregg 

Court was focusing on the problems of~ sentencing which 

presumably would not exist where a judge imposes a sentence under 

the current federal espionage law. 

Thus, the two meager references to the Gregg decision cited by 

the Harper court is a slim reed to support the sweeping conclusion 

that the death penalty cannot be constitutionally imposed in 

federal espionage cases. As the Gregg court admonished, •each 

distinct fsentencing) system must be examined on an individual 

basis•. 428 U.S. at 195, 96 S.Ct. 2935. Even the Gregg court was 

careful to note that McGautha v. California was not overruled by 

Furman but stated that the •standardless jury sentencing 

procedures were not employed in the cases there before the Court 
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(in McGautha] so as to violate the Due Process Clause.• 428 U.S • 

at 197, n.47: 96 s.ct. at 2936, n.47 (emphasis added). 

The remaining authority for the Ninth Circuit's opinion in 

Harper is non-judicial and is of no moment. The Harper court 

cited the ill-conceived concession by the prosecutor that the 

death penalty is inapplicable~/, various Congressional testimony 
••1 by current and former Justice Department officials-, and 

proposed legislation providing for statutory guidelines which, 

although may be preferable by some, is not constitutionally 

required. 729 F.2d at 1225-26. Amici submit that none of this 

authority is compelling, and that the Ninth Circuit's opinion is 

erroneous which should not be duplicated by this Court • 

*/ Cf. Youn$ v. United States, 315 U.S. 257, 259 (1942) ("the 
proper administration of the criminal la~ cannot be left merely to 
the stipulation of the parties•). 

~/ Amici were unable, however, to find any official Opinion of 
the Attorney General or formal legal opinions of the Justice 
Department's Office of Legal Counsel on the question of whether 
Fur~an v. Georaia Etruck down all federal death penalty statutes . 
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CONCLUSION 

For all the foregoing reasons, amici curiae request that the 

Court rule that the death penalty can be constitutionally applied 

in this case. 

Date: July 9, 1985 
Washington, D.C . 

Respectfully submitted, 

WASHINGTON LEGAL FOUNDATION 
1705 N Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20036 
(202) 857-0240 

Counsel for Amici Curiae 

*Member of the Bar of this Court 
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IN Till l't-lTEP STATES DISTRICT COLJRT 
fOR TH[ DISTRICT OF MARYLAND 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

v. Criminal No. H-85-0309 

JOHN ANTHONY WALKER, JR. 

MOTION TO ALLOW DEFENDANTS TO HAVE TWENTY PEREMPTORY CHALLENGES 
PURSVAr.:1 TO RULE 24(b) or THE FEDERAL RULES Of CRIMINAL PHOCE!JURE 

Comes now the defendant, John Anthony l\'alker, Jr., by end through his attorneys, 

Fred Warren Bennett, Federal Public Def ender for the District of Maryland, end Thomas 

B. Mason, Assistant Federal Public Defender, and moves this Honorable Court, pursuant 

to Rule 12(b) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 24(b) of the Federal 

Rules of Criminal Procedure, and United States v. Watson, 496 F.2d 1125 (4th Cir. 1973), 

to aUow the defendants to have twenty (20) peremptory challenges at the trial of this 

case, to be exercised jointly, end for reasons therefor says as follows: 

1. The defendant end the co-defendant, Michael Lance Walker, ere charged in 

e six-count Indictment with conspiracy to deliver national defense information to a 

foreign government {18 U.S.C. §792(c)J, attempted delivery of national defense informa-

tion to a foreign government (18 U.S.C. §794(a)] and other lesser offenses. The statutory 

penalty for a violation of either 18 U.S.C. §794(a) or (c) is punishment "by death or by 

imprisonment for any term of years or for life." 

2. Violations of the Espionage Act ere still e "capital crime" notwithstanding 

the fact that in light of Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972), the death penalty in 

this case could not constitutionally be imposed. 

3. The decision by the United States Supreme Court in Furman did not repeal 

those federal statutes which contain death penalty provisions that cannot be constitu-

tionally applied, nor did Furman repeal procedural statutes which depend for their opera-
__ _,-ll.Hl hrlO!J 
__ _,1.._..00...,.[D ___ IEaMD 

.HIN 1 8 1985 
AT Ml.. T1ldlOCtS ( 

tuft I) J D'llnC, c:o.#T 
r,, e«T'.NIC 
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tion one defendant being chE1rged with a "capital crime". 

4. Under Rule 24(b) or the Federal Rules or Criminal Procedure, if the offense 

charged is punishable by death, each side is entitled to twenty (20) peremptory challenges. 

5. Based on United States v. Watson, 496 F.2d 1125 (4th Cir. )97 J), Rule 24(b) 

of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure is e procedural statute which depends for 

its operation on the defendant being charged with e "capital crime" and since the defen-

dant is charged herein with e "capital crime", he is entitled to the procedural benefits 

of Rule 24(b) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. 

Respectfully submitted, 
-----.. I 

\_ J { -...,i ,\, I °' ...__ , 
RED WARREN BENNE 

Federal Public Def ender 

1L,n...__, 1 Ii k,.-.~. ll 
THOMAS B. MASON t-c. tt)V 
Assistant Federal Public Def ender 
1012 Mercantile Bank & Trust Building 
2 Hopkins Plaza 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201-2692 
Telephone: 301/962-3962 

FTS/922-3962 

ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT 
JOHN ANTHONY WALKER, JR. 

REQUEST FOR HEARING 

Pursuant to Rule 6 of the Local Rules of the United Ste tes District Court for 

the District of Maryland, a hearing is requested on the defendant's Motion. 

lt~1\J1J 
FRED 1-\'ARREN BENNETT 
Federal Public Defender 
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND A UTHORITJES 

1. Rule 24(b) or the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. 

2. United States v. \\atson, 496 F.2d ll25 (4th Cir. 1973). n 

h;_~Vl-J ~\ ~-" tct L 1)0·\ 
FRED WARREN BENNETT 
Federal Public Defender 

CERTJFJCATE OF SERVICE 

J HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of June, 1985, a copy of the foregoing 

Motion was delivered to Michael Schatzow, Assistant United States Attorney, 820 United 

States Courthouse, 101 West Lombard Street, Bnltimore, Maryland 21201-2692; Charles 

G. Bernstein, Esquire, 2233 World Tr6.de Center, Baltimore, Maryland 21202, and Ellen 

M. Hollender, Esquire, Frank, Bernstein, Coneway and Goldman, 300 East Lombard 

Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202, attorneys for co-defendant Michael Lenee l'ialker . 

~4Ht,\~~ i\l\M5(d 
FRED WARREN BENNETT 
federal Public Def ender 
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UNI 
/ 

-vs-

JAMES 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

s&;-;,r AMERICA, 

Plaintiff, 

DURWARD HARPER, JR., 

Defendant. 

) 

) 

) 
) 

i 
) 

No. CR-83-0770-SC 

ORDER RE PENALTY 
PROVISION OF 
18 u.s.c. §794 

Defendant James Durward Harper, Jr., is currently under 

indictment for alleged multiple violations of the espionage 
1/ 

laws of the United States.- Four counts of the nine-count 
. 

indictment charge capital crimes, conviction of which 

" ••• sha 11 be punished by death or by impr isorunent for any 

term of yes.rs or for life." 18 u.s.c. §794(a). Both the 

government and the defendant contend that the death penalty 

provision of section 794 has been rendered unconstitutional, 

and hence inapplicable, by the Supreme Court's landmark 

ruling in Furman v. Georgis, 408 U.S. 238 (1972). To fulfill 

itE duty to independently determine the constitutional status 

EX111EIT B 
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1 of this death penalty provision, duly enacted by the 

2 Congress, the court must review the arguments of counsel in 

3 light of the applicable precedents •. See, United State6 v. 
4 Woodley,_ F.2d _, No. 82-1028, slip op. at 5730, 5738 (9th 

5 Cir. Dec. 8, 1983) ("But while the members of both the 

G legislative and executive branches are sworn to uphold the 

i Constitution, the courts alone ere the final arbiters of its 

8 meaning.") 

9 

JO 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

JG 

The court undertakes to resolve the is sue of the 

constitutionality of the death penalty provision of section 

794 at this stage of the proceedings for two reasons: (1) to 

provide the defendant with certain knowledge of the penalties 

which may be imposed upon conviction; and (2) to determine .. 
whether the additional procedural safeguards afforded 

2/ 
defendants in capital cases are warranted in the case st hand.-

We strongly emphasize that in addressing the issue of 

Ji the constitutionality of the death penalty provision in 

18 section 794 we seek only to clarify the status of that 

J9 statute. We intend no comment on the guilt or innocence of 

20 the accused; nor do we intunate any opinion as to the 

21 appropriate penalties for the crimes alleged in the 

22 indictment. The court's sole task, and, indeed, its 

23 obligation, is to determine whether the death penalty 

24 provision of section 794, as written and adopted by Congress, 

2r, is constitutional and thereby entitled to our consideration 

2G in determining what procedures to adop_t at trial and what 

27 sentence to i~pose if and when the penalty phase of the trial 

2~ ii reached. 
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In Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972), the United 

States Supreme Court reversed death sentences imposed under 

the Georgia and Texas death penalty 1tatutes fol lowing 

defendants' convictions for rape and aiurder. The court 

5 issued a short per.curiam opinion stating that the sentences 

6 bposed constituted cruel and unusual punishments in 
3/ 

7 violation of the eighth amendment_;- supplemented by five 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
15 

1G 

17 

18 

concurring and four dissenting opinions. The plurality 

opinions did not clearly establish the constitutional 

requirements for imposition of the death penalty in the ease r 

before the court; at least three of the opinions, however, 

appeared to adopt the general theme that sentencing 

authorit~~s exercising unbridled discretion in capital cases 

involving murder and rape were acting arbitrarily and 

capriciously in selecting defendants for execution and were 
4/ 

prone to discriminate against minority defendants.-

In response to Furman, at least thirty-five states 
5/ 

redrafted death pens 1 ty statutes.- Subsequent Supreme Court 

l!l decisions have developed and refined the constitutional 

20 
21 

22 
2~f 

24 

2G 

requirements for imposition of the death penalty under these 

statutes with respect to the crimes of murder, felony murder 
6/ 

end rape.-

The is sue for the court, ho"'·ever, 1 s whether Furman 

rendered unconstitutional the death penalty for espionage as 

erticulated in section 794. No federal court has squarely 
7/ . . 

confronted this issue.- ln Furman snd its progeny the Supreme 

271 Court addressed the constitutionality of the death penalty as 

21' epplied under Btate statutes 6olely \.'ith respect to 
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i 

8 

9 

10 

]1 

]2 

13 

14 

convictions for crimes of violence against individual 

citiz.ens. The crime of espionage, however, poses far 

different and potentially greater dangers to our society; for 

example, the intentional disclosure of vital national defense 

information to foreign agents places the safety of every 
8/ 

United States citizen in jeopardy.- Consequently, the 

calculus employed by a legislature in determining the 

punishments for crimes which threatea our national security 

may be fundamentally different from that utilized for crimes 

of individual violence. More importantly, the constitutional 

impl !cations of the eighth amendment proscription against 

cruel and unusual punishments with respect to the crime of 

espionage may be qualitatively -- different from those 

articulated in Furman concerning the crimes of murder and 

]5 rape. Indeed, in upholding the revised Georgia death penalty 

JG statute in Gregg v. Georgis, 428 U.S. 153 (1976), the Court 

li declined to examine the provision of the statute concerning 

18 aircraft piracy and treason, which provides for imposition of 

J!} the death penalty in any case without consideration of 
9/ 

20 statutory aggravating or mitigating circumstances:- Hence, 

21 the limited holdings of Furman and its progeny do not 

22 invalidate the death penalty provision in section 794. 

23 The court must determine, however, whether the eighth 

24 amendment prohibits imposition of the death penalty for 

25 espionage .E!E .!.!:.. and as applied under section 794. We note 

2G th.at sbsent repeal of the ststute, 'the. legislative judgment 

27 as to the approprintene&s of the death penalty is entitled to 

2K great deference. Indeed, 

_,_ 
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" ••• in assess lng a punishment selected by a 
democratically elected legislature against the 
constitutional measure, we presume its validity. We =sy 
not require the legislature to select the least severe 
penalty possible so long as the penalty &elected is not 
cruelly inhumane or disproportionate to the crime 
involved. And e heavy burden rests on those who would 
attack the judgment of the representatives of the 
people." 

G Gregg, 428 U.S. st 175. Moreover, greater judicial deference 

i 

8 

9 

to 1 eg is I st i ve judgment is required "'·here specif ice t ion of 

punishment is concerned "for these are peculiarly questions 

of legislative policy." Id. at 176. 

10 Whether the punishment of death for espionage is cruel 

11 and unusual punishment se under the eighth amendment 

12 requires a two-part inquiry. The court 111ust ascertain 

13 whether the punishment both accords with the "evolving· ... 
14 standards of decency of a maturing society", and comports 

15 with the "dignity of man" which is the "basic concept 

JG underlying the Eighth Amendment." Id. st 173. 

17 In assessing whether the death penalty for espionage 

18 accords with contemporary societal standards of decency, a 

19 court looks to "objective indicia that reflect the public 

20 attitude tows.rd the penalty.•~ Id. Capital punishment for 

21 criaes which threaten our national aecurity has been approved 

22 1ince the outset of our national existence. The First 

23 

24 

Congress of the United States enacted legislation providing 
10/ 

the death penalty for treason-.- C 9, 1 Stat 112 (1790). And, 

25 as the majority in Gregg noted, "[ t]he Fifth Amendment, 

2o edopted at the same time as the Eighth, contemplated the 

27 continued existence of the capit.al sanction by imposing 

2X certain limits on the prosecution of capital cases •••• " ld. 

-s-
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at 1/l. 

The present statute has its origins in the Espionage Act 

of 1917, C 30, 40 Stat 217 et seq. (1917), enacted durino the 
- . 11/ 0 

onset of American involvement in World War 1.-Although the 

r, statute originally provided the punishment of death for acts 

G of "''sr time espionage, Congress, in 1954, adopted capital 

7 
punishrient es sn appropriate penalty for peacetime espionage 

g as '-'ell. C 1261, Title II, §201, 68 Stat 1219 (1954). This 

9 
judgment of our elected representatives remains unaltered. 

JO Further, Congress has reaffirmed its general acceptance of 

ll capital punishment for certain crimes by providing the death 

12 
penalty for aircraft piracy that results in death. 

13 .Antihijacking Act of 1974, 49 u.s.c. §1472(1) (1983 Supp). 

14 

]5 

lG 

Finally, the legislatures of several states have also enacted 
12/ 

statutes providing the death penalty for treason.-The court 

concludes from these mandates of our elected representatives 

]7 that the punishment of death for espionage conforms to 

18 contemporary societal standards of decency. 

19 To be constitutionally permissible per !_!, the 

20 punishment of death for espi~nage must additionally comport 

21 vith the 'ti>asic concept of human dignity at the core of the 

22 [Eighth] Amendment", Gregg, •428 U.S. at 182. To fulfill this 

23 requirement, a punishment must neither involve the 

24 unnecessary or wanton infliction of pain nor be 

25 disproportionate to the severity of the crime for. which it is 

2G imposed. Id. at 173. 

27 Absent conclu6ive proof that the generally cited 

2h penologies! justifications for capital punishment 

-6-
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retribution and deterrence -- are invalid, a court should 

decline to nullify legi61ative deter1t1inationa that the 

penalty ia justified for a particular crime. See, id. at - -
182-87. The court is not aware of any conclusive evidence, 

statistical or otherwise, which demon6trate6 that capital 

G punishment fails to deter ect6 of espionage. Nor does the 

i court find that the imposition of capital puniBhment for 

8 e6pionage is an impermissible expression of the nation's 

!) abhorrence for such acts. Consequently, the court defers to 

10 the judgment of Congress that imposition of the penalty of 

11 death for e6pionage fulfills valid peoological goa16 and doe6 

]2 not involve the unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain. 

]3 The court ~ust also consider whether impo6ition of the 

14 death penalty for e6pionage is di6proportionate to the 

15 

JG 

1i 

severity of the crime • We ackno\o'ledge that des th "is an 

extreme sanction, 6uitable to the inos t extreme of crimes. 11 

Id. at 18 7. Acts of e6pionage, however, may irreparably 

18 damage our nation's ability to defend itself. The court 

J!) cannot dispute the legislative judgment that this crime is 

20 extreme in character. Given ~he potential consequences of a 

21 1erious breach of our nation al security through espionage, 

22 which inay threaten the lives of all citiEens of the United 

23 State6, this court finds that capital punishment for 

24 

2G 
27 

espionage i6 not uniformly disproportionate to the severity 
13/ 

of the offense.- Accordingly,_ the punishment of death for 

e£pionage is not unconstitutional £!E_ under the eighth 

amendment. 

The sole question recBining for the court iB whether the 

-i-
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penelty of death for espionage may be im1,osed under oection 

794. The court ia cogni~ant that " ... because there is a 

qualitative difference between death and any other 

permissible punishment, 'there is a corresponding difference 

in the need for reliability in the determination that death 

is the appropriate punishment in a specific case.'". Zant v. 

Stephens, _u.s._, 77 L.td.2d 235, 255 (1983), citing 

Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280, 305 (1976). Indeed, 
11 [ i J t is of vital importance to the defendant and to the 

JO community that any decision to impose the death sentence be, 

] J and appear to be, based on rear:;on rather th.an caprice or 

)2 emotion." Zant, supra at 255, citing Gardner v. Florida, 430 

]3 U.S. 349,_ 358 (1977). Where discretion is afforded the 

]4 sentencing authority to choose death as a penalty with 

)5 respect to crimes of violence against individuals, the need 

JG for reliability requires such discretion to " ••• be suitably 

Ji directed and limited so as to minimize the risk of wholly 

18 arbitrary and capricious action." Gregg, 428 U.S. at 189. 

JO Section 794 confers upon the court discretion to bpose 

20 death or a lesser penalty. Hence, a legislative judgment has 

21 been made which recogni~es degrees of culpability for various 

22 act6 of espionage; for example, a court would be expected to 

23 impose a EDore severe penalty for a particularly egregious 

24 breach of national security. Although espionage differs 

25 greatly from. the crimes of individual violence against the 

2G per6on discussed in Furman, the court ~cknowledges that the 

27 sentencing discretion afforded it by section 794 necessitates 

2x the forc:iulstion of sentencing guidelinei; "1hich will ensure 

-8-
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the reliable impo&ition of punishment. Accordingly, if the 

penalty atage of this proceeding is reached, the court will 

apply sentencing guidelines designed to comply with both the 

legislative mandate requiring that the death penalty be 

r, considered '-'hen sentencing a defendant upon conviction for 

G espionage, and the eighth amendment requirement that the 

i sentencing authority be suitably guided in determining 

8 whether the death penalty, or a lesser penalty, is the 

9 appropriate punishment in a given case. The court believes 

10 that the articulation of such guidelines, if necessary, will 

]] render the penalty provision of section 794 constitutional as 

12 applied in its present form. 

]3 The court reiterates that in finding the death penalty 

14 provision of section 794 to be constitutional, it makes no 

15 comment on the merits of this case. It voices no opinion as 

]G to the guilt or innocence of the defendant. The court seeks 

Ji only to advise the parties of the proper scope of the statute. 

]8 Accordingly, the defendant and the Government are hereby 

J!) notified that the crimes charged in the indictment under 18 

20 u.s.c. §§ 794(a) and (c) are_ capital crimes punishable by 

2J death or imprisonment for any tersi of years or for life. In 

22 addition, it is hereby ordered that the defendant is entitled 

23 to the statutory safeguards reserved for capital cases, as 

24 follow£: 

25 (l) the defendant, through his attorney, Jerrold M. 

2G Ladar, will file within ten days the n~e of an additional 

2i n t torney who wi 11 represent him in this proceeding; 

(2) the Government shall disclose to the defendant its 

-9-
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J list of witnesses and the list of veniremen at least three 

2 days prior to trial; 

3 (3) the defendant ~ay not waive the indictment charged 

4 against him; and 

G 

i 

8 

D 

10 

] J 

12 

]3 

14 
15 

JG 

1i 

18 

1 !) 

20 
2) 

22 

23 

24 

2G 
27 

(4) the defendant shall be afforded 20 peremptory 

chelleuges during voir dire. 

Dated: January 1983. 
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20 
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2/ 

FOOTNOTES 

The indictment charges defendant as follows: 
Count One: 18 U.S.C. § 794(c) - Conspiring to 
Deliver National Defense Information to Aid a 
Foreign Government; 
Count Two: 18 U.S.C § 793(b) - Unlawfully 
Obtaining National Defense Information; 
Counts Three, Four and Five: 18 U.S.C. 
'f794{a) - Delivery of National Defense 
Information to Aid a Foreign Government; 
Count Six: 18 U.S.C § 793{e) - Unlawful 
Retention of National Defense Information; 
Count Seven: 26 U.S.C. § 7201 - Income Tax 
Evasion; 
Counts Eifht and Nir~: 26 U.S.C. § 7206(1) 
Raking a else Income Tax Return. 

These statutory procedural safeguards include: 18 U.S.C. 
§ 3005 (authorizing appointment of two attorneys for 
defense); 18 U.S.C. 9 3432 (requiring disclosure of 
government witness list and veniremen at least three 
days prior to trial); Rule 7(a), f.R.Cr.P. (prohibit-
ing waiver of indictment; and Rule 24(b), F.R.Cr.P. 
(increased peremptory challenges.) · 

· 'Federal courts are divided over whether the 
additional safeguards provided defendants in capital 
cases are availsble where the applicable death 
penalty provision has been declared unconstitutional. 
Compare United States v. Watson, 496 F.2d 1125 (4th 
Cir. 1973) {absolute right to two appointed attorneys 
on request); United States v. Dufur, 648 F.2d 512 (9th 
Cir. 1980), cert. denied 450 U.S. 92~ (1981) (no right 
to second court-appointed at'torney); United States v. 
Shepherd, 576 r.2d 719 (7th Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 
439 O.S.852 (1978) (no right to two attorneys); 
United States v. Weddell, 567 f.2d 767 (8th Cir. 1977), 
cert. denied, 436 U.S. 919 (1978) (no right to appoint-
~ent of second attorney}~ United States v. Kaiser, 545 
F.2d 467 (5th Cir. 1977)(£ederal murder statute non-
capital for all purposes given unconstitutionality 
of death penalty provision); United States v.Martinez, 
536 F.2d 886 (9th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 907 
(1976)(no right to extra peremptory challenges); United 
States v. Maestas, 523 F.2d 316 (10th Cir. 1975) (same); 
United States v. HcNally, 485 F.2d 398 (8th Cir. 1973) 
(same). 

The Ninth Circuit, however, has expressly held that 
defendants are not entitled to two,attorneys or extra 
peremptory challenges where the "death penalty sanction 
is inapplicable. See, Dufur, Martinez, supra. 
Further, with re6pectto statutory procedural ssfeguard6 
in general, the Ninth Circuit has adopted the vie~ that 
6uch safeguards recein available only "[i]f the stat-
ute's purpose derives fro~ the nature of the offense 
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v. Cco~in, 446 U.S. 420 (1980). The Court hnt 4160 
held t t death is a disproportionate penalty for Goce 
crime,. Cok.erv. Ceortila, 433 U.S. 584 (1977)(rape); 
Enmund v. florlda,.s. , 102 S.Ct. 3368 (1982) 
{defendant In armecf"iobbery ciie who drove aetavay car 
and did not participate in murder, vas not present at 
murder, and neither intended nor anticipated murder) • 
Finally, the invalidation of one 1tatutory aggravating 
circumstance where aore than one aigravatill8 circum-
1tance has been identified by the Jury does not in-
variably require rever1al of a death aentence. Zant 
v. Stephens,_ U.S._, 77 L. Ed. 2d 235 (1983).-

~e federal courts have confronted the issue of the 
validity of federal death penalties post-Furman gener-
ally with respect to the crime of ~urder expressly dis-
cussed in Furman. See,!.=.!· United States v. Dufur, 
648 F.2d 512 (9th Cir:-1980), cert. denied, 450 O.S. 
925 (1981); United States v. liiser, 545 F.2d 467 {5th 
Cir. 1977). One district court which has considered 
section 794 ruled that Fur1Dan has "apparently" rendered 
the death penalty provision unconstitutional. United 
State6 v. Helmich, 521 r.supp. 1246, 1248 (H.D. Fla 
1981). 

See,·united State6 v. Rosenberg, 109 F.Supp. 108, 110 
ts.D.N.Y. 1953). 
Ga. Code Ann.§ 27-2534.l(a). Thus, the Georgia 
legislature essentially interpreted Furman to be 
inapplicable to the crimes of treason and aircraft 
piracy. Indeed, under the Georgis "pyramid" 1en-
tencing sche1De, the sentencing authority apparently has 
absolute discretion whether to impose the death penalty 
for these crimes. For a discussion of Georgia's 
"pyramid" scheme, aee, Zant v. Stephens, U.S. , 77 
L. Ed. 2d at 245-4~ See also Cal. PeniI Code r37 
(1983 Supp.); Wash. ReV:-coaeC 9.82.010 (1983 Supp.) 

Treason can be characterized as a ·cousin of espionage: 
both crimes involve activity, whether violent or non-
violent, directed toward the penetration of national 
security for the benefit of a foreign nation. See, 
Cramer v. United States, 325 U.S. 1, 45 (1945)('r-:-;-
the treason offense is not the only nor can it well 
serve as the principal legal weapon to vindicate our 
national cohesion and 1ecurity.") Thus, although the 
elements of the crimes are distinct, and the problems 
of proof different~ public attitudes tovards treason 
and espionage are assumed to be.similar. 

. 
See, Edgar and Schmidt, The Espionage Statutes and 
lfublication of National Defense Information, 73 Colum. 
L. Rev. 929, 940 (1973J. 

iii 
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TESTIMONY OF ROY C. JONES SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT OF 
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, MORAL MAJORITY, INC. BEFORE THE 
UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION, FEBRUARY 17, 1987 

It is an honor to come before such a distinguished body 
charged with determining what penalties should be 
recommended for those who violate the laws of our land. 

The Moral Majority was founded in 1979 in part because 
many Americans felt that the moral and ethical 
components of public issues were ignored--when not 
being actually attacked in our nation's legislatures 
and courtrooms. Thus, I come before you as a 
representative of over 7 million concerned Americans 
who have contributed to our cause and who will be 
ultimately affected by the recommendations of this 
Commission . 

I am proud to stand behind the exhaustive study 
undertaken by the United States Department of Justice's 
Office of Legal Counsel with regard to this 
Commission's statutory authority to promulgate 
sentencing guidelines for federal capital offenses. 

The Supreme Court holding in United States v. 
Southwestern Cable Company 392 U.S. 157 (1968), as the 
Office of Legal Counsel notes, clearly indicates that 
an administrative agency may exercise a power within 
the terms of its delegated authority even if Congress 
did not expressly mention -- or indeed did not 
contemplate -- a specific exercise of delegated power. 

Clearly, some of the finest attorneys in America have 
agreed that this Commission has the requisite legal 
authority to address the question of capital crimes. 
It is the belief of Moral Majority, Inc. that this 
Commission has the moral responsibility to structure 
guidelines for certain and swift capital punishment for 
specific offenses. 

Some people think capital punishment has no deterrent 
effect. I respectfully disagree with both their data 
and their conclusion. True, the deterrent effect of 
capital punishment is mitigated when criminals are not 
certain that is their fate. The obstacle course 
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erected by the Warren Court has ensured that years and 
even decades may elapse before a man found guilty of 
the most heinous crime by a jury of his peers is 
allowed to be executed. Is it any wonder that so many 
armed robberies now include the murder of any and all 
potential witnesses? The criminal class of our 
population have come to believe that murder is a free 
crime if committed as part of another felony. And, in 
many jurisdictions, their belief is correct. 

Clearly, this Commission should say, enough. Enough 
cold blooded executions of innocent cash register 
attendants. Enough serial killings by people unafraid 
of "consecutive" life terms since they have only one 
life anyway. Enough revolving door jail terms for 
contract killers and child murderers. 

When the average time served of a "life sentence'' is 
considerably short of the average lifetime-7 1/2 years 
according to one investigator--it is no wonder that our 
nation's elderly tremble at the thought of walking 
their neighborhood streets after dark in most of our 
cities. 

Capital punishment has a general 
even the most hardened criminal. 
being who volunteers to have his 
terminated. 

deterrent effect for 
It is a rare human 

stay on this earth 

While the deterrent nature of capital punishment 
commends it as a sentencing tool, the interest of the 
community, the government establishment and the clear 
boundaries of civilized behavior command it. 

The community has the right to say this far and no 
farther. The community has the right to declare 
certain conduct not only reprehensible, but anathema. 
The community's voice speaks through its legislatures 
and those voices have been thwarted by arbitrary and 
sometimes capricious behavior of unelected judges. The 
Bird court in California virtually never upheld a death 
sentence--just 3 of 58. In that case the voters were 
able to remove part of the problem, but only after nine 
long years had passed. This commission's guidelines 
can prevent such a war of wills in the federal system 
and the 49 other states that comprise our Republic. 
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This Commission has heard and will hear from those who 
are on the front lines of the fight against violent 
crime. There are others far more experienced than I as 
to the precise crimes that deserve a death sentence. 
As a layman, I can only suggest certain general 
categories of crime that the Commission should give 
consideration to as capital offenses: 

(1) Murder of potential witnesses on the course of 
committing another felony. 

(2) Serial or multiple killings. 

(3) Murder for hire. 

(4) Kidnapping which results in the death or 
disfigurement of an individual . 

(5) Arson which results in the death of an individual 
or individuals. 

(6) Murder of a president, elected official, officer of 
the court, or law enforcement officer. 

(7) Sexual assault of a child which results in the 
child's death or disfigurement. 

(8) Acts of terrorism which result in the death of 
innocent civilians. 

While this list is not intended to be exhaustive, it is 
meant to assure the Commission that a citizen consensus 
exists that some criminals have harmed society to such 
a degree that they no longer deserve to live. 
Reestablishment of a just legal system and our 
civilized nation rests in the hands of this Commission. 
I urge you to do your duty . 
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This testimony is presented on behalf of the National 

• Interreligious Task Force on Criminal Justice and on behalf of 

the National Interreligious Service Board for Conscientious 

Objectors. Both organizations share many of the same member 

religious constituencies and on the question before the Commis-

sion with respect to including capital punishment among the 

criminal sanctions available to sentencing judges both organiza-

tions are in agreement. 

• 

• 

The task force is a coalition of national and judicatory 

church officials and secular groups with a special concern 

for some aspect of criminal justice. These groups work together 

to broaden citizen and church participation in altering the 

criminal justice system so that more equal justice may emerge. 

The Task Force tries to stay in touch with ethical issues and 

special needs within the whole system--community safety, police 

practices, law, courts, prisons, probation, rehabilitation, etc. 

The Task Force is administratively related to the interdenomina-

tional and inter-faith cooperative instrumentality, the Joint 

Strategy and Action Commission, Inc. (JSAC). It is programmati-

cally related to and staffed by JSAC and the Division of Church 

and Society of the National Council of Churches. 

For twenty years JSAC has brought together working groups of 

religious organizations who share common purposes for service, 

what most American religious traditions call urban and national 

mission. For over a decade the task force on criminal justice 

has been bringing together religious efforts in the field of 
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criminal justice for coordination of efforts, skills building and 

participation in policy planning. 

It is part of a long history of religious participation in 

the criminal justice system. At times the religious authorities 

were the criminal justice system. Times have changed, and 

religious interest has focused on amelioration of the system. We 

are about to observe the bicentennial of the development of the 

penitentiary, which was a Quaker initiative to diminish the 

harshness of criminal sanctions, including capital punish-

ment, and to substitute a more human and rehabilitative system. 

The religious organizations of our country have extensive efforts 

to conduct conciliation services as alternatives or supplements 

to the court system, chaplaincy services in jails and prisons, 

victim assistance programs, and programs for prisoners and 

ex-prisoners. Most of the religious bodies have developed 

carefully considered policies on criminal justice issues, using 

their own expert members who are involved in the system and using 

outside consultants to develop critical distance. The Task Force 

has compiled the policy positions on capital punishment of more 

than twenty religious bodies, and I submit that compilation with 

my testimony. 

The National Interreligious Service Board for Conscientious 

Objectors [NISBCO] represents thirty-four Catholic, Protestant, 

and Jewish religious organizations, as well as religious organi-

zations based on primarily ethical concerns. In addition, NISBCO 

interprets the concerns of several conservative religious bodies 
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• who on principle do not participate in coalitions. Since 1940 

NISBCO has supported those who for reasons of conscience oppose 

conscription for military service. More recently it has taken an 

interest in the problems of those who for reasons of conscience 

oppose payment of taxes for war or preparation for war. On 

behalf of all persons affected by conscription laws, NISBCO has 

sought to improve the fairness of those laws, their administra-

tion, and the treatment of those persons involved. On the issue 

of capital punishment, most conscientious objectors to participa-

tion war also oppose capital punishment. For that extraordinary 

reason as Executive Director of NISBCO, I have undertaken this 

testimony as consistent with the concerns of the organization. I 

am sensitive to the fact that war objectors have themselves been 

• killed, either as the direct result of the conditions of their 

imprisonment, or from the association of their positions against 

war as treason. 

• 

* * * * * 
The U.S. Sentencing Commission is to consider whether it has 

a mandate to include capital punishment among the criminal sanc-

tions in the sentencing guidelines. Should the Commission 

determine that it has such a mandate, then it must determine 

whether capital punishment can administered with rules that 

guarantee its fairness and avoid unwarranted disparity. Capital 

punishment by definition excludes the fourth goal of sentencing, 

rehabilitation. 

When the Sentencing Commission came into existence no one 
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suggested that capital punishment would be considered as one of 

the criminal sanctions to be included in the guidelines. The 

insertion of this agenda after preliminary guidelines, and now, 

revised guidelines were published is a surprise for which we were 

not prepared. Our organizations are unalterably opposed to this 

new development, which is an irregular and morally questionable 

proposal. 

I address the question of fairness and disparity first. So 

long as the possibility exists that one person could be executed 

who is innocent of the capital crime of which he or she was 

convicted, the test cannot be met. One of the members of our 

task force is a convicted murderer who was mistakenly convicted. 

Rehabilitation remains a fundamental consideration. In the 

over ten years of debate about the effectiveness or fruitlessness 

of efforts at rehabilitation, the committees have consistently 

rejected the extreme view, and the congressional instructions to 

you retain that objective of rehabilitation. "The Committee in 

no way means to suggest that we should abandon our efforts to 

rehabilitate prisoners ••. Also, as noted previously, the 

purpose of rehabilitation is still important in determining 

whether a sanction other than a term of imprisonment is appro-

priate in a particular case." (p. 942, Report of the Senate 

Committee on the Judiciary, to accompany S. 1722, 96th Congress, 

Report No. 96-553) Surely, had the Congress considered inclusion 

of capital punishment in your options, it would have noted that 

this goal of sentencing could not be achieved. 
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Despite the unpredictability of rehabilitative measures, 

especially of imprisonment, rehabilitition of murderers does take 

place. A good friend of mine, the late William Goudas, served 

twenty years for murder and emerged self-educated and despite 

prison conditions rehabilitated himself. [My personal view is 

that God has a lot to do with rehabilitation.] He served as 

co-director of the Prison Education Program of Massachusetts, of 

which I was the president. Rehabilitation is possible; his work 

after imprisonment was a significant contribution to society. He 

became a field supervisor for the ministerial studies program at 

Harvard Divinity School when I was on the faculty, and thereby 

an adjunct faculty member. 

The Commission must satisfy itself that the Congress 

actually intended that the Sentencing Commission include within 

its available sanctions the use of capital punishment. The 

religious organizations supported the separation of the capital 

punishment issue from the general question of reform of the 

Federal Criminal Code. The inclusion of that issue in S. 1 was 

one of the factors that united religious groups in opposition to 

that omnibus recodification. That experience of over a decade 

was a factor in the separate submission of death penalty bills in 

the last several congresses, and was certainly a condition of the 

passage of the Sentencing Act of 1984. 

So long as there is considerable doubt that the Congress 

intended inclusion of capital punishment as a sentencing option, 

political prudence should dictate that the death penalty be 
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excluded in order that Congress not send the entire effort of 

the Commission to the scrap heap. Were I the manipulative sort, 

I might urge you to include the death penalty, so that the rest 

of the guidelines, which are contrary to my earlier testimony, 

might be defeated as a whole. Instead, I am willing to accept 

the democratic process with respect to the Congressional approval 

of the guidelines, and to facilitate that consideration urge you 

to exclude the controversial capital punishment sanction. 

Religious groups that are opposed to capital punishment 

include the American Jewish Committee, the U.S. Catholic Confer-

ence, the American Baptist Church in the U.S.A., the Episcopal 

Church, the Lutheran Church of America, the United Methodist 

Church, the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), the United Church of 

Christ, the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), Mennonites, 

Brethren, Friends, and many others. Liberal religious groups 

such as the Unitarian Universalist Association and the American 

Ethical Union have long led the opposition to capital punish-

ment. Even those conservative religious bodies with traditions 

of support for capital punishment such as the American Lutheran 

Church and the Christian Church have withdrawn their univocal 

support, and have asked their members to study the question. 

This virtual unanimity of denominational policy statements 

does not mean that the teaching of the religious groups is 

accepted by the adherents. I presume that many of you continue 

your religious affiliation and yet are probably not even aware 

that your religious group has a position, and perhaps don't 
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care. The reality of our religious constituencies is that the 

position of the religious leaders, which is reflected in the 

teaching of the religious bodies is not based on polling the 

members. Several national religious bodies have encouraged 

special study of the issue among their members in an effort to 

develop a more responsible participation in moral questions. 

The nearly universal teaching of contemporary religious 

ethicists is in opposition to capital punishment. As a member of 

the Society of Christian Ethics, the association of teachers and 

scholars in colleges, universities, and theological schools, I 

can recall no support for capital punishment in the papers 

presented nor in the books reviewed. 

Although the matter is outside my technical competence, I 

cannot refrain from asking the Commission to consider whether 

appearing to accept the argument of the Justice Department that 

the Commission is a branch of the executive, and not an indepen-

dent commission of the judiciary, would establish the basis for a 

test of the constitutionality of the guidelines themselves. 

Since the issue is already raised in terms of the power of the 

President to appoint and to remove the members of the Commission, 

and the compensation of the federal judges who are members of the 

Commission during the time they are district judges is affected 

by the supplementary compensation there are constitutional 

problems with the composition of the Commission. To take on 

capital punishment as a sentencing option without completely 

repudiating the justice department memorandum would further cloud 
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the authority of the Commission. If the Justice Department's 

initiative is repudiated, then why are we here in this hearing? 

Finally, I appeal to you as moral agents, to reject the 

futile, and contradictory effort to suppose that by killing 

people you show others that killing people is wrong. After state 

killings there is a rash of private killings, for the moral 

threshold has been breached. Capital punishment tends to 

brutalize the society that condones it. The international 

consensus has moved toward a complete bar to capital punishment. 

Our European allies have universally abandoned it. Surely we can 

do without the ultimate sanction: "Vengeance is mine, saith the 

Lord." 

Respectfully submitted, / , ,. 

,;1: . / //~ // ? ;~l/4 ~~---

illiam Yolton 
Executive Director, NISBCO 

and member of the NITFCJ 
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Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, Ladies and Gentlemen: I appreciate the 

opportunity to appear before you today. I see that a number of other law 

enforcement organizations are present. I believe that the Commission's 

efforts to bring together representatives from policing and other fields 

directly impacted by sentencing procedures, reflects a dedication to 

formulating fair and responsive guidelines when they are deemed necessary. 

I speak to you today on behalf of the members of the Police Executive 

Research Forum. Our organization is comprised primarily of law enforcement 

executives from the nation's largest jurisdictions. We have joined together 

to promote common goals; among them a mandate to debate issues of concern to 

police and the communities they are sworn to protect. This Commission also 

has a responsibility to protect the public, through sentencing guidelines that 

reflect society's views of a proper response to unlawful behavior. 

I have spent 20 years in local law enforcement, including chief of 

police in Newport News, VA and Largo, FL. I also served as an Assistant Chief 

in Lawrence, KS and in several other capacities in Kansas City, MO including 

patrol officer. My perspective, therefore, is that of a local police 

practitioner. In each community there lies a common concern - protection from 

violence and other forms of criminal behavior. The police, prosecutors, and 

community rely on a system of criminal justice that promises to keep 

identified violent offenders from committing further offenses against 

society. Unfortunately, there are flaws in this system. The absense of 

sentencing guidelines for those convicted of the most heinous crimes is just 

one example of how our system of justice fails to meet its intended purpose of 

prosecuting to the full extent of the law those offenders who present an 
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overwhelming threat to the community. Due in large part to the Furman case 

interpretations, the death penalty is not sought even when federal statutes 

allow for it, because guidelines do not exist to ensure that the sentencing is 

fair and reasonable. 

As I understand it, there are two questions being considered before 

this Commission today. The first issue concerns whether or not this 

Commission should have the statutory authority to promulgate guidelines for 

federal capital offenses. The second question addresses the issue of what 

safeguards these guidelines could possess should the Commission be given that 

authority. In addition, there is a need to determine what types of offenses 

and circumstances should dictate consideration of the death penalty. I 

believe the first question may be best answered by other legal experts. We do 

not feel our testimony regarding the history of the legislation, court 

decisions, and constitutional interpretations would be of benefit to this 

Commission. · There are legal authorities with a great deal more expertise in 

these areas. I will speak instead to the issues raised by the second question. 

Our criminal justice system is built on the premise that legislation 

reflects the priori ti es and standards by which a majority of our society would 

like to live. If federal statutes continue to provide for a death penalty, 

there must be appropriate guidelines to ensure fair and uniform imposition. 

Local law enforcement is concerned with federal capital offenses. It 

is often local law enforcement that is called to investigate incidents later 

prosecuted under federal statutes. As our President Chief Behan mentioned in 

his earlier testimony to th i s Commission, our officers often participate with 
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Federal authorities in joint arrests, particularly in the area of drug 

offenses. The felons we arrest pose a threat to the community at large as 

well as to police and correctional officers. 

In order to properly represent the views of our members, we conducted a 

short phone survey to over 20 member police chiefs. They were asked, 11 D0 you 

support efforts of the U.S. Sentencing Commission to develop guidelines for 

seeking the death penalty on Federal cases where the law provides for its 

use? Of those responding, eighteen answered affirmatively, two had no 

applicable answer and only one responded in the negative, though one other 

said that he agreed conditionally. More telling than the numbers are the 

remarks they provided. Of particular concern were premeditated murders, 

particularly those committed by cop-killers, serial murderers, and those who 

carry out their crimes across state lines. 

In addition, local authorities are growing more concerned with domestic 

terrorism. Terrorists pose an unprecedented threat to the nation--a threat 

that law enforcement on all levels must combat. In keeping with the 

application of the death penalty for acts of treason, severe penalties must be 

imposed on those that undermine the safety and security of the country. There 

was consensus among the chiefs surveyed that these categories of offenders are 

among those that should receive the death penalty, and that guidelines should 

be formulated to allow for imposition of the maximum penalty • 

Our responding members suggested that deference be given to mitigating 

circumstances for each of these categories. One chief suggested that there 

must be some evaluation of whether the offender is a public menace. For 
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example, in a street gang, initiation for membership involves a prospective 

member robbing and beating an individual. There is a "bonus" if the inductee 

happens to kill the person. While this is a local crime that would be 

prosecuted under state statutes, the premise is easily applied to federal 

cases. The chief of police who cited this example felt that in premeditated 

situations in which there is loss of life or a significant threat to society, 

capital punishment guidelines would be helpful to remove the menace from 

society. Conversely, in other 11 heat of passion 11 situations, the death penalty 

may not be warranted because the individual does not present an ongoing threat 

to society, and other forms of punishment may be more appropriate. 

There was also a sense that the death penalty should be imposed in 

situations in which an offense reflects an attack not only on an individual, 

but on our system of government. Killings involving the President, 

Congressmen, and other government agents represent a blatant disregard for the 

order and standards that society has set forth, and should be dealt with 

severely. Similarly, we believe that offenders responsible for law 

enforcement fatalities should receive the maximum penalty for attacking the 

agents designated to protect the law-abiding community. This would include 

local law enforcement officers working with federal agents on special cases 

and assignments. 

I would like to take just a moment to talk about those law enforcement 

officers who have made the ultimate sacrifite in the course of performing 

their duty. We are currently involved in an effort to build a national 

memorial commemorating those officers who have given their lives in the line 

of duty. I believe we can send a message to the officers on the street that 
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we will do more than honor our dead, we will do everything in our power to see 

that these incidents are minimized and that offenders will be held to task for 

their actions. This signal may best be communicated through the imposition of 

dramatic penalties for those offenders who take the lives of law enforcement 

officers or their loved ones. In 1985, 78 police officers were feloniously 

killed in the line of duty. Nine of those offenders had previously been 

arrested for murder. In just this past fiscal year, 2 more federal agents 

were killed by individuals who were convicted of federal felonies. 

As you know, recent research suggests that a large proportion of 

serious crime is committed by a small percentage of repeat offenders. The 

Bureau of Justice Statistics states, 11 Among those for whom legal status at the 

time of the capital offense was reported, about 40% had been in an active 

status. Half of these were on parole, while the rest had charges pending 

( 7':t), were on probation ( 5%), or were prison inmates ( 3%) or escapees ( 3%) . 11 

In addition, a significant percentage of prisoners under sentence of death at 

the time of the study had a previous conviction for homicide. (Bureau of 

Justice Statistics, Capital Punishment, 1985, U.S. Department of Justice.) We 

in local law enforcement are too familiar with murderers who are paroled only 

to kill again. They may claim many victims across numerous states before 

detected. Guidelines must be established to assist those with sentencing 

authority to remove these serial murderers from society, without jeopardizing 

other inmates, correctional officers or the community • 
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The imposition of the death penalty is like no other form of 

punishment, and should be instituted only in circumstances in which the crime 

is so heinous as to dictate an extreme response. We have mentioned some of 

the crimes that might be covered in new guidelines. However, in all cases, 

there must be consideration of the specific circumstances surrounding the 

commission of the crime. Sentencing must be flexible enough to ensure that 

the offense is considered in the context of other factors, such as 

premeditation, the mental and emotional stability of the offender and 

cognizance of what he/she was doing, and any causes for such an action. Yet, 

the court must also impose some standards to ensure fair and consistent 

treatment of offenders, free from discrimination and bias. I will list brief 

examples of some of the characteristics of the offender that may be considered 

in guidelines for federal capital crimes. (It must also be decided if the 

presence of one special trait is enough to preclude further consideration of 

the death penalty for this individual.) 

0 Age and level of understanding (It is important to assess whether a 

child, for example, or mentally impaired person understands his/her actions 

and the implications •.• ) 

O Context of the commission of an offense ( It should be determined if 

the offender acted in response to repeated abuse, coersion, manipulation •••• ) 
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0 Physical health Physical impairments, such as an offender who is 

deaf and mute, must be taken into consideration to determine if such 

disabilities affect their ability to comprehend the law ••• ) 

0 Criminal record {If the individual depends on criminal activity for 

his/her livelihood and shows little prospect for rehabilitation based on past 

experiences, these factors should be considered in the sentencing process ••• ) 

0 Potential threat v. potential contribution to corranunity {It may be 

helpful to determine the offender's potential to the cormnunity through support 

of family, job, or self as opposed to the potential for increased harm ••. ) 

O Crime against individual or government {There should be a 

distinction between an offender who murders an officer on a military base in 

the heat of the moment of a domestic dispute and an offender who murders an 

officer because he is an enforcing agent of the United States ••• ) 

O Dependency on drugs or other substances {Physical addictions may be 

considered when determining whether the death penalty is appropriate, or if 

treatment and incapacitation is a better response .•• ) 

0 Participation in offense {The level of participation in a crime is 

important to sentencing; accomplice, "master-mind", unknowing participant ..• ) 

As mentioned earlier, the death penalty is the ultimate form of 

punishment. Because an error in sentencing is irreversable, there must 
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be stringent safeguards and precise guidelines put in place. It is critical 

that decisions to invoke capital punishment are in no way related to 

discrimination based on age, sex, race, religion, socioeconomic status, 

physical characteristics, sexual orientation, and others. We also support 

automatic appellate review of death penalty sentences. While this might 

create additional work for the courts, it would ensure greater protection 

against a capricious or discriminatory sentence. Also, if the law does not 

already provide for a separate sentencing hearing for death penalty offenses, 

this may be considered. First, the guilt or innocence of the offender would 

be determined. Then a second court could determine the appropriate sentence 

based on evidence more relevant to assessing punishment than guilt or 

innocence, and on the provided guidelines. 

In closing, I would like to state that the Police Executive Research 

Forum applauds the Commission's decision to provide public hearings on this 

issue. The death penalty is an emotionally charged issue with implications 

that affect our most basic human rights. Should it be determined that the 

Commission has the authority to formulate sentencing guidelines for federal 

capital offenses, the Forum membership stands ready to assist in this effort. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to share our concerns with the 

Commission • 
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Chai.nnan Wilkins and manbers of the United States Sentencing Carrnission, we 

welcane this opportunity to share our views on the question of whether or not 

this corrrnission has the authority to write guidelines for certain capital 

offenses. The fact that we do agree is the reason we are here. 

The National Law Enforcement C.Ouncil is an umbrella group of fifteen 

national law enforcement organizations, representing through the executive 

heads of these organizations, over 300,000 law enforcement officers. The 

C.Ouncil does not represent the views of its individual members; that they will 

do for themselves. We are here today to express our views, as a general 

philosophy of law enforcement, which are in agreement with the Department of 

Justice's Office of Legal C.Ounsel 's opinion. We believe that capital 

punishment, for certain crimes , rray be imposed under the Sentencing Reform Act 

of 1984, and that this Cbrrmi.ssion has the authority to prorrnlgate such 

guidelines. 

You will hear individually from other law enforcement national 

organizations, representing specific law enforcement officers, who will speak 

to this question from their organization's point of view. We do not and will 

not suggest t"riat we can speak for them. But, in a general philosophical nature 

we do believe that these carments are endorsed by the vast majority of law 

enforcement officers throughout our country . 
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The Sentencing Commission has the authority to promulgate 

guidelines for the imposition of the death penalty. 

We agree with the opinion of the Department of Justice's 

Office of Legal Counsel that this Commission has the statutory 

authority·to promulgate guidelines for the imposition of the 

death penalty. The Commission's implementing legislation gives 

the Commission the responsibility to promulgate sentencing 

guidelines for the entire range of crimes found in Title 18 of 

the United States Code. Title 18 provides for the death penalty 

for several crimes, including espionage, treason, hijacking, 

murder, and assassination of the President. 

Congress did not intend to exclude the death penalty from 

the ambit of sentences for which the Commission is empowered to 

promulgate guidelines. The mere fact that the implementing 

legislation does not specifically mention the death penalty does 

not indicate to the contrary. 

The death penalty has existed in the federal statutes since 

the foundations of our Republic, despite the fact that it has 

not been implemented by federal courts for about 20 years. 

Congress was aware of the fact that these statutes existed when 

it passed the implementing legislation. Thus, if the Congress 

had intended to exclude the death penalty from the scope of the 

Commission's work, it would have said so explicitly. 

The death penalty serves the purposes of deterrence, 

incapacitation, and retribution. 

The CoITu~ission's implementir.g le~islation provides 

se~tencing should serve certain p~rposes -- deterrence, 

incapacitation, retribution, and rehabilitation. The fa~~ 
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the death penalty serves three of these purposes infers that the 

Congress intended for that sentence to be within the scope of 

the Commission's authority. 

There can be no better reason for the imposition of the 

death penalty than its deterrent effect. One study by Stephen 

K. Layson of the University of North Carolina at Greensboro 

indicates that for every one execution, fifteen lives are saved 

through g~neral deterrent effects. 

Even if some dispute the statistical evidence, common sense 

indicates that the death penalty has a deterrent effect. Those 

who labor daily in the vineyards of criminal justice -- law 

enforcement officials -- generally agree that the death penalty 

deters crime. This view has been noted by the Supreme Court in 

Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 185-86 (1976): 

Although some of the studies suggest that the death 

penalty may not function as a significantly greater 

deterrent than lesser penalties, there is no convincing 

empirical supporting or refuting this view. We may 

nevertheless assume safely that there are murders, such as 

those who act in passion, for whom the threat of death has 

little or no deterrent effect. But for many others, the 

death penalty undoubtedly is a significant deterrent. 

There are carefully contemplated murders, such as murder 

for hire, ~here the possible penalty of death may ~ell 

enter into the cold calculus that precedes the decision to 

su::~ as 

adequate. 
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Retribution is also a valid reason for imposing the death 

penalty. When criminals go unpunished, or are underpunished, it 

causes people to believe that their lives and safety are of no 

concern to their government. By making the price for taking a 

human life the life of the criminal, government asserts that it 

values the lives of its citizens enough to impose the ultimate 

punishment. This will reaffirm the public's faith in their 

government. 

The death penalty also serves the important purpose of 

incapacitation. The value of incapacitation is obvious: dead 

people do not commit crimes. In the case of some violent 

criminals; the death sentence is the only means of 

incapacitation. This is especially true where a person is 

serving a life sentence and commits violent crimes in prison. 

In the absen~e of a death penalty, such a person cannot be 

stopped from committing violent crimes, short of absolute 

solitary confinement. But even then, the prisoner would have 

occasional contact with other people, and would thus pose a 

continual threat. The death sentence is the only viable way to 

completely incapacitate these violent offenders. 

The same holds true for a person who has co~mitted mar.y 

violent crimeso~tside of prison. A person who is has committed 

violent crimes outside of prison will certainly co~~it the~ 

inside of p~ison. Thus, we should not shrink from applyi~g the 

death pe~a~ty in cases where a person would otherwise merit its 

the safety of our prise~ populatic~ along with ~he 3~=2~y c= 
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rest of society. 

Because of its finality, the death sentence does not serve 

the purpose of rehabilitation. Nevertheless, that is not a 

reason for the Commission to decline to consider it. A life 

sentence, or a 60 year sentence (which, for most people, is the 

equivalent of a life sentence) does not serve the purpose of 

rehabilitation. But such sentences are contemplated by the 

current federal sentencing structure, and by the Corrmission. 

The reasoning behind this is clear: there are some criminals 

for whom rehabilitation is too risky. To attempt to 

rehabilitate someone who has committed a crime so heinous as to 

merit the death penalty is irresponsible. It is playing Russian 

Roulette with the lives of innocent people . 

The Commission should promulgate guidelines for the imposition 

of the death penalty for every crime for which the Congress has 

prescibed it as a punishment. but especially for murder. 

espionage. treason. and assassination of the President. 

The Commission should no more forgo considering the death 

penalty for this reason than it should forgo considering any 

other sentence contemplated by the federal statutes. 

While there are several crimes which merit the Com.~ission's 

immediate attention, I would first urge that you profilulgate 

guidelines for every crime which carries the death penalty. The 

fact that the Congress p~es=~ibe= 2 ~e~alty of Ceath :o~ ce=tcin 

~h~s, 

the Congress decides th2~ the death peualty sho~:5 not be gi ve~ 

-:-
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for one or another crime, it can repeal those provisions 

prescribing the death penalty. 

Among the crimes which the Commission should immediately 

promulgate guidelines for the implementation of the death 

penalty are murder, espionage, treason, and assassination of the 

President. 

Practically every civilization in the history of Man has 

punished first degree murder with death. This is not evidence 

of a low regard for human life; rather, it is evidence of a high 

regard for human life. In fact, civilizations which did not 

hold human life in high regard tended to allow persons convicted 

of first degree murder to evade the death penalty, often through 

paying a fine, or by paying a family to have one of its members 

accept the penalty vicariously. 

Our society prides itself in being one of the most, if not 

the most, civilized societies in history. Yet more often than 

not we do not evidence this by requiring the ultimate price for 

the ultimate crime. 

The opponents of the death penalty often point out that 

blacks are generally executed more often than whites. Many 

court cases in recent years have focused upon the alleged 

disproportionate amount of executions of blacks over whites. 

Where this occurs, and results from conscious racism, it is 
.,.. 0 ~.,... --:.ens.: ·01 e --;:-·-c_ • .i. - ._ Eowever, the solution to this problem is nee tc 

el:~:~ate the de3th pe~alty altogether -- the problems of crime 

- t · -
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The problem of disproportionate execution of blacks has 

never been a problem at the federal level. The Bureau of 

Justice Statistics has pointed out that 33 persons have been 

executed by the federal government since 1930. Of those, only 5 

were members of minority groups. Thus, there is no problem of 

disproportionate imposition of the death penalty in federal 

cases. In fact, the federal government has executed a smaller 

proportion of minorities than the population at large. 

What is disturbing about the emphasis upon the number of 

blacks executed is that it overlooks the fact that the 

proportion of blacks murdered far exceeds that of whites. 

Opponents of the death penalty may consider their compassion for 

convicted murderers noble. I assert that it is ignoble to be 

concerned with the guilty at the expense of the innocent. 

Nowhere are the effects of nisplaced compassion more 

evident than here in the District of Columbia, where murder is 

the most frequent cause of death of young black males. What the 

District needs is not more compassion for guilty people, but 

more concern about the innocent. It needs a strong deterrent, so 

that some of these young lives can be saved . The death 

penalty will provide this deterrent. 

Nevert~eless, if the Commission feels that it is necessary 

to take -:.:;, the problen, v,hich has generally been confined to a 

few sta=es, ic is possible co ccns=r-:.:c= procedures which ens~re 
---=- .~.::.. •-.:=:.: __ .. - .. . :: ,,--:::;.-.:.~-=-- ~:: 

-.::- -.::.- -=- -
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victim, could decide whether or not the death penalty should be 

imposed. 

Another area where the death penalty should be applied is 

espionage and treason. Those who betray our country's vital 

secrets place the entire nation at risk. In a war, victory or 

defeat -- and the lives of thousands of soldiers could turn 

upon information obtained from a traitor. 

The imposition of the death penalty would have a deterrent 

effect upon potential traitors. The average mole betrays his 

country for simple financial greed. It is less likely that such 

a person would do so if faced with death. 

Further, once these moles are caught, the threat of death 

would make it more likely that they would be willing to let 

intelligence services "turn" them, that is, feed false 

information to the adversary. 

The Commission should also promulgate guidelines for the 

imposition of the death penalty for the assassinatio~ of the 

President. In the nuclear age, the President of the United 

States, as Commander-in-Chief of our armed forces, is at the 

apex of the chain of coITmand upon which the security and 

survival of the nation, and the entire world, hangs. The 

assassination of the President ~ould severely disrupt that 

chain. If such an assassinaticn were coupled with a severe 

international crisis, the resulting confusio~ could lea= t8 

results . 
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entire world. Should our President be assassinated by a 

terrorist, our leaders might feel compelled to retaliate in a 

similar manner. Thus, history might repeat itself, with similar 

results. However, the trial and execution of the assassin could 

prove to be sufficient catharsis that our leaders would not feel 

compelled to retaliate in as Draconian manner as they might 

otherwise. 

Thus, the survival of the nation, and even the human 

species, would be more completely secured by the deterrent and 

retributive effects of providing for a death penalty for the 

assassination of the President of the United States. 

to 

The 

The 

for 

Conclusion 

We believe that the Sentencing Commission has the authority 

promulgate 

intent of 

Conh"Tiis s ion 

all crimes 

guidelines for the imposition of the death penalty. 

the Congress ·was to give the Commission such authority. 

should promulgate guidelines for its imnosition 

for which the Congress has prescribed it. 
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n.u-ing the past decade, two colleagues arx:l I have studied the administration of 
state capital sentencin:J systems q,eratinJ urx:ler the post-Funnan sentencing refonns · 
awroved by the SUpreme Court. My PJI.POSe today is to disa1ss what light the recent 
experience of these states sheds on the issues of inconsistency arx:l lack of 
evenharrledness that will confront the Ccmnission if it assmnes jurisdiction over the 
capital punishment issue. 

'lhe federal proposals currently peniirg in 0:Jlg:ress authorize the death sentence 
for a number of high visibility rut quite infrequent crimes, such as treason, for 
which no significant comteJ:part exists urx:ler state laws. Ho't.'eVer, the great bulk 
of the death eligible hanicides which would be processed urx:1er the federal proposals 
are first degree nurders_pr _ similiu:__hanicides_ which . m::e very JJ.Jte tile nc,~ly . 
low-visibility hanicides that warrant capital pmishment urx:ler the laws of many 
states. 'lhe federal criminal justice system currently produces 30 to 40 first 
degree murder convictions each year, a large proportion of which arise from 
hanicides ccmnitted on Irx:lian resei::vations. Because of the similarity between the 
capital crimes presently processed by the states arx:l those that are likely to arise 
urx:ler the prcposals, what we have learned abrut the state systens may assist this 
Ccmnission in its a.ssessnert: of sane of the issues raised by the capital punishment 
question. 

Four features of state systems are relevant to the question of consistency arx:l 
evenharrledness urx:ler the federal proposals. First, death sentences are inposed in 
only a small proportion of the death eligible cases. Of the 2,000 to 4,000 death 
eligible·cases prosecuted annually, the nation only i.nposes 250 to 300 death 
sentences, a rate of from only 6% to 15% • 

Secorx:l, the relatively few death sentences that are inposed are not linrl.ted. to the 
IOOSt aggravated cases. Many defeooants who ccmnit extremely aggravated murders do 
not receive death sentences, arx:l many death sentences are inposed in cases that 
cannot be iooaninJfully distinguished from cases that routinely receive lesser 
sentences. 

'lhird, altha.tgh racial discrimination against minority group deferx:lants does not 
awear to be a substantial problem, there is stron;J evidence that defen::iants whose 
victims are white face a substantially greater risk of receiving death sentences. 

Fourth, statutory provisions providi_nJ for the cxmparative proportionality review 
of death sentences .by state supreme coorts have had limited. effectiveness in 
eliminatirq excessive death sentences from the state systems. 

We expect that inconsistent arx:l excessive death sentencirq will be a significant 
problem urx:1er the federal death sentencin;J proposals • . First, the proposals 
authorize far 100re death sentences than federal prosecutors arx:l juries are likely to 
believe shcw.d be .inposed: we anticipate only a harx:lful of death sentences each 
year. Secom, because of broad prosecutorial discretion arx:l the highly 
decentralized nature of the federal system, we can expect substantial geogralil.ic 
disparity in the results. 'Ihim, unique features of federal cr:inrlnal jurisdiction 
over In:lian resei::vations enhance the likelihood of inconsistent or excessive death 
sentences in cases involving Native Anericans. 

We PLOJ:X>Sd that if the carmission assunes jurisdiction over this issue, it 
consider the adq,tion of safeguards against inconsistency arx:l a lack of 
evenharx:lednes that go beyom those J:eqlti.red by the United states SUpi:erre Court. 
Specifically, we r~acetd that aey death penalty proposals shool.d (a) limit the 
death penalty for hanicide to the IOOSt aggravated. fonn.s of intentional murder, arx:l 
(b) should include detailed provisions requiring a comprehensive carparative 
proportionality review by the cairts of AI:,'pea].s • 

1 
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My name is Iavid Baldus. I am the Joseph B. Tye professor of law at the 

• 
University of Iowa College of raw, where I tea. ch courses on criminal law and capital 
p..mishnent. I am presentirYJ these remarks on behalf of myself, Qlarles Pulaski, a 
law professor and criminal procedure specialist at Arizona state University, and 
George Woodworth, a professor of statistics at the University of Iowa. Professors 
Pulaski and Woodworth have collaborated with tre for the past six years in the study 
of capital sentencing in the post-Furman period. 

Shortly after the United states SUprezre eoort•s 1976 decisions aw:roving the 
principal state death sentencing systems, we urx:lertook a series of studies to 
dete.nnine hc.M consistently and evenharrledly the post-Furman v. Georoia (1972) death 
sentencing systems operate in practice. '!his work was sui;p:,rted by grants from 
the National Institute of Justice, the National Science Foun:!ation, and private 
foon::lations. 

By "CD1Sistently am evenharrledl.Y'' I refer to the extent to which the death 
sentence inp::,sed upon aey particular defen:Jant awears to be consistent with the 
sentences ;JJ'{)C')SEd on other defemants dlarged with or convicted of similar capital 

· crimes • 

o.tt- most detailed investigations have been eupirical studies of the death 
sentencing systems rr,w operating in Georgia and Colorado. I am also familiar with 

· ·the extensive literature ai the q:>eration of the post-F\lnnan systems.ll Professor · 

• 
1. See Baldus, Pulaski & Woodworth, "Arbitrariness and Discrimination in 
the Administration of the Death Penalty: A Olallenge to state SUprezre 
eoorts", 15 stetson L. Rey. 133, 146-65 (1986) [hereinafter cited as 
Baldus' Pulaski & Woodworth] • 

2 
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Woodworth arxi I presented the results of our Georgia research in a post-conviction 
prcceed.i.ng challerging the c:x:mstitutionality of the Georgia capital p.mishment 
system. 'lhat case, known as McCleskey v. Kemp, 753 F.2d 877 (11th Cir. 1985), was 

---argue:1-befonrthe11nitect"sta~~last.7::>ct:cl5er am is now await=ingr-'--'------
decision. 

• 

In addition, I have served as a ronsultant to the SUpreme Courts of South Dakota 
arrl Delaware on ccmparative proportionality review in death sentence cases. Arn 
during the period 1982-84, I served as a ronsultant to the National Center for state 
Courts' project on o:nparative Proportionality Review of Death Sentences by state 
SUpreme Courts. 

As I urrlerstarxi it, the camnission is considerinJ a proposal that the Ccmnission 
address the question of whether it should ie::x:arnue:u1 the reenactment of a federal 
death penalty. 'lb assist the Ccmmission in its deliberations, I would like to 
outline the issues cx,nceming ronsistency arxi evenhamedness that are likely to 
arise in the administration of the death penalty urrler the perx:lin:J federal 
proposals, arxi to prcp:>Se charges which may requce the risk that a federal death 
sentence law would produce inconsistent or discriminatocy results. My judglrents on 
this subject are based principally on the striking similarity between the federal 
death penalty system that is likely to emerge urrler the perx:lin:J federal legislation 
arxi the state systens that have ererged over the last 10 years urrler the guided 
discretion statutes approved by the United states SUpreme Court in 1976. 

last May, I presented a similar analysis to the House SUboormnittee on Criminal 
Justice, which has jurisdiction over the proposed death penalty legislation in the 
House of Representatives. In that presentation, I outlined the problems of 
ronsistency arxi evenhan:ledness that I foresaw if those proposals were enacted into 
law. I also :recxmnen1ed that the SUbccmnittee adopt specific safeguards against 
incx:m.sistency arxi a lack of evenhan:ledness, safeguards that would go beyom those 
required by the United states SUpreme Court. Specifically, I :te.xtmerrled that any 
proposed death penalty legislation be limited to the liOSt aggravated fonn.s of 
intentional murder arxi that such legislation should also include detailed provisions 
requiring the relevant Court of ~s to perfonn a comprehensive carparative 
p:rqx:,rtionality review of any federal death sentences. A copy of the ll'Ore detailed 
arxi m::,re thoroughly docmrented statement which I sul::mi:tted to the House Committee is 
attached to this statement as A. 

II. '1he Projected Federal Death Rail if the OJrrent Federal Proposals Becane I.aw 

'!he awlication of the current federal proposals for the reinstitution of the 
death penalty is likely to produce vecy few death sentences an:i these cases are ioost 
likely to arise fran low-visibility cases i:nvolving first degree murder, bank 
rctiJecy hanicides, an:i prison hanicides. M:>reover, these death sentence cases are 
clisp:rqx:,rtionately likely to involve minority grcA.Jp defeooants, partio.llarly Native 
Americans. 

'!he types of federal crimes that wcw.d make a convicted offemer eligible to 
receive the death sentence (death-eligible) urrler the current prqx,sal.s fall into 
two general categories. '1he first categocy involves distinctly federal roncems for 
which no significant OOllllterpart tm:Ier state laws now exists. In this categocy are -
the crimes of treason, espionage, assassination of the President arxi other jnportant 

• 

officials, arxi hanicides involvinJ the use of interstate or foreign c:x:mrerce --
aircraft piracy, train wrecking, mailing lethal objects, even kidnapping for ransom. 

3 



• tJn:ier nonna1 ci.rc:::unst:mx, very few of these death-eligible crimes will be 
cx:mnitted each year, b.lt when they do ocx:ur, they are likely to attract substantial 
p.lblic attention. 

In the secarn category, we firxl three types of proposed death-eligible crimas that 
are very llllc:h like the crimes that ·may warrant capital pmishment urner the laws of 
many states, i.e., 

· * pzene.litated or first degree 111lrder, 

* hanicide c:amnitted in the c::::oorse of a bank robbecy, 

* • hanicide c:amnitted by a federal prisoner subject to a life sentence or 
··while at:t:enpt:i.nJ to escape.Y 

When c:arpared to the lOOre exotic sort of potentially capital federal crimes in the 
first category - espionage, treason, assassination of the President - these three 
federal hanicide offenses, in irxlividual mstarx::es, are nonnally of relatively low 
visibility. In this respect as well, they resemble the typical capital hanicide 
pzosecuted in state oc:mts. 

F\lrthermre, based on an-rent statistics, it awears that the vast majority of 
federal death-eligible hanicides would fall within this secorrl catego:cy of low-
visibility crines. Al.so, the mnnber of cases in this category is not likely to be 
large. 0.lrrentl.y, the federal government prosecutes between 180 am 210 homicide 
cases each year, which produce from 30 to 40 first degree murder cx,nvictions per 

• 
year; arrl feiwer than 20 of these cases a year are currently ronsidered serious 
erx,ugll to warrant a sentence of five years or m:>re • . We consider it quite unl:ikel.y 
that federal prosecutors arxi juries will consider 100re than a harx:lfu1 of these cases 
to be sufficiently death-worthy to justify a death sentence. 

Finally, a lal:ge prc:portion of the cases that result in first degree murder 
corwictions - for which the perxim;J prqnsals wa.ild authorize the death penalty -

to involve mmiers ccmnitted (a) on Imian :resei:vations urner federal 
jur~ction, arxi (b) in u.s. territories (Virgin Islams, Guam, arxi the Northern 
Marianas). 

III. : Anticipated Results am Issues Arisin:3' :fran the Processin:3' of Ra.ttine IDw-
Visibility cases tJn:ier the Federal Pl.qx:sals. 

'1he experience of the states in prooessin:3' death-eligible cases wich are 
catparable to the low-visibility, potentially capital federal cases (nmder, bank 
robbecy, arrl pri.scn hanicides) pr;ovides the basis for anticipatin:3' a lack of 

· consisterx:y arrl evenharrledness um.er the federal pzup::&tls. · A principal soorce .of~ 
exoessi~ in .the. state -·systems is that death sentences are inposed in a very 
sma11 · pzq:>0z tlon of all death-eligible cases - only 250 to 300 sentences are 

• 
·2. ,ii&: sirn1Jarity of the federal am state crimes in this category beoares 
even ·more strikmJ when one also considers the sorts of aggravatin:3' 
circumstances which, urner the perxim;J bills, would elevate these three 
state law-type hanicides to the status of capital crimes. In many 
respects, they too reseni,le the statutorily designated aggravatin:J 
circumstances enployed by many state statutes. 
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• imposed annually, accounting for what we estiniate to be just 10-15% of the death-
eligible cases prosecuted urrler state law.JI 'Ibis low death sentencing rate ocx::urs 
because the state capital sentencing systems operate in substantially the same way 
as U:te systens asal for p1cx:e;shg 0U1et serioos felo1des. Spa;i:f±tally, the state 
systems are daninated by the exercise of prosecutorial discretion which results in 
plea bargaining arxi waiver of the death penalty in the vast majority of cases. 'lhe 
result is that very few death-eligible cases ever reach a sentencing jw:y, arxi even 
when they do, juries inpose death sentences only about 50% of the tilne. 'lhe 
principal reason for this low ·death sentencing rate, we believe, is that the scope 
of the state death sentencing statutes embraces far nnre cases than prosecutors and 
juries believe should receive a death sentence. 

F\lrther, because of this overbreadth of the state death sentencing statutes and 
broad exercise of prosea.itorial discretion, the few death sentences that are 
actually imposed are not lilllited to the :rrost aggravated murder cases. It is true 
that a large proportion of the death sentences imposed do occur in the nnst 
aggravated cases, e.g. , those involving seriais contenp:>raneous offenses such as 
rape arxi anned rcbbery, especially when canbined with multiple victims, torture, and 
extreme brutality. But it is also clear that many of the defermnts who ccmnit 
extremely aggravated nurders do not receive death sentences. Moreover, we f:im that 
a significant number of defernants have received death sentences in cases that are 
generally no nnre aggravated than the large majority of cases that result in lesser 
sentences. 'lhese results also reflect the trernerrlais variations between CO\ll1ties 
am judicial districts in prosecutorial arxi jw:y judgments as to what constitutes a 
death-eligible offense. Urxler the perrling federal proposals, the same problems 
would exist. '1he category of low-visibility crines for which capital punishment 

• 
would be authorized is nearly as broad as it is in :rrost states. In addition, not 
only do federal prosecutors exercise as much discretion as state prosecutors, but 
because the federal system is so highly decentralized, we can also expect to see 
even nnre geograµrlc disparity in the exercise of federal prosecutorial discretion 
than we do within any given state jurisdictions. 

'lhe experience of the states also suggests that the proposals to reintroduce 
federal death sentencing will raise inportant issues of racial discrimination. 
Although the data fran the states suggest that racial discrimination against 
minority group defermnts is not a substantial problem, there is strong evidence 
that defermnts whose victims are white face a substantially greater risk of 
:receiving death sentences. Ccmmmity pressure arxi psychological identification with 
the victim is considerably nnre likely to affect our p:redaninantly white prosecutors 
am juries. Not only would these same forces arxi influences affect federal 
prosecutors arxi juries, bit three cacplications unique to federal Imian 
reservations, where :rrost of the death-eligible cases would probably arise, further 
enhance the likelihood of racially discriminatory effects. 'lhe first is that Native 
American defermnts tried for hanicides camnitted on their reservations are not 
tried by their Native American peers bit by federal juries, who are predominantly 
white citizens. '1he secord cacplication is the division of criminal jurisdiction 
over Imian :reservations between state arxi federal authority. In sane states, this 

· cr.iminal: -jurisdiction is exclusively federal, arxi -in others it is exclusiveiy state, 
while in other states sane of the reservations are urrler federal authority arxi sane 
are urrler state control. We estimate that approximately 60% of the 352,000 people 
residing on Imian reservations are urrler federal criminal jurisdiction. 

• 3. See Baldus, Pulaski & Woodworth, note 1, at 154. 
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• Bifurcation of authority over hanicides occurrin;r on Irx:lian :resei:vations further 
carplicates the cx:msistency issue. 

A third oaiplication on the ·. Irx:lian reservations· umer federal jurisdiction is an 
exception to federal jurisdiction on the basis of the deferrlant-victim racial 
canbination of the case. Umer current law, a hanicide case occurrin;r on an Irx:lian 
reservation which involves lx:Jth a non-Irx:lian defemant arrl a non-In:lian victim falls 
outside of federal jurisdiction. As a result, umer the federal proposals, capital 
crimes c:xmnitted on an Irx:lian reser:vation that irwolved either an Irx:lian defeooant 
or an Irxlian victim would be subject to a possible death sentence, while identical 
crimes between two non-Irx:lians would fall umer the jurisdiction of the host states, 
whose laws may or may not include capital pmislnrent. 

'Ihe fa.nth feature of the state experience with death sentencin;r that is relevant 
to the federal proposals cx:mcems the efficacy of c:x:,nparative proportionality 
review. 'Ibis c:xmoept refers to the requirement in :roost death sentencin;r states, 
either by statute or court decision, that an ai;.pel.late court llUlSt review each death 
penalty case arx1 detennine whether the death sentence in the case is "excessive or 
disproportionate to the penalty inposed in silllilar cases, considerin;J both the crime 
arx1 the defemant." 'lhe SUpi::ene Court has held, however, that pi::oportionality 
review of this type is not constitutionally required. Moreover, we have fouoo that 
even in the states that do use c:x:,nparative proportionality review, that it is not 
particularly effective. 'Ihe reason, in lai::ge part, for this lack of effectiveness 
is that the review process actually errployed is not sufficiently systen,atic arrl 
carprehensive to aca:mplish the inten:led results. Because of the high risk that the 
federal proposals will produce c:x:,nparatively excessive sentences, the question of an 

• 
effective system of c::x:n-parative proportionality review umer the federal proposals 
should be a high priority if the canmission assmnes jurisdiction over this 
question • .41 

N. Reccmnerrlations to Limit the Risk of Inconsistency arx1 a rack of 
Evenhan:ledness in Federal Death Sentencin;J 

First, we l:e:xAiiterrl that if the Ccmnission assmnes jurisdiction over this issue, 
it should cx:msider narrowin;r the definition of the death-eligible crimes, for 
exanple by limitin;J the definition of a potentially death-eligible rmn:der to one 
intentionally ccmnitted by the defeooant. We also :reccmmem that the "heinoos, 
ci::uel, or depraved" statutoi::y aggravatin;J factor be limited to ci.rcmnstances in 
which "the deferrlant subjected the victim to torture or a silllilar gratuitoos 
infliction of pain in a heinoos, cruel, or depraved manner." 'Ihese limitations 
would avoid potential constitutional issues concemin:J ovemreadth, hanocmi.ze 
federal law with c:mparable state laws, arrl limit death eligibility to only the irost 
aggravated intentional nmders. 

Secorrl, am, in oor q;,inion :roost important, we :reccmmem that the Ccmnission 
consider reccmnerxlirg detailed provisions for the corrluct of carparative 
proportionality review. Specifically, we suggest that the legislation should 

· ·· ·require the · united states Ccmts of A[peals- to· 'oarrluct sudl a review on the direct - · 

• 
4. A detailed di satssion of the issues involve1. in the develc::poont of an 
effective system of proportionality review is presented in Van ruizerrl, 
"Ccrrparative Proportionality Review in Death Sentence cases: What? How? 
Why?" 8 State ct. J. 9 (SUnuner 1984). 
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• a~ of every death sentence case. such legislation shrul.d also require the 
reviewing coort to (a) consider all cases of similar culpability that resulted in a 
hanicide ronviction by plea or at trial; (b) to identify the specific cases deemed 

---to-ben~U.milar for-cat"parative pn:poses; and (c) to explain the basis of its decision 

• 

• 

with reference to those similar cases. 

An effective system of proportionality review shrul.d also include a requirement 
that the Justice Department, through its local prosecutors, collect and maintain 
nachine readable and narrative descriptions of all death eligible cases processed in 
the federal c:nJrts. 'Ihese data shrul.d be available to the eourts of AWea.Is and the 
parties in all death penalty cases. With infonnation of this type available, the 
Courts of AR:>eals reviewing death cases 'WQ]].d be in a position to detennine the 
relative frequency with which death sentences are inposed in classes of similar 
cases, decided for exanple over the last five years, and to detennine whether the 
death sentence case before it can be meaningfully distinguished f:ran the death-
eligible cases that routinely result in life sentences or less. 'Ihe proportionality 
review experiences of the state supreme c:nJrts clearly derocmstrates that without 
sudl a data base of infonnation available to the reviewing coort an effective system 
of jtnicial oversight is not possible. 

In surrmazy, by ioore narrowly defining the categories of federal capital crimes and 
by ensuring an effective proportionality review system, the canmission can maximize 
the prospects of lbniti.ng the death penalty to only the most serious and aggravated 
federal crimes and of avoiding the kirrls of excessiveness and discr.inrl.nation that 
still occur tmder contenp:>rary state death sentencing procedures • 
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CDNSISTmCY AND EVENHANIECNESS m FEDERAL DElfilI SENl'ENCIN; 
UIDER PROroSED LEGISLATlDN: LESsrns FRCM 'llIE STATES 

During the FSSt decade, two colleagues and I have studied the adninistration of 
state capital sentencing sy-stans oparating under the !:X)st-Furrnan sentencing ref orrns 
approved by the sui;:rane Q:>urt. My purp::>se today is to discuss what light the rea:nt 
experience of these states sheds on the problans of inoonsistency arxl lack of 
everilandedness that are likely to arise if the death sentencing bills currently 
~ooing before this Subcmunittee becx:me law. 

'lhe federal prop:,sals authorize the death sentence for a nl.lllber of high visibility 
but quite infr~nt crimes, such as treason, for which no significant counteq::art 
exists t.mder state laws. Hcwever, the great bulk of the death eligible hanicides 
whidl would be processed under the federal prop:,sals are first degree murders whidl 
are vecy rmidl like the noDnally lcw visibility hanicides that warrant capital 
punishment under the laws of many states. 'llle federal eystan currently produa:s 30 to 
40 first degree murder cxmvictions each year, a large proportion of which arise f ran 
hanicides a:mmitted on. Indian reservations. Because of the similarity between the 
capital crimes i;:resently processed by the states and those that are likely to arise 
under the prop:,sals, what we have learned about the state eystans may assist this 
Subcxmnittee in its deliberations. 

Four features of state eystans are rel.er.rant to the federal proµ>sals. First, death 
sentences are irnfx>sed in only a snall i;:roportion of the death eligible cases. In fran 
2,000 to 4,000 death eligible cases prosecuted annually, the nation only im};:oses 250 
to 300 death sentences, a rate of only 6% to 15%. 'lbe reasons for the low death 

• 

sentencing rates are an 1.JIWillingness of prosecutors to pursue a death sentena: in a 
large pro!:X)rtion of death eligible cases and a freqrent reluctance on the '[Ert of 
juries to imp:>se a death sentence. 'lhese lcw death sentencing rates rer.real a 
substantial gap between strong public SUP!:X}rt for capital punishnent in theory, 
expressed in public opinion !:X)lls and broad state death panalty laws, and suH_X)rt for 
capital punishrrent in practice. 

Secom, the relatively few death sentences that are imµ>sed are not limited to the 
m:>st aggravated cases. Many defendants who cc:rnnit extranely aggravated murders do not 
rea:ive death sentences. 

'lhird, although racial discrimination against minority group defermnts does not 
appaar to be a substantial problem, there is strong er.ridence that defendants whose 
victims are white face a sutstantially greater risk of receiving death sentences. 

Fourth, statutory provisions providing for the <Xmlp:trative proµ>rtionality rer.riew 
of death sentences by state sui;:rene oourts have had limited effectiveness in 
eliminating excessive death sentences fran the state eystans. 

We e:xi;:ect that inoonsistent and exa:ssive death sentencing will be a significant 
probl.an under the federal death sentencing proµ>sals. First, the proµ>sals authorize 
.far more death sentences than federal prosecutors and juries are likely to belier.re 
should be inp:>sed1 we anticip:tte only a harxiful of death sentences eadl year. Second, 
because of broad i;:rosecutorial discretion and the highly dea:ntralized nature of the 
federal systan, we can expect substantial geograJ;ilic disi;:arity in the results. '!bird, 
unique features of federal criminal jurisdiction over Indian reservations erhance the 
likelihood of inoonsistent or excessive death sentences in cases involving native 
llmericans. 

We recomrcerrl that the canrnittee aooµ: safeguards against inoonsistency arrl a lack 
of everilandedness that gJ beyond those required by the United States suirane Cburt • 

• 

Sfecifically, we recxxrareoo that arw proµised death r:,emlty legislation (a) be limited 
to the m:>st aggravated forms of intentional murder, and (b) should include detailed 
provisions requiring a cx:xnprehensive oomµirative proµirtiomlity review by the Court 
of ~als. 
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My name is David Baldus. I am Josei:n B. Tye professor of law at 
the University of Icwa College of Law, where I teadl rourses on 
criminal law and capital punishment. I am i;resenting these renarks on 
rehalf of ll!{self, Oiarles Pulaski, a law professor am criminal 
procedure specialist at Arizona State University, and George Woocworth, 
a professor of statistics at the University of Iowa. 

Shortly after the United states Su!Z'ane Court's 1976 decisions 
api;rOV'ing the principll state aeath sentencing eystans, we undertook a 
series of studies to &teIIl\ine how mnsistently and evemanaedly the 
post-Fupnan Ye Georgia (1972) death sentencing eystans OF,erate in 
practice.l/' By "consistently am eveman3edly" I refer to the extent 
to whidl the sentence inqx>sed upon any pirticular &ferrlant appears to 

11' Baldus, Pulaski & Woociriorth, "Arbitrariness and Discrimination in 
the Adninistration of the Death Penalty: A Oiallenge to State Suprene 
Courts," __ Stetson L,Pe,7, __ (1986) (in press) 1 Baldus, Woodworth & 
PUl.aski, "Monitoring and E.valuating Contanporary Death Sentencing 
Systens: Lessons £ran Georgia," 18 U,C,Dayis L,Eev, 1375 (1985): 
Baldus, PUl.aski & WOOQrlorth, "canpirative Review of Death Sentences: 
M Empirical Study of the Georgia Experience," 74 J.Crim,L, & 
Criminology 661 (1983) 1 Baldus, Pulaski & Kyle, "Identifying 
Canpiratively Excessive Sentences of Death: A Quantitative Approadl," 
33 stan,r,,&:v, 1 (1980). 
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be consistent with the sentences imp:>sed on other defermnts charged 
with or convicted of capital crirres. 

,p 

Our most detailed investigations .. 'have been empirical studies of 
the death sentencing systens n<:M op;?rating in Georgia and Colorado. 
Our work has been SUJ:P>rted cy- grants fran the Natioml. Institute of 
Justice, the National Science Fotmchtion, and p:-ivate fotm&.tions. 

In addition, I have served as a consultant to the Sup:-ene Courts 
of South Dakota and Delaware on canpirative i;roportional.ity re.riew in 
death sentence cases. And during the i;eriod 1982-84, I served as a 
consultant to the National O!nter for state Cburts i:roject on 
canpirative Proi;x>rtioMl.ity Review of Death Sentences cy- state suirene 
Cburts. 

My pl.1I1X)se today is to discuss what light the recent experience of 
the states that use capital punimroont Eileds on the i:roblens of 
inconsistency am lack of evemarxledness that are likely to arise if 
the federal death sentencing bills currently !Ending before this 
Subcmnnittee bea:rne law. To be sure, the bills before you are 
different fran the death IEnal.ty laws of the various states: but they 
also resenbl.e those state laws in many important r~cts. Certainly, 
with resIEct to the observations I would like to make today, the 
similarities between existing state laws and the proI,X>sed federal 
legislation are more important than the differences, as I mall try to 
explain. 

II. Federal Hanici&s am the Proi;x>sals to Make Certain Federal Crimes 
capital Offenses 

Most of the p:oi;x>sals no,, before you suggest a two-step 
&tennimtion of 'lrhether al'¥ pu-ticular federal defenamt mould 
receive a death sentence.2/ The first step is determine whether the 
def ermnt has a::mmitted a federal crime, e.g. treason, for which 
capital puniEhrent is authorized tmder the api;roFCfate d.rC\JJlStances. 
If so, the secooo step inval ves a &termination, based upon the 
aggravating and mitigating factors irerent in the individual case, · 
whether that :r;articular defemant mould rea::!ive a death sentence. 

~e sorts of feooral. crimes that would make a convicted offender 
"death-eligible" under the current p:oi;x>sals represent an interesting 
mix.3/ Most of then inval ve distinctly federal concerns for whidl no 

V See, ~, H.R. 343, 99th Cbng. 2d Sess. S 3562A (1985) 1 s. 239, 
99th Cbng. 1st Sess. S 3593 (1985) • 

3/ A defenamt becxmes •<Eath eligible• if the d.rcunstances of the 
cr.ilre would SUJ:P)rt ooth (a) a a>nvid:ion for an offense for whidl 
death is an authorized sanction, arxl (b) a finding that a statutory 
aggrl!ll'ating circun.stana! is present in the case, whether or not the 
defenchnt is actually charQed and oonvicted of the capital crime 
a::mnitted, and if a capitaf ccnvictian <bes result, whether the · 
defendant is sentenced to life irrprisrnment or death. 
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significant rounteq:a.rt under state laws nc:M exists. I incluce in this 
categor:y treason, espionage, assassination of the Presicent and other 
imfortant officials, aoo hanicices involving the use of interstate or 
foreign canmer~aircraft piracy, train wrecking, mailing lethal 
objects, e11en kidnapping for ransan.4/ On the other hand, there are 
also three aggravated hanicices for whidl the death pmalty is 
suggested that are ver:y mud>. like the kinds of crimes that may warrant 
capital punishment under the laws of many states, i.e., 

* preneditated or first degree murder,5/ 
* hanicice a:mnitted in the rourse of a bank robber:y,6/ 
* hanicide a:mnitted by a federal p:isorer subject. to a life 

sentence or while attanp::ing to escai;e.7/ 

'lhese three p:>tentially capital federal crimes are of interest for 
several reasons. First, as I just mentiored, they resenble in their 
legal el.enents crimes that many states classify as p:>tentially capital 
offenses. 'Ibis similarity bea::mes even more striking when one also 
ronsicers the sorts of aggravating circunstanres which, under the bills 
t:efore you, would elevate these three stat~law tyi;e hanicides to the 
status of capital crimes. In many resi;ects they, too, resenble the 
statutorily designated aggravating circunstanres anployed by many state 
statutes.el 

4/ The follcwing laws either currently authorize a ceath sentence or 
define circunstanres, the i:resenre of whidl, under the federal 
I.Xoi:osals, would elevate first degree murder to capital murder: 18 
u.s.c. S 34 (1982) (aircraft destruction with ooath resulting) 1 18 
u.s.c. § 794 (1982) (espionageh 18 U.S.C. § 844(d), (f) (Supp. II 1984) 
(dealing with explosives if death results) 7 18 u.s.c. § 1716 (1982) 
(mailing dmgerous itans resulting in death) 7 18 u.s.c. § 1751 (1982) 
(kidnaH;)ing, assault, assassination of Presioont, staff rnanbers, or 
attanpt thereto) 7 18 u.s.c. S 1992 (1982) (train wrecking with <Eath 
result) 7 18 u.s.c. S 2113 (Supp. II 1984) (bank robber:y with death 
result) 7 18 u.s.c. § 2381 (1982) (treason) 7 49 U.S.C.A. S 1472 (West 
1986) (air piracy with ooath) • 

5/ 18 U.S.C. S llll (Supp. II 1984). 

6/ 18 U.S.C. S 2113 (Supp. II 1984). 

V ~, s. 239, 99th Cong. 1st Sess., S 3592(c) (1) (1985) prop,ses 
capital punisunent for murder cmmdtted by a prisorer escaping fran 
federal custody or by a prisoner serving a life tenn in a federal institution. 

8/ The statutory aggravating circunstanres in the federal :r:rop,sals 
IOOst rompirable to those in the typical state law that elevate a first 
degree murder to capital murder include: kidnapping for ransan1 
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The one exception to this ol:servation that deserves mention is the 
statutory aggravating d.rcunstance included in several of the 
proJ;X>sals--"murder after suootantial planning arxl 
praneditation. "9/ This proJ;X>sed aggravating circunstance, which is 

found in no state law, would eJCP:lnd federal death eligibility far 
beyond that oontenplated aJ¥ state. It would api:;ear to apply to a 
wide variety of intentioral murders such as those a:mmitted between 
sJ;X)uses, fanily, and friends that, in the absence of other aggravating 
cirClJ'Dstances, would not seen to justify society's ultimate i:;eral 
sanction. Certainly, that no state currently makes this factor a basis 
for capital pmifhment argues for its reo:m.sideration.W 

'lhe seoond reason that we think the three stat~lcW type hanid.des 
are imp:)rtant o:mcerns the extent to which they will attract sustained 
.public attention. canpired to the more exotic sort of J;X)tentially 
capital federal crimes--espionage, treason, assassination of the 
President-these three federal offenses, in individual instanres, are 
normally of relatively lair visibility. In this resi;ect as well, they 
resenbl.e the typical capital hanid.de :[XOsecuted in state oourts. 

There is a third reason as well to be interested in this group of 
three stat~lcW type crimes. Based on current statistics, it ap~ars 
the vast majority of hanicides presently prosecuted in the federal 
courts fall within this group. 'lhis sugg:sts that we can e~ct to see 
relatively few instanres of the more unusml federal crimes--treason, 
espionage, or assassination of a high public official-which will 
bea:,me capital offenses under the prop::>sed legislation. If such crimes 
occur, of oourse, they will receive surstantial public attention, and 
iro~rly so, since they constitute extrenely serious criminal conduct, 

deferrlant has a prior conviction for a state or federal crime for which 
death or life was authorized: prior conviction for two or more federal 
or state offenses involving suootantial violence: def errlant created 
grave risk to one or more ~rsons in addition to the victim; contract 
killing: offense a:mmitted in an e~cially heinous, crtEl, or depraved 
manner; killing for pecuniacy gain: defend:l.nt seeking to escai:;e £ran 
federal custody; arxl deferrlant serving a life term. ~, ~, s. 239, 
99th O>ng. 1st Seas., S 3592(c) (1985). 

91 ~, s. 239, 99th Cong. 1st Sess., § 3592(c) (9) (1985) establimes 
a deferrlant as death eligible if he "camnitted the offense after 
substantial planning and iraneditation to cause the death of a i:;erson • 

" . . . 
lJ)/ Another difference between the proJ;X>sed federal arx1 current state 
laws is that the federal law ooes not define as death eligible first 
degree murder cxmnitted in the course of a rape, or a kidnapping not 
for ran.son, unless it is cx::mmitted in an "e~cially heinous, crtEl, or 
deµ:-aved" manner. M:>st state laws include these two oontenporaneous 
offenses in their list of statutory aggrcYating circunstana?s. 
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jeop1rdizing the national interest. HcMever, toth their hi<jl 
visibility and relative infrequ:mcy distinguim then fran the 
nationally less significant am normally lCM visibility intentional 
murders that make up the bulk of first degree murder comictions 
obtained today in toth the federal and state courts. 

Of oourse, when we si;:eak of the state-li3W type murders that 
currently oonstitute the bulk of federally prosecuted hanicides, we are 
not talking alx>ut a large mrnber of cases. Currently, the federal 
governnent i:rosecutes between 180 and 210 hanic:l.de cases eadl year. 
Roughly three-fourths of these cases result in a hanic:l.de comiction. 
Of these <DrNictions, ge~rally al:x>ut o~third are for first degree 
murder. 'lhe nunber of federal first degree murder mmictions, 
therefore, ranges fran 30 to 40 per year.U/ Interestingly, a large 
pcoportion of the cases that result in first degree murder comictions-
-for which the current proµ:>sals would authorize the death t=enal ty--
api:ear to imalve murders ccmnitted (a) on Indian reservations under 
Federal jurisdiction, and (b) in U.S. territories (Virgin Islands, Guam 
and the Northern Marianas).l.2/ 

U/ The rei:x>rted nunber of federal deferx:Jants prosecuted for hanicide 
(first am secooo degree murder and manslaughter) during the twelve-
roonth i;:eriod ended June 30, 1981 through 1985 were: 216, 185, 190, 207, 
and 188. Director, Adninistrative Office of the United States Courts, 
OODM3 :Remrt 355 (1985) • 

l.2/ There are no hard statistics available on the distribution of 
federal hanicides stbject matter and circunstances, but officials at 
the Adninistrative Office of the United states Courts estimate the 
assertion in the text is correct. '!be statistics atout federal 
hanicides that are available also api;:ear to support this estimate. 
Table 1, which is ai::p!rrled to this rei:x>rt, comi;ares the µ:>µ.tl.ation 
distribution on Indian reservations according to the 1980 a:nsus with 
the distribution of federal hanicide dlarges and comictions during the 
i:eriod 1982-83. It indimtes that for the one year i:eriod ending June 
30, 1983, 68% (80/117) of federal hanic:l.de oomictions were reFQrted 
fran affmore territories and states with exclusive or concurrent 
federal jurisdiction over Indian reservations. Also, Patti Tin Bin 
Boo, Conputer Analyst, Bureau of Indian Affairs, reports that 68 
murders were cx:mmitted in 1984 on reservations under Federal 
jurisdiction, although the final disposition of these cases is unknc~m. 

Table 1 al.so indicates that the U.S. territories of the Virgin 
Islands, Guan and the northern M:lrianas account for 11% of the federal 
hanic:l.de oomictions. 

'Ibere are also a nunber of hanicides cnnrnitted in federal prisons. 
In 1983, 12 federal innate sl.ayings were reported and 9 were reported 
in the six months of 1984, the latest data available. 9 Corrections 
Cqnrerxllun (No. 10) , Contact Center Inc. , Lincoln, Nebraska, p. 7 
(April 1985). It is unknCMn ha..r many of these prison hanicides would 
be capital under the federal rroposals. Fe&:?ral jurisdiction also 
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Another imp:,rtant similarity between present state death-
sentencing systens and the current federal proJ;Osals a:mcems the role 
of the prosecutor. In lx>th systens, the prosecutor exercises a very 
large degree of discretion. Under the death pmal ty laws of every 
state, the prosecutor initially decides whether to charge a def ermnt 
with capital murder. Moreover, in mst states prosecutors are free to 
acrei;:t guilty pleas temered by capital defeooants in exchange for 
waiving the cl:ath pmalty. Sane states also ~rmit the J.%Osecutor to 
waive the death renalty unilaterally even after a jury has <X>IlV'icted 
the defendant at trial of capital murder. Feceral i;rosecutors 
traditionally enjoy a similar degree of discretion in hanicide cases, 
and oone of the rending p:oJ;Osals would in any wey restrict that 
discretion in capital cases.U/ 

In sumnary, under the federal proi;omls capital puniS'lment would 
becx:me a i;otential sanction for a variety of crimes, one of which--
intentional or first degree murder--is quite similar to the sort of 
murder that CDnstitutes a capital offense in many states. Furthermore, 
the sorts of statutory aggravating circunstanres that mi<jlt justify a 
federal death sentence t.mder the p:oJ.X)sals before you for the :irost pirt 
resemble those enployed by many states. Since the most frequently 
prosecuted federal crime that would becane a capital offense under the 
current pt"OJ;Omls is intentional, aggravated rnurrer, what we have 
learned about the disi;osi tion of canpirable capital crimes in the state 
systems may assist this Subcxmunittee in its deliberations. 

III. Consistency aoo EV'erilandedness in the Adninistration of State 
Post-Fncman Death Sentencing Laws 

'!he available data f ran our studies of Georgia arrl Coloracb and 
the results of studies CDnducted by others in several states reveal 
four features of oontenµ,rary state death-sentencing systens that are 
i;:articularly relevant to the federal pt"Oµ>sals. First, c:Eath rentenres 
in the states are imp:,sed in only a snall proµ,rtion of all d:ath 
eligible cases. As a nation, we prosecute each year between 2,000 and 
4,000 cases, the circunstances of which µ,tentially implicate the d:ath 
~ral ty. But we only imrose the death ~ral ty in 250 to 3 00 of those 
cases, i.e., in fran only 10 to 15% of the death eligible cases. Table 
2, wich is apr,ended to this state-rent, i;:resents an overview of the 
death sentencing rates reamtly observed in the µ,st-Furman p:!riod. 
E.ven arrong the cases resulting in oonviction for capital murd:r, the 

reaches hanicides canmitted in national pirks and by civilians on 
military reservations. 

lJ/ In the twelV&-m:,nth ~riod ending June 30, 1984, 33 first degree 
murder <X>IlV'ict.ions were obtained in the federal systen. Sixteen, or 
48% of these were obtained by gull ty plea, rresunably in :irost instanres 
throu<jl a plea oorgain. Direct.or, Mninistrative Office of the United 
states Courts, oorunJ F,erort 348 (1984). 
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rate is quite low; only a harrlful. mow rates over .so. At a time when 
opinion palls and prosecutors express great support for capital 
punimment, these results are surprising. In addition, these low rates 
renain quite stable fran year to year and fran state to state, and they 
show relatively little regional variation. 

We have also explored the reasons for these low death sentencing 
rates. Figure 1, which is a~rrled to this statenent, helps to explain 
the low death sentencing rates in one state, Colorado. 'lbe figure 
i;:cesents the flow of potentially capital cases through Colorad:>' s eeath 
sentencing systan over a four-year p?riod. It reveals a trenenoous 
rate of attrition of cases at the plea-bargaining stage. It also 
indicates that p:osecutors pursue ceath sentences in only a very snall 
fraction of the death eligible cases that result in capital murder 
romietions at trial. fureo17er, the jury <Eath sentencing rate among 
the haMful. of cases that reach a p?nalty trial is only .33 (4/12). 

'lbe fl CM of cases through Colorado's capital charging and 
sentencing systan is typical of the systans fotmd in the states for 
which we have data.U/ What we find is that <Eath sentencing rates 
in the United States are lCM, but not because of the intercession of 
state appellate courts or the fe<Eral judiciary. Rather these low 
<Eath-sentend.ng rates result fran the actions of prosecutors and 
ordinary citizens who, as jurors, process these cases on a daily basis • 

These lCM death sentencing rates reveal a sul:stantial gap between 
support for capital punisbnent in theory, as exp:-essed in public 
opinion polls aoo broad state <Eath eligibility legislation, am 
support for it in p:-actice. 01'V! i:ossible reason for this gap is the 
enormous experxll.ture of time aoo money associated with the corrluct of 
capital litigation, which no d:mbt deters sane prosecutors fran seeking 
the <Eath p?nalty in every <Eath-eligibl.e case. A more inq;:ortant 
explanation, we believe, is that these low death sentencing rates 
reflect society's effort to resolve the profound value oonflicts 
implicated in capital µmisunent. '!be fgru national qmta of 250-
300 death sentences inq;:osed annually symbolizes the nation's caranitmmt 
to the protection of the lives of the public, while the exercise of 
leniency p:osecutors and juries in the vast majority of death 
eligible casefr-aI={roximately 2,000 to 4,000 each year--reflects the 
nation's urwillingness to take the lives of even our m:,st culµible 
criminals on a wholesale t:asis. 

Curiously enough, however, the relatively few death sentences that 
we do impose are not necessarily limited to the rost aggravated murder 
cases. 'lhis is the se<X>oo feature of the <Eath-sentencing experience 

W The nunbers of death sentences inq;:osed in states with large 
nunbers of hanicides are, of course, larger. For example, the average 
nunber imp:)sed annually in Florida is about 35, in Georgia 15, in 
california 35, and in Te~s 30. 
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of the states that is relevant to the federal proµ>sals. To be sure, a 
large portion of the death sentences that the states imµ>se occur in 
the most aggravated cases, e.g. , those involving serious 
a:mtanpora~us offenses sudl as rai;e, multiple victims, torture, and 
extrene brutality. But it is also clear that many of the deferxlants 
who ccmnit these nost extranely aggravated murders ch not receive death 
sentences. '!his sanetimes haJ?EEn because the sentencing j ud~ or jury 
dlooses to be lenient. More often, however, this hapi;ens because the 
prosecutor dlooses to reduce the dlarges or to waive the death peralty 
in exchange for a guilty plea. Perhaps more importantly, we find that 
a significant m.mber of cefeooants have received death sentences in 
cases that are really no more aggravated than the large majority of 
cases that only result in lesser sentences.U/ We regard these 
death sentences as excessive in the sense that we use that term because 
these cefeooants have received death sentences uncler cirCtJnstances that 
u.sually result only in a teon of imprisoment. A principal explanation 
for these excessive death sentences is that, especially when they are 
fran different i;arts of a state, different prosecutors anploy different 
staooards when deciding how to process a:my;:arabl.e death eligible 
offenses. 

A third feature of the experience of the states that is relevant 
to the J;COµ>sals to reinstate federal death-sentencing concerns the 
inJE:act of race. Although the data fran the states sugg:st that racial 
discrimination against minority group defendants is not a substantial 
problan, there is strong evirence that def erxlants whose victims are 
white face a substantially greater risk of receiving death sentences. 
C'.anmunity pressure arx1 psydlological identification with the victim is 
considerably more likely to affect our i:redaninantly white IZOsecutors 
arx1 juries when the victim is also white. Table 3, whidl is api;errled 
to this statarent, depicts the natiorwide pittern of race of victim 
discrimination for murder cases involving cxmtanp:>raneous felonies. 
'Ihe dispirities in death-sentencing rates that it indicates are strong 
and widesiread throughout most geograP1ic regions. 

Our findings in Georgia suggest that race of victim discrimination 
occurs most frequently in murder cases that are only IOOderately 
aggravated.W This is not surprising, because within this "mid-
range" of cases, for whidl either a life or death sentence would be 
plausible, juries and prosecutors can exercise the greatest discretion. 
In contrast, anong both the least aggravated arx1 the most aggravated 
cases, \ltbere the facts cry out for either a life or a death sentence, 
we find no evidence of discrimination based on the race of either the 
victim or the defendant. 

lS/ ~, ~, Baldus, Woocworth & Pulaski, "Monitoring arxl Evaluating 
O>ntan{X)rary Death Senterclng Systems: Lessons fran Georgia," 18 
o.e,:DcYis L,Pei, 1375, 1396-98 c19as> • 

W lg. at 1400-01. 
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The fourth feature of the state e,q:;erience with CEath-sentencing 
that is relevant mncerns the efficacy of canµirative i:roportionality 
re.view. 'Ibis term refers to the requiranent in most death sentencing 
states, either by statute or murt decision, that an appellate oourt 
must re.view each <Eath pmal ty case am determine that the sentence 
imµ,sed is both warranted by the facts and mnsistent with the 
sentences imJ;x,sed in other, similar cases. In Pnlley · Y; · Hards. the 
United states suirene Cl:>urt ruled that iroportionali ty review was not 
cxmstitutionally required.11/ Hariever, in various death :i;enalty 
decisions, including Pnlley · Ye Harris. the Court has desa-ibed 
a::mpirative iroportionality review as an important additional. safeguard 
against the im!x>sition of irrational or excessive death sentences. 
Moreover, in iractice, state legislation in 26 of the death-sentencing 
states requires that the state sui;rane murt oonduct. a <XInJ;arative 
proµ,rtionality rer.riew of evecy death sentence imµ,sed.lil/ 

~t we have folllld, µirticularly in Georgia, is that, even in 
those states that d:> use cx::rnJ;arative i:roµ,rtionality review, it is not 
J;articularly effective.1.2/ By am large, the reason is that the 
review irocess actually anployed is not sufficiently systanatic to 
accanplish the intended results. 'Ibis failure is es:F,ecial.ly 
disapp:>inting, since we are oonvinced that, µ-o:F,erly mooucted, 
canJ;arative µ-oportionality re.view can be extranely effective and that 

12/ 465 u.s. 37 (1984). 

W Van Duizeoo, "Canp:1rative Proµ,rtionality Review in Death Sentence 
Cases: What? HCM? Why?" 8 state Q:,J,, Sumner 1984, at p. 22, n. 2. 
Moreover, four state suprene oourts oonduct a i:roportionality re,iew in 
the absence of legislation requiring than to d:> so (Arizora, Arkansas, 
Florida, Illinois). 

l.S/ Baldus, Pulaski & Woodrlorth, "Canµirative Review of Death 
Sentences: An Empirical Study of the Georgia Experience," 74 J,Crim,L, 
& Criminology 661 (1983) 1 Liehnan, "Ap:i;ellate Review of Death 
Sentences: A Critique of Proµ,rtionality Review," 18 u,c, tayis L, 

1433 (1985) 1 Bowers, ~e Petvasiveness of Arbitrariness and 
Disa-imination Under Foat-Furman Statutes," 74 J, Crim, L, & 
Criminology 1067 (1983) 7 GoodJ;8ster, "Judicial Review of Death 
Sentences," 74 J,- ;Crim-, -L, & Criminology 786 (1983) 1 Dix, "Ap:i;ellate 
Review of the Decision to Dnµ,se Death," 68 Georgetcwn L, Pel, 97 
(1979) 1 Padelet & Vandiver, "'lhe Florida sui:rane Cl:>urt and Death 
Penalty Ap:i;eals," 74 J, Crim, L, · & Criminology 913 (1983): Bentele, 
"'!he Death Peralty in Georgia: Still Arbitrary," 62 Wam, U, L, O, 573 
(1985) 1 Rodrequez, Perlin & Apicella, "Proportionality Re.view in New 
Jersey: An Indis:i;ensibl.e Safeguard in the Capital Sentencing Process," 
15 Rutgers L, R, 399 (1984) • 
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api;:ellate rourts p::>ssess the necessary expertise to d::> the job 
pro{Erly.W 

r.v. Anticiµtted Results in the Processing of Routine Inw Visibility 
cases Under Federal Prop::>sals 

There are six reasons why we expect that the problen of 
inconsistent or excessive death sentences that we find in the state 
systans will be as bad or worse among the kinds of crimes most likely 
to be processed under the federal death sentence p:-op::>sals. First, a 
Irincipil. source of ina:msist~ sentencing among the states is that 
their laws authorize far more death sentences than the state 
Irosecutors and juries beliE.'ITe mould be imposed. Under the federal 
i;rop:,sals, the category of crimes for which capital punishnent is an 
authorized peralty is nearly as broad as in most states. For example, 
under the bank robbery statute, a defendant could receive a death 
sentence even if he neither killed, nor puticip:tted in the killing, 
nor interned a killing to occur.2.l/ 

Secom, we anticip:tte the systan would produce only a harxlful of 
death sentences. During the one-year ~riod ending June 30, 1985, the 
federal systan sentenced 43 deferrlants C011V'icted of first degree murder 
and only 19 of these hanic:ides were considered sufficiently aggravated 
to warrant a prison sentence of five years or more.22/ 

'llrl.rd, a major source of the variation in the sentences imp:,sed in 
death eligible cases is the exercise of irosecutorial discretion. 
Under the federal p:-op::>sals, irosecutors will continue to exercise as 
much discretion in capital cases, both before and after trial, as they 
d::> in any state. 

Fourth, because the federal systen is so highly decentralized, we 
can exi;:ect to see even more ~ograµ1ic disp:tri ty in the exercise of 
federal i;rosecutorial discretion than we d::> within aey given state 
jurisdictions. 

Fifth, there are three cx::mplications unique to federal Indian 
reservations which further erilance the likelihood of inconsistent or 
excessive death sentences under the current prop:,sals. First is the 

2D/ Baldus, Pulaski & Woc:driorth, "Arbitrariness and Discrimination in 
the Adninistration of the Death Peralty: A Olallenge to State Suprene 
Courts," __ Stetson- L,fel, _--_ (1986) (in press). 

2l/ Indeed, sane p::>tential applications of the federal prop:,sals may 
violate the Ei<jlth kaerxlnent. Ennµnd y. Florida, 458 u.s. 782 
(1982). See also note 27 inf.l:a. 
W Director, Mninistrative Office of the United States Courts, 
ooom3 -Rerort 378 (1985) • 
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J.X)tential for arbitrariness and discrimination resulting £ran the trial 
of rative kaerican defend:ints before federal juries of r:redaninantly or 
all white cl tizens. Qir a:mcem is that in such cases, we may 
encounter discrepmcies in death sentencing rates that reflect the 
ethnic characteristics of the defendant or the victim. 'Ihe second 
ccmplication is the division of criminal jurisdiction over Indian 
resetvations bebleen state and federal authority.2.3/ In sane states 
criminal jurisdiction is exclusively feooral, in others it is 
exci..usively state, while in others sane of the resetvations are under 
feooral authority but others are under state control. We estimate that 
app:oximately 60% of the 352,000 people residing on Indian resetvations 
are tmder federal criminal jurisdiction.W 

A third ccmplication on the Indian reservations under federal 
jurisdiction is an exceµ:ion to federal jurisdiction on the tasis of 
the defendant-victim racial ccmbination of the case. Under current 
law, a hanicide case occurring on an Indian resetvation which involves 
both a rx:>r~Indian defendant and a mn-Indian victim falls outside of 
federal jurisdiction.~ As a result, under the federal proµ:>s.us, 
capital crimes committed on an Indian resetvation that involved either 
an Indian defend:int or an Indian victim would be subject to a µ:>ssible 
death sentence, while ioontical crimes bebleen two non-Indians would 
fall under the jurisdiction of the host states, whose laws may or may 
not include capital punishment. Z2/ 

Sixth and finally, we anticipite that many of the death eligible 
cases processed under the federal r:coµ:>sals, esi:eci.ally those arising 
on Indian resetvations, will fall into the mid-aggravation range, in 
which we have obsetved the strong:!st e,id:mce of race of victim 
discrimination in the state data. 

V. Recnmnendations 

The experience of the states in adninistering their death-
sentencing systens since 1973 leads us to belie..re that the current 
federal proµ:>s.us for authorizing the death i:enal ty for certain federal 
crimes will result in very fet1 death sentences and that those death 

W Clinton, "Criminal Jurisdiction over Indian Land: A Journey 
'lbrough a Jurisdictional Maze," 18 Ariz,L,P.ev, 503, 577-83 (1976). 

W A distribution of the resetvations is sham in Table 1, which is 
api;;errled to this rep:,rt. P-Dughly one-third of the Indian J.X>p..tl.ation in 
the states listed in Part I of Table 1 are under state criminal 
jurisdiction. 

United-states v, -wratnev, 104 u.s. 621 (1882) • 

W Several jurisdictions hosting Indian reservations under federal 
jurisdiction cb not authorize capital punishment, ~, Alaska, Icwa, 
Maine, Mic:higm, Minnesota, North Dakota, and Wisronsin. 
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sentences that are imFosed in cases involving relatively lcw visibility 
hanic:i.des may vecy likely reflect the same sort of inCDnsistency and 
excessiveness that we haV'e found in the states.21/ What also gives 
us i:ause is the hi<jl probability, based on current statistics, that the 
death-sentencing procedures that the current proµ>sals advocate would 
be applied dis:p:oportiorately to native Fmerican defendants for crimes 
cx,mmitted on reservations. 

We are not suggesting that the federal :p:op:>sals are 
unconstitutional, since in the ma.in they ap~ar to mtisfy the 
reguirenents establiEhed by the St.JIX"ene Court since 1976. Hcwever, if 
such a federal dea~sentenclng law is to be enacted, we urge the 
camnittee to <;p beyorrl those safeguards that are a:mstitutiorally 
required in order to address the problens of discrirniration and 
excessiveness that app?ar to ~rsist in the states. 

First, we recamend that the J;COµ>sed legislation should limit the 
definition of a i;x:>tentially death eligible murder to one intentiorally 
ccmnitted by the defendant. we also recarmend that the "heinous, cruel 
or depraV'ed" statutory aggraV'ating factor be limited to clrcunstances 
in which "the defendant subjected the victim to torture or a similar 
gratuitous infliction of i:ain in a heinous, crt1;l or depraV'ed manner." 
'lhese limitations would aV'oid i;x:>tential constitutional issU;s 
CDncerning overbrea.dth, harroonize federal law with cx::mi:arable state 
laws, and limit death eligibility to only the rrost aggravated 
intentioral murders. 

Se<Drrl and, in our opinion, nost important, we reamnerrl that any 
federal dea~sentenclng legislation should include retailed prCNisions 
regarding cxxni:arative prop:>rtiona.lity review.2.8/ Specifically, we 
suggest that the legislation should require a United States Cburt of 
Apµ!als to conduct such a review on direct a~al of every <Eath 
sentence case. Such legislation should also include detailed standards 

W As for the hi<jl visibility crimes like treason and espiorage, 
because they involve no taking of life, we would also expect the use of 
capital punistment to be quite infra;iumt, with a real risk of 
arbitrariness on the few occasions when it is used. Also, since the 
United States sui;rane Cburt has thus far only approved the use of 
capital µmj.Ehment against defendants who killed, interrled to kill, or 
i:artid.i:ated in the killing, the use of the death pmalty in cases that 
involve no loss of life will be subject to constitutioral challenge. 
Ennynd -y-,--Florida, 458 U.S. 7f!l. (1982) • 

2.81 Van Duizeoo, "cani:arative Proµ>rtiorality Review in Death 
Sentence Cases: What? HCM? Why?" 8 State ct, -J. 9 (Sumrer 1985) for a 
description of the recamend:ltions of the National ~nter for states 
Courts Project on Proi;x:>rtiorality Review in Death Sentencing Cases. 
'Ihe J;Coject' s recamend:ltions were i;roduced by a task force consisting 
of state suµ:ene court adninistrative officials, prosecutors, defense 
attorneys, and academics. 
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governing the re,riew process. It mould require the reviewing court to 
consider all factually or otherwise similar cases that resulted in a 
hanicide conviction by plea or at trial.2,2/ It mould also si;ecify 
with \ttlat freqiEncy death sentences must have occurred in those cases 
deaned to be similar in order to classify the death sentence under 
review as either everilanded or excessive. 

To ensure a fully effective cx:::mi;arative prop:,rtionality review 
process, we also suggest that such legislation would {a) require the 
Justice Deplrtment, through the F.B.I. or the Bureau of Criminal 
Justice Statistics, to maintain machine readable and narrative 
descrip:ions of all hanicide cases i;rocessed in either state or federal 
courtsr {b) prO'lide that these mta would be made available to 
litigants in capital cases; arx:1 {c) require the reviewing court to 
identify the si;ecific cases deaned to be similar for cx:::mi;arative 
purposes am explain the basis of its decision with reference to those 
cases.3Jl,/ 

P.equiring the Justice Dei;artJnent to collect data on hanicide cases 
in both state and federal courts would serve sareral important 
purposes. First, it would allcw the federal api;:ellate courts to 
cxmsider the sentencing i;attems in state courts when assessing the 
everilan:3edness of a federal death sentence. This would help to ensure 
that no death sentences were irnp:>sed for crimes on federal properties 
that were not considered to be approp:iate for a death sentence in the 
courts of the state in which the property is located.3..l/ Second, a 
hanicide d:ita file of this sort would oonsiderably assist state suprene 

The most imp:>rtant recannerrlation of the National Center for State 
Courts Project on Prop:>rtionality Review was that in its com:EE,rative 
proportionality review, the appellate oourt should oonsider all cases 
"in which the indicbnent incluced a death eligible charge, am a 
hanicide oonviction was obtained." IsJ. at 11. 'Ibis recornrrerrlation was 
made in reoognition of the fact that p:osecutors regularly plead out 
cases indicted for capital offenses to lesser incluced offenses or 
waive the µmalty trial after obtaining a capital murder oonviction by 
plea or at trial. hi expansion of prop:,rtionality rE.'17iew 01ersight in 
this manner will i;ecnit the reviewing oourt to acoount for the effects 
of irosecutorial decisions am will help to ensure oons:i.stency in the 
federal system, even if there are substantial dis:EE,ri ties in 
prosecutorial plea bargaining practices. We relieve a cx:::mprehensive 
systan of proportionality review is a more feasible rreans of 
oontrolling the effects of prosecutorial discretion than a prc:hibition 
against plea bargaining in capital cases or a requirerent that a 
i;enalty trial be held in every case that results in a oonviction of a 
capital crime. 

3Jl/ Van Duizeoo, note 28 at 19-22. 

ll/ All the major reservations under federal jurisdiction are located 
in states with death sentencing laws • 
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oourts oonducting prop,rtionality rE.'v"iews under their <:Mn death 
sentencing laws. 'lhird, a national tank of hanicide d:lta would enable 
Congress, social scientists, and the public to identify µitterns of 
both hanicide sentencing behavior and p,ssibly assist the rrodif ication 
or iml%ovenent of capital sentencing laws.l,21 

By narra,,ly defining the categories of federal capital crines, by 
restricting the sooi;e of i;cosecutorial discretion, arrl ensuring an 
effective i;roportionality rE.'v"iew system, Cbngress can maximize the 
r,rosp!cts for reser:ving the death i;eral ty for only the most serious aoo 
aggravated crimes and for avoiding the kinds of excessiveness and 
discrimination that still occur under oontenp,razy state death 
sentencing procedures.W 

W A national bank of hanicide d:lta would also enable public 
officials to identify µitterns of hanicide (e.g., to establish the 

ot;e:r:arrli of s~cts) or to warn the public of areas with hi<jl 
hanicide rates. 

W The SubcDnmittee micjlt also oonsider amerrling the i;rovisions in 
several i:roi;oml.s which are inten3ed to minimize racial discrimination 
in the capital sentencing oontext re:;iuiring a jury instruction on 
the defermnt.' s ricjlt to justice without discrimination and 
re:;iuiring the jurors to certify in writing that the race, color, 
national origin, creed or sex of the def erxlant was not a factor in 
their decision, also including in the jury instruction and 
certification a reference to the race, cnlor, national origin, creed or 
sex of the victim. ~, ~, H.R. 343, 99th Cong. 2d Sess., § 
3562A(j) (1985) • 
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• Table 1: Listing of Territories and States by type 
of criminal jurisdiction over Indian 
Reservations and by percentage of total 
Indian Reservation population in each state 
with homicide statistics. 

Sorted by type of homicide jurisdiction and 
by% of total U.S. Indian reservation population. 

A B C D E F G 

% of Total % of No. of % of No. 
total pop. of total fed. horn. total of 

us Ind. state's fed. charged fed. fed. 
reserv. Ind. homic. in homic. hom. 

State popul. res._!/ charges sta te2:/ convict. conv.2:./ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------I. Primarily federal homicide jurisdiction over Indian reservations 

with state jurisdiction limited to crimes between non-Indians.3/ 
Arizona 32.3624% 114028 18.95% 29 23.93% 28 
N. Mexico 17.8046% 62734 2.61% 4 1.71% 2 
S. Dakota 8.2453% 29052 9.15% 14 7.69% 9 
Montana 7.5261% 26518 1.31% 2 .85% 1 

•
shington 5.2820% 18611 1.96% 3 1.71% 2 

Dakota 3.2664% 11509 2.61% 4 3.42% 4 
Minnesota 2.9891% 10532 0.00% 0 0.002 0 
Wisconsin 2.8515% 10047 1.96% 3 1.71% 2 
Utah 2.0460% 7209 1.96% 3 2.56% 3 
Oklahoma 1.8206% 6415 .65% 1 .85% 1 
N. Carolina 1.4943% 5265 1.31% 2 .85% 1 
Idaho 1.4733% 5191 1.31% 2 1.71% 2 
Nevada 1.2928% 4555 1.96% 3 1.71% 2 
Wyoming 1.2919% 4552 1.31% 2 1.71% 2 
Oregon .9281% 3270 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 
Nebraska .8228% 2899 .65% 1 .85% 1 
Miss. .7864% 2771 .65% 1 .85% 1 
Colorado .5963% 2101 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 
Michigan .5327% 1877 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 
Texas .2727% 961 3.92% 6 5.13% 6 
Iowa .1425% 502 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 
La. .0761% 268 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 
--(subtotals) 93.9037% 330867 52.29% 80 57.26% 67 

II. No federal jurisdiction over Indian lands or no Ind. lands in state. 
California 2.8268% 9960 3.92% 6 1. 71% 2 
New York 1.6228% 5718 .65% 1 0.00% 0 
Florida .4030% 1420 .65% 1 0.00% 0 
Maine .3871% 1364 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 
Alaska .2926% 1031 .65% 1 .85% 1 

- Carolina .2818% 993 0.00% 0 0.00/4 0 
nsas .2251% 793 6.54% 10 7.69% 9 

1rginia .0341% 120 5.23% 8 5 :13% 6 
Conn. .0142% so 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 



• A B C D E F G 

% % % of Total of No. of of No. 
totai pop. of total fed. horn. total of 

us Ind. state's fed. charged fed. fed. 
reserv. Ind. homic. in homic. horn. 

State popul. res .l/ charges statel,/ convict. conv.1,/ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------(II. No federal jurisdiction over Indian lands or no Ind. lands 
Georgia .0085% 30 1.96% 3 2.56% 
Mass. .0003% 1 0.00% 0 0.00% 
N.H. 0.0000% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
R.I. 0.0000% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
Vermont 0.0000% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
Delaware 0.0000% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
New Jersey 0.0000% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
Pa. 0.0000% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
Maryland 0.0000% 0 1.96% 3 2.56% 
w. Virginia 0.0000% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
Kentucky 0.0000% 0 .65% 1 .85% 
Ohio 0.0000% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
Tenn. 0.0000% 0 2.61% 4 .85% 
Illinois 0.0000% 0 5.88% 9 5.98% 
Indiana 0.0000% 0 1.96% 3 1.71% 

.rkansas 0.0000% 0 .65% 1 .85% 
lissouri 0.0000% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 
awaii 0.0000% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 

Alabama 0.0000% 0 .65% 1 .85% 
--(subtotal) 6.0963% 21480 33.99% 52 31.62% 

III. Federal jurisdiction because of U.S. territorial status. 
Virgin Is. 0.0000% 0 9.15% 14 8.55% 
Guam 0.0000% 0 3.92% 6 1.71% 
No. Marianas 0.0000% 0 .65% 1 .85% 
--(subtotals) 0.0000% 0 13.73% 21 11.11% 

Total 100.0000% 352347 100.00% 153 100.00% 

ll U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of the Census, 
2 1980 Census of Population Subject Reports, Part 2: 
American Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts on Identified 
Reservations and in the Historic Areas of Oklahoma 
(Excluding Urbanized Areas) 10 (Jan. 1986). 

1,/ Administrative Office of the United States Courts, 
Federal Offenders in the United States Courts 1983 pp. X-1-2 
to X-1-33 (1984). 

3/ If a state did not assume P.L. 280 jurisdiction over every 
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reservation in the state, it is included in Category I. States 
in Category II exercise jurisdiction over every reservation in the 
state. 
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I. Introduction 

Members of the the Unites States Sentencing Commission, my name 

is Norman Dorsen. I am a lawyer, admitted to practice in New York 

state, the District of Columbia, and other federal courts, 

including the Supreme Court of the United States. Before entering 

the private practice of law, I served as a law clerk to Chief 

Judge Calvert Magruder of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First 

Circuit and for Justice Johri Marshall Harlan of the U.S. Supreme 

Court. Beginning in 1962 I have appeared as counsel in numerous 

constitutional cases in the Supreme Court and other federal 

and state courts. Since 1961 I have been a member of the 

faculty of New York University Law School, where I am now Stokes 

Professor of Law. I have been a visiting professor and have 

lectured at many other law schools, including Harvard, Texas, 

Michigan and the University of California at Berkeley. I was 

president of the Society of American Law Teachers from 1973-75. 

Finally, I am and have been since 1976 the President of the 

American Civil Liberties Union. I am testifying today on behalf 

of the American Civil Liberties Union. The American civil 

Liberties Union is a nationwide, nonpartisan organization of 

approximately 250,000 members devoted solely to defending and 

enforcing rights and liberties guaranteed by the Constitution. 

I am joined today by Ms. Diann Rust-Tierney, Legislative 

Coun~el for the American Civil Liberties Union and Mr. William 

Allen a partner in the law firm of Covington and Burling and his 

associate Ms. Elizabeth Danella. At the request of the ACLU the 

law firm of Covington and Burling has prepared a detailed 
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memorandum on the Commission's authority. It is included with my 

testimony as an appendix. 

I appreciate the opportunity to present the results of our 

investigation into the Commission's authority today. Our 

position is that the Commission does not have the authority to 

reinstate the federal death penalty. 

The American Civil Liberties Union maintains that the death 

penalty inherently violates the Eighth Amendment prohibition 

against cruel and unusual punishment and deprivations of due 

process of the law. For more than a decade the American Civil 

Liberties Union has been involved at every level of the death 

penalty debate, before the Congress, the courts and state 

legislatures. In response to a crisis of inadequate legal 

representation for individuals on death ro~, the American Civil 

Liberties Union has recently establshed two offices to find and 

train lawyers to represent the vast numbers of death row inmates 

who are without representation to raise legitimate constitutional 

claims. Whatever one's views on capital punishment, I hope all 

would agree that no individual should be put to death without an 

opportunity to raise every valid constitutional claim. 

Today there are over 1800 people on death row in our 

country. Almost half of the people on death row are Black, 

Hispanic, Native American or Asian. Most are indigent, many are 

mentally disabled. As of January 1, 1987, thirty-seven people are 

on death row for crimes committed while under the age of 18. 

Whether a particular defendant is sentenced to death and executed 

has li~tle to do with the nature of the crime, the viciousness 

2 
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with which it was committed, or even the likelihood that the 

defendant would commit the crime again. Recent research 

demonstrates that whether a particular defendant is sentenced to 

death and executed has more to do with his or her race, the race 

of the victim, and the quality of legal representation. 

Finally, some have testified that the death penalty is a 

deterrent. That point is hotly contested. This is not the 

occasion to review the evidence in detail, but we assert that no 

persuasive case can be made that the death penalty is, in fact, a 

deterrent to crime. 

I raise these concerns today to illustrate the enormous 

complexity of the capital punishment question--not solely the 

legal questions-- but the ethical, moral, religious and practical 

questions as well. Fortunately, this Commission does not have to 

resolve these questions because the issue before the Commission 

today is simple: Does a congressional statute that specifically 

authorizes six punishments, and directs this Commission to 

promulgate guidelines for each, grant authority to promulgate 

guidelines for a seventh unmentioned punishment that is different 

in kind from the enumerated punishments and raises the 

fundqmental questions I have aluded to? The answer is surely 

no • 

3 
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II. The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 

A.· ·The Provisions 

The comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 amends two Titles cz 

the U.S. Code, Titles 28 and 18. The Title 28 Amendment, new 

Chapter 58, creates the U.S. Sentencing Commission as an 

independent agency within the judicial branch of the government. 1 

Chapter 58 describes the duties and powers of the Commission and 

directs it to promulgate "guidelines. . . for [the] use of the 

sentencing court in sentencing determinations."2 The guidelines, 

which must be submitted to Congress by April 13, 1987, will bind 

all federal .judges in their sentencing determinations unless 

within ·six months Congress amends, rejects or extends the 

effective date of the guidelines. 3 · 

The amendment to Title 18 creates a new Chapter 227 with 

Subchapters A through o. Subchapter A sets out general provisions. 

Section 3551 of Subchapter A describes the sentences which may be 

imposed under the guidelines established by th~ Commission. The 

sentences listed include a term of probation, a fine, and a term 

of imprisonment. 4 Subchapter A also provides that the additional 

sanctions of criminal forfeiture, notice.to victims and restitution 

are available. 5 The death penalty is not included among the 

authorized punishments specifically enumerated in _Subchapter A. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

See 28 u.s.c. 991. 

See 28 u.s.c. Section 994 (a) (1). 

See Pub. L. 9 9 - 2 1 7 , 9 9 stat. 1 7 2 8 ( 19 8 5) ; 2 8 u. s. c. section 
994(0); 18 u.s.c. Section 3'553(a)(4). 

Se~ 18 u.s.c. Section 355l(b). 

See, 18 u.s.c. Sections 3554, 3555 and 3556. 

4 
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Subchapters B, C and D of Chapter 227 describe the 

proceduras -that govern probation, fines, and imprisonment, 

respectively. 

Section 3551 of Subchapter A requires that defendants "found 

guilty of an offense described in any federal statute116 be 

sentenced in accordance with the procedures of Chapter 227. 

Chapter 227 directs the sentencing court to consider a series of 

factors in setting sentences, including the type of sentence and 

the sentencing ranges set out · in the guidelines promulgated by 

the Commission. 7 

The Act directs the Commission to promulgate guidelines to 

assist courts in determining which of the authorized sentences--

probation, fines, or imprisonment--may be imposed. Section 

9 9 4 ( a) ( 1) (A) states: 

The Commission ••• shall promulgate and distribute •.. 
guidelines •.. for use of a sentencing court in determining 
the sentence to be imposed in a criminal case, including 

--

(A) a determination whether to im.pose a sentence to 
probation, a fine, or a term of imprisonment. 8 _ 

The co·mmission is also directed to issue general policy 

statements ·on, among other things, the appropriate use of 

criminal forfeiture, notice to victims and restitution. 9 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Defendants found guilty of federal offenses exclusive to the 
District of Columbia and offenses under the UCMJ are not 
subject to Chapter 2 2 7, 18 U .s. C. section 3 551). 

See 18 u.s.c. Section 3553(a) (4). 

See 28 u.s.c. Section 994 (a) (1) (A). 

See 28 u.s.c. Section 994 (a) (2) (A). 
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B. The Constitutional Context In Whic~ The Comprehensive 
Crime Control Act Was Enacted . 

The Supreme court invalidated virtually every state and federaJ 

death penalty statute in Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 

238 (1972), when it held that two death penalty statutes before it 

which failed to provide adequate guidance to the sentencing body 

were unconstitutiona1. 10 The Court·held that the absence of 

standards in the statutes themselves to assist the judge or jury in 

distinguishing on a rational basis those who should live from 

those who should die created a substantial risk that the 

punishment would be imposed in an unconstitutionally 

arbitrary, capricious and discriminatory manner. 

Since the Furman decision, almost 40 states have enacted new 

legislation designed to guide the discretion of the sentencer • 

When death penalty statutes have provided sufficient guidance and 

procedural safeguards; they have withstood constitutional 

10 Following Furman, ·the Ninth Circuit ruled in United States 
v . . Harper, 729 F.2d 1216 (9th Cir. 1976) that the.federal 
death penalty provisions of the Espionage Act are 
unconstitutional and unenforceable. See also Report ·of the 
senate Judiciary committee on S.239,~tabilshing Procedures 
for the Imposition of Capital PUnishment, 99th Cong. 2d 
Sess., Rep. No.99-282 2; (."Furman Y..:.... Georgia, in effect, 
made the death penalty provisions of State and Federal law 
inoperative") Covin~ton and Burling Memorandum [hereinafter 
Covington Mem~J n.l at 13 (citing the dissenting opinions of 
Justices Blackmun and Powell in Furman). Significantly, the 
Justice Department agreed with the defendant in Harper that 
the death penalty provision of the Espionage Act was 
unenforceable. Harper at 1217, 1226 ("The Justice 
Department has long been of the view that Furman rendered 
section 794's death penalty provision unconstitutional") . 

6 
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challenge. 1l 

- ---- - -- proposals to reinstate the federal . death penal ty_ hav.e_beE:n_~ 

introduced in every Congress since since 1972. 12 Although 

Congress amended the Anti-Hijacking Act in 197 4 and in 197 8 in an 

attempt to bring the statute in line with recent death penalty 

decisions by the Supreme Court, and the 99th Congress amended the 

Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) to provide the death 

penalty for peacetime espionage by military personnel, Congress 

has not reinstated the federal death penalty for the broad range 

of offenses which appear in the U.S. Code. 13 

11 See, ~' Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976) (upholding 
Georgia statute providing for bifurcated trial where jury 
must consider aggravating and mitigating circumstances at 
the sentencing stage of trial); Proffit v. Florida, 428 U.S. 
242 (1976) (upholding Florida statute); Jurek v. Texas, 428 
U.S. 262 (1976) (upholding Texas statute limiting death 
penalty to certain offenses). 

12 See Report of the Senate Judiciary Committee on S.239, 
Establishing Constitutional Procedures for the Imposition of 
capital Punishment, Rep. 99-282, 99th Cong., 2d sess. 2 (1986) 
(out_lining history of death penalty proposals). 

13 See 49 u.s.c. Sections 1472-73; 10 u.s.c. Section 906(a) 
(1986) . 
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III. The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 Did Not 
Give The Commission the Authority to Reinstate the 

--- ----~E~'edera1- oeath-Pena-lty •. --------- --------------~ 

• A. The Language of the Sentencing Reform Act and 

• 

• 

Its Legislative History Clearly Denote This 
Limitation. 

Neither Chapter 227, governing sentences, nor Chapter 58, 

governing the authority and duties of the Commission, remotely 

suggests that the Sentencing Reform Act is intended to provide 

the Commission with the authority to promulgate guidelines for 

punishments, such as the death penalty, that are not specifically 

enumerated. The Supreme Court has repeatedly ruled that where, 

as here, a statute is clear on its face, its plain meaning must 

be given effect. See, ~, Consumer Product Safety Comm'n v. 

GTE Sylvania, Inc., 447 U.S. 102, 108 (1980); Aaron v. 

_Securities and Exchange Comm'n, 446 U.S. 680, 700 (1980); 

Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185, 200-01 (1976). In 

Consumer Products Safety Comm'n, then Associate Justice 

Rehnquist, writ~ng for the court, stated: 

We begin with the familiar canon of statutory construction 
that the starting point for interpreting a statute is the 
language of the statute itself. Absent a clearly expressed 
legislative intention to the contrary, that language must 
ordinarily be regarded as conclusive. 14 

The language of the Sentencing Reform Act could not be 

plainer. There is no reference to the death penalty in the 

sections authorizing the Commission to promulgate guidelines for 

specific punishments. In practical effect, the Justice 

Department is asking the Commission to amend the Sentencing 

Reform Act . 

14 447 U.S. at 108. 
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Although there should be no need to go beyond the clear 

the conclusion that the Commission does not have the authority to 

reinstate the federal death penalty. The Comprehensive Crime 

control Act was originally introduced by Senator Strom Thurmond 

as S.829, a bill designed to revamp federal criminal law. In 

addition to the Sentencing Reform Act, S.829 contained a Title X, 

a proposal to reinstate the federal death penalty. The inclusion 

of Title X in the comprehensive cr~me Control Act reflected the 

general understanding of members of Congress and the Justice 

Department that the sentencing provisions of the Comprehensive 

Crime Control Act would not revive the federal death penalty but 

that the death penalty would be reinstated by separate 

legislation passed as part of the overall package • 

In testimony before the Subcommittee on criminal Law of the 

Senate Judiciary Committee, Assistant Attorney General Jensen 

testified that "[T]he establishment of constitutional procedures 

for the imposition of qapital punishment is the purpose of Title 

X of the Administration's crime bill •.• For more than a decade 

Federal statutes authorizing the death penalty ... have been 

unenforceable because they fail to provide a set of legis~ated 

guidelines to narrow the sentencer' s discret1on. 1115 Had the 

sponsors of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act intended to 

authorize the Sentencing Commission to reinstate the federal 

. death penalty they would not, at the same time, have 

15 See Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1983: Hearings on 
S.829 Before the Subcomm. on Criminal Law of the senate 
Committee on the Judiciary, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 22 (1983) 
(emphasis added) . 
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included a separate title in the bill to reinstate the federal 

death penalty. -

Soon after the legislation was introduced it became clear 

that "one controversial provision could slow or _halt the process 

on the entire package. 1116 Consequently, Title X was removed from 

the Comprehensive Crime Control Act. 

Senator Thurmond, one of the bill's key sponsors, made this 

statement on the Senate floor: "Capital- punishment is 

controversial so we took it out of the package.1117 Thurmond 

stated later that issues such as capital punishment "are so 

controversial that we felt it would jeopardize the whole bill to · 

include them. 1118 Senator Biden, the ranking minority member of 

the Senate Judiciary Cammi ttee stated: " [ the Cammi ttee members 

agreed] to move those bills which are controversial as separate 

legislation because they recognize that passage of a 

comprehensive crime package is the most important goal 11 . 19 

Moreover, the debates surrounding the Sentencing Reform Act and 

Congress' focus on imprisonment as the ·maxi~um penalty further 

illustrate that the Commission was not given the authority to 

reinstate the death penalty. The Act's supporters praised it for 

its potential for "stricter, saner and more uniform sentencing 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Remarks -f Senator Biden; 130 Cong. Rec. S338 (daily ed. 
Jan. 27, 1984) 

130 Cong. Rec. S63839 (daily ed. Aug. 4, 1983). 

129 Cong. Rec. -S.11679. 

See 130 Cong. Rec. S338 (daily ed. Jan. 27, 1984). See also 
130 Cong. Rec. S243 (daily ed. Feb. 2, 1984) (death penalty 
and other contentious matters stripped out) (remarks of Sen . 
Baker). 130 Cong. Rec. S754 (daily ed. Feb. 2, 1984) 
(remarks of Sen. Kennedy) (bill excludes death penalty). 

10 



guidelines. 1120 Notably, the floor debates mention imprisonment 

-.---~a~s~t~r~1e~1-n-ax±-mum-sent--enc~v~-i-Lable-2_1 __ ~~~ --------~ ~-----

The actions of key sponsors of the Comprehensive crime 

Control Act and of the Administration during the 99th and 100th 

Congresses are consistent with the conclusion that the United 

States Sentencing Commission does not possess the authority to 

reinstate the federal death penalty. On January 21, 1985 Senator 

Thurmond introduced S.239 "A Bill To Establish Procedures for the 

Imposition of the Death Penalty and for other Purposes." Senator 

Thurmond's opening statement at the of hearings on his most 

recent proposal demonstrated that he viewed S.239 as the sole 

mechanism for reviving capital punishment on the federal 

• 

• 

level. He characterized S.239 as the unfinished business that 
. 

would restore people's respect for the criminal justice system . 

"No one maintains that this legislation (S.239] alone will cure 

the epidemic of violent crime that plagues our nation .... 

C~pital punishment, together with recently enacted reforms of our 

federal bail and sentencing laws ••. will go a long way toward 

restoring. • . the peoples' respect for that system."22 

20 

21 

22 

130 Cong. Rec. Sl3088 (daily ed. Oct. 4, 1984) (remarks of · 
Sen. D'Amato). 

See 130 Cong. Rec. S527 (daily ed. Jan. 31, 1984) 
(remarks of Sen. Thurmond); 130 Cong. Rec. S757-58· (daily 
ed. Feb. 2, 19 8 4) ( remarks of Sen. Lax alt) (bill requires 
Commission to specify stiff prison terms for those who 
commit violent crimes, drug offenses and other serious 
crimes); 130 Cong. Rec. S429 (daily ed. Jan. 30, 1984) 
(remarks of Sen. Biden) (emphasizing that guidelines put 
"emphasis on imprisonment for violent off enders"). 

Hearings Before the Senate Judiciary Committee, 99th Cong. 
1st. Sess. 1 (September 24, 1985) 

11 
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Assistant Attorney General Stephen Trott testified that same 

day before the Committee that "the-Administ:r: at-i-on-a-rdentc;1;l-,,y-------

regards the passage of this bill [S.239] as one of its highest 

priorities in the criminal justice area." Mr. Trott added that 

"The reinstitution is long overdue as a possible punishment for 

certain especially serious federal offenses .... [t] hese offenses 

[incidents of espionage] underscore the necessity of having an 

enforceable federal death penalty •.. " Assistant Attorney General 

Trott did not mention in his testimony what, if any, role the 

Commission had in reinstating the federal death penalty. 23 His 

statements, well after the Sentencing Reform Act had been 

enacted, are inconsistent with the position the Justice 

Department now asserts. 

B. The Justice Department's Arguments in Favor of 
the Commission's Authority to Reinstate the 
Federal Death Penalty Are Invalid. 

The Justice Department argv.es that a statute that 

specifically enumerat~s all authorized punishments and directs 

the Commission to promulgate guidelines for each enumerated 

punishment silently confers authority to reinstate the most 

severe and controversial punishment even though it is not 

mentioned in the relevant portion of the statute. 

Finally, the Department claims that the language of the 

statute is broad enough, to reach any punishment prescribed in 

the federal code. Because death appears at least nominally on 

23 See Statement of Stephen Trott, Assistant Attorney General, 
Department of Justice Hearings before the Senate Judiciary 
on S.239, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. 45 (September 24, 1985). 

12 
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the books, the Department concludes that death is an authorized 

punishment under the-s~ntencing-Re£orm-Act-of~~98"'t--T-2-4----------

The essential flaw in the Justice Department's position is 

that specifying the circumstances under which someone may be put 

to death is a peculiarly legislative function and that Congress 

knew it to be such when it passed the Comprehensive Crime Control 

Act. 

The death penalty involves fundamental judgments about the 

moral values of the people that must be made by their e+ected 

representatives. See Gore v. United States 357 U.S. 386, 393 

(1958) "[specification of punishments] [is] peculiarly [a] 

question of legislative policy"); United States v. Harper, 729 

F.2d 1216, 1225 (1984). 

[T]he Court's opinions compel the conclusion that, whether 
the sentencing authority is the judge or the jury, the 
guidelines must come from Congress .•. Gregg is replete 
with references to the peculiarly legislative character of 
sentencing·determinations. 25 

----- .. 24 See Just~ce memo at 8 n.8. 

25 Zant v. Stephens, 462 u.s. 862, 878 (1984). See also gar~.f_ 
at 1225; United States v. Mathews, 16 Military L. Rep. 
354. The Court of Appeals in dicta stated that 
constitutional procedures for imposing death sentences under 
the UCMJ could be promulgated either by Congress or the 
President. . 

The Court's statements are not applicable to this 
Commission. The President's authority for imposing death 
sentences under the UMCJ is grounded in his/her broad 
authority under the UMCJ to promulgate procedures for 
courts-martial, including the authority to prescribe maximum 
punishments. This broad power stems from the President's 
authority as Commander-in-Chief under Art. II, Section 2~ 
Unlike the President, th~ Commission's authority is limited . 

13 
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The Justice Department would have the Commission usurp the 

power of Congress to define the c1rcumst""a--n-~~s-under-whi~h-an-------

individual may be put to death for a federal offense. A similar 

attempt was rejected by the Ninth Circuit in Harper when it held 

that guidelines necessary to reinstate the federal death penalty 

for peacetime espionage could not be promulgated by "the judge at 

the time of sentencing or at any other time." See Harper at 

1226. The Ninth Circuit's reasons for rejecting guidelines 

originating with the court in Harper apply to the Commission. Of 

particular significance to the court in Harper was the fact that 

decisions regarding what offenses shall be punishable by death 

and under what circumstances the punishment must be imposed are 

inextricably intertwined with assessments of contemporary 

standards of decency. These standards are best defined by the 

~ongress, representing the general community. 

The Commission is being asked by the Justice Department to 

reinstate the federal death penalty across the board for a wide 

variety of offenses. Because the Sentencing Reform Act is silent 

on the death penalty, all we know about Congress' views is that 

the punishment appears for some offenses in the u.s. Code. But 

the fact that Congress once thought death an appropriate 

punishment for a particular crime is pot persuasive evidence that 

when faced now with the choice of a penalty for the crime 

it would choose death. To the contrary, the record shows that 

congressional action to reinstate the death penalty has -been 

exceedingly selective. Congress has acted but twice since Furman 

to reinstate the death penalty. In each instance Congress 

14 
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reinstated the punishment for narrowly defined offenses. 26 

such discriminating care by the Congress strongly sugges-e-s-that 

judgments about which crimes should be punishable by death and 

who among those convicted of a particular offense should be 

executed are not judgments that this Commission was intended to 

make or should make. 

Moreover, the Justice Department's arguments ignore Supreme Court 

decisions in capital cases since Furman. The Court has 

repeatedly held that the death penalty is "different in kind from 

any other punishment imposed under our system of criminal 

justice1127 ; Death "differs more from life imprisonment than a 

100-year prison term differs from only one year or two.1128 This 

qualitative difference requires a greater degree of reliability 

when a death sentence is imposed. See, e.g., Lockett v. Ohio, 

438 U.S. 586 (1978); Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280, 305 

(1976); Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 189 {1976); Proffitt v. 

Florida, 428 U.S. 242, 247-253 (1976). 

The Supreme Court has said, "Where discretion is afforded a 

sentencing body on a matter so grave as the determination of 

whether a human life should be taken or spared, that discretion 

must be suitably directed and limited to minimize the risk of 

wholly arbitrary and capricious action." Gregg v. Georgia, 428 

U.S. 153, 189 (1976). See also Roberts v. Louisiana, 428 

26 

27 

28 

See, e.g., 49 u.s.c. Sections 1472-73 (death penalty for air 
piracy); 10 U.S.C. Section 906 {a) (death penalty for 
espionage by military personnel). 

Gr..§.9:5!.!_ v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976) 

Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280, 305 (1976). 

15 
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U.S. 325 (1976); Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280(1976); 

Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262 (1976); Profitt v. Florida, 428 

U.S. 242 (1976). 

In every death penalty decision upholding state capital 

sentencing schemes since Furman, the Supreme Court has relied on 

the presence of specific guidance in the death penalty statute. 

See, ··e.g., Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 197 ("[u]nder the revised 

Georgia procedures, the jury must find a statutory aggravating 

circumstance before recommending a sentence of death") (emphasis 

in original); Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262 ( 1976) (death penalty 

limited to narrow class of offenses set out in the statute); 

Proffit v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976) (upholding Florida 

statute where at least one statutory aggravating factor must be 

found before the death penalty can be considered). More 

recently, the Court has said: 

Our cases indicate that statutory aggravating circumstances 
play a constitutionally necessary function at the stage of 
legislative definition: they circumscribe the class of 
persons eligible for the death penalty. 29 

Finally, the Justice Department's argument ignores the fact 

some death penalty provisions which remain on the books could 

never be constitutionally imposed. It would require Congress to 

have given the Commission the authority to reinstate the death 

penalty regardless of whether the punishment is desirable or 

constitutional for a particular offense. For example, 18 u.s.c. 
Section 2113(e) prescribes death as punishment for kidnapping 

29 Zant v. Stephens, 462 U.S. 862, 878 (1984) . 

16 
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during a bank robbery, regardless of whether the victim is 

killed, a result that is contrary to - th·e · supreme Court decision 

in -Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584 (1977), which held that the 

death penalty for nonhomicidal crimes is unconstitutiona1. 30 

30 Pending legislation to reinstate the federal death penalty 
would limit the death penalty to those circumstances where 
the victim is killed during the kidnapping. See, Report of 
the Senate Judiciary Committee on S.239, Establishing 
Constitutional Procedures for the Imposition of Capital 
Punishment, Report 99-282, 99 Cong. 2d Sess. 2 (1986) . 

IV. Conclusion 

17 
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_ The language of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 and its 

legislative history clearly indicate that the Sentencing 

Commission does not have the authority to reinstate the federal 

death penalty. 

If the Commission reinstated capital punishment it would be 

usurping Congress' power to reinstate the federal death penalty. 

Such a decision would not only embroil the Commission in unnecessar y 

controversy but would undermine the e~fectiveness of its other 

work. Corlgress clearly did not intend this result. In fact, 

given the controversial nature of the issue, had the Sentencing 

Reform Act purported to give the Commission the authority ·the 

Justice Department now claims for it, the statute would not have 

been enacted • 

Finally, although we do not believe this to be a close 

question in light of the statutory language, legislative history 

and the political context, any doubt should lea~ the Commission 

to defer to Congress. ~einstating the federal death penalty goes 

to the core of our values as a society and as a nation. In 

principle, and under governing supreme Court cases, that decision 

can properly be made only by the elected representatives of the 

people. 

ussentes.dp 
#6 drt/skh 
2-16-87 
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February 12, 1987 

MEMORANDUM 

Re: Statutory Authority of the United States 
Sentencing Commission to Include Capital 
Punishment in its Sentencing Guidelines 

The American Civil Liberties Union has asked 

Covington & Burling to examine the question whether the United 

States Sentencing Commission has statutory authority to issue 

guidelines establishing criter~a for the imposition of the 

death penalty. This memorandum responds to the ACLU's 

request . 

Section I of the memorandum describes the · legis-

lative background of -the Sentencing Commission and of the 

statute under which it operates. Section II sets out the 

statutory provisions that define the Commission's authority. 

Section III states the arguments of the Department of Justice, 

which has recently advised the Commission that it may legally 

establish criteria for the imposition of capital punishment. 

Finally, in Section IV, the memorandum analyzes the issue of 

the Commission's authority with respect to the death penalty 

in the light of the legislative background, the terms of the 

governing statute, and the Justice Department's analysis. It 

concludes, contrary to the Justice Department, that the 

Commission is not authorized to include in its sentencing 

guidelines criteria governing the imposition of the death 

sentence. 
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I. Legislative Background 

The Sentencing Commission was created by the Sen-

tencing Reform Act of 1984, Pub. L. 98-473, 98 Stat. 1987, 

Chapter II of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, 

Pub. L. 98-473, 98 Stat. 1976. The Comprehensive Crime 

Control Act capped more than a decade of legislative efforts 

to reform the federal criminal justice sys~em. This omnibus 

statute evolved from S. 1, introduced first in the 93d Con-

gress as the Criminal Justice Codification, Revision and 

Reform Act of 1973 and then in the 94th Congress as the 

Criminal Justice Reform Act of 1975. s. 1 would have revised 

and ~ecodified all substantive offense provisions in Title 18 

of the United States Code. In addition, S. 1 would have 

modified the sentencing provisions of that title. 

Both versions of s. 1 listed "authorized sentences," 

which included punishment by death, and both would have 

established special dealh sentence procedures and substantive 

criteria to guide the sentencer in deciding whether to impose 

such punishment. 

These procedures and criteria reflected a general 

understanding that the Supreme Court's decision in Furman v. 

Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972), striking down as unconstitu-

tional state death penalty statutes that gave judges and 

juries unfettered discretion in their decisions whether to 

sentence to death, applied to the federal death penalty 
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statutes then on the books.!/ None of the federal statutes 

provided in terms for procedural or substantive means of 

channeling the sentencer's discretion. In the aftermath of 

Furman, nearly forty states have adopted capital punishment 

guidelines of the general kinds that the Court was to hold 

constitutionally acceptable in the second round of death 

penalty cases, Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976); Proffitt 

v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976); Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262 

(1976). There is one federal statute comparable to these new 

statutes, the Antihijacking Act of 1974, which authorizes the 

death penalty for air piracy if death results and includ~s 

sentencing procedures and substantive sentencing criteria 

designed to satisfy the constitutional requirements of Furman. 

49 u.s.c. §§ 1472-73.~/ None of the pre-existing federal 

death penalty statutes, however, has been amended to respond 

to Furman. 

1/ Justice Blackmun, dissenting in Furman, said that federal 
death penalty provisions, along with those of the states, were 
apparently voided. 408 U.S. at 411-12 (Blackmun, . J., dis-
senting); see also 408 U.S. at 417 (Powell, J., dissenting). 
Contemporaneous commentators agreed. See,~' Note, The 
Furman Case: What Life Is Left in the Death Penalty?, 22 
Cath. L. Rev. 651 (1973); Polsby, The Death of Capital Punish-
ment?; Furman v. Georgia, 1972 s. Ct. Rev. l (1972). 

2/ In 1985, Congress also amended the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice to authorize the death penalty for members of 
the armed forces found guilty of espionage in a court-martial 
proceeding. Pub. L. 99-145, § 535, 99 Stat. 635. Although 
also designed to meet the Furman requirements, this statute 
does not apply to the general civilian public. 
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After S. 1 had failed twice, similar legislation was 

introduced in the 95th Congress as S. 1437, the Criminal Code 

Reform Act of 1978. S. 1437 generally adopted the sentencing 

changes of S. 1, and it added provision for a sentencing 

commission. S. 1437 would have repealed all but two federal 

death penalty provisions, and it deleted capital punishment 

from the list o{ authorized sentences. s. 1437 was not 

enacted, and similar . bills in the 96th and 97th Congress also 

failed. 

Finally, in the 98th Congress, Senator Thurmond 

introduced S. 829, an Administration bill that incorporated 

the earlier bills on criminal justice reform, including the 

sentencing provisions of s. 1437, and added several other, 

controversial measures. Title X of S. 829 would have estab-

lished procedures and provided criteria for the imposition of 

the death penalty under those federal offenses for which 

existing statutes nominally authorized the death perialty. The 

bill was referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee, which 

split off the controversial measures into separate bills. The 

committee reported the general criminal reform legislation as 

S. 1762 and the bill to restore the federal death penalty as 

S. 1765. The Senate approved both bills -- s. 1762 by a vote 

of 91 to 1, 130 Cong. Rec. S759 (daily ed. Feb. 2, 1984) and 

S. 1765 later and by the much closer margin of 63 to 32, 130 

Cong. Rec. S1491 (daily ed. Feb. 22, 1984). S. 1762 was 

enacted as the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984. 
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s. 1765 died in the House of Representatives. 

Chapter II of the omnibus Crime Control Act is the 

Sentencing Reform Act, which broadly revises the law governing 

the imposition of sentences for federal offenses. In section 

217(a) of the statute, Congress created the United States 

Sentencing Commission, an independent, bipartisan commission 

comprised of seven voting members and one nonvoting member.l/ 

The Commission's duties include the promulgation of guidelines 

establishing er i ter ia for .the imposition of the several types 

of authorized sentences and setting a sentencing range for 

each category of federal offense. 18 u.s.c. §§ 994(a) and 

(b). Unless Congress acts within six months of their issu-

ance, these guidelines will control the sentencing decisions 

of all federal judges, save in unusual cases. 28 u.s.c. 
§ 994(0); 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)(4). The Commission must issue 

its first guidelines by April 13, 1987.!/ 

ll In a later section of the statute, Congress provided that 
the Chairman of the United State Parole Commission would serve 
as as an ex officio member of the Commission for the first 
five years of the Commission's life. Pub. L. 98-473, 
§ 235(b)(S). The Commission today therefore includes seven 
voting and two nonvoting membeis. 

4/ Pub. L. 99-217, 99 Stat. 1728 11985), extended the Com-
mission's original 1986 deadline by one year. 
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II. Relevant Statutory Provisions 

The Sentencing Reform Act is in two major parts. 

First, by Section 212(a) it enacts two new chapters of Title 

18 of the United States Code: Chapter 227, entitled "Sen-

tences," supplanting the old Chapter 227, "Sentence, Judgment, 

and Execution''; and Chapter 229, entitled "Postsentence 

Administration," supplanting the old Chapter 229, "Fines, 

Penalties and Forfeitures." Second, Section 217(a) ·enacts a 

new Chapter 58 of Title 28 of the United States Code, "United 

States Sentencing Commission"; the provisions of Chapter 58 

create and empower the Sentencing Commission. 

The heart .of the Title 18 provisions is Section 

3551, entitled "Authorized sentences." Section 355l(a) 

requires that·, · " [ e] xcept as otherwise specifically provided," 

a defendant who has been found guilty of a federal offense 

"shali be sentenced in accordance with the 
provisions of this chapter so as to achieve 
the purposes set forth in subparagraphs (A) 
through (D) of section 3553(a)(2) to the 
extent that they are applicable in light of 
all the circumstances of the case." 

The "purposes'' set forth in Section 3553(a)(2) are the need 

for the sentence imposed (A) to reflect the seriousness of the 

crime, to promote respect for the law, and to provide just 

punishment, (B) to afford adequate deterrence of criminal 

conduct, (C) to protect the public from further crimes by the 

defendant, and (D) to provide rehabilitation for the defen-

dant. Under Section 355l(b), 

"An individual found guilty of an offense 
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shall be sentenced, in accordance wjth the 
provisions of section 3553, to --

(1) a term of probation as authorized 
by subchapter B; 

(2) a fine as authorized by subchapter 
C; or 

(3) a term of imprisonment as 
authorized by subchapter D. 11 

Section 355l(b) goes on to provide that a fine may be imposed 

in addition to either probation or imprisonment. It also says 

that certain sanctions -- criminal forfeiture authorized by 

Section 3554, notice by the defendant to the victims of a 

crime involving fraud or deceit, authorized by Section 3555, 

and restitution authorized by Section 3556 -- may be imposed 

"in addition to the sentence required" by Section 355l(b). 

(Section J55l(c) deals with the sentencin~ of organizations, 

following - the pattern of Section 355l(b) but omitting the 

sentence of imprisonment.) Section 3559, the final section of 

subchapter A of Chapter 227 containing the general sentencing -

provisions including Section 3551, classifies offenses for 

sentencing purposes by letter grades, A (the most serious) 

through E felonies, A through C misdemeanors, and (least 

serious of all) infractions. The seriousness of an offense is 

inferred from the gravity of the sentence provided for in the 

substantive statute defining and denouncing the offense. 

Subchapter B of Chapter 227, Sections 3561-66, 

states the circumstances in which the sentence of probation 

can be.imposed, the factors to be considered in determining 
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what the conditions of probation must and may be, and the 

sanctions for probation violations. Subchapter C, Sec-

tions 3571-74, similarly deals with the size of authorized 

fines, factors to be considered in imposing fines, and the 

modification or remission of fines .. Subchapter D, Sec-

tions 3581-86, specifies authorized terms of imprisonment for 

various classes of offenses, factors to be considered in 

sentencing an individual to prison, factors relating to 

whether sentences should be concurrent or consecutive, and 

other matters relating to imprisonment. 

Turning to the Title 28 provisions of the Sentencing 

Reform Act, Section 994, a long and detailed section, is the 

principal provision dealing with the Sentencing Commission and 

its duties and powers. Section 994(a)(l) directs the Commis-

sion to promulgate and distribute to the federal courts 

"guidelines, as described in this section, 
for use of a sentencing court in determining 
the sentence to be imposed in a criminal 
case, including --

(A) a determination whether to impose a 
sentence to probation, a fine, or a 
term of imp~isonment; 

(B) a determination as to the appro-
priate amount of a fine or the 
appropriate length of a term of 
probation or a term of imprison-
ment; 

(C) a . determination whether a sentence 
to a term of imprisonment should 
include a requirement that the 
defendant be placed on a term of 
supervised release after imprison-
ment, and, if so, the appropriate 
length of such a term; and 
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(D) a determinati9n whether multiple 
sentences to terms of imprisonment 
should be ordered to run concur-
rently or consecutively." 

Section 994(a)(2) also requires the Commission to issue 

"general policy statements" on certain matters, including the 

appropriate use of the sanctions of criminal forfeiture, 

notice to victims and restitution. 

duties: 

Section 994(b) further refines the Commission's 

" (1) The Commission, in the guidelines 
promulgated pursuant to subsection (a)(l), 
shall, for each category of offense involving 
each category of defendant, establish a 
sentencing range that is consistent with all 
pertinent provisions of Title 18, United 
States Code. 

(2) If a sentence specified by the 
guidelines includes a term of imprisonment, 
the maximum of the range established for such 
a term shall not exceed the minimum of that 
range by the greater of 25 percent or 6 
months, except that, if the maximum term of 
the range is 30 year~ or mo~e, the maximum 
may be life imprisonment." As amended by 
Pub. L. 99-363, 99 Stat. 770 (1986). 

Subsections (c) and (d) require the Commission to consider 

various factors relating to offense and offender characteris-

tics in establishing categories of offenses and defendants for 

use in its guidelines and policy statements. 

Section 3553(a)(4) of Title 18 directs that a 

federal court, "in determining the particular sentence to be 

imposed, shall consider ... the kinds of sentence and the 

sentencing range" established by the Sentencing Commission for 

the relevant category of offense and offender. 
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Section 3553(b) goes fur,ther, directing that a court "shall 

impose a sentence of the kind and within the range, referred 

to in subsection (a) ( 4) , ". unless it finds that an aggravating 

or mitigating circumstance exists not adequately treated by 

the Sentencing Commission that indicates a sentence different 

from that prescribed by the Commission's guidelines. 

, III. Summary of the Justice Department's Analysis 

The Office of Legal Counsel of the Department of 

Justice takes the position that the Sentencing Commission has 

the statutory authority to prescribe criteria for the imposi-

tion of the· death penalty. Its view is stated in a memorandum 

dated January 8, 1987, addressed to the chairman of the 

?entencing Commission. We have also been supplied with 

memoranda on the same subject and reaching the same conclusion 

prepared by lawyers in the Criminal Division. We have taken 

the OLC memorandum as stating the Justice Department position 

authoritatively. This section of our memorandum briefly 

summarizes the Justice Department's position as so stated. 

The Justice Department's chief argum~nt is. that, if 

the statute were read as excluding capital punishment from the 

C~mmission's authority to promulgate sentencing guidelines, 

the result would be the implied repeal of all but one of the 

existing federal provisions for the death penalty, and repeals 

by implication are disfavored. The Department notes that a 

number of federal criminal statutes now provide for imposition 

of capital punishment. See,~, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1111 (first-
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degree murder), 1751 (assassination or kidnapping resulting in 

the death of the President), 2381 (treason). The Department 

says that the phrase "[e]xcept as otherwise specifically 

provided" as used in 18 U.S.C. § 355l(a) to qualify the 

general rule that a federal criminal defendant "shall be 

sentenced in accordance with the provisions" of the new 

Chapter 227 requires a specific reference in the substantive 

statute defining and denouncing an offense denying the appli-

cability of the new sentencing provisions. There is no such 

reference in any of the death penalty provisions of Title 18, 

though there is at least an attempted· such reference in the 

Antihijacking Act (pp. 24-25, infra). Therefore, unless the 

death penalty is somehow within Chapter 227 though not there 

mentioned (save for a recognition in Section 3559(a) that some 

statutes in fact provide for the death penalty), the death 

penalty for all Title 18 crimes has effectively been repealed. 

Such a-repeal, the Department contends, would run counter to 

"positive and indisputable evidence in the Act's legislative 

history that existing death penalty statutes were not intended 

to be affected in any way, let alone repealed." (OLC 

Mem. 26.) Therefore the Department concludes "that capita~ 

punishment is an authorized sanction under the Sentencing 

Reform Act of 1984." (Id. at 24.) 

The Department finds no textual support for this 

conclusion in the substantive sentencing provisions of 

Title 18. It does profess to find support in the provisions 
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of Title 28 dealing with the Sentencing Commission. Indeed, 

it goes so far as to say that, "[o]n its face, section 994 of 

the Act appears to authorize the Commission to promulgate 

capital sentencing guidelines." (Id. at 26.) The Department 

refers for such authorization to the Commission's mandate 

under Section 994(a) to "promulgate ... guidelines ... for 

use of a sentencing court in determining the sentence to be 

imposed in a criminal case." (Id.) It refers further to 

Section 994(b) and the requirement that the Commission esta-

blish a sentencing range for each offense "consistent with all 

pertinent provisions" of Title 18. (Id.) And it notes that 

Section 994(a)(l), in defining the kind of sentencing guide-

lines the Commission is to promulgate and seemingly res-

tr~cting sentences to probation, fine, and imprisonment, is 

introduced by the nonrestrictive term "including,••·which to 

the Department is a recognition "that it may be necessary for 

the Commission to promulgate additional, unspecified guide-

lines." (Id.) Finally, the Department points to references 

in Sections 994(c) and (d), which prescribe factors for the 

Commission to consider in formulating its guidelines, to 

''other authorized sanctions," which it believes may include 

the death penalty. (Id.) 
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IV. Analysis 

A. Overview 

Before we undertake the detailed textual, contextual 

and historical analysis that leads us to a conclusion dia-

metrically opposite to that of the Department of Justice, it 

is well to stand back and look at what it · is that is being 

contested. 

It has been assumed since 1972 by supporters and 

opponents of the death penalty alike that Furman v. Georgia 

invalidated the death penalty provisions of all federal laws 

then in effect.11 Right or wrong, that assumption has under-

lain subsequent legislative action concerning the death 

penalty. In 1974, Congress reacted to public concern over 

aerial hijackings and enacted a death penalty statute with 

procedural and substantive safeguards intended to satisfy the 

11 See,~' s. Rep. No. 282, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 2 
(1986}; s. Rep. No. 251, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 2-4 (1983}; 130 
Cong. Rec. Sl470 (daily ed. Feb. 22, 1984} (remarks of Sen. 
Thurmond); Sl472 (remarks of Sen. Mathias); Sl477 (remarks of 
Sen. Dole); Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1983: Hearings 
on s. 829 Before the Subcomm. on Criminal Law of the Senate 
Committee on the Judiciary, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 22 (1983) 
(statement of Assistant Attorney General Jensen) ("For more 
than a decade, Federal statutes authorizing the death penalty 
for offenses of homicide, espionage, and treason have been 
unenforceable because they fail to provide, as required under 
the Supreme Court's landmark decision in Furman v. Georgia, a 
set of legislated guidelines to narrow the sentencer's 
discretion in determining whether the death penalty. is 
justified in a particular case"). 
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Supreme Court's constitutional concerns.~/ Supporters of the 

death penalty have attempted to secure the enactment of 

legislation that would revitalize the pre-existing federal 

death penalty statutes. But significant opposition in 

Congress to capital punishment has prevented the enactment of 

the procedural and substantive safeguards for those statutes 

that the Constitution requires as a prerequisite to the 

imposition of a sentence of death. 

The death penalty has been one of the most sharply 

debated of public policy issues. In debate on the bill that 

was enacted as the Sentencing Reform Act, Senator Thurmond, a 

strong supporter of the death penalty, stated both the under-

lying assumption that positive congressional action would be 

necessary to resuscitate the federal death penalty and his own 

frustration at the lack of such action. He said that "we do 

not seem to be able to enact a death penalty statute" with the 

result, he noted, that life imprisonment is the most severe 

sanction available even for prisoners, already serving life 

sentences, who kill prison guards. 130 Cong. Rec. S428 (daily 

6/ Antihijacking Act of 1974, Pub. L. 93-366, §§ 104-05, 88 
Stat. 410-11 (1974), codified at 49 U.S.C. §§ 1472-73. In 
view of the plurality opinion of Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 
(1978), which held that the Ohio death penalty statute was 
unconstitutional because it limited the range of mitigating 
circumstances that the sentencer may consider, it is not clear 
that even the Antihijacking Act on its face would survive 
constitutional scrutiny since 49 U.S.C. § 1473 does not 
provide for consideration of mitigating factors other than 
those listed in subsection (c)(6). 
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ed. Jan. 30, 1984). 

It is clear that in finding common ground for 

dealing with a wholly separate matter of public concern -- the 

existence of discrepancies in sentencing within the federal 

court system legislators agreed to set aside their dif-

ferences on the death penalty. The Justice Department concurs 

and indeed asserts that proposition as a major premise of its 

argument. As a reflection of that agreement, the Sentencing 

Reform Act is silent on the death penalty. In both its 

substantive sections on sentencing, enacted as provisions of 

Title 18, and in its creation and empowerment of a new commis-

sion that would establish sentencing guidelines, the Sen-

tencing Reform Act treats as the only "authorized sent~nces'' 

imprisonment, fines, and probation. It provides specifically 

for certain additional "sahctions" -- notice to victims, 

restitution, and forfeiture. Not one express term of the 

statute mentions the death penalty as an authorized sentence 

or an authorized sanction. Congress so legislated on the 

assumption that the death penalty (except for _skyjacking) was 

unenforceable. The silence of the statute can only mean that 

Congress intended to leave the federal death penalty in that 

unenforceable state of suspension. 

If the Sentencing Reform Act had attempted to deal 

with the death penalty as an authorized sentence or authorized 

sanction, it very likely would not have been enacted. We know 

that because the House of Representatives failed to pass a 
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bill, s. 1765, that would have resuscitated the federal death 

penalty by establishing constitutional procedures and criteria 

for its imposition. That same House passed the Sentencing 

Reform Act without difficulty. It is inconceivable that the 

House meant by the Sentencing Reform Act to authorize a 

commission to do exactly what it had declined to do in respect 

of the death penalty. It is similarly inconceivable that the 

Senate intended this effect. The Senate had separated the 

controversial death penalty provisions from the noncontrover-

sial sentencing reform provisions of a single bill, divided 

them into separate bills, and passed both, the non-controver-

sial one with a single dissent, the controversial death 

penalty bill over a substantial n~gative vote. 

B. Text 

The text of the statute demonstrates that Congress 

did not intend to authorize the Sentencing Commission to : 

establish criteria reviving the death penalty. The author of 

the OLC memorandum of January 8 surely had his tongue more 

firmly embedded in his cheek than is usual, even for a lawyer 

advocating a client's position, when he wrote that Section . 994 

of Title 28, added by the Sentencing Reform Act, "[o]n its 

face ... appears to authorize the [Sentencing] Commission to 

promulgate capital sentencing guidelines." (OLC Mem. 26.) It 

is impossible to find on the face of Section 994 (or any other 

provision added to either title of the Code by the Sentencing 

Reform Act) a suggestion that Congress was conferring 
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authority on the Commission to promulgate capital sentencing 

guidelines. Every indication on the face of the statute is to 

the contrary. 

The striking thing about the text of the statute is 

that with one exception any mention of the death penalty is, 

a~ the Justice Department itself puts it, "[c]onspicuously 

absent." (OLC Mem. 7.) The key substantive provision of the 

statute lists three kinds of Jauthorized sentences," 

18 U.S.C. § 355l(b). Under Section 355l(b), an individual 

found guilty of a federal offense must be sentenced to a term 

of probation, a fine, or a term of imprisonment. The defen-

dant may be fined on top of being sentenced to probation or 

imprisonment, and he may also be subjected to an order of 

forfeiture, an order to give notice to the victim or victims 

of his crime, or an order to make restitution. 

Following Section 3551 come provisions concerning 

presen~ence reports, § 3552, and detailing the factors to be 

considered in imposing sentence, § 3553. Section 3554 states 

the circumstances in which a forfeiture order must be entered 

in addition to the sentence. Section 3555 explains the notice 

sanction -- the option of the court's ordering the defendant 

to give notice of his conviction to his victims in the case of 

a crime involving fraud or deception. Section 3556 similarly 

explains when restitution can be exacted of a defendant. And 

three foll-owing subchapters, each consisting of several 

separate Code sections, set forth details of the authorized 
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sentences of probation, fine, and imprisonment. There is 

nothing remotely comparable about the death penalty in these 

provisions of Title 18. In fact, there is next to nothing at 

all. 

Similarly, Congress' mandate to the Sentencing 

Commission in Title 28 omits any mention of capital punish-

ment. The provisions dealing with the Commission list the 

same three types of sentences as are listed in Section 3551 

and treated in the following subchapters of Title 18. By 

citation to the relevant sections of Title 18, the Commission 

is empowered to recommend appropriate uses for the other 

authorized sanctions of forfeiture, notice, and restitution • 

Specifically, under Section 994(a)(l), the Commission is 

directed to issue 

"guidelines, as described in this section, 
for use of a sentencing court in determining 
the sentence to be imposed in a criminal 
case, including --

(A) 

( B) 

a determination whether to impose a 
sentence to probation, a fine, or·a 
term of imprisonment; 

a determination as to the appro-
priate amount of a fine or the 
appropriate length of a term of 
probation or a term of imprison-
ment; 

" 
Section 994(a)(2) directs the Commission to issue general 

policy statements regarding other aspects of sentencing, 

"including the appropriate use" of the forfeiture, notice, and 

restitution sanctions. 28 u.s.c. § 994(a)(2)(A). 
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Under the quoted provisions of Section 994(a)(l) the 

Commission has the duty to prescribe guidelines first for a 

sentencing court's determination "whether to impose a sentence 

to probation, a fine, or a term of imprisonment" and second 

for the court's determination of the amount of a fine or 

length of a term of probation or imprisonment. It is hard to 

understand how Congress could have stated more clearly that 

these three sentences -- referred to elsewhere as "authorized 

sentences" -- are the only kinds of sentences with respect to 

which the Commission is empowered to issue guidelines. 

The Department of Justice makes four textual points 

in arguing against the conclusion that the words of the 

statute seem to dictate. It poi~ts first to the breadth of 

the Sentencing Commissio·n' s mandate to prescribe guidelines 

for uie of a court in determining the sentence in a criminal 

case. In doing so, it omits from the statutory mandate, as 

· quoted above, the phrase "as described in this section." 

(P. 8, supra.) The sentencing guidelines that the Commission 

is directed to promulgate are the guidelines "described in 

this section." And neither the Department of Justice nor 

anyone else can point to any description of a guideline in 

Section 994 that encompasses capital punishment. 

But, says the Department, even if Congress did not 

describe any such guideline, it left room for one by using the 

non-limiting term "including" in Section 994(a)(l). As can be 

seen from the quotation of Section 994(a)(l) just above, 
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however, the word "including" is in the wrong place to avail 

the Department in this argument. The statute does not say in 

Section 994(a)(l)(A) that the Commission is to prescribe 

guidelines for use of a sentencing court in determining "what 

kind of sentence to impose, including a sentence to probation, 

a fine, or imprisonment." Instead, the Commission is directed 

to prescribe guidelines for the use of the sentencing court in 

making certain determinations including (A) the determination 

which of the three authorized sentences to impose, (B) the 

determination how severe any such sentence should be, {C) the 

determination whether a term of imprisonment should be fol-

lowed by supervised release, and (D) the determination whether 

multiple terms of imprisonment should run concurrently or 

consecutively.II Because paragraphs (A) through (D) are 

introduced by the word "including," the Commission may be 

empowered to prescribe guidelines for other, related determi-

nations by sentencing courts. It does not follow that it can 

issue guidelines for determining that some other type of 

sentence, not specifically authorized anywhere in the statute, 

can be imposed. 

The Department also emphasizes that Section 994(b) 

requires that the Commission's guidelines establish a 

sentencing range "that is consistent with all pertinent 

7/ P~ragraphs (C) and (D) of§ 994(a)(l) are quoted at page 
8 supra. 
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provisions of title 18, United States Code." Noting that 

Title 18 includes provisions authorizing imposition of the 

death penalty, the Department concludes that consistency with 

Title 18 necessitates inclusion of capital punishment in the 

guidelines. Yet this argument assumes that the death penalty 

provisions in Title 18 are still enforceable -- the opposite 

of the assumption that legislators have proceeded on since 

·Furman v. Georgia. If these death penalty provisions are 

indeed unconstitutional, the most severe punishment in 

Title 18 that can be imposed is imprisonment. Section 994(b) 

does not require the Commission to reach beyond the current 

constitutional limits of Title 18 -- or, at any rate, 

Congress' understanding of - those limits. 

The Department's final textual argument rests on the 

use of the phrase ''other authorized sanctions" in identical 

subordinate clauses of Sections 994(c) and (d) describing the 

guidelines and policy statements the Commission has a duty to 

issue. Leave to one side the oddity of Congress' empowering 

the Commission to act on so important a matter as the death 

penalty by the use of a nonspecific phrase in a subordinate 

clause. Leave to one side the oddity of its using the word 

"sanctions" to describe capital punishment in a statute in 

which the word ''sentence" is used to describe the primary and 

most serious sanctions or penalties. It is plain in any event 

that "other authorized sanctions" refers to the sanctions (so 

denominated in Section 3551 of Title 18 and in Section 
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994(a)(2) of Title 28) of forfeiture, notice, and restitution, 

which are mentioned at several points in the Act. 

The only places in the Act where punishment by death 

is even acknowledged are in new 18 U.S.C. § 3559, which 

provides for classification of offenses according to the 

sentence prescribed in the original statute, and amended Rule 

38 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, which outlines 

the procedures for appeal from a conviction or sentence. 

Subsection (a)(l) of Section 3559 classifies an offense as a 

Class A felony "if the maximum term of imprisonment authorized 

is -- (A) life imprisonment, or if the maximum penalty is 

death II This classification of offenses for the 

purpose of sentencing does not affect the Commission's choice 

of sentences. Similarly, the restructuring of Rule 38 to 

provide for appeals from sentences, whi~h continues a 

reference in the rule to a sentence of death, · does not create 

authority to establish criteria for the-imposition of capital 

punishment. These references to a death penalty merely 

represent a recognition that in fact death penalty statutes 

~re on the books.!/ 

8/ The Commission similarly recognized the existence of a 
death penalty statute that is nominally on the books in its 
commentary on the offense of first-degree murder. In 
commentary on its proposed sentencing guideline for 
first-degree murder, it wrote, descriptively: "First degree 
murder is subject to a mandatory sentence of life imprisonment 
unless the death penalty is imposed, as set forth in 18 u.s.c . 

(Footnote Continued) 
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The Act not only fails to mention capital punishment 

as a sentencing option but requires the imposition of sen-

tences that would preclude capita~ punishment. Under 

18 u.s.c. § 355l(b), an i~dividual "shall" be sentenced to 

either probation or a fine or imprisonment. As the legisla-

tive history notes, this subsection thus "requires the imposi-

tion of at least one of such sentences." S. Rep. No. 225, 

98th Cong., 1st Sess. 69 (1983), reprinted in 1983 U.S. Code 

Cong. & Ad. News 3182, 3151. The Justice Department tries to 

explain away the inconsistency of this requirement and any 

provision for capital punishment by claiming that "convicted 

offenders sentenced to death will invariably be imprisoned and 

often fined prior to the execution of the death sentence." 
. 

(OLC Mem. 22 n.26.) But surely it is straining statutory 

language beyond its resiliency to equate temporary incarcera-

tion before ~xecution with the "term of imprisonment" required 

by the Act. Similarly, fining a defendant already sentenced 

to death just to satisfy Section 355l(b} does not reflect a 

reasonable interpretation of the statute. The requirement of 

probation, fine or imprisonment -- prominently.placed in the 

first section on sentencing in Title 18 -- suggests that one 

of these three options is designed to be the heart of the 

(Footnote Continued) 
§ 1111 for premeditated murder and some felony murders." 
"Proposed Sentencing Guidelines for United States Courts," 
Commentary on§ A2ll, 52 Fed. Reg. 3920, 3928 (Feb. 6, 1987). 
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sentence, not the appendix. 

Where a statute is clear on its face, its "plain 

meaning" must be given effect. See,~, Consumer Product 

Safety Comm'n v. GTE Sylvania, Inc., 447 U.S. 102, 108 

(1980); Aaron v. SEC, 446 U.S. 680, 700 (1980); Ernst & Ernst 

v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185, 200-01 (1976). The plain meaning 

rule is sometimes seen as old-fashioned, but it is the only 

rule consonant with our lawmaking system. The words of a bill 

are what Senators, Representatives, and the President see and 

act upon. Here, the words of the Sentencing Reform Act, 

enacted in the constitutionally prescribed manner by the 

concurrence of the two legislative chambers and the President, 

are clear on their face. The exclusion of capital punishment 

from the statutory statement of what sentences are permissible 

compels the conclusion that Congress intended to withhold from 

the Commission authority to include capital punishment in its 

guidelines. 

c. Context of Statutory Provisions 

The context of the principal provisions of the 

Sentencing Reform Act negates any suggestion that Congress 

meant to confer capital punishment authority on the Sentencing 

Commission. The most significant piece of contextual evidence 

is that Congress in the Sentencing Reform Act apparently acted 

to preserve the death penalty of the Antihijacking Act -- the 

one federal death penalty statute thought to be accompanied by 

constitutionally adequate safeguards. See Pub. L. 98-473, 
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§ 232(a), amending 49 U.S.C. § 1472. In doing so, it kept the 

Antihijacking Act death penalty outside the purview of the 

Sentencing Commission.~/ On Senator Laxalt's motion, the 

Senate amended S. 1762 to insert in the Antihijacking Act the 

words "notwithstanding the provisions of 18 U.S.C. § 3559(b)" 

before the provisions of the statute that authorize the death 

penalty. The purpose of this amendment was "to make clear 

that the new 18 u.s.c. § 3559(b) is not intended to repeal the 

current death penalty and related procedures applicable to 

aircraft hijacking, where death results." 129 Cong. Rec. 

Sl4702 (daily ed. Oct. 26, 1983) (remarks of Sen. Laxalt). 

The amendment should probably refer, and presumably 

was intended to refer, to 18 u.s.c. § 355l(b), and not 

3359(b). Section 3559(b) merely describes the effect of the 

classification of offenses in Section 3559(a) and does not 

appear to limit the choice of sentences so as to require a 

"notwithstanding." Section 355l(b), on the other hand·, limits 

"authorized sentences" to probation, fines and imprisonment 

and thus on its face excludes the capital punishment that the 

Antihijacking Act would otherwise authorize. 

9/ The Commission's proposed guidelines properly reflect the 
amendment. See "Proposed Sentencing Guidelines for United 
States Court's"";" Commentary on§ A251, 52 Fed. Reg. 3920, 3931 
(Feb 6, 1987) (stating that, "[i]f death occurs during the 
commission of aircraft piracy, either a mandatory minimum ·term 
of life imprisonment or th.e death penalty should be imposed," 
but without attempting to guide the sentencer's choice of one 

·or the other sentence). 
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Assuming the garbled reference to Section 3559(b) is 

taken as a reference to Section 355l(b), the effect of the 

amendment may be to authorize capital punishment under the 

Antihijacking Act, notwithstanding the general rule 

restricting sentences to probation, fines, and imprisonment. 

In other words, in the Antihijacking Act, it is "otherwise 

specifically provided," 18 U.S.C. § 355l(a) (~ p. 11, 

supra), and the death penalty can. be imposed even though it is 

not an authorized sentence named in Section 3551. The fact 

that Senator Laxalt described his amendment as a clarifying 

one (~ OLC Mem. 25 n.22) does not compel the conclusion that 

it was truly unnecessary or justify the further conclusion 

that somehow the death penalty, though unmentioned, was in the 

Sentencing Reform Act all along. 

Moreover, the context of the major provisions of the 

Sentencing Reform Act demonstrates that Congress was at best 

indifferent to the death penalty in enacting that statute . . 
One of the provisions of the former Chapter 227 of Title 18 

that were repealed by Section 212{a){2) of the Act is old 

18 U~S.C. § 3566, which provided that the punishment of death 

should be inflicted by the means provided in the laws of the 

place where the federal sentence of death was imposed. In the 

absence of old Section 3566 there is no prescription of how a 

federal death penalty shall be executed. 

Finally, if the Sentencing Commission were meant to 

have power to deal with the death sentence, its power would be 
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incomplete, insufficient to bring the death penalty provisions 

of Title 18 into conformity with the Constitution. The 

Sentencing Commission's charter pertains to the substance of 

sentences: what considerations should enter into the pre-

scription of one or another kind of sentence and into how 

severe that sentence should be. See 18 u.s.c. §§ 994(a) 

(Commission to promulgate guidelines "for use of a sentencing 

court in determining the sentence to be imposed . . . ·. ") 

(emphasis added); 994{b) (Commission shall "establish a 

ientencing range .... '') (emphasis added). The reason for 

the creation of the Commission was what some perceived to be a 

scandalous disparity in sentences meted out by different 

federal courts for the same offense and to similarly-situated 

defendants. See S. Rep. No. 225 -at 38-46. There had been no 

public outcry about sentencing procedures, and the Commission 

is not, on any reading of its ch~rter, empowered or directed 

to prescribe sentencing procedures. 

Yet, in the Antihijacking Act and in the generally 

applicable federal death sentence bills that have been modeled 

on it, 101 there are provisions dealing both with the aggra-

vating and mitigating factors that must be considered by a 

court in deciding whether to impose the death penalty and the 

procedures to be followed in weighing the factors. In 

10/ See,~' S. 829, Title X, 98th Cong., 1st Sess (1983); 
S. 1765, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984). 
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general, the procedures are those familiar to students of the 

post-Furman state death penalty statutes -- a rather formal 

sentencing hearing, practically a second trial following the 

trial of guilt or innocence. The Commission clearly could not 

promulgate guidelines requiring that there be such a senten-

cing trial. 

D. Legislative History 

Contrary to what the Justice Department asserts, th~ 

legislative history confirms the plain meaning of the statute. 

As the Department notes, the Senate decided not to use the 

sentencing reform bill as a vehicle for reinstating capital 

punishment because it did not want to shake the consensus 

behind the legislation. When Senator Thurmond introduced 

S. 829, it was soon apparent that "one controversial provision 

could slow or halt progress on the entire package." 130 Cong. 

Rec. 5338 (daily ed. Jan. 27, 1984) (remarks of Sen. Biden.). 

The leaders of the Senate Judiciary Committee therefore 

decided "to agree what we agreed on and agree on what we 

disagreed on and move forward with the parts on which we 

agreed." 130 Cong. Rec. S404 (daily -ed.'Jan. 30, 1984) 

(remarks of Sen. Biden). 

The committee leaders decided to remove capital 

punishment from the bill in order to deflect the controversy 

that the death penalty provisions were sure to incite. See 

s. Rep. No. 225 at 2 n.10. The chairman, Senator Thurmond, 

explained more than once to his colleagues on the Senate floor 
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that "capital punishment is controversial, so we took it out 

of the package." 130 Cong. Rec. S638-39 (daily ed. Feb. 1, 

1984) (remarks of Sen. Thurmond); see also 129 Cong. Rec. 

Sll679 (daily ed. Aug. 4, 1983) (remarks of Sen. Thurmond) 

(committee deleted from predecessor bill S. 2572 those issues, 

such as capital punishment, that "are so controversial that we 

felt it would jeopardize the whole bill to include them"); 128 

Cong. Rec. S3882 _ (daily ed. April 22, 1982) (same). Senator 

Biden, the ranking minority member of the committee, agreed 

with Chairman's version. See 130 Cong. Rec. S338 (daily ed. 

Jan. 27, 1984) (committee members agreed to "move those bills 

which are controversial as separate legislation because they 

recognized that passage of a comprehensive _crime package is 

the most important goal"). Thus, the comprehensive crime 

control bill that reached the floor of the Senate "had 

stripped out of it the major controversies, that is, the death 

penalty,'' the exclusionary rule, habeas corpus, and other 

highly contentious matters. 130 Cong. Rec. S743 (daily ed. 

Feb. 2, 1984) (remarks of Sen. Baker);~ also 130 Cong. Rec. 

S754 (daily ed. Feb. 2, 1984) (remarks of Sen. Kennedy) (bill 

"excludes controversial proposals to limit the exclusionary 

rule and habeas corpus, and to reinstate the death penalty"). 

Congress' decision to isolate the sentencing reform 

bill from controversial matters, such as capital punishment, 

negates any inference that it sanctioned the death penalty as 

an appropriate subject of the Commission's guidelines. The 
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Commission's authority derives entirely from the Sentencing 

Reform Act. Its power "is no greater than that delegated to 

it by Congress." v. Payne, 106 s. Ct. 2333, 2341 (1986); 

see Dixon v. United States, 381 U.S. 68, 74 (1965); Manhattan 

General Equipment Co. v. Commissioner, 297 U.S. 129, 134 

(1936). Where Congress has built a wall between its sen-

tencing reform legislation and the ·death penalty, the Commis-

sion has no authority to climb over it.· 

Congress' focus on imprisonment as the maximum 

penalty further demonstrates the Commission's lack of 

authority to establish criteria for imposing the death 

penalty. Proponents of the Act hailed its promise of 

"stricter, saner and more uniform sentencing guidelines." 130 

Cong. Rec. Sl3088 (daily ed. Oct. 4, 1984) (remarks of 

Sen. D'Arnato). Yet the floor debates mention only imprison-

ment as the maximum sentence available for the maximum offens-

es. See 130 Cong. Rec. S527 (daily ed. Jan. 31, 1984) 

(remarks of Sen. Thurmond); 130 Cong. Rec. S757-58 (daily ed. 

Feb. 2, 1984) (remarks of Sen. Laxalt) (bill requires Commis-

si·on to specify stiff prison terms for those who commit 

violent crimes, drug offenses and other serious crimes); 130 

Cong. Rec. S429 (daily Ed. Jan. 30, 1984) (remarks of 

Sen. Biden) (emphasizing that guidelines put "emphasis on 

imprisonment for violent offenders"). 

Relying on this same legislative history, the 

Justice Department nonetheless concludes that the Commission 
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may issue guidelines that effectively reinstate the death 

penalty. The Department argues that, since Congress evidently 

did not intend to affect the current death penalty statutes, 

the guidelines must recognize their existence and include 

capital punishment. The Department is correct in asserting 

both that repeals by implication are disfavored and that 

Congress probably did not consciously intend to repeal the 

death penalty statutes. But to state the issue as one of 

repeal is to misstate it. In the wake of Furman v. Georgia, 

the death penalty statutes in Title 18 have been thought to be 

unenforceable. That assumption may be debatable, as the 

Justice Department contends (OLC Mem. 8 n.8), but it clearly 

was the assumption in fact. The assumption (seep. 13 n.5, 

supra) was grounded not only in the tenor of the prevailing 

opinions in Furman and the contemporaneous views of Justices 

and commentators (p. 3 n.l, supra) but also in a later 

decision of a United States court of appeals that a death 

penalty imposed for murder under 18 u.s.c. § 1111 must be set 

aside because the statute "is absolutely barren of sentencing 

standards, an open invitation to capricious and arbitrary 

execution,'' United States v. Kaiser, 545 F.2d 467, 469 (5th 

Cir. 1977), and the statement of another that the death 

penalty provisions of Section 1111 "probably cannot be 

constitutionally applied," United States v. Watson, 496 F.2d 

1125, 1127 (4th Cir. 1973); see also United States v. Johnson, 

425 F. Supp. 986 (E.D. La. 1976) (death penalty provision of 
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federal rape statute, 18 U.S.C. § 2031, unconstitutional); 

United States v. Weddell, 567 F.2d 767, 770 {8th Cir. 1977) 

{government counsel agreed that Furman precluded impositon of 

the death penalty under 18 u.s.c. § 1111). 

The status quo on which Congress acted, therefore, 

in considering and passing the Sentencing Reform Act, was a 

status quo in which the death penalty -- save for that 

contained in the Antihijacking Act, which Congress acted to 

preserve -- hung in suspension. Congress believed, and 

probably quite correctly, that it would require a political 

decision on t'he part of its members, the people's elected 

representatives, to remove from its state of suspension the 

death penalty for most federal offenses for which it is 

nominally provided. 

The d~cision is quintessentially one for the Con-

gress. Congress has simply not been able to decide (save in 

the case of aerial hijacking) that the death penalty suffi-

ciently serves the sentencing goals of just punishment, 

deterrence, and incapacitation to warrant the awesome finality 

of its imposition and execution. The "implied repeal" of the 

death sentence by the Sentencing Reform Act, to use the 

Justice Department's phrase, leaves the issue just as it was 

before the Act was passed, an issue that Congress alone can 

properly resoive. 

It trivializes and distorts the nature of the policy 

decision that Congress has reserved to itself to argue, as the 
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Justice Department does, by reference to cases such as United 

States v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157 (1968), in 

which an agency authorized to deal in the public interest with 

a range of economic issues affecting an industry or a tech-

nology has been held empowered to act in respect of some issue 

unforeseen when its broad congressional charter was written. 

That is far from the death penalty situation. The decision 

whether, and if so in what circumstances, the supreme penalty 

should be exacted for federal offenses is a decision of a very 

different order of magnitude from the decision whether cable 

television should be regulated by the FCC. Moreover, Congress 

was well aware of the death penalty issue and chose not to try 

to resolve it in the legislation that otherwise empowered the 

Sentencing Commission to fill in the details of the sentencing 

policy it was enacting. 

Conclusion 

The Sentencing Reform Act does not authorize the 

Sentencing Commission to include the death penalty in its 

guidelines. Any provision authorizing judicial imposition of 

capital punishment thus would exceed the Commission's statu-

tory authority. 

WILLIAM H. ALLEN 
ELIZABETH H. DANELLO 

Covington & Burling 
1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W . 
P.O. Box 7566 
Washington, D.C. 20044 
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February 12, 1987 

MEMORANDUM 

Re: Statutory Authority of the United States 
Sentencing Commission to Include Capital 
Punishment in its Sentencing Guidelines 

The American Civil Liberties Union has asked 

Covington & Burling to examine the question whether the United 

States Sentencing Commission has statutory authority to issue 

guidelines establishing criteria for the imposition of the 

death penalty. This memorandum responds to the ACLU's 

request • 

Section I of the memor~ndum describes the le'gis-

lative background of the. Sentencing Commission and of the 

· statute under which it operates. Section II sets out the 

statutory provisions that. define the Commission's authority. 

Section III states the arguments of the Department of Justice, 

which has recently advised the Commission that it may legally 

establish criteria for the imposition of capital punishment. 

Finally, in Section IV, the memorandum analyzes the issue of 

· the Commission's authority with respect to the death penalty 

in the light of the legislative background, the terms of the 

governing statute, and the Justice Department's analysis. It 

concludes, contrary to the Justice Department, that the 

Commission is· not authorized to include in its sentencing 

guidelines criteria governing the imposition of the death 

sentence. 
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I. Legislative Background 

The Sentencing Commission was created by the Sen-

tencing Reform Act of 1984, Pub. L. 98-473, 98 Stat. 1987, 

Chapter II of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, 

Pub. L. 98-473, 98 Stat. 1976. The Comprehensive Crime 

Control Act capped more than a decade of legislative efforts 

to reform the federal criminal justice system: This omnibus 

statute evolved from s. 1, introduced first in the 93d Con-

gress as the Criminal Justice Codification, Revision and 

Reform Act of 1973 and then in the 94th Congress as the 

Criminal Justice Reform Act of 1975. S. 1 would have revised 

and recodified all substantive offense provisions in Title 18 

of the United States Code. In addition, s. 1 would have 

modified the sentencing provisions of that title. 

Both versions of s. 1 listed "authorized.sentences," 

which included punishment by death, and both would have 

established special death .sentence procedures and substantive 

criteria to guide the sentencer in deciding whether to impose 

such punishment. 

These procedures and criteria reflected a general 

understanding that ~he Supreme Court's decision in Furman v. 

Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972), striking down as unconstitu-

tional state death penalty statutes that gave judges and 

juries unfettered discretion in their decisions whether to 

sentence to death, applied to the federal death penalty 
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statutes then on the books.!/ None of the federal statutes 

provided in terms for procedural or substantive means of 

channeling the sentencer's discretion. In the aftermath of 

Furman, nearly forty states have adopted capital punishment 

guidelines of the general kinds that the Court was to hold 

constitutionally acceptable in the second round of death 

penalty cases, Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976): Proffitt 

.v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976): Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262 

(1976). There is one federal statute comparable to these new 

statutes, the Antihijacking Act of 1974, which authorizes the 

death penalty for air piracy if death results and includes 

sentencing procedures and substantive sentencing criteria 

designed to satisfy the constitutional requirements of Furman. 

49 u.s.c. S§ 1472-73.1/ None of the pre-existing federal 

death penalty statutes, however, has been amended to respond 

to Furman. 

1/ Justice Blackmun, dissenting in Furman, said that federal 
aeath penalty .provisions, along with those of the states, were 
apparently voided. 408 U.S. at 411-12 (Blackmun, J., dis-
senting); see also 408 U.S. at 417 (Powell, J., dissenting). 
Contemporaneouscommentators agreed. See,~, Note, The 
Furman Case: What Life Is Left in the75eath Penalty?, U-
Cath. L. Rev. 651 (1973); Polsby, The Death of Capital Punish-
ment?: Furman v. Georgia, 1972 s. Ct. Rev. 1 (1972). 

2/ In 1985, Congress also amended the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice to authorize the death penalty for members of 
the armed forces found guilty of espionage in a court-martial 
proceeding. Pub. L. 99-145, S 535, 99 Stat. 635. Although 
also designed to meet the Furman requirements, this statute 
does not apply to the general civilian public. 
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Afters. l had failed twice, similar legislation was 

introduced in the 95th Congress ass. 1437, the Criminal Code 

Reform Act of 1978. S. 1437 generally adopted the sentencing 

changes of S. 1, and it added provision for a · sentencing 

commission. S. 1437 would have repealed all but two federal 

death penalty provisions, and it deleted capital punishment 

from the list of authorized sentences. s. 1437 was not 

enacted, and similar bills in the 96th and 97th Congress also 

failed. 

Finally, in the 98th Congress, Senator Thurmond 

introduced S. 829, an Administration bill that incorporated 

the earlier bills on criminal justice reform, including the 

sentencing provisions of s. 1437, and added several other, 

controversial measures. Title X of s. 829 would have estab-

lished procedures and provided criteria for the imposition of 
. . 

the.death penalty under .those federal offenses for which 

existing statutes nominally authorized the death penalty. The 

bill was referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee, which 

split off the controversial measures into separate bills. The 

committee reported the general criminal reform legislation as 

S. 1762 and the bill to restore the federal death penalty as 

s. 1765. The Senate approved both bills -- s. 1762 by a vote 

of 91 to 1, 130 Cong. Rec. S759 (daily ed. Feb. 2, 1984) and 

s. 1765 later and by the much closer margin of 63 to 32, 130 

Cong. Rec. S1491 (daily ed. Feb. 22, 1984). s. 1762 was 

enacted as the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984. 
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S. 1765 died in the House of Representatives. 

Chapter II of the omnibus Crime Control Act is the 

Sentencing Reform Act, which broadly revises the law governing 

the imposition of sentences for federal offenses. In section 

217(a) of the statute, Congress created the United States 

Sentencing Commission, an independent, bipartisan commission 

comprised of seven voting members and one nonvoting member.II 

The Commission's duties include the promulgation of guidelines 

establishing criteria for the imposition of the several types 

of authorized sentences and setting a sentencing range for 

each category of fed~ral offense. 18 o.s.c. SS 994(a) and 

(b). Unless Congress acts within six months of their issu-

ance, these guidelines will control the sentencing decisions 

of all federal judges, save in unusual cases. 28 . U.S.C. 

S 994(0); ia U.S.C. S 3553(a)(4). The Commission must issue 

its first guidelines by_ .Ap.ril 13, 1987 .!/ 

1/ In a later section of the statute, Congress provided that 
the Chairman of the United State Parole Commission would serve 
as as an ex officio member of the Commission for the first 
five years of the Commission's life. Pub. L. 98-473, 
S 235(b)(S). The Commission today therefore includes seven 
voting and two nonvoting members • 

4/ Pub. L. 99-217, 99 Stat. 1728 (1985), extended the Com-
mission's original 1986 deadline by one year. 
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IL. Relevant Statutory Provisions 

The Sentencing Reform Act is in two major parts. 

First, by Section 212(a) it enacts two new chapters of Title 

18 of the United States Code: Chapter 227, entitled "Sen-

tences," supplanting the old Chapter 227, "Sentence, Judgment, 

and Execution"; and Chapter 229, entitled "Postsentence 

Administration," supplanting the old Chapter 229, "Fines, 

Penalties and Forfeitures." Second, Section 217(a) enacts a 

new Chapter 58 of Title 28 of the United States Code, "United 

States Sentencing Commission"; the provisions of Chapter 58 

create and empower the Sentencing Commission. 

The heart of the Title 18 provisions is Section 

3551, entitled "Authorized sentences." Section 355l(a) 

requires that, "[e]xcept as otherwise specifically provided," 

a defendant who has been found guilty of a federal offense 

"shall be senten6ed in accordance with the 
provisions of this.chapter so as to achieve 
the purposes set forth in subparagraphs (A) 
through (D) of section 3553(a)(2) to the 
extent that they are applicable in light of 
all the circumstances of the case." 

The "purposes'' set forth in Section 3553(a)(2) are the need 

for the sentence imposed (A) to reflect the seriousness of the 

crime, to promote respect for the law, and to provide just 

punishment, (B) to afford adequate deterrence of criminal 

conduct, (C) to protect the public from further crimes by the 

defendant, and (D) to provide rehabilitation for the defen-

dant. Under Section 355l(b), 

"An individual found guilty of an offense 
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shall be sentenced, in accordance with the 
provisions of section 3553, to --

(1) a term of probation as authorized 
by subchapter B; 

(2) a fine as authorized by subchapter 
C; or 

(3) a term of imprisonment as 
authorized by subchapter D." 

Section 3551(b) goes on to provide that a fine may be imposed 

in addition to either probation or imprisonment. It- also says 

that certain sanctions -- criminal forfeiture authorized by 

Section 3554, notice by the defendant to the victims of a 

crime involving fraud or deceit, authorized by Section 3555, 

and restitution authorized by Section 3556 -- may be imposed 

"in addition to the sentence required" by Section 3551(b). 

(Section 3551(c) deals with the sentencing of organizations, 

following the pattern of Section 3551(b) but omitting the 

sentence of imprisonment.) Section 3559, the finai section of 

subchapter A of Chapter 227 containing the geperal sentencing 

provisions including Section 3551, classifies offenses for 

sentencing purposes by letter grades, A (the most serious) 

through E felonies, A through C misdemeanors, and (least 

serious of all) infractions. The seriousness of an offense is 

inferred from the gravity of the sentence provided for in the 

substantive statute defining and denouncing the offense. 

Subchapter B of Chapter 227, Sections 3561-66, 

states the circumstances in which the sentence of probation 

·can be imposed, the factors to be considered in determining 
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what the conditions of probation must and may be, and the 

sanctions for probation violations. Subchapter C, Sec-

tions 3571-74, similarly deals with the size of authorized 

fines, factors to be considered in imposing fines, and the 

modification or remission of fines. Subchapter o, Sec-

tions 3581-86, specifies authorized terms of imprisonment for 

various classes of offenses, factors to be considered in 

sentencing an individual to prison, factors relating to 

whether sentences should be concurrent or consecutive, and 

other matters relating to imprisonment. 

Turning to the Title 28 provisions of the Sentencing 

Reform Act, Section 994, a long and detailed section, is the 

principal provision dealing with the Sentencing Commission and 

its duties and powers. Section 994(a)(l) directs the Commis-

sion to promulgate and distribute to the federal courts 

"guidelines, as described in this section, 
for use of a sentencing court in determining 
the sentence to be imposed in a criminal 
case, including --

(A) a determination whether to impose a 
sentence to probation, a fine, or a 
term of imprisonment; 

(B) a determination as to the appro-
priate amount of a fine or the 
appropriate length of a term of 
probation or a term of imprison-
ment; 

(C) a determination whether a sentence 
to a term of imprisonment should 
include a requirement that the 
defendant be placed on a term of 
supervised release after imprison-
ment, and, if so, the appropriate 
length of such a term; and 
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(0) a determination-whether multiple 
sentences to terms of imprisonment 
should be ordered to run concur-
rently or consecutively." 

Section 994(a)(2) also requires the Commission to issue 

"general policy statements" on certain matters, including the 

appropriate use of the sanctions of criminal forfeiture, 

notice to victims and restitutio"n. 

duties: 

Section 994(b) further refines the Commission's 

" (1) The Commission, in the guidelines · 
promulgated pursuant to subsection (a)(l), 
shall, for each category of offense involving 
each category of defendant, establish a 
sentencing range that is consistent with all 
pertinent provisions of Title 18, United 
States Code. 

(2} If a sentence specified by the 
guidelines includes a te·rm of imprisonment, 
the maximum of the range established for such 
a term shall not exceed the minimum of that 
range by the greater of 25 percent or 6 
months, except that, if the maximum term of 
the range is .30 years or more, the maximum 
may be life imprisonment." As amended by 
Pub. L. 99-363, 99 Stat. 770 (1986}. 

Subsections ( c} and ·c d} require the Commission to consider 

various factors relating to offense and offender characteris-

tics in establishing categories of offenses and defendants for 

use in its guidelines and policy statements. 

Section 3553(a)(4) of Title 18 directs that a 

federal court, "in determining the particular sentence to be 

imposed, shall consider ••• the kinds of sentence and the 

sentencing range" established by the Sentencing Commission for 

the relevant category of offense and offender. 
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• Section 3553(b) ~_oes further, directing that a court "shall 

impose a sentence of the kind and within the range, referred 

to in subsection (a)(4)," unless it finds that an aggravating 

or mitigating circumstance exists not adequately treated by 

the Sentencing Commission that indicates a sentence different 

from that prespribed by the Commission's guidelines. 

III. Summary of the Justice Department's Analysis 

The Office of Legal Counsel of the Department of 

Justice takes the position that the Sentencing Commission has 

the statutory authority to prescribe criteria for the imposi-

tion of the death penalty. Its view is stated in a memorandum 

dated January 8, 1987, addressed to the chairman of the 

Sentencing Commission. We have also been supplied with 

memoranda on the same subject and reaching the same conclusion · 

prepared by lawyers in the Criminal Division. We have taken -

the OLC memorandum as stating the Justice Department position 

authoritatively. This section of our memorandum briefly 

summarizes the Justice Department's position as so stated. 

The Justice Department's chief argument - is that, if 

the statute were read as excluding capital punishment from the 

Commission's authority to promulgate sentencing guidelines, 

the result would be the i~plied repeal of all but one of the 

existing federal provisions for the death penalty, and repeals 

by implication are disfavored. The Department notes that a 

number of federal criminal statutes now provide for imposition 

of capital punishment. See,~, 18 o.s.c. §S 1111 (first-
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degree murder), 1751 (assassination or kidnapping resulting in 

the death of the President), 2381 (treason). The Department 

says that the phrase "[e]xcept as otherwise specifically 

provided" as used in 18 U.S.C. S 355l(a) to qualify the 

general rule that a federal criminal defendant "shall be 

sentenced in accordance with the provisions" of the new 

Chapter 227 requires a specific reference in the substantive 

statute defining and denouncing an offense denying the appli-

cability of the new sentencing provisions. There is no such 

reference in any of the death penalty provisions of Title 18, 

though there is at least an attempted such reference in the 

Antihijacking Act (pp. 24-25, infra). Therefore, unless the 

death penalty is somehow within Chapter 227 though not there 

mentioned (save for a recognition in Section 3559(a) that some 

statutes in fact provide for the death penalty), the· death 

penalty for all Title 16 crimes has ef~ectively been repealed. 

Such a repeal, the Department contends, would run counter to 

"positive and indisputable evidence in the Act's legislative 

history that existing death penalty statutes were not intended 

to be affected in any· way, let alone repealed." (OLC 

Mem. 26.) Therefore the Department concludes "that capital 

punishment is an authorized sanction under the Sentencing 

Reform Act of 1984." (Id. at 24.) 

The Department finds no textual support for this 

conclusion in the substantive sentencing provisions of 

Title 18. It does profess to find support in the provisions 
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of Title 28 dealing with the Sentencing Commission. Indeed, 

it goes so far as to say that, "[o)n its face, section 994 of 

the Act appears to authorize the Commission to promulgate 

capital sentencing guidelines." (Id. at 26.) The Department 

refers for such authorization to the Commission '.s mandate 

under Section 994(a) to "promulgate ••• guidelines ••• for 

use of a sentencing court in determining the sentence to be 

imposed in a criminal case." (Id.) It refers further to 

Section 994(b) and the requirement that the Commission esta-

blish a sentencing range for each offense "consistent with all 

pertinent provisions ,i of Title 18. (Id.) And it notes that 

Section 994(a)(l), in defining the kind of sentencing guide-

lines the Commission is to promulgate and seemingly res-

tricting sentences to probation, fine, and imprisonment, is 

introduced by the nonrestrictive term "including," which to 

the Department is a recognition "that it may be necessary for 

the Commission to promulgate additional, unspecified guide-

lines." (Id.) Finally, the Department points to references 

in Sections 994(c) and (d), which prescribe factors for the 

Commission to consider in formulating its guidelines, to 

"other authorized sanctions," which it believes may include 

the death penalty. (Id.) 
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Pl. Analysis 

A. Overview 

Before we undertake the det~iled textual, contextual 

and historical analysis that leads us to a conclusion dia-

metrically opposite to that of the Department of Justice, it 

is well to stand back and look at what it is that is being 

contested. 

It has been assumed since 1972 by supporters and 

opponents of the death penalty alike that Furman v. Georgia 

invalidated the death penalty provisions of all federal laws 

then in effect.~/ Right or wrong, that assumption has under-

lain subsequent legislative action concerning the death 

penalty~ In 1974, Congress reacted to public concern over 

aerial hijackings and enacted a death penalty statute with 

procedural and substantive safeguards intended to satisfy the 

~/ See,~, s. Rep. No. 282, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 2 
(1986); s. Rep. No. 251, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 2-4 (1983); 130 
Cong~ Rec. S1470 (daily ed. Feb. 22, 1984) (remarks of Sen. 
Thurmond); Sl472 (remarks of Sen. Mathias); Sl477 (remarks of 
Sen. Dole); Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1983: Hearings 
on s. 829 Before the subcomm. on Criminal Law of the Senate 
Committee on the Judiciary, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 22 (1983) 
(statement of Assistant Attorney General Jensen) ("For more 
than a decade, Federal statutes authorizing the death penalty 
for offenses of homicide, espionage, and treason have been 
unenforceable because they fail to provide, as required under 
the Supreme Court's landmark decision in Furman v. Georgia, a 
set of legislated guidelines to narrow the sentencer's 
discretion in determining whether the death penalty is 
justified in a particular case"). · 
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Supreme Court's constitutional concerns.~/ Supporters of the 

death penalty have attempted to secure the enactment of 

legislation that would revitalize the pre-existing federal 

death penalty statutes. But significant opposition in 

Congress to capital punishment has prevented the enactment of 

the procedural and substantive safeguards for those statutes 

that the Constitution requires as a prerequisite to the 

imposition of a sentence of death. 

The death penalty has been one of the most sharply 

debated of public policy issues. In debate on the bill that 

was enacted as the Sentencing Reform Act, Senator Thurmond, a 

strong supporter of the death penalty, ·stated both the under-

lying assumption that positive congressional action would be 

necessary to resuscitate the federal death penalty and his own 
. . 

frustration at the lack of such action. He said that "we do 

not seem to be able to enact a death penalty statute" with the 

result, he noted, that life imprisonment is the most severe 

sanction available even for prisoners, already serving life 

sentences, who kill prison guards. 130 Cong. Rec. S428 (daily 

6/ Antihijacking Act of 1974, Pub. L. 93-366, §§ 104-05, 88 
Stat. 410-11 (1974), codified at 49 o.s.c. SS 1472-73. In 
view of the plurality opinion ct Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 
(1978), which held that the Ohio death penalty statute was 
unconstitutional because it limited the range of mitigating 
circumstances that the sentencer may consider, it is not clear 
that even the Antihijacking Act on its face would survive 
constitutional scrutiny since 49 U.S.C. § 1473 does not 
provide for consideration of mitig~ting factors other than 
those listed in subsection (c)(6). 
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ed. Jan. 30, 1984). 

It is clear that in finding common ground for 

dealing with a wholly separate matter of public concern -- the 

existence of discrepancies in sentencing within the federal 

court system legislators agreed to set aside their dif-

ferences on the death penalty. The Justice Department concurs 

and indeed asserts that proposition as a major premise of its 
. 

argument. As a reflection of that agreement, the Sentencing 

Reform Act is silent on the death penalty. In both its 

substantive sections on sentencing, enacted as provisions of 

Title 18, and in its creation and empowerment of a new commis-

sion that would establish sentencing guidelines, the Sen-

tencing Reform Act tre~ts as the only "authorized sentences" 

imprisonment, fines, and probation. It provides specifically 

for certain additional "sanctions" -- notice to victims, 

restitution, an~ forfeiture. Not one express term of the 

statute mentions the death penalty as an authorized sentence 

or an authorized sanction. Congress so legislated on the 

assumption that the death penalty (except for skyjacking) was 

unenforceable. The silence of the statute can only mean that 

Congress intended to leave the federal death penalty in that 

unenforceable state of suspension. 

If the Sentencing Reform Act had attempted to deal 

with the death penalty as an authorized sentence or authorized 

sanction, it very likely would not have been enacted. We know 

that because the House of· Representatives failed to pass a 
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bill, s. 1765, that would have resuscitated the federal death 

penalty by establishing constitutional procedures and criteria 

for its imposition. That same House passed the Sentencing 

Reform Act without difficulty. It is inconceivable that the 

House meant by the Sentencing Reform Act to authorize a 

commission to do exactly what it had declined to do in respect 

of the death penalty. It is similarly inconceivable that the 

Senate intended this effect. The Senate had separated the 

controversial death penalty provisions from the noncontrover-

sial sentencing reform provisions of a single bill, divided 

them into separate bills, and passed both, the non-controver-

sial one with a single dissent, the controversial death 

penalty bill over a substantial negative vote. 

B. Text 

The text of the statute demonstrates that Congress 

did not intend to authorize the Sentencing Commission to 

establish criteria reviving the death penalty. The author of 

the OLC memorandum of January 8 surely had his tongue more 

firmly embedded in his cheek than is usual, even for a lawyer 

advocating a client's position, when he wrote that Section 994 

of Title 28, added by the Sentencing Reform Act, "[o]n its 

face ••• appears to authorize the [Sentencing] Commission to 

promulgate capital sentencing guidelines." (OLC Mem. 26.) It 

is impossible to find on the face of Section 994 (or any other 

provision added to either title of the Code by the Sentencing 

Reform Act) a suggestion that Congress was conferring 
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authority on the Commission to promulgate capital sentencing. 

guidelines. Every indication on the face of the statute is to 

the contrary. 

The striking thing about the text of the statute is 

that with one exception any mention of the death penalty is, 

as the Justice Department itself puts it, "[c]onspicuously 

absent." (OLC Mem. 7.) The key substantive provision of the 

statute lists three kinds of "authorized sentences," 

18 u.s.c. S 3551(b). Under Section 3551(b), an individual 

found guilty of a federal offense must be sentenced to a term 

of probation, a fine, or a term of imprisonment. The defen-

dant may be fined on top of being sentenced to probation or 

imprisonment, and he may also be subjected to an order of 

forfeiture, an order to give notice to the victim or victims 

of his crime, or an order to make restitution. 

Following Section 3551 come provisions concerning 

presentence reports, S 3552, and detailing the factors to be 

considered in imposing sentence, S 3553. Section 3554 states 

the circumstances in which a forfeiture order must be entered 

in addition to the sentence. Section 3555 explains the notice 

sanction -- the option of the court's ordering the defendant 

to give notice of his conviction to his victims in the case of 

a crime involving fraud or deception. Section 3556 similarly 

explains when restitution can be exacted of a defendant. And 

three following subchapters, each consisting of several 

separate Code sections, set forth details of the authorized 
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sente~ces of probation, fine, and imprisonment. There is 

nothing remotely comparable about the death penalty in these 

provisions of Title 18. In fact, there is next to nothing at 

all. 

Similarly, Congress' mandate to the Sentencing 

Commission in Title 28 omits any mention of capital punish-

ment. The provisions dealing with the Commission list the 

same three types of sentences as are listed in Section 3551 

and treated in the following subchapters of Title 18. By 

citation to the relevant sections of Title 18, the Commission 

is empowered to recommend appropriate uses for the other 

authorized sanctions of forfeiture, notice, and restitution • 

Specifically, under Section 994(a)(l), the Commission is 

directed to issue 

"guidelines, as des~ribed in this section, 
for use of a sentencing court in de~ermining 
the sentence to be impose·d in a er iminal 
case, including --

(A) a determination whether to impose a 
sentence to probation, a fine, or a 
term of imprisonment; 

(B) a determination as to the appro-
priate amount of a fine or the 
appropriate length of a term of. 
probation or a term of imprison-
~ent; 

" 
Section 994(a)(2) directs the Commission to issue general 

policy statements regarding other aspects of sentencing, 

"including the appropriate use" of the forfeiture, notice, and 

restitution sanctions. 28 o.s.c. S 994(a)(2)(A). 
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Under the quoted provisions of Section 994(a)(l) the 

Commission has the duty to prescribe guidelines first for a 

sentencing court's determination "whether to impose a sentence 

to probation, a fine, or a term of imprisonment" and second 

fbr. the court's determination of the amount of a fine or 

length of a term of probation or imprisonment. It is hard to 

.understand how Congress could have stated more clearly that 

these three sentences -- referred to elsewhere as "authorized 

sentences" -- are the only kinds of sentences with respect to 

which the Commission is empowered to issue guidelines. 

The Department of Justice makes four textual points 

in arguing against the conclusion that the words of the 

statute seem to dictate. It points first to the breadth of 

the Sentencing Commission's mandate to prescribe guidelines 

for use of a court in determining the sentence in a criminal 
,• 

case • . In doing so, it omits from the statutory mandate, as 
.,/ 

quoted above, the phrase "as described in this section." 

(P. 8, supra.) The sentencing guidelines that the Commission 

is directed to promulgate are the guidelines "described in 

this section." And neither the Department of Justice nor 

anyone else can point to any description of a guideline in 

Section 994 that encompasses capital punishment. 

But, says the Department, even if Congress did not 

descrihe any such guideline, it left room for one by using the 

non-limiting term "including" in Section 994(a){l). ks can be 

seen from the quotation of Section 994(a)(l) just above, 
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however, the word "including" is in the wrong place to avail 

the Department in this argument. The statute does not say in 

Section 994(a)(l)(A) that the Commission is to prescribe 

guidelines for use of a sentencing court in determining "what 

kind of sentence to impose, including a sentence to probation, 

a fine, or imprisonment." Instead, the Commission is directed 

to prescribe guidelines for the use of the sentencing court in 

making certain determinations including (A) the determination 

which of the three authorized sentences to impose, (B) the 

determination how severe any such sentence should be, (C) the 

determination whether a term of imprisonment should be fol-

lowed by supervised release, and (D) the determination whether 

multiple terms of imprisonment should run concurrently or 

consecutively.ll Because paragraphs (A) through (D) are 

introduced by the word "including," the Commission may be 

empowered to prescribe guidelines for other, related determi-

nations by sentencing courts. It does not follow that.it can 

issue guidelines for determining that some other type of 

sentence, not specifically authorized anywhere in the statute, 

can be imposed. 

The Department also emphasizes that Section 994(b) 

requires that the Commission's guidelines establish a 

sentencing range "that is consistent with all pertinent 

7/ Par~graphs (C) and (D) of S 994(a)(l) are quoted at page 
8 supra. 
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provisions of title 18, United States Code." Noting that 

Title 18 includes provisio_ns authorizing imposition of the 

death penalty, the Department concludes that consistency with 

Title 18 necessitates inclusion of capital punishment in the 

guidelines. Yet this argument assumes that the death penalty 

provisions in Title 18 are still enforceable -- the opposite 

of the assumption that legislators have proceeded on since 

Furman v. Georgia. If these death penalty provisions are 

indeed unconstitutional, the most severe punishment in 

Title 18 that can be imposed is imprisonment. Section 994(b} 

does not require the Commission to reach beyond the current 

. constitutional limits of Title 18 -- or, at any rate, 

• Congress' understanding .of those limits. 

• 

The Department's final textual . argument rests on the 

use of the phrase "other authorized sanctions" in identical 

subordinate clauses of Sections 994(c) and (d) describing the 

guidelines and policy statements the Commission has a duty to 

issue. Leave to one side the oddity of Congress' empowering 

the Commission to act on so important a matter as the death 

penalty by . the use of a nonspecific phrase in a subordinate 

clause. Leave to one side the oddity of its using the word 

"sanctions" to describe capital punishment in a statute in 

which the word "sentence" is used to describe the primary and 

most serious sanctions or penalties. It is plain in any event 

that "other authorized sanctions" refers to the sanctions (so 

denominated · in Section 3551 of Title 18 and in Section 
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The Act not only fails to mention ·capital punishment 

as a sentencing option but requires the imposition of sen-

tences that would preclude capital punishment. Under 

18 u.s.c. S 355l(b), an individual "shall" be sentenced to 

either probation or a fine or imprisonment. As the legisla-

tive history notes, this subsection thus "requires the imposi-

tion of at least one of such sentences." S. Rep. No. 225, 

98th Cong·., 1st Sess. 69 ( 1983), reprinted in 1983 U.S. Code 

Cong. & Ad. News 3182, 3151. The Justice Department tries to 

explain away the inconsistency of this requirement and any · 

provision for capital punishment by claiming that "convicted 

offenders sentenced to death will invariably be imprisoned and 

often fined prior to the execution of the death sentence." 

(OLC Mem. 22 n.26.) But surely it is straining statutory 

language beyond its resiliency to equate temporary incarcera- · 

tion before execution with the "term of imprisonment" required 

by the Act. Similarly, fining a defendant already sentenced 

to death just to satisfy Sect~on 355l(b) does not reflect a 

reasonable interpretation of the statute. The requirement of 

probation, fine or imprisonment -- prominently placed in the 

first section on sentencing in Title 18 -- suggests that one 

of these three options is designed to be the heart of the 

(Footnote Continued) 
S 1111 for premeditated murder and some felony murders." 
"Proposed Sentencing Guidelines for United States Courts," 
Commentary on S A211, 52 Fed. Reg. 3920, 3928 (Feb. 6, 1987).. 
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sentence, not the appendix •.. 

Where a statute is clear on its face, its "plain 

meaning" must be given effect. See,~' Consumer Product 

Safety Comm'n v. GTE Sylvania, Inc., 447 U.S. 102, 108 

(1980); Aaron v. SEC, 446 U.S. 680, 700 (1980); Ernst & Ernst 

v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185, 200-01 (1976). The plain meaning 

rule is sometimes seen as old-fashioned, but it is the only 

rule consonant with our lawmaking system. The words of a bill 

are what Senators, Representatives, and the President see and 

act upon. Here, the words of the Sentencing Reform Act, 

enacted in the constitutionally prescribed manner by the 

concurrence of the two legislative chambers and the President, 

are clear on their face. The exclusion of capital punishment 

from the statutory statement of what sentences are permissible 

compels the conclusion that Congress intended to withhold from 

the Commission authorit~ ·to include capital punishment in its 

guidelines. 

c. Context of Statutory Provisions 

The context of the principal provisions of the 

Sentencing Reform Act negates any suggestion that Congress 

meant to confer capital punishment authority on the Sentencing 

Commission. The most significant piece of contextual evidence 

- is that Congress in the Sentencing Reform Act apparently acted 

to preserve the death penalty of the Antihijacking Act -- the 

one federal death penalty statute thought to be accompanied by 

constitutionally adequate safeguards. See Pub. L. 98-473, 
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Assuming the•garbled reference to Section 3559(b) is 

taken as a reference to Section 355l(b), the effect of the 

amendment may be to authorize capital punishment under the 

Antihijacking Act, notwithstanding the general rule 

restricting sentences to probation, fines, and imprisonment. 

In other w~rds, in the Antihijacking Act, it is "otherwise 

specifically provided," 18 u.s.c. S 355l(a) (seep. 11, 

supra), and the death penalty can be imposed even though it is 

not an authorized sentence named in Section 3551. The fact 

that Senator Laxalt described his amendment as a clarifying 

one (~ OLC Mem. 25 n.22) does not compel the conclusion that 

it was truly unnecessary or justify the further conclusion 

that somehow the death penalty, though unmentioned, was in the 

Sentencing Reform Act all along. 

Moreover, the context of the major provisions of the 

Sentencing Reform Act demonstrates that Congress was_ at best 

indifferent to the death penalty in enacting that statute. 

One of the provisions of the former Chapter 227 of Title 18 

that were repealed by Section 212(a)(2) of the Act is old 

18 u.s.c: S 3566, which provided that the punishment of death 

should be inflicted by the means provided in the laws of the 

place where the federal sentence of death was imposed. In the 

absence of old Section 3566 there is no prescription of how a 

federal death penalty shall be executed. 

Finally, if the Sentencing Commission were meant to 

have power to deal with the death sentence, its power would be 
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general, the procedures are those familiar to students of the 

post-Furman state death penalty statutes -- a rather formal 

sentencing hearing, practically a second trial following the 

trial of guilt or innocence. The Commission clearly could not 

promulgate guidelines requiring that there be such a senten-

cing trial. 

D. Legislative History 

Contrary to what the Justice Department asserts, the 

legislative history confirms the plain meaning of the statute. 

As the Department notes, the Senate decided not to use the 

sentencing reform bill as a vehicle for reinstating capital 

punishment because it did not want to shake the consensus 

behind the legislation. When Senator Thurmond introduced 

S. 829, it was soon apparent that "one controversial provision 

could slow or halt progress on the entire package." 130 Cong. 

Rec. S338 (dailf ed. Jan. 27, 1984) (remarks of Sen. Biden). 

The leaders of the Senate Judiciary Committee therefore 

decided "to agree what we agreed on and agree on what we 

disagreed on and move forward with the parts on which we 

agreed." 130 Cong. Rec. S404 (daily ed. Jan. 30, 1984) 

(remarks of Sen. Biden). 

The committee leaders decided to remove capital 

punishment from the bill in order to deflect the controversy 

that the death penalty provisions were sure to incite. See 

S. Rep. No. 225 at 2 n.10. T-he chairman, Senator Thurmond, 

explained more than once to his colleagues on the Senate floor 
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that "capital punishment is controversial, so we took it out 

of the package." 130 Cong. Rec. S638-39 (daily ed. Feb. 1, 

1984) (remarks of Sen. Thurmond);~ also 129 ~ong. Rec. 

Sll679 (daily ed. Aug. 4, 1983) (remarks of Sen. Thurmond) 

(committee deleted from predecessor bill S. 2572 those issues, 

such as capital punishment, that "are so controversial that we 

felt it would jeopardize the whole bill to include them"); 128 

Cong. Rec. S3882 (daily ed. April 22, 1982) (same). Senator 

Biden, the ranking minority member of the committee, agreed 

with Chairman's version. See 130 Cong. Re~. S338 (daily ed. 

Jan. 27, 1984) (committee members agreed to "move those bills 

which are coniroversial as separate legislation because they 

recognized that passage of a comprehensive crime package is 

the most important goal"). Thus, the comprehensive crime 

control bill that reached the floor of the Senate "had 

stripped out of it the ~ajor controversies, that is, the death 

penalty," the exclusionary r~le, habeas corpus, and other 

highly contentious matters. 130 Cong. Rec. S743 (daily ed. 

Feb. 2, 1984) (remarks of Sen. Baker);~ also 130 Cong. Rec. 

S754.. (daily ed. Feb. 2, 1984) (remarks of Sen. Kennedy) (bill 

"excludes controversial proposals to limit the exclusionary 

rule and habeas corpus, and to reinstate the death penalty"). 

Congress' decision to isolate the sentencing reform 

bill from controversial matters, such as ~apital punishment, 

negates any inference that it sanctioned the death penalty as 

an appropriate subject of the Commission's guidelines. The 
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Commission's authority derives entirely from the Sentencing 

Reform Act. Its power "is no greater than that delegated to 

it by Congress." !!1.!!9. v. Payne, 106 s. Ct. 2333, 2341 (1986); 

Dixon v. United States, 381 U.S. 68, 74 (1965); Manhattan 

General Equipment Co. v. Commissioner, 297 U.S. 129, 134 

(1936). Where Congress has built a wall between its sen-

tencing reform legislation and the death penalty, the Commis-

sion has no authority to climb over it. 

Congress' focus on imprisonment as the maximum 

penalty further demonstrates the Commission's lack of 

authority to establish criteria for imposing the death 

penalty. Proponents of the Act hailed its promise of 

"stricter, saner and more uniform sentencing guideiines." 130 

Cong. Rec. S13088 (daily ed. Oct. 4, 1984j : cremarks of 

Sen. D'Amato). Yet the floor debates mention only imprison-

ment as the maximum sentence available for the maximum offens-

es. See 130 Cong; Rec. S527. (daily ed. Jan. 31, 1984) 

(remarks of Sen. Thurmond); 130 Cong. Rec. S757-58 (daily ed. 

Feb. 2, 1984) (remarks of Sen. Laxalt) (bill requires Commis-

sion- to specify stiff prison terms for those who commit 

violent crimes, drug offenses and other serious crimes); 130 

Cong. Rec. S429 (daily Ed. Jan. 30, 1984) (remarks of 

Sen. Biden) (emphasizing that guidelines put "emphasis on 

imprisonment for violent offenders"). 

Relying on this same legislative history, the 

Justice Department nonetheless concludes that the Commission 
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may issue guidelines that effectively reinstate the death 

penalty. The Department argues that, since Congress evidently 

did not intend to affect the current death penalty statutes, 

the guidelines must recognize their existence and include 

capital punishment. The Department is correct in asserting 

both that repeals by implication are disfavored and that 

Congress probably did not consciously intend to repeal the 

death penalty statutes. But to state the issue as one of 

repeal is to misstate it. In the wake of Furman v. Georgia, 

the death penalty statutes in Title 18 have been thought to be 

unenforceable. That assumption may be debatable, as the 

Justice Department contends (OLC Mem. 8 n.8), but it clearly 

was the assumption in fact. The assumption (seep. 13 n.S, 

supra) was· grounded not ~nly in the tenor of the prevailing 

opinions in Furman and the contemporaneous views of Justices 

and commentators (p. 3 n:1, supra) but also in a later 

decision of a United States court of appeals that a death 

penalty imposed for murder under 18 u.s.c. S 1111 must be set 

aside because the statute "is absolutely barren of sentencing 

standards, an open invitation to capricious and arbitrary 

execution," United States v. Kaiser, 545 F.2d 467, 469 (5th 

Cir. 1977), and the statement of another that the death 

penalty provisions of Section 1111 "probably cannot be 

constitutionally cipplied," United States v. Watson, 496 F.2d 

1125, 1127 (4th Cir. 1973): also United States v. Johnson, 

425 F. Supp. 986 (E.D. La. 1976) (death penalty provision of 
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. . federal rape statute, 18 U.S.C. § 2031, unconstitutional); 

United States v. Weddell, 567 F.2d 767, 770 (8th Cir. 1977) 

(government counsel agreed that Furman precluded impositon of 

the death penalty under 18 u.s.c. § 1111). 

The status quo on which Congress acted, therefore, 

in considering and passing the Sentencing Reform Act, was a 

status quo in which the death penalty -- save for that 

contained in the Antihijacking Act, which Congress acted to 

preserve -- hung in suspension. Congress believed, and 

probably quite correctly, that it would require a political 

decision on the part of its members, the people's elected 

representative·s, to remove from its state of suspension the 

death penalty for most federal offenses for which it is 

nominally provided. 

The decision is quintessentially one for the Con-

gress. Congress has simply not been able to decide (save in 

the case of aerial hijacking) that the death penalty suffi-

ciently serves the sentencing goals of just punishment, 

deterrence, and incapacitation to warrant the awesome finality 

of i-ts imposition and execution. The "implied repeal" of the 

death sentence by the Sentencing Reform Act, to use the 

Justice Department's phrase, leaves the issue just as it was 

before the Act was passed, an issue that Congress alone can 

properly resolve. 

It trivializes and distorts the nature of the policy 

decision that Congress has reserved to itself to argue, as the 
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Justice Department does, by reference to cases such as United 

States v. Southwestern Cable Co., 392 U.S. 157 (1968), in 

which an agency authorized to deal in the public interest with 

a range of economic issues affecting an industry or a tech-

nology has been held empowered to act in respect of some issue 

unforeseen when its broad congressional charter was written. 

That is far from the death penalty situation. The decision 

.whether, and if so in what circumstances, the supreme penalty 

should be exacted for federal offenses is a decision of a very 

different order of magnitude from the decision whether cable 

television should be regulated by the FCC. Moreover, Congress 

was well aware of the death penalty issue and chose not to try 

to resolve it in the legislation that otherwise empowered the 

Sentencing Commission to fill in the details of the sentencing 

policy it was enacting. 

Conclusion 

The Sentencing Reform Act does not authorize the 

Sentencing Commission to include the death penalty in its 

gui~elines. Any provision authorizing judicial imposition of 
. .... 

capital punishment thus would exceed the Commission's statu-

tory authority. 

WILLIAM H. ALLEN 
ELIZABETH H. DANELLO 

Covington & Burling 
1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
P.O. Box 7566 
Washington, D.C. 20044 
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THE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION TESTIFIES BEFORE 
THE UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION 

THE COMMISSION LACKS THE AUTHORITY TO 
TO REINSTATE THE FEDERAL DEATH PENALTY 

SAYS ACLU 

The ACLU today called upon the Sentencing Commission to recognize 
the fact that it does not have the authority to impose a federal 
death penalty. The ACLU characterized the Justice Department 
memorandum asserting that it had such authority as an effort to 
"usurp the power of Congress." 

In testimony before the United States Sentencing Commission today, 
Norman Dorsen the President of the American Civil Liberties Union, 
stated: "the United States Sentencing Commission simply does not 
have the authority to reinstate the federal death penalty." 

"The statute lists all of the punishments that the Commission has 
the authority to address and the death penalty is not among 
them". "The only reasonable reading of the statute under those 
circumstances is that the Commission has limited authority to 
promulgate guidelines for those punishments that are specifically 
enumerated in the statute. 11 "The Justice Department is urging the 
Commission to go beyond its mandate to, in effect, amend the 
the Sentencing Reform Act" said Dorsen. 

The United States Sentenci~g Commission was created as a 
bipartisan commission by the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984. The 

- more -
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Commission has the responsibility of devising guideline for 
sentencing for a term of probation, a fine, or a term of 
imprisonment. The death penalty is listed among the authorized 
punishments under the Act. The Commission is expected to submit 
a final draft of their sentencing guidelines to Congress by April 
13, 1987. These guidelines will bind all federal judges in their 
sentencing determinations unless, within six months, Congress 
amends, rejects or extends the effective date of the guidelines. 

The Justice Department has urged the Commission to develop 
procedures which would permit the federal government to begin 
imposing death sentences for over a dozen death penalty 
provisions in the U.S. Code. These measures were rendered 
unenforceable by the Supreme Court decision in Furman v. Georgia 
which held that the death penalty could only be imposed for 
narrowly defined crimes and then only in accordance with tightly 
drawn procedures designed to curb arbitrariness and 
discrimination. 

"The federal death penalty is a very divisive and controversial 
issue for Congress" said Diann Rust-Tierney, Legislative Counsel 
for the American civil Liberties Union. "Had the Sentencing 
Reform Act purported to give the Commission the authority the 
Justice Department now claims for it, it would, in all likelihood, 
not have been enacted" She added. 

"It is inconceivable that Congress would silently give the 
Commission the authority to reinstate the federal death penalty 
when it has been so specific for every other punishment" 
Rust-Tierney concluded. 

· "Deciding the circumstances under which-an individual will be 
sentenced to death and executed is a determination that goes to 
the core of our values as a society and as a nation. Such 
decisions must be made by the elected representatives of the 
people." Dorsen ended. 

- end -
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. STATEMENT OF ALBERT ·w. ALSCHULER, PROFESSOR OF LAW AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, BEFORE THE UNITED STATES SENTENCING 
COMMMISSION, FEBRUARY 17, 1987 

My name is Albert Alschuler. I teach law at the University 

of Chicago. We have met before. 

The Office of Legal Counsel has concluded that this 

Commission can breathe life into some currently dormant federal 

death penalty statutes -- and in that way empower the federal 

courts to sentence some offenders to death. My remarks will 

address four questions. First, does the Commission have 

constitutional authority to resurrect these dormant death penalty 

statutes? Second, does the Commission have statutory authority 

to revive these statutes? Third, could any regime of sentencing 

guidelines cure the defects of the old statutes and yield an 

appropriate system of capital sentencing? And fourth, as a 

prudential matter, should the Commission undertake the task that 

it is currently considering? 

I. CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY 

Article I, Section 1 of t:he Constitution declares, "All 

legislative powers ••• shall be vested in a Congress of the 

United States." The Supreme Court has held that Congress may not 

delegate its legislative powers. 1 Although the "nondelegation 

doctrine" has substantially less force today than it did fifty 

years ago, 2 it surely precludes .congress from delegating to an 

1 See,~, United States v. Shreveport Grain & Elevator Co., 
287 U.S. 77, 85 (1932). 

2 See,~, Federal Power Comm'n v. New England Power Co., 
415 U.S. 345, 352-53 (1974). 
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administrative agency, not simply the power to promulgate capital 

sentencing guidelines, but the power to decide what crimes, if 

any, shall be punishable by death. In realistic terms, this 

larger power is the one that the Office of Legal Counsel has 

invited the Commission to exercise. 

Congress determined that some federal offenders merited 

capital punishment when it enacted its pre~Furman3 death penalty 

statutes; and although Congress has not reasserted this judgment 

in the post-Furman period, it also has not, as a matter of 

juridicial theory, retreated from its earlier position. 4 No one, 

however, has suggested that this Commission must issue guidelines 

governing the imposition of capital punishment. The only claim 

is that the Commission is empowered to do so. The Sentencing 

Reform Act of 1984· requires the issuance of guidelines on several 

subjects, but the imposition of capital punishment is not among 

them. The conclusion of the Office of Legal Counsel is that the 

statutory list is not exclusive and that the Commission may issue 

guidelines on other sentencing issues as well. 

If the Commission does not exercise its asserted power, no 

operative federal death penalty (apart from that provided by 

Congress in the post-Furman Anti-Hijacking Act5 ) will exist. If 

the Commission does promulgate capital sentencing guidelines, 

however, other federal death penalties may exist. The 

3 See Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972). 
4 Unless, that is, the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 itself 

repeals pre-Furman death penalty provisions. See pp. 5-6 infra . 
5 49 u.s.c. §§ 1472(i), 1742(n), 1473(c)~ 

2 
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Commission, in other words, will effectively determine whether 

the United States will have capital punishment for various 

offenses -- a decision that only Congress can make. The 

Commission will decide much more than what form capital 

sentencing guidelines should take irr a system in which guidelines 

have been mandated. 

Especially in light of Congress's failure over an extended 

· period to resurrect its pre-Furman statutes, one should not 

assume that courts will press to the limit the juridicial theory 

that the pre-Furman statutes never faded. The courts are likely 

to view the Commission's action more realistically. For an 

administrative agency to determine whether America will have a 

death penalty is incompatible with our scheme of democratic 

goyernment. If th~ federal government is to punish offenders 

with death, Congress must (if you will pardon the metaphor} bite 

the bullet. 

Congress, in short, cannot resurrect capital offenses 

through indirection, surprise, and delegation. A statute that 

told an administrative agency, "You may issue capital sentencing 

guidelines if you feel like it," would be unconstitutional. If 

the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 conferred a similar power, it 

would be unconstitutional as well. 

II. STATUTORY AUTHORITY 

I will not linger over the question of constitutional 

authority, for no court is likely to reach it. At most, the 

constitutional issue might prompt a court to construe the 

Commission's statutory powers narrowly. One need not, however, 

3 
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invoke the principle that statutes are to be construed to avoid 

constitutional issues to conclude that the Sentencing Reform Act 

does not authorize the action that the Commission is 

considering. The promulgation of capital sentencing guidelines 

was plainly beyond the contemplation·of Congress when it enacted 

this statute. 

The Act requires the Commission to "promulgate ••• 

guidelines ••• for.use of a sentencing court in determining the 

sentence to be imposed in a criminal case, including --

(A) a determination whether to impose a 
sentence to probation, a fine, or a term of 
imprisonment [Notice what's not there]; 

(B) a determination as to the appropriate 
amount of a fine or the appropriate length of 
a term of probation or a term of imprisonment 
[Notice what's not there]; 

(C) a determination whether a sentence to a 
term of imprisonment should include a 
requirement that the defendant be placed on a 
term of supervised release after · 
imprisonment, and, if so, the appropriate 
length of such a term [Notice what's not 
there]: and 

{D) a determination whether multiple 
sentences to terms of imprisonment should be 
ordered to run concurrently

6
or consecutively 

[Notice what's not there]." 

Before listing the mandatory subjects of sentencing 

guidelines, the statute uses the word "including." This word 

indicates that the list of enumerated subjects is not exclusive 

and that the Commission may issue guidelines on other subjects as 

well. If Congress had expected the Commission to promulgate 

6 28 U.S.C. § 994(a)(l). 
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capital sentencing guidelines, however, it surely would not have 

left this responsibility off its lis~. Congress would not have 

conferred a power to control use of the government's most 

coercive sanction by indirection when it conferred power over 

lesser sanctions explicitly. 

A similar conclusion flows from the list of authorized 

sentences: "Except as otherwise specifically provided, ••• an 

· individual found guilty of an offense shall be sentenced ••• to 

(1) a term of probation ••• , (2) a fine ••• ; or (3) a term of 

imprisonment." 7 The statute authorizes sanctions of forfeiture, 

notice to victims, and restitution as well. 8 Again, however, 

notice what's not there. 

The memorandum of the Office of Legal Counsel considers 

whether the Sentencing Reform Act's limitation of authorized 

sentences has repealed the pre~Furman death penalty provisions. 

Although repeals by implication are not favored, the memorandum, 

before it veers to a different conciusion, 9 offers a substantial 

argument that the Sentencing Reform Act has indeed repealed these 

provisions. The memorandum concludes that at least in 

predecessor bills with identical language the phrase "except as 

otherwise specificially provided" did not save these pre-Furman 

enactments. The memorandum declares, "[I]n our view, Congress 

7 18 u.s.c. § 3551. 

8 Id. 
9 The memorandum's final conclusion is based on legislative 

history that in fact points in the opposite direction. See pp . 
6-7 infra. 
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intended the exception to be limited to contemporanously or 

subsequently enacted provisions specifically referencing the 

relevant provisions of the Sentencing Reform Act." 10 This 

interpretation gains force from the fact that Congress, when it 

enacted the Sentencing Reform Act of_ 1984 also amended the Anti-

Skyjacking Act (its sole post-Furman death p~nalty provision) to 

ensure that this provision would remain unaffected by the 1984 

Act. Congress did not insert similar "saving'' language in the 

earlier, long-dormant, pre-Furman death-penalty provisions. 

Whether the 1984 Act repealed these pre-Furman provisions 

may be debatable, but Congress plainly did not intend the 

Sentencing Commission to bring them back from limbo. Both the 

insertion of saving language into one death penalty provision and 

the limitation of authorized penalties reveal Congress's 

assumption that the pre-Furman provisions were dormant and would 

remain so until Congress acted. 

The legislative history recited by the OLC memorandum 

reveals, moreover, that Congress enacted the Sentencing Reform 

Act on the explicit assumption that this Act would not resurrect 

the pre-Furman statutes. For example, the memorandum quotes 

Senator Thurmond's analysis of a bill with language identical to 

that later enacted in the Sentencing Reform Act: 

We were not able to consider some things, 
including a number of things I would like to 
see enacted. For example, there are four 
matters which I strongly feel deserve 
attention, but they are so controversial that 
we felt it would jeopardize the whole bill to 

lO OLC Memorandum at 16 n.15 . 
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include them. These issues are habeas corpus 
reform, the exclusionary rule, the insanity 
question, and the death penalty. All of 
those need to be addressed, but there is no 
use running the risk of not being abl! pass 
the important provisions in S. 2572. 

Senator Kennedy declared: 

This legislation embodies a unique consensus 
that has been developing in the Senate to 
achieve reforms needed to wage a successful 
war on crime. It excludes controversial 
proposals to limit the exclusionary rule and 
.habeas corpus, and to reinstate the death 
penalty. Judiciary Committee Senators in 
both parties know that we cannot enact 
effective anticrime legislation unless we 
separatr

2
these divisive issues from the major 

effort. . 

If the Members of Congress had suspected that the Sentencing 

Reform Act would effectively reinstate federal death penalties by 

empowering this Commission to promulgate capital sentencing 

guidelines, it se~~s very doubtfui that the measure would have 

passed. That, at least, is the testimony of the legislators most 

influential in bringing about the Act's passage. The 1984 Act 

grew out of a clear understanding that its passage would not 

reinstate the death penalty, and the Office of Legal Counsel has 

invited this Commission to treat the understanding as a nullity. 

11 OLC Memorandum at 19. Senator Thurmond said much the same 
thing of the proposal ultimately enacted: 

12 

The members of the Judiciary Committee, the 
minority and the majority, worked out this 
crime package in a way that we hoped no 
amendments would be offered. We deleted from 
it several provisions that were recommended 
by the administration. For instance, capital 
punishment is controversial, so we took it 
out of the package . 

Id. at 23 n.20. 
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The Supreme Court confronted a somewhat analogous situation 

last year. 13 Federal statutes empower the Department of Health 

and Human Services to promulgate regulations to prevent 

discrimination against t~e handicapped, and the Department 

concluded that a hospital's failure to provide medical care to an 

infant with Down's Syndrome discriminated against this infant on 

the basis of handicap. The Supreme Court held the HHS 

determination invalid on procedural grounds. The plurality 

opinion emphasized Congress's failure "to indicate, either in the 

statute or in the legislative history, that it envisioned federal 

superintentence of treatment decisions traditionally entrusted to 

state governance. 1114 The opinion added: 

Agency deference has not come so far that we 
will uphold regulations whenever it is 
possible to "conceive a basis" for 
administrative action. • • • [ T] he mere fact 
that there is "some rational basis within the 
knowledge and experience of the 
[regulators]," • • • under which they "might 
have concluded" that the regulations was 
necessary to discharge their statutorily-
authotized mission ••• will not suffice to 
validate agency decision-making. 15 

A year earlier, in Heckler v. Chaney, 16 a group of death-row 

inmates had argued that they could not lawfully be put to death 

because the Food and Drug Administration had not approved the use 

of lethal drugs for that purpose. The Supreme Court decided the 

13 See Bowen v. American Hospital Ass'n, 106 S. Ct. 2101 
(1986)-. -

14 Id. at 2121. 

15 Id. at 2112-13. 
16 470 U.S. 821 (1985) • 
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case on grounds that do not bear on the Sentencing Commission's 

authority to promulgate capital sentencing guidelines. The 

Court, however, briefly indicated its impatience with 

· literalistic statutory constructions that would afford 

administrative agencies authority in_ areas that Congress never 

intended. It said, "We granted certiorari to review the 

implausible result that the FDA is required to exercise its 

enforcement power to ensure that States only use drugs that are 

'safe and effective' for human execution. 1117 As in the "Baby Doe 

case," the Court indicated that a statute intended for one 

purpose could not be used to accomplish another. 18 

III. PRE-FURMAN STATUTES AND SENTENCING GUIDELINES: 
AN IMPOSSIBLE OVERLAY 

If one were to accept the OLC's conclusion that the 

Sentencing Commission has authority to promulgate capital 

sentencing guidelines, an important issue would remain: What 

good would the guidelines do? The OLC memorandum maintains that 

these guidelines would be an all-purpose elixir for moribund 

death penalties. It declares, "[A]ny constitutional defect in 

existing federal statutes authorizing imposition of the death 

penalty can be cured by the congressional or administrative 

promulgation of regulations specifying appropriate sentencing 

procedures. 1119 This conclusion, however, seems erroneous. The 

17 Id. at 827. 
18 The claim that the Sentencing Commission has the power to 

restore the death penalty may be more plausible than the claim 
that the FDA had the power to stop it. Both claims, however, 
press Congress's language beyond Congress's meaning. 

19 OLC Memorandum at 8. 
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Office of Legal Counsel apparently assumed that only one Supreme 

Court decision, Furman v. Georgia, imposes any limit on the 

government's infliction of the death penalty. 

In Coker v. Georgia, 20 however, the Court held that the 

eighth amendment forbids capital punishme~t for rape. Coker 

apparently precludes capital punishment for all nonhomicidal 

offenses with the possible exceptions of treason and espionage. 

After Coker, the principal focus of capital sentencing guidelines 

must be on murder and other federal homicide offenses. Federal 

sentencing guidelines, however, could not restore the death 

penalty for most of these crimes. 

Analysis can begin with United States v. Jackson, 21 a case 

that the Supreme Court decided four years before Furman. The 

Federal Kidnapping_Act authorized the death penalty for some 

kidnappers "if the verdict of the jury shall so recommend." 

Although the Kidnapping Act might have been read differently, the 

Supreme Court held that it authorized the death penalty only when 

a defendant had been convicted at a jury trial •. Defendants 

convicted at nonjury trials and defendants who had pleaded guilty 

could be sentenced to no more than life imprisonment. This 

circumstance, the Court said, rendered the Kidnapping Act's death 

penalty provision unconstitutional. The provision needlessly 

encouraged guilty pleas and waivers of the right to jury trial in 

violation of the fifth and sixth amendments. The Jackson defect 

20 433 U.S. 584 (1977) . 
21 390 U.S. 570 (1968). 
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cannot be cured by the promulgation of sentencing guidelines. 

The pre-Fuiman federal murder statute declares, "Whoever is 

guilty of murder in the first degree, shall suffer death unless 

the jury qualifies its verdict by adding thereto 'without capital 

punishment', in which event he shall be sentenced to imprisonment 

for life. 1122 The federal statutes concerning assassination of 

the President, Vice-President, and Members of Congress authorize 

punishment "as provided by [the federal murder statute]." 23 All 

of these statutes apparently suffer from the Jackson defect. All 

appear to authorize the death penalty only for defendants 

convicted at jury trials. The assumption of the authors of the 

murder and assassination statutes was apparently that the 

question of capital punishment always would be resolved by a 

jury. Accordingly, these provisions seem beyond this 

Commission's powers of redemption. 23A 

One might avoid this conclusion, however, by construing the 

statutes in a technical way. The Kidnapping Act required the 

death penalty whenever the verdict of the jury recommended it; 

the murder statute requires the death penalty unless the jury 

adds to its verdict the words "without capital punishment." 

Perhaps the federal murder statute, unlike the Kidnapping Act, 

22 18 u.s.c. § 1111. 
23 18 u.s.c. §§ 351, 1751. 

23A A court apparently could not construe the murder statute 
to authorize the empaneling of a jury following a guilty plea or 
conviction at a nonjury trial. The murder statute seems no more 
subject to this "saving" construction than the statute 
invalidated in Jackson. 
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mandates the death penalty for defendants who plead guilty or who 

waive the right to jury trial. 24 This doubtful construction 

. would cure the Jackson defect but would impail the statute on the 

opposite horn of a dilemma. 

If the federal murder statute were construed to establish a 

mandatory death pen~lty for some federal defendants, it might 

contravene the requirements of Woodson v. North Carolina 25 and 

Roberts v. Louisiana, 26 which held mandatory capital punishment 

statutes unconstitutional. The fact that a murder defendant 

always could exercise the right to a jury trial, however, 

probably would obviate this objection. Forcing a murder 

defendant to demand a jury trial whenever he or she sought to 

avoid the death penalty would be strange, but this action would 

not violate the Constitution. The requirement would merely 

illustrate the Sentencing Commission's inability to establish a 

sensible regime of capital sentencing. 

A more serious difficulty lies in the fact that the murder 

statute does not bifurcate the guilt and penalty phases of a 

capital murder trial. The jury must return a verdict on 

punishment at the same time that it returns a verdict on guilt. 

The Sentencing Commission has no authority to alter this 

unfortunate and probably unconstitutional procedure. 

Prior to Furman, the Supreme Court had held that the eighth 

24 See Santos v. United States, 311 F. Supp. 293, 294-95 (D. 
Puerto Rico 1970). 

25 428 U.S. 280 (1976). 

26 428 U.S. 325 (1976). 
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amendment does not require the bifurcation of the guilt and 

penalty phases of a capital trial, 27 but that decision probably · 

cannot survive Furman and the Supreme Court's subsequent death 

penalty decisions. The plurality in Gregg v. Georgia 28 declared 

that concerns about the arbitrary infliction of the death penalty 

"are best met by a system that provides for a bifurcated 

proceeding." Justice White, dissenting in Roberts v. 

Louisiana, 29 read the majority's decision as requiring 

bifurcation despite the absence of an express declaration to that 

effect. Like Congress's one post-Furman death penalty statute, 

every current state death penalty statute apparently requires 

bifurcated proceedings. 30 

In the absence of a bifurcated proceeding, guidelines for 

capital sentencing_presumably vould be read to the jury along 

with the court's instructions an issues of substantive homicide 

law. 30A Moreover, the Supreme Court has held that "[t]he Eighth . 

and Fourteenth Amendments require that the sentencer, in all but 

27 McGautha v. California, 402 U.S. 183, 220-22 (1971). 
28 428 U.S. 153, 195 (1976). 
29 428 U.S. 325, 356 (1976) (White, J., dissenting). 

· J_O See Gillers, Deciding Who Dies, 129 U. PA. L. REV. 1, 3 n.4 
(1980)-. -

JOA Indeed, the Sentencing Reform Act apparently does not 
empower the Commission to issue guidelines for sentencing by a 
jury. It authorizes the Commission to promulgate guidelines "for 
use of a sentencirig court." 28 u.s.c. § 994. The Act requires 
the court to impose a sentence within the guidelines range unless 
it makes certain findings, and it requires the court to ".state in 
open court the reasons for its imposition of the particular 
sentence." 18 U.S.C. § 3553 (b) & (c). These functions are not 
ones that a jury could perform. 

13 
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the rarest kind of capital case, not be precluded from 

considering as a mitigating factor, any aspect of a defendant's 

character or record and any of the circumstances of the offense 

that the defendant proffers as a basis for a sentence less than 

death." 31 A defendant·cannot effectively exercise the right to 

present mitigating evidence at a unitary guilt-and-penalty 

trial. For example, a defendant cannot testify about the 

circumstances that prompted a murder without admitting that he or 

she committed the murder. In the absence of a bifurcated 

proceeding, a defendant often must choose between exercising his 

or her privilege against self-incrimination and exercising his or 

her right to present mitigating evidence. The defendant may have 

the benefit of the fifth amendment or the eighth amendment but 

not both. A bifur~ated proceeding would avoid this incongruity 

and also would increase the likelihood that the sentencing 

authority would hear relevant mitigating evidence. 

A non-bifurcated proceeding almost certainly could not pass 

constitutional muster; and even if it could, this procedure would 

be cumbersome and unjust. For this reason as well as others, the 

Sentencing Commission lacks the power to provide a fair and 

constitutional capital sentencing procedure for murder and for 

the assassination of federal officials. 

Some pre-Furman federal death penalty statutes -- including 

the treason and espionage statutes32 -- give the jury no role in 

31 Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586, 604 (1978). 
32 18 u.s.c. §§ 794, 2381. 
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capital sentencing. The sente~cing judge may impose the death 

penalty just as he or she may i..:npose any other punishment. The 

Constitution does not require tbe participation of a jury in the 

capital sentencing decision, 33 a~d capital sentencing guidelines 

might render these pre-Furman statutes constitutional. 

In the Anti-Skyjacking Act, however, Congress required jury 

participation in the capital sentencing decision even when a 

defendant pleaded guilty or waived the right to jury trial on the 

issue of guilt. Only 4 of the 37 states with capital punishment 

statutes fail to provide for ju~y participation in the 
· • f 34 determination o sentence. Tte responsibility of deciding 

whether to sentence someone to ceath without any input from a 

jury is not one that a federal judge is likely to value; and the 

Supreme Court, even as it upr.el~ the constitutionality of capital 

sentencing by the judge alone, ceclared, "We do not denigrate the 

significance of the jury's role as a link between the community 

and the penal system and as a bulwark between the accused and the 

State •. " 35 

Although capital sentencing guidelines might save the 

several pre-Furman death penalty statutes that require sentencing 

by the judge alone, almost everyone currently favors jury 

sentencing in capital cases. Moreover, every pre-Furman federal 

death penalty statute apparently requires either sentencing by 

33 See Spaziano v. Florida, 468 U.S. 447 (1984). 
34 Id. at 463-64 n.9. 

35 Id. at 462. 
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the judge alone (which is unfortunate) or sentencing at a 

unitary, non-bifurcated jury trial (which is ~nfortunate and 

probably unconstitutional). The Sentencing Commission cannot 

provide a safeguarded capital sentencing scheme of the sort that 

Congress almost certainly would provlde were it to address the 

issue and determine that capital punishment is appropriate. The 

Commission's inability to provide a capital sentencing scheme 

that fits the safeguarded pattern of post-Furman enactments not 

only indicates why the promulgation of capital sentencing 

guidelines would be unfortunate; this limitation also bears on 

whether Congress intended the Commission to undertake the task. 

IV. PRUDENTIAL CONCERNS 

As a criminal lawyer, I claim no powers of political 

punditry. Nevertheless, I cannot resist a closing comment on the 

dangers of the course that the Office of Legal Counsel has 

invited the Commission to follow. The OLC memorandum traces the 

legislative history of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 to its 

origins almost 20 years ago in proposals for a new federal 

criminal code. This new code was needed 20 years ago, and it is 

needed today. I know of no one who disputes this proposition. 

Nevertheless, every effort to enact a federal criminal code has 

foundered on controversy concerning a few issues, prominent among 

them the death penalty. Opponents of the death penalty have 

resisted a criminal code that authorizes this penalty; proponents 

of the death penalty have resisted a code without it. For nearly 

20 years, although most provisions of the proposed federal code 

have been noncontroversial, the tail has wagged the dog. 

16 
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Obviously the death penalty remains divisive in the halls of 

Congress. The 99th Congress was probably more sympathetic to 

capital punishment than the 100th, yet opponents of capital 

punishment in the 99th Congress succeeded in blocking the death 

penalty provisions of the Comprehensive Drug Control Act of 1986 

(and, indeed, for a time placed the entire measure in jeopardy). 

This Commission's work holds promise of bringing order out 

of federal criminal sentencing; but even without an effort to 

resurrect the death penalty, its guidelines are likely to face 

opposition. One member of the Commission has dissented from its 

current proposals, objecting that these proposals are not only 

misguided but unlawful. Opposition to the guidelines from 

judges, defense attorneys and bar associations is likely to 

materialize as well. Insuring the opposition of Members of 

Congress who disapprove of capital punishment and, perhaps, of 

Members who support capital punishment but who oppose the 

wholesale resurrection of dormant statutes that seem ill-suited 

to current conditions -- would be unfortunate. The promulgation 

of capital sentencing guidelines would be unlikely to lead to the 

execution of federal criminal offenders, for Congress might 

reject the guidelines, the Sentencing Commission lacks authority 

to issue the guidelines, and the guidelines could not, in any 

event, cure the constitutional defects of the most important pre-

Furman death penalty provisions, those for murder and 

assassination~ Despite its lack of authority to issue capital 

sentencing guidelines, however, the Commission does have the 

power to shoot itself in the foot. 

17 
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i 
Mr. Chairman, Commission Members, I have a~elatively brief 

at.at.e11ent.. ' 
Judge Wilkins in his let.ter t.o the witnesses has asked 

that we concentrate on two issues. (1) Does the Commission 
have the statutory authority to promulgate sentencing guidelines 
for federal capital I offenses? <2> If the Commission i~ fou~d 
to have such authorit~, what specific statutory crimes. aggr~~ating 
or mitigating circumstances. and procedural safesuards should 
be covered by any guidelines to ensure that capital punishment 
is imposed.in a fundamentally fair and non-discriminatory manner? 

As to the first issue, from what I have studied as a layman~---
! do not pelieve you have the statutory authority. How~ver. 
this position will be ably covered by other witnesses. 

As for the second issue, ·this seems to presume a positive 
response t.o t.he first issue. ThusJ since I do not believe you 
have the statutory authority to {mpose the death penalty. then 

•I ean not outline critieria for the ,death penalty's imposition. 
In summary, CURE's position is "no statutory authority" 

_ on the :first issue. _ _ on_d_ because of this position.::: will not 
address the second issue. 

Be:fore closing, however, I would like to make a different 
argument for not considerating the death penalty. This is a 
political argu11ent, and. for the most part. a subJective view. 

And yet. this subJectivity is bosed on experiential observa-
tions; I have been at most of the public meetings of the Commission 
here in Washington. Thia includes your confirmation hearings 
on the Hill to the entire meeting today. 

Also, I was very involved in the blocking of the attachment 
of a death penalty amendment to the drug bill last Fall. 

From these experienees--two observations. <l> I have been 
inpresaed with the progress of the guidelines. Although they 
are not yet in the shape where our organization could endorse 
the•• the latest draft has moved much further in that direction. 
(2) I also was very impressed with the deep commitment of many 
of the Senators in their opposition to the death penalty last 
Fall. 

Democratic Senators like Carl Levin. and Ted Kennedy and 
R~publican Senators like Daniel Evans were wiliing tc stop the 
entire drug bill "cold in its tracks" r'!ther -t.h . .,n acce;:,t a very 
narrowly drawn amendment on the death penalty. In fact. the 
House sent the Senate the drug bill three times with the death 
penalty amendment. and three times it was reJected. 

I realize that a death penalty in the guidelines is in 
e much better position than a death penalty in the drug bill. 
Like the Congressional pay raise. the bur~en would be on the 
opponents to block the guidelines. 

However, do not underestimate 
penalty in the Senate! And. if 

the opponents of the death 
you do. there is a good chance 

th3t tne quiaelinas will '"qo do...,n the drain". 
the death penaitv. in mv ooinion. will ~oison the auidei1nes. 

~n concius1011. as many 0£ you m~y .know. c~,H~ w~icr, cra~n1=e~ 
families of prisoners into a lobby is relatively new on the 
national level. Although we started in Texas in 1972. we only 
expanded to a national organization in August of 1985. --- -

Next June, we will be havinq our first national cc,nventi~ 
As part of our convention. we pl~n to visit Congreaeional of£ices 
on Capitol Hill and discuss our national agenda on prison reform. 

I am hopeful that one of the top items on our agenda will 
be the urging of the acceptance by Congress of th e sentencina 
guidelines. 

At the same 
state that if the 

time, I must unequivocably and regrettably 
guidelines contain a death penaltv. we will 

be in total opposition. 
I can only speak for my organiz~tion. but I believe that 

other organizations might be in this same position. 
Therefore. I urge you for the sake of the auidel1nes. and 

for many other reasons. not to consider a federal de~~h Den~lty. 
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GOOD AFTERNOOfL I APPRECIATE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR 

• BEFORE YOU TO DISCUSS THE VIEWS OF THE INTERl1ATIONAL ASSOCIATION 

OF CHIEFS OF POLICE ON THE SENTENCING COMMISSION'S RESPONSIBILITY 

REGARDING THE PROMULGATION OF SENTENCING GUIDELINES FOR FEDERAL 

CAPITAL OFFENSES. 

BY WAY OF INTRODUCTION LET ME FIRST TELL YOU A LITTLE ABOUT THE 

ORGANIZATION I REPRESENT. IACP IS A VOLUNTARY, PROFESSIONAL 

ORGANIZATION ESTABLISHED IN 1893. IT IS COMPRISED ·oF CHIEFS OF 

POLICE AND OTHER LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL FROM ALL SECTIOl'~S OF THE 

• UNITED STATES AND MORE THAN 67 NATIONS. COMMAND PERSOi'-JNEL WITHIN 

THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTE MORE THAN 90 PERCEfff OF THE MORE THAN 

14,000 MEMBERS. THROUGHOUT ITS EXISTENCE, THE IACP HAS STRIVEN 

TO ACHIEVE PROPER, CONSCIENTIOUS AND RESOLUTE LAH ENFORCEMENT. 

TliIS IT HAS DONE IN THE INTEREST OF COMMUNITY BETTERMENT, CONSERVATION 

OF THE PUBLIC PEACE AND MAINTENANCE OF GOOD ORDER. THE IACP HAS 

ALWAYS SOUGHT TO ACHIEVE THESE OBJECTIVES IN FULL ACCORD WITH THE 

CONSTITUTION, AND THE IACP HAS BEEN CONSTANTLY DEVOTED IN ALL ITS 

ACTIVITIES TO THE STEADY ADVANCEMENT OF THIS NATION'S BEST WELFARE 

• Ai~D \·JELL -BE Ii~G I 
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I WILL LEAVE TO THE LEGAL SCHOLARS THE INDEPTH DISCUSSION OF 

THIS COMMISSION'S AUTHORITY TO PROMULGATE SENTENCING GUIDELINES FOR 

FEDERAL CAPITAL CRIMES. I MUST COMMENTJ HOWEVERJ THAT THE IACP 

BELIEVES THAT THE STATUTE CREATING THE SENTENCING COMMISSION CLEARLY 

GIVES IT SUCH AUTHORITY. 

ONE OF THE STATED PURPOSES OF THE COMMISSION IS TO ESTABLISH 

GUIDELINES TO ASSURE THAT THE PURPOSE OF SENTENCING AS SET FORTH 

IN SECTION 3553(A)(2) OF TITLE 18 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE IS MET. 

SPECIFICALLY THE GUIDELINES SHOULD ENSURE THAT FEDERAL SENTENCES 

• ARE DESIGNED: 

• 

A, TO REFLECT THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE OFFENSEJ TO PROMOTE RESPECT 

FOR THE LAW A~D TO PROVIDE JUST PUNISHMENT FOR THE OFFENSE; 

B. TO AFFORD ADEQUATE DETERRENCE TO CRIMINAL CONDUCT; 

C. TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC FROM FURTHER CRIMES OF THE DEFENDANT; AND 

D. TO PROVIDE THE DEFENDANT WITH NEEDED EDUCATIONAL OR VOCATIONAL 

TRAININGJ MEDICAL CAREJ OR OTHER CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT IN THE 

MOST EFFECTIVE MANNERJ Ill 
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CLEARLY THERE ARE SOME OFFENSES WHICH ARE SO HEINOUS AND REPREHEN-

SIBLE THAT ONLY A SENTENCE OF DEATH WILL SATISFY THESE REQUIREMENTS. 

IN ANOTHER SECTION OF THE AUTHORIZING STATUTE, THE COMMISSION 

IS REQUIRED TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT SEVERAL FACTORS: 

IN ESTABLISHING CATEGORIES OF OFFENSES FOR USE IN THE 

GUIDELINES AND POLICY STATEMENTS GOVERNING THE IMPOSI-

TION OF SENTENCES OF PROBATION, A FINE OR IMPRISONMENT, 

GOVERNING THE IMPOSITION OF OTHER AUTHORIZED SANCTIONS, 

GOVERNING THE SIZE OF A FINE OR THE LENGTH OF A TERM 

• OF IMPRISONMEfH, OR SUPERVISED RELEASE, AND GOVERNING 

THE CONDITIONS OF PROBATION, SUPERVISED RELEASE, OR 

• 

IMPRISONMENT,,, 28 U.S.C. § 994Cc) 

THIS SECTION APPEARS TO EXPRESS THE RECOGNITION BY CONGRESS THAT 

PENALTIES OTHER THAN FINES, PROBATION OR IMPRISONMENT WOULD ALSO 

BE ADDRESSED BY THE COMMISSION'S GUIDELINES. IN REFERRING TO 

uOTHER AUTHORIZED SANCTIONS" CONGRESS PRESUMABLY INTENDED TO 

ENCOMPASS THE DEATH PENALTY WHICH IS AUTHORIZED IN VARIOUS SECTIONS 

OF TITLE 18 OF THE UNITED STATES CODE FOR VARIOUS OFFENSES, 
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• ALTHOUGH THESE SECTIONS HAVE NOT BEEN USED SINCE THE U.S. SUPREME 

COURT STRUCK DOWN THE DEATH PENALTY STATUTES OF GEORG IA AND TEXAS 

• 

• 

IN 1972, THAT CASE, FURMAN v, GEORGIA, DID NOT HAVE THE EFFECT OF 

REMOVING THE DEATH PENALTY FROM TITLE 18, NOR HAS CONGRESS EXPLI-

CITLY REPEALED THESE PROVISIONS. ALL THAT IS NEEDED ARE GUIDELINES 

FOR THE FAIR, CONSTITUTIONAL APPLICATION OF THESE LAWS SO THAT THEY 

MAY BE REACTIVATED WITHOUT RUNNING AFOUL OF FURMAN, GUIDELINES 

WHICH THIS COMMISSION MUST PROVIDE. 

I WOULD LIKE TO TURN NOW TO A DISCUSSION OF THE POSITION OF 

IACP'S MEMBERS ON CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. THE ASSOCIATION IS VERY MUCH 

IN FAVOR OF THE IMPOSITION OF THE DEATH PENALTY FOR CERTAIN CRIMES. 

WE STRONGLY BELIEVE THAT CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IS A DETERRENT TO THE 

COMMISSIO!~ OF CERTAIN CRIMES, PARTICULARLY PREMEDITATED MURDER, 

MURDER COMMITTED DURING THE PERPETRATION OF FELONIES AND THE KILLING 

OF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS AND PRISON GUARDS DURING THE EXECUTION 

OF THEIR DUTIES. THE NECESSITY OF THE DEATH PENALTY AS A DETERRENT 

CAN ALSO BE CLEARLY SEEN IN THE CASE OF A PRISON INMATE SERVING A 

LIFE SENTENCE WHO COMMITS A MURDER WHILE INCARCERATED. WHAT DOES 
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SUCH A PERSON HAVE TO LOSE BY HIS BARBAROUS BEHAVIOR IF NOT HIS 

LIFE. 

THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE COMMISSION'S TASK AND THE GREAT 

DIFFICULTY IT POSES FOR YOU IS EMPHASIZED BY THE FACT THAT PERSONS 

OF DIFFERING OPINIONS CAN LOOK AT THE SAME FACTS AND COME TO 

ENTIRELY CONTRARY CONCLUSIONS. OPPONENTS OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 

BELIEVE THEY ARE EXPRESSING A CONCERN FOR HUMAN LIFE. CONCERN 

FOR HUMAN LIFE IS PRECISELY THE REASON WE RECOMMEND THE USE OF THIS 

FORM OF CRIME PREVENTION. WE ARE CONVINCED THAT ULTIMATELY ABOLITION 

• OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT WILL RESULT IN A MUCH GREATER LOSS OF HUMAN 

LIFE THAN WOULD ITS RETENTION, 

• 

IT IS ADMITTEDLY TRAGIC WHENEVER THE GOVERNMENT IN ITS MOST 

AWESOME EXERCISE OF AUTHORITY DECIDES THAT CAPITAL PUNISHMENT MUST 

BE INVOKED, ANY LOSS OF HUMAN LIFE IS A TRAGEDY. BUT EVEN IN THE 

TRAGEDY OF HUMAN DEATH THERE ARE DEGREES AND IT IS MUCH MORE TRAGIC 

FOR AN INNOCENT PERSON TO LOSE HIS OR HER LIFE THAN FOR THE 

GOVERNMENT TO TAKE THE LIFE OF A CRIMINAL CONVICTED OF A CAPITAL 

OFFENSE . 
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I CANNOT POINT TO ANY CONCLUSIVE STATISTICS THAT PROVE CAPITAL 

PUNISHMENT DOES INDEED DETER OTHER CAPITAL CRIMES, HOWEVERJ A 

STUDY PUBLISHED SEVERAL YEARS AGO IN THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA'S 

JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATIONS HAD SOME INTERESTING CONCLUSIONS REGARDING 

THIS TOPIC, TWO UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SOCIOLOGISTS CONDUCTED 

AN EXTENSIVE STUDY REGARDING THE IMPACT OF PUBLICIZED PUNISHMENTS 

AS A DETERRENT TO SIMILAR CRIMINAL ACTIVITY. THE FINDINGS OF THE 

STUDY ARE SIGNIFICANT IN THAT THEY FOUND THAT NEWS REPORTS OF SEN-

TENCES IMPOSED ON CONVICTED MURDERERS LEAD TO SHORT-TERM DECREASES 

IN KILLINGS, USING HOMICIDE DATA FROM THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR 

HEALTH STATISTICSJ THE RESEARCHERS EXAMINED THE TIMING OF MORE THAN 

14JOOO MURDERS. THEIR RESEARCH INDICATED THAT FOR A PERIOD OF 

FOUR DAYS AFTER A PERSON IS SENTENCED TO DIE OR IS EXECUTED FOR 

COMMITING MURDERJ AND THERE IS CONSIDERABLE NEWS COVERAGE OF IT, 

A DECREASE OF 3.32 PERCENT IN HOMICIDES OCCURS. THE RESEARCHERS 

CALLED THEIR FINDING THE FIRST CLEAR EVIDENCE THAT PUBLICIZED 

PUNISHMENTS HAVE A SHORT-TERM DETERRENT EFFECT. CERTAINLYJ MANY 
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• QUESTIONS GO UNANSWERED IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT) BUT AT LEAST THERE 

IS SOME DIRECTION PROVIDED IN THE QUEST FOR AN ANSWER TO THE 

DETERRENCE ISSUE, 

• 

AT ONE TIME IN THE HISTORY OF MANJ 168 VIOLATIONS WERE CAPITAL 

OFFENSES. IT IS TO THE CREDIT OF OUR FOREBEARERS THAT THEY REALIZED 

THAT THE DEATH PENALTY COULD NOT PROPERLY BE APPLIED IN MINOR CASES 

BUT MUST BE RESERVED TO THOSE CASES OF GREATEST MAGNITUDE, WE ARE 

CONVINCED THAT AN EQUAL EXERCISE OF GOOD JUDGMENT CALLS UPON US TO 

DECIDE THAT CONDITIONS CAN EXIST IN WHICH THIS ACT OF THE UTMOST 

GRAVITY IS NOT ONLY JUSTIFIED BUT IS DEMANDED) AND THAT VIOLATIONS 

CAN BE COMMITTED WHICH ARE SO REPREHENSIBLE THAT NO OTHER FORM OF 

PUNISHMENT IS SUITABLE, IF WE ARE TO APPLY THOSE METHODS WHICH 

SERVE AS THE GREATEST DETERRENT) WE ARE GOING TO HAVE TO CONTINUE 

TO SUIT THE PUNISHMENT TO THE OFFENSE. 

I RECALL READING ABOUT A CASE WHILE I WAS THE POLICE CHIEF 

IN LARGO) FLORIDA. THE MURDERER HAD SO BADLY BRUTALIZED HIS 

22 YEAR OLD VICTIM THAT THE POLICE WERE UNABLE TO DETERMINE 

• WHETHER THE VICTIM HAD BEEN SEVERELY BEATEN OR RUN OVER BY A MOTOR 
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• VEHICLE. THE MURDERER WAS FOUND NOT GUILTY BY REASON OF INSANITY 

AND COMMITTED TO A PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL. NINE YEARS LATER, HE WAS 

RELEASED FROM THE HOSPITAL AND SHORTLY THEREAFTER HE SHOT AND 

KILLED FOUR TEENAGERS. ONE CAN ONLY WONDER WHY AN INDIVIDUAL 

• 

• 

WHO HAS DEMONSTRATED THE CAPABILITY TO VICIOUSLY KILL PEOPLE CAN 

BE TURNED BACK INTO OUR SOCIETY AGAIN. IF NOTHING ELSE, PROPONENTS 

OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT HAVE ONE COMPELLING ARGUMENT THAT CANNOT BE 

DISPUTED. IF THE DEATH PENALTY IS IMPOSED ON THOSE WHO CRIMINALLY 

TAKE THE LIVES OF OTHERS IN A VIOLENT, SENSELESS FASHION, THEN 

MENACES SUCH AS THE ONE I JUST DESCRIBED WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO PREY 

ON SOCIETY AGAIN. 

OPPONENTS OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT ARGUE THAT THERE IS A DANGER 

THAT WE WILL EXECUTE A PERSON CONVICTED OF A MURDER HE DID NOT 

COMMIT. I WILL NOT CLAIM THAT PEOPLE HAVE NEVER BEEN WRONGLY 

CONVICTED OF CRIMES BUT IN THIS DAY OF WELL-TRAINED, PROFESSIONAL 

POLICE OFFICERS, EXPERT CRIMINOLOGISTS AND SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT, 

THE DANGER IS VERY SLIM. PARTICULARLY WHEN A PERSON'S LIFE IS 

AT STAKE, POLICE OFFICERS WILL WORK ESPECIALLY HARD TO ENSURE 
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TilAT THEY HAVE THE RIGHT PERSON IN CUSTODY. IF THERE IS ANY 

DOUBT AT ALLJ DETECTIVES WILL CONTINUE THE INVESTIGATION UNTIL 

THAT DOUBT IS REMOVED OR THE RIGHT PERSON HAS BEEN ARRESTED. 

THE NATION'S LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS ARE PARTICULARLY CONCERNED 

WITH THIS ISSUE OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENTJ NOT ONLY BECAUSE THEY ARE 

CALLED UPON FOR DIRECT INVOLVEMENT IN THE INCIDENTS WHICH MAY RESULT 

IN THE APPLICATION OF THE DEATH PENALTYJ BUT BECAUSE THEY THEMSELVES 

ARE SO OFTEN THE VICTIMS OF OFFENSES FOR WHICH THE DEATH PENALTY 

SHOULD BE ASSESSED. THE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER WILLINGLY SUBJECTS 

HIMSELF TO A GREATER ELEMENT OF DANGER THAN MOST PERSONS EVER 

EXPERIENCE WHILE PROTECTING THE CITIZENS HE SERVES. THE OFFICER IS 

NOTJ HOWEVERJ WILLING TO BE THE VICTIM OF THE CRIMINAL WHO USES 

VIOLENCE AS THE METHOD OF OBTAINING THAT WHICH HE SEEKS. NOR IS 

HE WILLING TO BE THE VICTIM OF FELONIOUS ASSAULT MERELY BECAUSE HIS 

ASSAILANT KNOWS THAT HE CAN MAIM AND KILL WITHOUT BEING SUBJECTED 

TO MEANINGFUL AND APPROPRIATE PUNISHMENT. 

AS I HAVE ALREADY STATEDJ THERE CLEARLY IS NO CONSTITUTIONAL 

PROHIBITION AGAINST CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. THE SUPREME COURTJ IN 
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GREGG v. GEORGIA) SPECIFICALLY UPHELD A STATE DEATH PENALTY STATUTE 

WHICH CONTAINED SUFFICIENT PROCEDURAL PROTECTIONS TO ENSURE THE 

FAIRJ NONDISCRIMINATORY APPLICATION OF THE DEATH PENALTY. 

SENTENCING PROCEDURES MUST FOCUS THE ATTENTION OF THE SENTENCING 

AUTHORITY) WHETHER IT BE A JUDGE OR JURt ON THE PARTICULAR NATURE 

OF THE CRIME AND THE PARTICULAR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INDIVIDUAL 

DEFENDANT. IN ORDER TO DO THIS, INFORMATION MUST BE PROVIDED THAT 

IS PERHAPS TOO PREJUDICIAL TO BE PRESENTED PRIOR TO A DETERMINATION 

OF GUILT. FOR THAT REASON WE WOULD SUPPORT A BIFURCATED PROCEEDING 

FOR CAPITAL CRIMES SUCH AS THAT UPHELD IN GREGG, THAT IS, ONE 

TRIAL TO DETERMINE GUILT AND A SEPARATE PROCEEDING TO DETERMINE 

WHETHER A SENTENCE OF DEATH SHOULD BE IMPOSED. DURING THE SECOND 

STAGE, EVIDENCE OF AGGRAVATING AND MITIGATING FACTORS SHOULD BE 

PRESENTED. 

THE COMMISSION SHOULD DETERMINE HOW THE VARIOUS AGGRAVATING AND 

MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES ARE TO BE WEIGHED, FOR EXAMPLE, WHETHER 

ONE AGGRAVATING FACTOR WITHOUT ANY MITIGATING FACTORS IS SUFFICIENT 

TO IMPOSE THE DEATH PENALrY. THIS INFORMATION SHOULD BE EXPLAINED 

TO A JURY THAT WILL DETERMINE THE APPROPRIATE PENALTY. 
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ANOTHER STEP WOULD BE TO REQUIRE THE SENTENCING AUTHORITY 

TO SPECIFY THE FACTORS IT USED IN REACHING ITS DECISION, THIS 

INFORMATION WOULD BE IMPORTANT TO AN APPELLATE COURT SHOULD THE 

DEFENDANT SEEK APPELLATE REVIEW, IN DETERMINING WHETHER THE DECISION 

WAS MADE ARBITRARILY OR CAPRICIOUSLY. 

AS TO THE QUESTION OF THE AGGRAVATING AND MITIGATING 

CIRCUMSTANCES THAT SHOULD PROPERLY BE CONSIDERED WE BELIEVE THAT 

THE MODEL PENAL CODE, AS CITED IN GREGG, PROVIDES GUIDANCE. 

WITH REGARD TO A PERSON CONVICTED OF MURDER, APPROPRIATE AGGRAVATING 

CIRCUMSTANCES TO CONSIDER ARE: 

(A) THE MURDER WAS COMMITTED BY A CONVICT UNDER SENTENCE 

OF IMPRISONMENT. 

(B) THE DEFENDANT WAS PREVIOUSLY CONVICTED OF ANOTHER MURDER 

OR OF A FELONY INVOLVING THE USE OR THREAT OF VIOLENCE TO THE PERSON. 

(c) AT THE TIME THE MURDER WAS COMMITTED THE DEFENDANT ALSO 

COMMITTED ANOTHER MURDER. 

(n) THE DEFENDANT KNOWINGLY CREATED A GREAT RISK OF DEATH 

TO MANY PERSONS . 
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(E) THE MURDER WAS COMMITTED WHILE THE DEFENDENT WAS ENGAGED 

OR WAS AN ACCOMPLICE IN THE COMMISSION OFJ OR AN ATTEMPT TO COMMITJ 

OR FLIGHT AFTER COMMITTING OR ATTEMPTING TO COMMIT ROBBERY J RAPE 

OR DEVIATE SEXUAL INTERCOURSE BY FORCE OR THREAT OF FORCEJ ARSONJ 

BURGLARY OR KIDNAPPING, 

(F) THE MURDER WAS COMMITTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF AVOIDING OR 

PREVENTING A LAWFUL ARREST OR EFFECTING AN ESCAPE FROM LAWFUL CUSTODY. 

(G) THE MURDER WAS COMMITTED FOR PECUNIARY GAIN, AND 

(H) THE MURDER WAS ESPECIALLY HEINOUSJ ATROCIOUS OR CRUELJ 

MANIFESTING EXCEPTIONAL DEPRAVITY, 

MITIGATING FACTORS SHOULD INCLUDE: 

(A) THE DEFENDANT HAS NO SIGNIFICANT HISTORY OF PRIOR CRIMINAL 

ACTIVITY. 

(B) THE DEFENDANT'S MENTAL OR EMOTIONAL INCAPACITY AT THE TIME 

OF THE MURDER, 

(c) THE VICTIM WAS A PARTICIPANT IN THE DEFENDANT'S 

HOMICIDAL CONDUCT OR CONSENTED TO THE HOMICIDAL ACT . 
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(n) THE MURDER WAS COMMITTED UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH THE 

DEFENDANT BELIEVED TO PROVIDE A MORAL JUSTIFICATION OR EXTENUATION 

FOR HIS CONDUCT, 

CE) THE DEFENDANT WAS AN ACCOMPLICE IN A MURDER COMMITTED 

BY ANOTHER PERSON AND HIS PARTICIPATION IN THE HOMICIDAL ACT WAS 

RELATIVELY MINOR. 

(F) THE DEFENDANT ACTED UNDER DURESS OR UNDER THE DOMINATION 

OF ANOTHER PERSON. 

(G) THE YOUTH OF THE DEFENDANT AT THE TIME OF THE CRIME . 

I HAVE FOCUSED MY DISCUSSION TODAY ON THE CRIME OF MURDER 

BECAUSE THAT IS THE ONLY OFFENSE FOR WHICH IACP'S MEMBERSHIP HAS 

EXPRESSLY STATED) BY RESOLUTION) ITS SUPPORT FOR THE DEATH PENALTY. 

MURDER IS SOMETHING WITH WHICH LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS ARE -

FREQUENTLY CONFRONTED. WE MAKE NO JUDGMENT REGARDING OTHER CRIMES 

THAT THIS COMMISSION OR OTHERS IN THIS ROOM DEEM TO BE SO DANGEROUS 

TO SOCIETY AS TO JUSTIFY THE IMPOSITION OF THE SENTENCE OF DEATH. 

OUR CONCERN IS THAT APPROPRIATE STANDARDS ARE QUICKLY ADOPTED 

TO PERMIT CAPITAL PUNISHMENT TO BE REINSTITUTED . 
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION OF THESE VIEWS, I WOULD 

BE HAPPY TO ENTERTAIN ANY OF YOUR QUESTIONS AT THIS TIME . 
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The National Sheriffs' Association (NSA) thanks you 

for the invitation to address the U.S. Sentencing Commission 

on this most important issue--capital punishment. 

Before concentrating on the specific issues to be covered 

today, I would like to provide you with some background 

information about the National Sheriffs' Association and 

why the sheriffs of this nation are so concerned about this 

issue. 

The National Sheriffs' Association is a non-profit, 

professional organization founded in 1940 to promote the 

fair and efficient administration of justice in the United 

States. The National Sheriffs' Association is the national 

organization representing the country's 3,100 sheriffs. 

The National Sheriffs' Association has over 40,000 members, 

including, sheriffs, undersheriffs, deputies, and other 

criminal justice practitioners. Sheriffs, in most 

jurisdictions, are constitutional officers and are elected. 

Generally, sheriffs are responsible for enforcing state 

and local laws, administering the jails, providing security 

in the courtrooms, and for civil and criminal process. 

You may ask why local law enforcement officials are 

concerned about federal capital offenses. There are several 

reasons why the sheriffs want to speak out on this issue: 
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o Sheriffs Believe in Capital Punishment: As the chief 

0 

law enforcement officer in their jurisdiction, sheriffs 

see firsthand the results of heinous criminal acts that 

seriously jeopardize the security of our nation or its 

individual members, and they believe that certain offenses 

require an equally serious response. Sheriffs believe 

that in some cases, only death for the convicted offender 

can guarantee that the offense will not recur. In other 

cases, we would argue that the offense is so grievous 

that the only just sanction is death. As recently as 

1985, the membership of NSA passed a Resolution in support 

of legislation that would have enacted guidelines allowing 

for imposition of the death penalty in federal cases. 

(See attachment.) 

The Federal Government Can Provide a Model for the States: 

As a result of the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Furman 

v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972), certain state death 

penalty statutes, in addition to the federal statute, 

were deemed invalidated due to a lack of constitutionally 

adequate procedures governing their imposition. The 

National Sheriffs' Association recognizes this as an 

opportunity for the federal government to take a leadership 

role in formulating model guidelines that could be adopted 

by the states . 
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o Lack of Sanctions for Inmates Serving Life Sentences 

Provide a License to Kill: In the case of an inmate 

sentenced to life imprisonment, no additional sanctions 

are available if, 

with the law. 

for example, that inmate fails to comply 

If, for example, an inmate kills a 

correctional officer, the courts could not punish him 

for this new offense, as there are no sanctions available 

beyond the sentence that has previously been imposed. 

This atmosphere breeds a contempt for law and order within 

our penal institutions and jeopardizes the lives of the 

officers and inmates in those facilities . 

We would now like to address the two issues posed by 

the U.S. Sentencing Commission today: 

A. Does the Commission have authority to promulgate 

sentencing guidelines for federal capital offenses? 

B. If the Commission does have authority, what specific 

statutory crimes should be covered by the guidelines? 

A. ~U~·~S~·~---=S~e~n~t~e=n~c~i~n~g::,_---=C~o~m~m~1~·~s~s=i~o~n=---=:H~a~s::---=-A~u~t=h=o=r=i~t~y _ ___;;;t~o'-___;;;;I=s~s~u"-=-e 

Guidelines 

The National Sheriffs' Association believes that the 
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U.S. Sentencing Commission does 

promulgate sentencing guidelines 

offenses. The National Sheriffs' 

have authority to 

for federal capital 

Association concurs 

with the opinion issued by the U.S. Attorney General 

in support of the U.S. Sentencing Commission to promulgate 

guidelines in capital offenses. 

The Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 established a 

comprehensive federal sentencing scheme for use by U.S. 

Courts in determining the sentence to be imposed in 

a criminal case. Section 3551, Subsection (a) of 18 

U.S. Code indicates that "except as otherwise specifically 

provided, a defendant who has been found guilty of an 

offense described in any federal statute shall be 

sentenced in accordance with the provisions of this 

Act." Subsection (b) goes on to outline the sentencing 

options. However, it does not specifically mention 

the death penalty or other non-standard sanctions, such 

as public treason or insurrection. 

Does this failure to mention these other sanctions, 

including the death penalty, indicate Congressional 

intent to repeal these statutes? We think not; neither 

the legislation nor the legislative history lend any 

credence to the theory that Congress intended to repeal 

the numerous death penalty provisions or the other 

sanctions listed in the U.S. Code. 
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B. 

When Congress sought to supersede legislation through 

the Act, they did so in an explicit fashion. In fact, 

the Act contains two separate sections detailing 

"repealers" and "technical and confirming amendments," 

to conform all provisions of the U.S. Code to provisions 

of the Sentencing Act. In light of these steps taken 

by Congress to clarify all these issues, it is impossible 

to imagine that they merely overlooked the death penalty. 

Statutory Crimes That Should Be Punishable by Death 

The National Sheriffs' Association recommends that those 

offenses currently punishable by death under the federal 

statutes be retained. These would include, for example, 

the crimes of air hijacking involving a death, treason, 

and espionage. In addition, the National Sheriffs' 

Association urges Congress and the U.S. Sentencing 

Commission to expand this list to include the following 

offenses: the killing of a correcional officer or other 

person by an inmate, the killing of a federal law 

enforcement officer during the performance of his official 

duties, indiscriminate ki.lling related to terrorist 

activities, the killing of witnesses, the murder of 

hostages, and murder-for-hire offenses . 

2.17.87 
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WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

1985-5 

NATIONAL SHERIFFS' ASSOCIATION 
1450 DUKE STREET • ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22314 • 703-836-7827 

RESOLUTION 

Capital Punishment 

L CARY BITTICK 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

reinstitution of capital punishment has been called 
for by the nation's law enforcement officials; and 

legislation has been introduced in Congress that would 
provide for a constitutional procedure for the imposition 
of capital punishment for federal crimes; and 

the reinstitution of capital punishment will have a 
deterrent effect, especially in dealing with the serious 
problem of protecting prison officers and inmates from 
dangerous prisoners already serving life sentences 
for murder without any realistic possiblity of parole; 
and 

the President and the Attorney General have communicated 
to Congress their support for the reinstitution of 
capital punishment for certain federal crimes. 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the National Sheriffs' Association 
goes on record supporting the Administration's efforts to secure 
passage of legislation reinstituting capital punishment for certain 
federal crimes; and requests the Leadership of the Congress to bring 
this legislation to a vote before all members of Congress. 

Adopted at a meeting of the Membership 
This 19th day of June, 1985 
Dallas/Ft. Worth, Texas 
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TESTIMONY OF DONALD L. CAHILL 
NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE 
THE FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE 

Mr. Chairman and members of The United States Sentencing Com-
mission. I am Donald L. Cahill, I serve with The National 
Legislative Committee of The Fraternal Order of Police. The 
Fraternal Order of Police is the largest police organi~ation 
in the United States with over 175,000 active members of all 
ranks, from beat patrolman to Chief of Police. 

On behalf of the National President of The Fraternal Order of 
Police, Richard A. Boyd, I would like to take this opportunity 
to thank the Sentencing Commission for reaching out to the 
people their decisions eventually affect; the citizens of this 
great country; and getting their opinions. I also want to 
thank the commission for allowing The Fraternal Order of Police 
the opportunity to speak • 

DOES THE COMMISSION HAVE THE STATUTORY AUTHORITY TO PROMULGATE 
SENTENCING GUIDELINES FOR FEDERAL CAPITAL OFFENSES? 

We believe that the Congress of the United States could have 
made it clearer in 28 U.S.C. 994 (a) (1) when they said "that 
the Commission shal promulgate and distribute to all courts of 
the United States and to the United States probation system 

1. Guidelines including 
a. a determination on probation,fine 

or imprisonment 

b. a determination on how much time 
0~ probation, how much of a fine 
or how much time imprisoned 

c. a determination on whether proba-
tion should be imposed after in-
carceration and how much probation 
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d. a determination whether sentences 
should run concurrantly or consec-
utively 

Certainly we see that Congress did not include wording on 
Capital Offenses, but this does not mean that it was their 
intent to repeal Capital Punishment. 

Under the United States Code, the death penalty can be enac-
ted after guilty findings for espionage, first degree murder, 
destruction of an aircraft, motor vehicle or other facility 
resulting in death, assassination or kidnapping resulting in 
the death of a President of Vice-President, Treason, mail-
ing of injurious articles resulting in death, Murder related 
to bank robbery or kidnapping, willful wrecking of a train 
resulting in death and murder of a member of Congress, impor-
tant executive official or Supreme Court Justice. 

While most of these sections were enacted prior to the famous 
decision by the United States Supreme Court in FURMAN v Georgia 
408 U.S. 238 (1972), no federal death penalty was invalidated 
prior to that decision. 

With the determination that guidelines can be promulgated by 
the Sentencing Commission, we, the members of The Fraternal 
Order of Police, firmly believe that the commission should 
follow the statutory leads set forth by the Congress of the 
United States . 
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We believe that the Congress of The United States still dic-
tates the will of the American people. 

The Fraternal Order of Police strongly endorse Capital Punish-
ment as it is set out in Federal and State statutes as long as 
it is applied in accordance with the rules decided by the 
United States Supreme Court. 

It would be very simple for the Fraternal Order of Police to 
provide a string of witness after witness to testify favorably 
about Capital Punishment. We believe that would be counter pro-
ductive. In a recent poll conducted by the associated press 
across the country it was found that most persons do support 
Capital Punishment in certain cases. Those cases involved 
murder during other violent crimes and murder during drug deal-
ing. In addition to punishing the offender the respondants 
felt it would also protect society. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the commission, I assure you that 
the citizens of this great country are in favor of seeing great-
er use of Capital Punishment in our Criminal Justice System, 
But they want to see it used in a fair and impartial way. Equal 
punishment for henious crimes, not considering race, color or 
creed but considering the crime and the seriousness of the whole 
offense, the lack of remorse of the perpetrator and the propen-
sity of the offender to commit that or other crimes again. 

I am an active duty Police Officer. I presently serve on a police 
department in Virginia and have for over fifteen years. During 
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This period of time I have investigated, testified, and sat 
through well over six hundred felony trials in our courts. 
Not only in my jurisdiction, but in other counties, states, 
Federal courts and other countries. As a police officer I 
have observed jury trials in at least Ten states in the Uni-
ted States, Canada, Hong Kong, Japan, Mexico, The Repub-
lic of the Philippines, England, Scotland, Northern Ireland, 
Germany and The Peoples Republic of China from where I have 
recently returned from. 

In evaluating these courts, trials and systems, I believe 
ours to be by far, the finest in the world. But being the 
finest does not mean that we are without problems. Being the 
finest does not mean that the citizens are pleased with it. 

Amoung the court systems in the world, we certainly have i .: 
not one of the fairest, we have the fairest. But we also have 
one of the most confusing and misleading. 

Time and time again, while waiting in the halls of justice 
you hear the words" The court is re-conviening; the jury has 
a question." And time after time that question is "How much 
time will the defendant serve if we sentence him to years." 

Certainly this is not a concern for them legally and YES, the 
presiding judge always tells them that they cannot concern 
themselves with that question; but they are concerned. They are 
very concerned. And they have every right to be concerned. I 

know that I am . 
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When a jurer votes to give a defendant life in prison they 
want that person to go to prison for life and they usually 
believe that he will go to prison for life. They believe the 
defendant will do twenty years in prison when the jury gives 
him twenty years. 

The citizenry are not happy with our system. This was cer-
tainly borne out in recent elections in the state of Califor-
nia where three state Supreme Court Justices were rejected 
by the voters in recent elections. Where the citizens can 
speak they will speak; DE PRAESENTI through the polls. 

In previous hearings the United States Sentencing Commission 
was criticized for issuing guidelines thought by some judges 
as being too rigid and complex. These judges complained that 
sentences were too harsh. Some harsher than those imposed 
currantly. Maybe these judges are right in their protests. 
But then, maybe they are wrong. Maybe there is too much "PLEA 
BARGAINING" in criminal cases. Maybe we are to quick to "shop" 
for the sentence discount as a defense council. Maybe we are 
to quick to look for a plea for good numbers or a court load 
reduction at the expense of the victim. 

It is time for us to take a better look at the Criminal Justice 
System as a whole. It is time for the Executive Branch and the 
Judicial Brach to follow up on what the Legislative Branch leg-
islates at the will of the people. Perhaps it is time for the 
Judicial Branch to sentence the offender to serve the time set 
forth in the statute passed by the Legislative Branch and the 
Executive Branch to follow up by building the prison space to 
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allow the offenders to serve this time. 

This would satisfy the need for a deterant and also serve as 
punishment for the crime committed. This would not only serve 
as a deterant to this offender to commit further criminal acts 
after his release, but to other criminals as well. 

Does the Death Penalty serve as a deterant to criminals? 
We believe that it does. We have seen the number of criminal 
homicides increase tremendously in the last twenty years. This 
may or may not be as a result of the dormant time in death pen-
alties but we believe it does have some bearing. It is still 
to soon for the figures to give us a trye picture since the 
death penalty has been re-instituted in most states but in most 
of the interviews that I have condu.cted with major offenders 
I have had a respose of "I did't want to burn or I would have 
taken them out". 

All too often we tend to go overboard while looking after the 
rights of the accussed; while we treat the citizenry EX LEGARE--

The recidivism rate is very high in the United States and so 
is the crime rate. This tells me that the system is not really 
working very well. It needs to be changed • 
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SUMMARY 

In summary I emphasis that the Fraternal Order of Police is 
strongly in favor of Capital Punishment in certain criminal 
offenses. In addition we do believe that the United States 
Sentencing Commission does have the authority and should 
promulgate guidelines for sentencing in Federal Capital Off-
ences. 

The Fraternal Order of Police believe that the difficulty 
shown in trying to pass death legislation shows that this is 
an area not taken lightly by anyone. We believe that the 
United States Sentencing Commission should be IN PROMPTU to 
promulgate guidelines for imposition of capital punishment 
wherever statute calls for it. 

I thank the commission for affording us this forum . 
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My name is Charles Ogletree. I am a visiting Pro-

f essor of Law at the Harvard Law School, and I appear 

today on behalf of the National Association of Criminal 

Defense Lawyers. 

The National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers 

(NACOL) is a nationwide, voluntary bar association com-

prised of almost s,ooo lawyers and law professors, most 

of whom are actively engaged in defending criminal prose-

cutions and individual rights. It was founded 26 years 

ago to pro~ote study and research in the field of crimi-

nal defense law, and to encourage the integrity, .inde-:-

pendence and expertise of criminal defense lawyers . 

Throughout : our history, we have worked to protect the 

rights and · liberties of those accused of criminal of-

fenses, and to promote the proper administration of 

justice. 

I am pleased to present testimony on the two ques-

tions the Sentencing commission has outlined: 

1) Does the Commission have the statutory au-

thority to : promulgate sentencing guidelines for federal 

capital offenses? 

2) If the Commission is found to have such au-

thority, what specific crimes, aggravating or mitigating 

circumstances, and procedural safeguards should be cover-

ed by any guidelines to ensure that capital punishment is 

2 
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imposed in a fundamentally fair and non-discriminatory 

manner? 

Because I believe the answer to the first question 

is a resounding no, I will largely confine myself to that 

question and only address the second question briefly at 

the end of my testimony. 

Introduction 

In a memorandum to the Sentencing Commission, the 

Department .of Justice maintains that the Commission has 

the authority to promulgate constitutional procedures to 

reinstate the death penalty to the United States Code. 

See Charles 'C"oo·per, Department of Justice Memorandum, 

January s, 1987 (DOJ Memo). The Justice Department, how-

ever, poin~s to no textual provision that authorizes the 

Commission ·to issue such procedures, nor does it rely on 

any explicit legislative, history. Rather, in reaching 

its conclusion, the Department of Justice relies on si-

lence, imp~ication and strained readings of legislative 

history. 

In my testimony, I will analyze the text and leg-

islative history of the Comprehensive crime Control Act 

of 1984 (the Act) and conclude that the Commission does 

not have the authority to issue procedures for reinsti-

tu ting a federal death penalty. Moreover, it will be 

demonstrated that Congress has explicitly retained any 
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authority for issuing such procedures and has removed any 

question concerning the death penalty from the Commis-

sion's authority. Finally, and alternatively, if the 

Commission should decide that it does have the power to 

issue procedures for a federal death penalty, at most it 

can issue procedures for the limited statutes that curr-

ently carry a death penalty provision. 

Question One: Does the Commission have the 
statutory authority to promul-
gate sentencing guidelines for 
federal capital offenses? 

A. The Text Of The Comprehensive Crime 
Control Act Of 1984 

In the statute creating and detailing the functions 

of the Sentencing Commission, there is no mention of the 

death penalty, nor is there any provision authorizing the 

Commission to provide constitutional procedures to revive 

federal death penalty. See 28 u.s.c. § § 991-98. Simi-

larly, in the section setting forth an exclusive list of 

the sentences available for the federal criminal offens-

es, there : is no mention of the death penalty as an 

available sanction. See 18 u.s.c. 3551. Instead, the 

statute only provides for probation, fines, imprisonment, 

forfeiture, restitution, and notice to victims, and cer-

tain combinations of those sanctions. 18 u.s.c. 
3551 (B) . Thus, nowhere on the face of the statute is 

A 
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there authority for the Sentencing Commission to issue 

procedures for, or to reinstate a federal death penalty. 

Importantly, this statute was designed to be com-

prehensive and exhaustive. As the Senate Report accom-

panying the bill explained: "It outlines in one place 

the purposes of sentencing, describes in detail the kinds 

of sentences that may be imposed to carry out those pro-

cedures ••• " s. Rep. 225, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 50, 

reprinted in, 1984 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 3182, 

3233. 

In its analysis, the Justice Department suggests 

that within 28 u.s.c. § 994 of the Sentencing Reform Act 

there is support for authorizing the Commission to ·rein.:. 

state the death penalty. It finds support in§ 994(a) (1) 

where the word •including" precedes the list of author-

ized sentences. It further contends that the phrase in 

§ 994 (c) allowing the Commission to provide "'other au-

thorized sanctions"' includes the death penalty. 

such a : reading trivializes the death penalty. It is 

simply inconceivable that Congress would include the 

death penalty by implication within •other authorized 

sanctions•, as if it were the last item on a grocery 

list. The :death penalty is one of the most unique and 

controversial issues in our society. As Justice Stewart 

observed in Furman: "'The penalty of death differs from 

all other forms of criminal punishment, not in degree but 
... 
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in kind.w 408 U.S. at 306 (cited in Department of Justice 

Memo by Cassell, at 15). To suggest that Congress would 

relegate the death penalty to "other status" or contain 

it within the phrase "including" is to exceed any reason-

able statutory interpretation. 

In short, the text of the Comprehensive Crime Con-

trol Act provides no support whatsoever for the position 

that the Commission has the authority to promulgate con-

stitutional procedures to reinstate the death penalty at -

the federal level. The Act is comprehensive and detail-

ed, and with respect to reinstituting the death penalty, 

unambiguous : in its intent not to do so. 

Realizing··the futility of looking to the statute for 

support, the Department of Justice suggests that since 

various federal death penalty provisions remain on the 

books from ' pre-Furman days, it remains an •authorized" 

punishment ~ithin the Commission's purview, unless those 

provisions have been impliedly repealed by the Act. The 

Department goes to great lengths to demonstrate that 

there has been no implied repeal. 

But this is a •straw man• argument, a non-issue; it 

ignores the legal effect of Furman--that is, to void all 

state and federal death penalty provisions which fa.il to 

provide for consideration of aggravating and mitigating 

circumstances. The death penalty is no longer an 

•authorized sentence" under such provisions of federal 
.. ' 
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law; its imposition would be unconstitutional. On this 

point, there is unanimous agreement among the House and 

Senate Judiciary Committees, the Justice Department, and 

the federal courts. (See Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. At 

411-12 (Blackmun, J. Dissenting; at 238-39, (Powell, J. 

dissenting] H.R. Rept. No. 96-1396, at 434 (1980), citing 

appellate decisions in the Fourth, Fifth, Eighth, and 

Eleventh Circuits, and in various Federal District 

Courts, s. Rept. No. 99-282, At 2 (1986); letter from 

Department of Justice, reprinted in, 130 Cong. Rec. S1204 

[daily ed., Feb. 9, 1984]; Testimony of Assistant 

Attorney General Stephens. Trott before House Judiciary 

Subcommittee -on ·cri111inal Justice, Nov. 7, 1985~ At 7; 
n.4.) 

In enacting the 1984 Sentencing Reform Act, the 

Congress did not change this situation; by providing no 

specific new cluthority ~or a federal death penalty, it 

simply left intact the status quo ante--that is, death 

penalty provisions which are constitutionally void and 

unenforceable. 

In the fifteen years since Furman, bills to restore 

the federal death penalty have been introduced in each 

new session ' but have never passed. Sees. Rep. 282, 99th 

Cong., 2d Sess. 3-4 (detailing history of the death pena-

lty legislation). Moreover, as will be discussed below, 

the task of restoring the death penalty is Congress' and 
.. 
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outside the province of the Sentencing Commission . 

Additionally, as pointed out in the DOJ Memo (p. 24 

n.22), The Crime Control Act as passed explicitly retain-

ed the only post-Furman death penalty statute, the Anti-

Hijacking Act. See 49 u.s.c. § § 1472-73. This provid-

es further evidence that Congress intended to leave the 

federal death penalty statutes as they were -- those that 

were unenforceable remained that way, and the one statute 

they believed was enforceable was explicitly retained. 

With this in mind, ·the question is not whether the 

Act •impliedly repealed• the death penalty, but whether 

through the Act Congress . has chosen to restore it. The 

text plainly · -suggests the· answer · is no, and· the 

legislative history affirms this result. 

B. Legislative History of the Bill 

In deb~ting s. 1765~ a bill to restore the federal 

death penalty, Senator Specter stated: •There is no more 

difficult question, either philosophically or from a 

practical point of view,. than the issue of the death 

penalty• 130 cong. Rec. S 1148 (daily ed. Feb. 8, 1984). 

These sentiments were echoed frequently in the lengthy 

debate on s. 1765, A bill that failed to pass the house. 

The Commission must assess whether Congress would include 

such a critical issue in a bill by way of implication or 

through an ambiguous savings clause as the Department of 
.. 
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Justice maintains • Common sense, political realities, 

and clear legislative history suggests that the answer is 

no. 

Although efforts to pass the Comprehensive Crime 

Control Act can be traced back to the early Seventies, 

the bill that was actually passed was introduced in the 

Senate on March 16, 1983, by Senators Thurmond and 

Laxalt. See 129 Cong. Rec. s 3076 (daily ed. Mar. 16, 

1983). This bill was drafted by and introduced on behalf 

the Administration. s. Rep. 225, 98th Cong., 1st 

Sess. 2, reprinted in. 1984 u.s. Code Cong. & Admin. News 

3182, 3184. Section II of the bill established the 

Sentencing Commission and delineated its powers. · As 

originally introduced, section X of the bill provided 

procedures for reinstituting capital punishment. See 129 

Cong. Rec. S3112 (daily ed. Mar 16, 1983). 

It is important to note that even in the original 

bill the Sentencing Commission was not authorized to 

promulgate procedures for the death penalty. Those 

procedures were proposed to be created by Congress. 

There was never any proposal to give the Sentencing 

Commission independent authority to reinstate the death 

penalty. 

Four months after the bill was introduced, the 

Senate Judiciary Committee ordered that the original bill 

be split into five separate bills, with the death penalty 
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provisions being treated as a separate bill. The main 

bill, which included the Sentencing Commission, was 

reported ass. 1762, while the bill containing the death 

penalty procedures was reported separately as s. 1765 

See 129 Cong. Rec. S11679-11707 (daily ed. Aug., 4, 

1983). 

The purpose of splitting the bills was clearly 

explained in the Senate Report: •to enhance the 

potential for ultimate enactment of a comprehensive crime 

bill, the committee decided to deal with a number of the 

more controversial pending issues in separate 

legislation. Accordingly, bills on habeas corpus ( S. 

1763), exclusionary rule · (S. 1764), capltal punishment 

(S. 1765) ••• were introduced and reported to the Senate on 

August 4, 1983. • s. Rep. 225, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 2 

n.10, reprinted in, 1984 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 

3182, 3185 n~lO. 

Likewise, when S.1762 reached the Senate floor, 

Senator Thurmond, chief sponsor of the Comprehensive 

crime Control Act, explained: 

Senator Biden ••• And I have worked 
on this criminal package for several 
years. We removed from it provisions 
on the death penalty, habeas corpus, the 
exclusionary rule, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act, because those matters were 
controversial. We tried to take out of 
this package what we thought might cause 
controversial questions ••• They will come 
up individually after this package has been 
completed. I am sure some of them will be 
opposed. But on this package we all agree 
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(emphasis added) . 

130 Cong. Rec. S742 (daily ed. Feb. 2, 1984). Senator 

Thurmond had also earlier prevented the introduction of a 

death penalty amendment to the crime act, calling it 

*inadvisable* and noting that there was *a separate bill 

on capital punishment.* 129 Cong. Rec. S14603 (daily ed. 

Oct . 2 5 , 19 8 3 ) . 

Senator Kennedy, a long-time opponent of the death 

penalty, made clear the death penalty was not part of the 

Crime Control Act: 

the bill is equally notable for three 
provisions it does not contain -- it 
excludes the highly controversially proposals 
to limit the ·exclusionary rule and habeas 
corpus, and to reinstate the death penalty . 
Judiciary Conmli ttee Senators in both parties 
know that we cannot enact effective anticrime 
legislation unless we separate these 
controversial issues from the major effort. 

129 Cong. Rec. S11709 (daily ed. Aug. 4, 1983}. Senator 

Kennedy also sponsored a bill (S.668) That with a few 

technical exceptions was identical in language and spirit 

to the Sentencing Reform Act, and the death penalty was 

excluded from his bill see 130 cong. Rec. S813 (daily ed. 

Feb. 2, 1984). Another indication of the inherent 

conflict between the Crime Control Act and the death 

penalty is that Senator Kennedy, and thirty-one other 

Senators, voted for the crime bill but against the death 

penalty. See 130 Cong. Rec. S759 (daily ed. Feb. 12, 
.. . 
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1984), and 130 Cong. Rec. S1491 (daily ed. Feb. 22, 

1984). The vote on the crime bill was 91-1, whereas the 

vote on the death penalty legislation was 63-32. The 

death penalty bill died in the House without considera-

tion. 

Moreover, the Congress has continued since 1984 to 

wrestle with death penalty legislation--with the Justice 

Department taking the lead, in fact, in urging that 

legislation to authorize a death penalty remains 

unnecessary. The continuing controversy of the issue is 

demonstrated by the Senate's intense debate and rejection 

of death penalty legislation in the context of last 

Fall's omnibus drug legis1ation; supporters o·f the death 

penalty were unable to muster to 60 votes necessary ·· to 

break a filibuster (the vote was 58-38). 

c. Interpreting the Statute 

What the Department of Justice is now trying to do 

is pass legislation through the Sentencing Commission 

that it was unable to push through Congress. As already 

mentioned, the Administration originally sent the crime 

control bill with the death penalty provision to 

Congress. It strongly supported the death penalty, and 

also supported the severed bill that would have 

reinstated the sanction. See 130 Cong. Rec. Sl204 (daily 

ed. Feb. 9, 1984) . But those efforts failed, and the 
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Administration should not be allowed to gain through the 

Commission what it could not gain through Congress. 

Congressional intent could be no clearer: the 

Sentencing Commission was never intended to have the 

power to promulgate constitutional procedures for a 

federal death penalty. Nor was the Comprehensive Crime 

Control Act intended to reinstate the death penalty. 

Moreover, although the bill to reinstate the death 

penalty (s.1765) passed the Senate, it died in the House 

Judiciary Committee. 

The Justice Department seems to recognize all this. 

But by focusing on the issue of whether the Crime Control 

Act was designed to repeal existing death penalty 

statutes, it overlooks the obvious import of severing the 

death penalty from the Act. As previously explained, the 

question is not whether the Act repealed the death 

penalty, but whether it reinstated those provisions. The 

answer to that is incontrovertibly no. 

When co_nstruing a statute, it is important to try to 

effectuate and adhere to the legislature's purposes. See 

H. Hart & A. Sacks, The Legal Process ( 1958) ; Posner, 

Statutory Interpretation -- In The Classroom And In The 

courtroom, 50 U. Chi. L. Rev. 800 (1983). In this way, 

the interpreter must try to decide how the legislators 

would have wanted the statute to be construed. In this 

case: would Congress have wanted the Sentencing .. 
13 
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Commission to promulgate procedures to reinstate the 

death penalty at the federal level? The answer is clear: 

reinstating the death penalty was not part of the 

Comprehensive Crime Control Act. It was severed and 

became a different bill. Many Senators, including 

staunch supporters of the death penalty such as Senator 

Thurmond, stated that the Crime Control Act would not 

have passed unless the death penalty was omitted from it. 

See 130 cong. Rec. S.742 (daily ed. Feb. 2, 1984). 

The Department cites United States v. Matthews, 16 

M.J. 354, 380-81 (1983), A case with limited or no 

relevancy. In that case, the court was relying on the 

President's · powers as Commander-In-Chief under Article 

II, Section · 2, where the President admittedly has broad 

powers. No such powers or authority is implicated in the 

present situation. 

FinallY;, even assuming arguendo that the statute and 

legislative history were in fact designed and intended to 

give the Commission authority over the death penalty, it 

is unlikely that such a delegation would have any effect. 

The establishment of aggravating and mitigating 

circumstances for the death penalty is fundamentally 

different from the Commission's task of identifying 

aggravating and mitigating factors to be balanced in non-

capital cases. The Supreme Court has said that in 

capital cases, there are three levels of inquiry: first, .. 
14 
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whether the defendant committed the crime: second, 

whether at least one aggravating factor, as •established 

by statutory definitions,• exists, so that the defendant 

is death-eligible; and third, a balancing of all the 

circumstances of the case--whether in extenuation, 

aggravation or mitigation--against each other. Zant v. 

Stephens, 462 U.S. 862 (1983). It is the second level 

which is unique to capital cases. The process of 

prescribing aggravating circumstances to be applied in 

this -second level is a process of prescribing the 

elements of the crime itself, entailing a system-wide, 

policy judgment of who shall live and who shall die. The 

supreme Court has held that such determinations regarding 

•the proper apportionment of punishment ••• are peculiarly 

questions of legislative policy.• Gore v. United states, 

357 U.S. 386 (1958). 

A keystone of the Department's argument is that the 

death penalty remains an authorized sanction for certain 

crimes under federal law, although such statutes •may be 

constitutionally incomplete,• a defect which can be cured 

*by congressional or administrative promulgation of 

regulations specifying appropriate sentencing 

procedures.• (DOJ Memo at 7-8, n.8). Inherent in this 

•incompleteness• argument is the notion that all the 

commission has to do is *fill in the blanks• with 

adequate constitutional procedures to restore vitality to 
.. 
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the statutes. The Department even suggests, 

reference to Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262 (1976) 

by its 

(cited 

at DOJ Memo, 7-8, n. 8.) , That the courts as well as 

Congress and the Executive Branch, would be able to fill 

in those blanks. 

If this is so, it is curious indeed that the 

Department has never, to my knowledge, suggested it in 

any federal court--despite their outspoken and persistent 

advocacy of the death penalty in the legislative arena. 

Certainly, no federal court has ever approved such a 

notion. · Nor would the courts be likely to, in light of 

the Gore case, supra. 

·Moreover, the Jurek· cite is without merit: the 

court approved the Texas statute because it permitted 

consideration of any mitigating circumstance the 

defendant may off er, while current federal death 

penalties (other than the 1974 air piracy one) permit 

consideration of none. The court was saying that the 

Texas statute is saved because it is wide open; the 

various federal statutes are doomed because they are 

closed. 

Indeed, the Department's own materials reveal the 

disingenuousness of their position. While talking in the 

DOJ Memo of mere wconstitutional incompleteness,• it is 

revealed in the internal Cassell memo, at page 18, that 

their goal is flatly to persuade the Commission to 
.. 
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•authorize• capital punishment in the guidelines. This 

is a term which describes a distinctively legislative 

function: it is to the Congress what •implement• is to 

the Executive Branch, 

Judiciary. 

and •adjudicate• is to the 

This the Department plainly acknowledges, by 

premising its entire argument upon the theory that the 

death penalty is already authorized. 

Nothing could be clearer: the Department knows that 

it is asking the Commission to perform a legislative 

function--in an area it has been trying, without success, 

to get the Congress to address for years. 

shameless usurpation, and•it must be rebuffed . 

This is a 

Question 2: Assuming the Sentencing Commission does 
have the authority to issue procedures to 
reinstate · the death penalty, under what 
circumstances should it do so? 

If the Sentencing Commission decides it does have 

the authority to promulgate procedures to reinstate the 

death penalty, we would caution that its authority would 

only extend to providing procedures for already existing 

death penalty statutes. Even under the Department of 

Justice's p6sition, the most that could be done would be 

to revive currently moribund statutes and not to create 

any new provisions. 

Providing new death penalty sanctions would also 
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plainly exceed the Commission's executive or judicial 

powers, moving it into the legislative arena in violation 

of the separation of powers. As the Supreme Court has 

recently explained, the constitutional procedures for 

passing legislation must be strictly followed. See 

Bowsher v. Synar, 106 s. Ct. 3181 (1986); INS v. Chadha, 

462 U.S. 919 (1983). Were the Commission to take it upon 

itself to apply the death penalty to new provisions of 

the criminal code, it would certainly violate these 

constitutional procedures. 

Conclusion 

Before · acting - to reinstate the death penalty, the 

Sentencing Commission should ask itself a few questions. 

Why is Congress still actively considering death penalty 

legislation? Why did Congress split the death penalty 

from the bill that later .became the Comprehensive Crime 

Control Act of 1984? Why was the death penalty not 

mentioned in such a lengthy and detailed statute, in 

subsequent comprehensive amendments to the statute, or in 

any of the thousands of pages of legislative history on 

the bill? Why is an Administration so aligned with close 

textual readings and original intent now resorting to 

reading between the statutory lines and grasping into 

irrelevant legislative history? And finally, in the face 

of the lack of any explicit reference to restoring the 
.. 
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death penalty, is it a reasonable assumption that 

Congress could have meant to include such a controversial 

proposal solely by way of implication? 

After all, as the Department of Justice points out, 

previous versions of the criminal code reform bills 

include death penalty procedures, indicating that when 

Congress wanted to be explicit it was. In the bill that 

passed Congress, there is no indication whatsoever that 

Congress intended to restore the death penalty through 

the Sentencing Reform Act. To the contrary, all of the 

evidence, including statements by the bill's sponsor, 

conclusively suggests that the death penalty was to be 

excluded from the bill, ·and thus falls outside the scope 

of the Sentencing Commission's authority • 

Mr. Chairman, I am sincerely grateful for the 

opportunity to appear before this body to present NACDL's 

views on the vi tally important issue before you today. 

We applaud your conscientious efforts, but urge you in 

the strongest possible terms to vote down the Department 

of Justice's proposal • 
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My name is Micky Veich, Congressional Affairs Officer, 

Federal Criminal Investigators Association speaking on behalf of 

the National President, Mr. Robert Fuesel. 

I thank the commission for providing this opportunity to 

listen to the federal criminal investigators. 

The Federal Criminal Investigators Association is a 

professional association consisting of federal criminal 

investigators from some 50 or so federal agencies. These are the 

men and women charged with the enforcement responsibilities of 

our federal laws. 

The FCIA favors the death penalty in certain instances, some 

of which include murder of a federal agent; air piracy which 

results in death; and, espionage. Title 18, u.s.c. Section 

844(i) calls for the imposition of the death penalty if someone 

dies as a result of an arson, but that provision has never been 

applied. 

Federal agents rarely work on criminals commonly engaged in 

what is referred to as a crime of opportunity. An occasional tax 

fraud by the amateur; a citizen who saws off the barrel of his 

shotgun because he has nothing better to do that day; or that 

foolish individual who is convinced that the odds are against his 

getting caught at his first drug smuggling attempt. Your federal 

agent is engaged in the identification of violent habitual 

offenders, the recidivist, the professional criminal, the guy who 

plans his big caper worth millions, the top gun of criminal 

activity . 
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Federal agencies have to be the responsible agencies for only 

they can afford the luxury of targeting the highest ranking 

criminal in the nation and the world, and have the time it takes 

to get their man. 

In certain situations our members feel that leniency should 

be granted to convicted persons who assist the government in 

subsequent investigations. If these persons were sentenced to 

death, then a commutation to life in prisonment might be more 

appealing. 

We feel that the criminal element should be put on notice 

that any time certain crimes are committed, they will have to pay 

the price. 

We are not talking about people who are temporarily seized 

with some emotional problem. We are talking about well planned 

bank robbers who plan the murder of FBI agents in Florida; DEA 

agents raiding drug dealers who kill agents because of a well 

planned "rip-off"; we're talking about the murder of Secret 

Service agents on surveillance of counterfeiters; we're talking 

about drug smugglers who kill DEA agents because they're getting 

hot on the trail; we're talking about Agriculture agents about to 

close in on a major fraud against the government and unsuspecting 

public; we're talking about tax protestors who form major groups 

throughout our land, arm themselves and then shoot it out with us 

because they think taxing is unfair; international weapons 

smugglers who sell Kaddafi explosives and state of the art 

expertise to be used against us . 

This Commission has the responsibility to respond to the 
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Congressional mandate directed by the Comprehensive Crime Control 

Act of 1984. You are the only hope for true justice for the 

families who are awaiting your action. You have been mandated by 

the public to act on its behalf. No other organization has that 

awesome responsibility no matter what they say or who they 

allegedly represent. You alone have a clear mandate. 

It has been reported that judges by and large will not favor 

any guidelines system of any kind. However, it was further 

reported that many judges have come forward and welcome this 

structure. How many times have you heard Supreme Court speakers 

state that "the problem lies with the courts''? How many times 

have you had law enforcement officers say that the criminals are 

just being set free by judges to commit more crimes? How many 

educators have you heard state that the judicial system needs to 

he told who they should be sending to prisons, etc.? How many 

more professionals do you want to hear? How many more law 

enforcement officers have to lose their lives before the 

criminals know they will face the firing squad or be given an all 

too humanitarian fatal injection? 

Your mandate is clear. This commission now has the 

opportunity to show Americans once and for all that they have 

spoken and criminals will listen. There will be listening 

guidelines for federal capital offenses. 

Frequently, federal agents are asked to apprehend dangerous 

persons fleeing from having committed serious crimes under state 

law, e.g. drug trafficking. These crimes frequently carry heavy 

prison sentences but are not subject to a death penalty. That 
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fugitive has every reason to murder a federal agent in an attempt 

to secure his freedom because he knows it will not result in a 

more serious sentence than he is already subject to. The felon 

has every reason to kill the feds in a shootout - he will get 

caught and sentenced to perhaps forty (40) years if he kills the 

agent, he gets away. If he kills the agent and still gets caught 

- still only forty (40) years. 

The persons we're dealing with can best be illustrated by the 

Columbia Drug Czar who boasted that he would have a federal judge 

murdered every day until he is released. 

Thank You . 
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Thank you for the opportunity to address the Commission again 
on this important issue. I hope my comments will be of some value 
to you as you resolve this complex issue of capital punishment . 

As before, I come to you with the perspective of the street 
cop. Most street cops approach their role and responsibilities as a 
segment of the Criminal Justice System with a pragmatic view. That 
view generally runs along these lines: police investigate and 
apprehend - prosecutors charge and present the facts - juries 
decide guilt or innocence and judges rule on courtroom order and 
set the punishment. 

Street cops, in their pragmatic view, believe, as does 86% of 
the public , that the death penalty is a viable deterrent for 
persons convicted of certain crimes. A search of the literature 
shows there are a number of studies and articles that show a direct 
deterrent 2 effect by imposing and carrying out the death penalty. 
One study goes as far as to point out that for each execution for 
a homicide, up to 15 lives can be saved through the deterrent 
effect. Compromising the safety of society, which is the real goal 
of the Criminal Justice System, to save the life of a convicted 
offender is a needless sacrifice of a blameless victim's life. 

Street cops by and large look to the U.S. Justice Department 
and the U.S. Congress to bring back realism to the sentencing 
process of the nation's Criminal Justice System. Congress, as the 
advocate of the will of the people, adopted and funded the creation 
of the U.S. Sentencing Commission.· Now, this Commission finds 
itself distracted from its mission of establishing sentencing 
guidelines which includes capital punishment upon conviction for 
certain federal crimes. The U.S. Department of Justice rendered a 
legal opinion that the Sentencing Commission has the authority to 
reimpose the federal death penalty. The Congress acted, the Justice 
Department sanctioned, and the people demand the death penalty be 
imposed for certain federal criminal convictions. What more needs 
to be said? 

Undaunted by this distraction from imposing the will of the 
people and accepting the fact that this Commission has the 
authority to proceed, let me suggest a list of the capital offenses 
in which the death sentence should be imposed. 

Conviction of: 
a) Premeditated murder. 
b) Murder committed during the commission of a federal capital 

offense (felony). 
c) Murder of a Law Enforcement Officer or Correction's Officer 

while they are acting in the line of duty. 
d) Certain cases of espionage. 
e) Sabotage. 
f) Third offenders convicted as major drug dealers. 

To further illustrate the will of the people and the intention 
of the street cops one only needs to look to the recent State 
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Supreme Court elections in the State of California. Clearly the 
death penalty issue, or the lack of it being carried out, was on 
the voters' minds when they resoundingly rejected California's 
Supreme Court Justice Rose Bird's re-election bid. Our members, the 
street cops of California, were actively involved in her rejection~ 

In summation, let me urge this Commission to establish 
guidelines for all the courts of the United States to follow that 
include imposing the death penalty when a defendant is found guilty 
of any of the federal offenses I mentioned. 

Thank you. 
may have . 

I would be happy to respond to any questions you 

1 Media General Associated Press poll, November 1986. 
2 Homicide and Deterrence: A Reexamination of the United States 

Times-Series Evidence. Stephen K. Layson 

2 
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• NOT ADMITTED IN DC 

Re: Hearing on the Commission's responsibility 
regarding promulgation of sentencing guidelines 
for federal capital offenses 

Dear Chairman Wilkins: 

Thank you very much for your letter of February 20, 

1987, in regard to my testimony at the February 17 hearing on the 

above matter. The following is a written submission to summarize 

and in some respects supplement the points addressed in my testi-

mony at the hearing. These points are present~d largely as a 

response to points made in the January 1987 Memorandum submitted 

to the Commission by the United States Department of Justice, 

through its Office of Legal Counsel (hereinafter "DOJ Memo") • 
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1. The Commission should not accept the DOJ's position 

that the Commission is part of the Executive Branch of the United 

States Government. 

The threshold contention on which the DOJ Memo rests is 

that "The Sentencing Commission is within the Executive 

Branch." (DOJ Memo, part I, pp. 1-4.) This position of DOJ 

directly contradicts the opening sentence of this Commission's 

Revised Draft Sentencing Guidelines (January 1987): 

"The United States Sentencing Commission ('Commission') 

is an independent agency in the judicial branch •••• " 

(Guidelines, p.l; emphasis supplied). 

If the Commission, or the courts, were to agree with DOJ 

that the Commission is part of the executive branch, this would 

call into question the validity of any guidelines promulgated by 

the Commission for imposition of capital punistiment under federal 

statutes. For it would mean that the very branch of the govern-

ment responsible for prosecuting federal criminal offenses, and 

for seeking the death penalty if permitted to do so under the 
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sentencing guidelines, would itself be promulgating those guide-

lines, intended to have the effect of restoring capital punish-

ment. This would at the least raise substantial issues of 

separation of poweri between the branches. Moreover, a ruling 

that this Commission is part of the executive branch -- the 

branch that prosecutes federal offenses -- might call into 

question the validity of all of the sentencing guidelines, not 

merely those regarding capital punishment, on separation of 

powers grounds • 

The DOJ Memo acknowledges that, if the Commission is 

part of the executive branch, "the question arises whether 

service by an active federal judge as an officer in the executive 

branch is consistent with the constitutional principle of 

separation of powers .... [T]wo circuits have split on this 

question. • • II (DOJ Memo, p.4, n.4.) No doubt this issue 

would be litigated with respect to the validity of all of the 

guidelines, if the Commission is deemed to be within the execu-

tive branch. The examples given in the DOJ Memo, of individual 

judges such as John Jay performing specific assignments in the 

executive branch at the behest of the President, ,seem quite 
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different from the instant situation, where the legislative 

branch has mandated the establishment of a commission ("in the 

judicial branch") which is required to include at least three 

federal judges who serve together in a collegial capacity, and 

who promulgate guidelines which directly affect the functions of 

federal judges serving in the judicial branch. 

There is a certain irony in the DOJ Memo -- which bases 

its argument for the Commission's promulgating capital punishment 

guidelines upon an implied legislative intent (DOJ Memo, part II) 

-- beginning with a rejection of the very clear express 

Congressional intent contained in the statutory language: that 

the Sentencing Commission "is established as an independent 

commission in the judicial branch of the United States II 

(28 u.s.c. §99l(a); see also the first sentence of the Guide-

lines, quoted supra.) If the Department of Justice predicates 

its Memorandum upon rejecting this clear express statement of 

Congressional intent, on the theory that Congress knew not what 

it actually did, this must undermine confidence in the DOJ's 

attempt to impute to the Congress an intent, concededly not 

expressed in the statutory language, to mandate guidelines for 

capital punishment . 
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2. The legislative history in the House of Representa-

tives does not support the DOJ reading of Congressional intent. 

Even if one were to accept arguendo the DOJ reading of 

the implied intent of the Senate (and were to do so despite Judge 

Frankel's persuasive testimony at the hearing that the Senate did 

not express the intent imputed in the DOJ Memo, part II),. a 

similar intent cannot be ascribed to the House of Representa-

tives. The legislative history in the House provides no basis 

for ascribing to the House the intent which the DOJ ascribes to 

the Senate because the Senate passed two separate bills --

originally both titles in the same bill, S. 829 -- one of which 

contained the Sentencing Reform Act and the other of which would 

restore the death penalty through prescribing post-Furman 

procedures for its imposition. See DOJ Memo, pp. 20-25; S.1762, 

S.1765 The concurrence of the House in the Senate's sentencing 

reform provisions was not based on a similar legislative 

history. Rather, the House adopted the sentending provisions 

through the rather unusual parliamentary device of tacking the 

entire Comprehensive Crime Control Act on to the "Joint 
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Resolution making continuing appropriations for the fiscal year 

1985, and for other purposes" (H.J. Res. 648). 

In response to Judge MacKinnon's question at the hearing 

on the procedure by which the House acted, I would like to 

amplify my oral response with the following references to the 

legislative history. 

The House adopted the sentencing provisions through the 

device of a motion by Representative Lungren of California to 

recommit the joint resolution on appropriations (H.J. Res. 648) 

to the Committee on Appropriations with instructions to report it 

back to the House forthwith with an amendment containing the 

entire text of the Comprehensive Crime Control bill as passed by 

the Senate. See 130 Cong. Rec. Hl0077-78 (daily ed. Sept. 25, 

1984) (motion to recommit). The motion to recommit with 

instructions was adopted after 10 minutes debate. Id. 

10129-30. The joint resolution as thus amended with the Senate 

crime bill's text was then immediately brought back to the House 

floor and adopted without further debate. Id. at 10031. In 

arguing for his motion to recommit, Representative Lungren said 
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that this would be an "up or down vote" on the Senate bill. And 

in the debate's only reference to capital punishment, 

Representative Lungren noted that the bill did not deal with that 

subject. 

"So this is an opportunity to.vote up or down on the 

bill as it passed out of the Senate. It has all the 

major elements of the original package sent over by the 

President, with the exception of those most 

controversial parts, insanity defense, exclusionary rule 

and capital punishment. Other than that, it is the 

whole package that he sent over here." Id. at 10129 

(emphasis supplied)." 

Thus there seems no basis for assuming, as the DOJ 

Memorandum evidently does, that the House shared the alleged 

intent (which the DOJ Memo attributes to the Senate) to make the 

Commission's sentencing guidelines applicable to capital 

punishment • 
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Indeed, when the House, a week later, passed its own 

crime bill (not adopted by the Senate), its sentencing provisions 

did not authorize the Commission to submit any sentencing 

guidelines to Congress; rather the bill empowered the Commission 

only to recommend guidelines to the Judicial Conference of the 

United States, which would be the body to submit sentencing 

guidelines to the Congress. H.R. 5690; 130 Cong. Rec. H.10695, 

10859 (daily ed. Oct. 2, 1984). The Judicial Conference, which 

is plainly part of the judicial branch of the government, was 

obviously not being mandated by the House's action to promulgate 

guidelines restoring capital punishment -- a function which the 

DOJ Memo suggests could only be performed by a Commission in the 

executive branch. And the minority spokesman on this House bill, 

Representative Sawyer, said that he was supporting the sentencing 

provisions even though "Reading the bill, one would think it was 

written, as it probably was, by the ACLU." Id. at Hl0808. That 

would hardly be an expression of a legislative /intent by the 

House to restore capital punishment • 
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3. The Sentencing Reform Act does not authorize the 

promulgation of sentencing guidelines for a jury. 

The DOJ Memo is silent upon the question of how the 

statute establishing the Sentencing Commission may be read to 

mandate the Commission to prescribe guidelines for a jury 

decision. The statute mandates guidelines "for use of a 

sentencing court". 28 u.s.c. §994(a) (1). By "sentencing court" 

the Congress appears to mean the sentencing judge; the guidelines 

are to be for use in the exercise of his or her discretion • 

However, under the federal statutory provisions 

governing homicide -- the area in which most potentially capital 

cases would presumably arise -- the applicable statute leaves no 

such discietion. The provisions of the federal statute on 

"Murder," 18 U.S.C. §1111 which are also incorporated in 18 

u.s.c. §1114, "Protection of officers and employees of the United 

States" -- prescribe: 

Whoever is guilty of murder in the first degree, 

shall suffer death unless the jury qualifies its 
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verdict by adding thereto 'without capital punish-

ment', in which event he shall be sentenced to 

imprisonment for life;. 

emphasis supplied.) 

II (18 U.S.C. §llll(b), 

The sentencing judge is thus bound by the decision of the jury as 

to whether or not to add to a verdict of guilty the words 

"without capital punishment". As construed by the United States 

Supreme Court in the leading case of Andres v. United States, 333 

U.S. 740 (1948), the jury must be unanimous in deciding whether 

or not to include the provision "without capital punishment" in 

its guilty verdict. But if the jury does not include those 

words, the statute makes the imposition of the death sentence 

mandatory, while the inclusion of those words by the jury 

precludes the Court from imposing a sentence of death. There 

being no discretion left to the sentencing judge under §llll(b), 

the promulgation of Commission guidelines for the exercise of 

discretion by the "sentencing court" cannot have been intended by 

Congress for offense~. under the Federal murder statute. And if 
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Congress did not intend such guidelines for the offense of 

murder, it is difficult to impute such an intent for other 

offenses which had been capitally punishable prior to Furman 

(even if one were to assume their death sentence procedural 

provisions were not unconstitutional under Furman). 

4. In light of the constitutional requirement that any 

possible mitigating factor must be considered by the jury in a 

capital case, promulgation of Commission guidelines for capital 

cases is not feasible or congressionally mandated • 

The DOJ Memo recognizes that the Sentencing Reform Act 

was not intended to authorize Commission guidelines for applica-

tion of the one post-Furman Federal death penalty statute, the 

air piracy statute, 49 u.s.c. §§1472, 1473. (DOJ Memo, p.24 and 

n.22.) But since that statute's procedures appear to be 

unconstitutional -- despite Congress' express intent to provide a 

valid death penalty thereunder -- it would be paradoxical if the 

Commission could restore capital punishment under any of the pre-

Furman federal death penalty statutes, such as 18 U.S.C. §1111, 

which Congress has not decided to amend to provide purportedly 

constitutional procedures • 
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The DOJ Memo appears to assume the constitutionality of 

this sole post-Furman Federal statute authorizing the death 

penalty, 49 u.s.c. §§1472, 1473. (DOJ Memo, p. 24, n.22.) 

However, that statute was adopted in 1974, prior to the Supreme 

Court's 1978 decision in Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978), 

and appears patently unconstitutional in light of Lockett. For 

the air piracy statute limits the jury's consideration of 

mitigating factors to the five factors specified in 49 U.S.C. 

§l473(c)(6); and it requires a sentence of death if the jury by 

"special verdict" finds an aggravating factor specified in 

subparagraph (c)(7) but finds none of the five mitigating factors 

specified in subsection (c)(6). Lockett, however, imposed a 

constitutional requirement that any mitigating factor must be 

considered, even though not specified in the sentencing 

statute. This constitutional requirement was recently reiterated 

in Skipper v. South Carolina, 106 s.ct. 1669 (1986). 

The procedure for returning a "speciat' verdict" by the 

jury on specified aggravating and mitigating factors, followed in 

the air piracy statute, thus does not appear to pass 
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constitutional muster. Therefore, in further response to the 

question posted by Judge MacKinnon at the hearing, as to the 

feasibility of the Commission promulgating guidelines to be 

implemented in a special verdict procedure, that question should 

be answered in the negative. It is not feasible to list in 

Commission guidelines all of the possible mitigating factors 

which would have to be considered under the constitutional 

requirements of Lockett. Thus a special verdict procedure, even 

with guidelines, would entail the same constitutional infirmity 

as the air piracy statute. 

Moreover, the Sentencing Reform Act does not authorize 

the Commission to adopt the changes in the Federal Rules of 

Criminal Procedure that would be rieeded to institute a special 

verdict procedure in federal criminal cases. Such changes would 

entail either Congressional legislation or adoption through the 

Supreme Court's rule-making process. In addition, since the 

Supreme Court in Andres v. United States, supra, read the federal 

murder statute to require a single verdict as to both guilt and 

punishment, the Commission would not be empowered to promulgate a 

procedure conflicting with that prescribed in the murder statute, 

18 U.S.C. §llll(b) . 
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The Sentenc~ng Reform Act contemplated that normally all 

the factors to be considered by the sentencing judge would have 

been considered by the Commission. The statute provided that the 

guidelines could be departed from where a factor not adequately 

considered by the Commission was present, 18 u.s.c. §3553(b), but 

that presumably would be the exceptional case. This tends to 

demonstrate a lack of Congressional intent for the Commission to 

prescribe guidelines governing capital punishment, since under 

Lockett there would almost invariably be some mitigating factors 

that were not specified in the guidelines in every capital 

case. It seems unlikely that the Congress would have intended to 

impose on the Commission a task that could not be fully 

accomplished. 

5. Prospective litigation as to their validity would 

make Commission promulgation of capital punishment guidelines 

unwise. 

It must be apparent that, if guidelines were promulgated 

by the Commission allowing capital punishment, and if these 

became effective through Congressional inaction, any prosecution 

in which capital punishment was potentially available would give 

rise to extended litigation as to the validity of the guidelines 
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and the manner of their adoption. Such questions would need to 

be raised pretrial in every such prosecution, even though there 

might be few that would actually result in a death sentence after 

trial. Rather than invite such litigation as to the validity of 

its actions, the Commission should reject the position of the_ 

Department of Justice, and should leave to the Congress the 

question of whether the legislative branch will or will not enact 

procedures and standards for the revival of capital punishment 

under federal statutes • 

* * * 
Finally, to supplement the record of my oral testimony 

at the hearing, the following are the citations to the principal 

cases which I r·eferred, by way of background, to having litigated 

under the District of Columbia and Florida death penalty 

statutes. Coleman v. United States, 357 F.2d 563 (D.C. Cir. 

1965) and the predecessor appeals cited therein; and Morgan v. 

State,, 475 So.2d 681 (Fla. 1985), now pending ~allowing remand 

as No. 69,104 (Florida Supreme Court). 

I very much appreciate the opportunity to appear and 

present my views as a practicing member of the bar at the 

Commission's hearing, and to supplement that presentation herein. 

Respectfully yours, 

copy to members of the 
United States Sentencing Commission 
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Re: Hearing on the Commission's responsibility 
regarding promulgation of sentencing guidelines 
for federal capital offenses 

Dear Chairman Wilkins: 

Thank you very much. for your letter of February 20, 

1987, in rega=d to my testimony at the February 17 hearing on the 

above matter. The following is a written submission to summarize 

and in some respects supplement the points addressed in my testi-

mony at the hearing. These points are present~d largely as a 

response to points made in the January 1987 Memorandum submitted 

to the Commission by the United States Department of Justice, 

through its Office of Legal Counsel (hereinafter "DOJ Memo") • 

I 
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1. The Commission should not accept the DOJ's position 

that the Commission is part of the Executive Branch of the United 

States-Government. 

The threshold contention on which the DOJ Memo rests is 

that "The Sentencing Commission is within the Executive 

Branch." (DOJ Memo, part I, pp. 1-4.) This position of DOJ 

directly contradicts the opening sentence of this Commission's 

Revised Draft Sentencing Guidelines (January 1987): 

"The United States Sentencing Commission ('Commission') 

is an independent agency in the judicial branch •.•• " 

(Guidelines, p.l; emphasis supplied). 

If the Commission, or the courts, were to ag1:ee with DOJ 

that the Commission is part of the executive branch, this would 

call into question the validity of any guidelines promulgated by 

the Commission for imposition of capital punisnment under federal 

statutes. For it would mean that the very branch of the govern-

ment responsible for prosecuting federal criminal offenses, and 

for seeking the death penalty if permitted to do so under the 
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sentencing guidelines, would itself be promulgating those guide-

lines, intended to have the effect of restoring capital punish-

ment. This would at the least raise substantial issues of 

separatio~ of powers between the branches. Moreover, a ruling 

that this Commission is part of the executive branch -- the 

branch that prosecutes federal offenses -- might call into 

question the validity of all of the sentencing guidelines, not 

merely those regarding capital punishment, on separation of 

powers grounds • 

The DOJ Memo acknowledges that, if the Commission is 

part of the executive branch, "the question arises whether 

service by an active federal judge as an officer in the executive 

branch is .consistent with the constitutional principle of 

separation of powers •... [T]wo circuits have split on this 

question ••• II (DOJ Memo, p.4, n.4.) No doubt this issue 

would be litigated with respect to the validity of all of the 

guidelines, if the Commission is deemed to be within the execu-

tive branch. The examples given in the DOJ Memo, of individual 

judges such as John Jay performing specific assignments in the 

executive branch at the behest of the President, seem quite 
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different from the instant situation, where the legislative 

branch has mandated the establishment of a commission ("in the 

judicial branch") which is required to include at least three 

federal judges who serve together in a collegial capacity, and 

who promulgate guidelines which directly affect the functions of 

federal judges serving in the judicial branch. 

There is a certain irony in the DOJ Memo -- which bases 

its argument for the Commission's promulgating capital punishment 

guidelines upon an implied legislative intent (DOJ Memo, part II) 

-- beginning with a rejection of the very clear express 

Congressional intent contained in the statutory language: that 

the Sentencing Commission "is established as an independent 

commission in the judicial branch of the United States 

(28 u.s.c. §99l(a): see also the first sentence of the Guide-

II 

lines, quoted supra.) If the Department of Justice predicates 

its Memorandum upon rejecting this clear express statement of 

Congressional intent, on the theory that Congress knew not what 

it actually did, this must undermine confidence in the DOJ's 

attempt to impute to the Congress an intent, concededly not 

expressed in the statutory language, to mandate guidelines for 

capital punishment . 
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2. The legislative history in the House of Representa-

tives does not support the DOJ reading of Congressional intent. 

Even if one were to accept arguendo the DOJ reading of 

the implied intent of the Senate (and were to do so despite Judge 

Frankel's persuasive testimony at the hearing that the Senate did 

not express the intent imputed in the DOJ Memo, part II}, a 

similar intent cannot be ascribed to the House of Representa-

tives. The legislative history in the House provides no basis 

for ascribing to the House the intent which the DOJ ascribes to 

the Senate because the Senate passed two separate bills --

originally both titles in the same bill, S. 829 -- one of which 

contained the Sentencing Reform Act and the other of which would 

restore the death penalty through prescribing post-Ftirman 

procedures for its imposition. See DOJ Memo, pp. 20-25; S.1762, 

S.1765 The concurrence of the House in the Senate's sentencing 

reform provisions was not based on a similar legislative 

history. Rather, the House adopted the sentencing provisions 

through the rather unusual parliamentary device of tacking the 

entire Comprehensive Crime Control Act on to the "Joint 
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Resolution making continuing appropriations for the fiscal year 

1985, and for other purposes" (H.J. Res. 648). 

In response to Judge MacKinnon's question at the hearing 

on the procedure by which the House acted, I would like to 

amplify my oral response with the following.references to the 

legislative history. 

The House adopted the sentencing provisions through the 

device of a motion by Representative Lungren of California to 

recommit the joint resolution on appropriations (H.J. Res. 648) 

to the Committee on Appropriations with instructions to report it 

back to the House forthwith with an amendment containing the 

entire text of the Comprehensive Crime Control bill as passed by 

the Senate. See 130 Cong. Rec. Hl0077-78 (daily ed. Sept. 25, 

1984) (motion to recommit). The motion to recommit with 

instructions was adopted after 10 minutes debate. Id. 

10129-30. The joint resolution as thus amended with the Senate 

crime bill's text was then immediately brought back to the House 

floor and adopted without further debate. Id. at 10031. In 

arguing for his motion to recommit, Representative Lungren said 
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that this would be an "up or down vote" on the Senate bill. And 

in the debate's only reference to capital punishment, 

Representative Lungren·noted that the bill did not deal with that 

subject. 

"So this is an opportunity to vote up or down on the 

bill as it passed out of the Senate. It has all the 

major elements of the original package sent over by the 

President, with the exception of those most 

controversial parts, insanity defense, exclusionary rule 

and capital punishment. Other than that, it is the 

whole package that he sent over here." Id. at 10129 

(emphasis supplied)." 

Thus there seems no basis for assuming, as the DOJ 

Memorandum evidently does, that the House shared the alleged 

intent (which the DOJ Memo attributes to the Senate) to make the 

Commission's sentencing guidelines applicable to capital 

punishment • 
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Indeed, when the House, a week later, passed its own 

crime bill (not adopted by the Senate), its sentencing provisions 

did not authorize the Commission to submit any sentencing 

guidelines to Congress; rather the bill empowered the Commission 

only to recommend guidelines to the Judicial Conference of the 

United States, which would be the body to submit sentencing 

guidelines to the Congress. H.R. 5690; 130 Cong. Rec. H.10695, 

10859 (daily ed. Oct. 2, 1984). The Judicial Conference, which 

is plainly part of the judicial branch of the government, was 

obviously not being mandated by the House's action to promulgate 

guidelines restoring capital punishment -- a function which the 

DOJ Memo suggests could only be performed by a Commission in the 

executive branch. And the minority spokesman on this House bill, 

Representative Sawyer, said that he was supporting the sentencing 

provisions even though "Reading the bill, one would think it was 

written, as it probably was, by the ACLU." Id. at Hl0808. That 

would hardly be an expression of a legislative 'intent by the 

House to restore capital punishment • 
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3. The Sentencing Reform Act does not authorize the 

promulgation of sentencing guidelines for a jury. 

The DOJ Memo is silent upon the question of how the 

statute establishing the Sentencing Commission may be read to 

mandate the Commission to prescribe guidelines for a jury 

decision. The statute mandates guidelines "for use of a 

sentencing court". 28 u.s.c. §994(a) (1). By "sentencing court" 

the Congress appears to mean the sentencing judge; the guidelines 

are to be for use in the exercise of his or her discretion • 

However, under the federal statutory provisions 

governing homicide -- the area in which most potentially capital 

cases would presumably arise -- the applicable statute leaves no 

such discretion~ The provisions of the federal statute on 

"Murder," 18 u.s.c. §1111 which are also incorporated in 18 

u.s.c. §1114, "Protection of officers and employees of the United 

States" -- prescribe: 

Whoever is guilty of murder in the first degree, 

shall suffer death unless the jury qualifies its 
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verdict by adding thereto 'without capital punish-

ment', in which event he shall be sentenced to 

imprisonment for life;. 

emphasis supplied.) 

II (18 U.S.C. §llll(b), 

The sentencing judge is thus bound by the decision of the jury as 

to whether or not to add to a verdict of guilty the words 

"without capital punishment". As construed by the United States 

Supreme Court in the leading case of Andres v. United States, 333 

U.S. 740 (1948), the jury must be unanimous in deciding whether 

or not to include the provision "without capital punishment" in 

its guilty verdict. But if the jury does not include those 

words, the statute makes the imposition of the death sentence 

mandatory, while the inclusion of those words by the jury 

precludes the Court from imposing a sentence of death. There 

being no discretion left to the sentencing judge under §llll(b), 

the promulgation of Commission guidelines for the exercise of 

discretion by the "sentencing court" cannot have been intended by 

Congress for offenses under the Federal murder statute. And if 
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Congress did not intend such guidelines for the offense of 

murder, it is difficult to impute such an intent for other 

offenses which had been capitally punishable prior to Furman 

(even if one were to assume their death sentence procedural 

provisions were not unconstitutional under Furman). 

4. In light of the constitutional requirement that any 

possible mitigating factor must be considered by the jury in a 

capital case, promulgation of Commission guidelines for capital 

cases is not feasible or congressionally mandated • 

The DOJ Memo recognizes that the Sentencing Reform Act 

was not intended to authorize Commission guidelines for applica-

tion of the one post-Furman Federal death penalty statute, the 

air piracy statute, 49 U.S.C. §§1472, 1473. (DOJ Memo, p.24 and 

n.22.) But since that statute's procedures appear to be 

unconstitutional -- despite Congress' express intent to provide a 

valid death penalty thereunder -- it would be paradoxical if the 

Commission could restore capital punishment unaer any of the pre-

Furman federal death penalty statutes, such as 18 u.s.c. §1111, 

which Congress has not decided to amend to provide purportedly 

constitutional procedures • 
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The DOJ Memo appears to assume the constitutionality of 

this sole post-Furman Federal statute authorizing the death 

penalty, 49 u.s.c. §§1472, 1473. (DOJ Memo, p. 24, n.22.) 

However, that statute was adopted in 1974, prior to the Supreme 

Court's 1978 decision in Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978), 

and appears patently unconstitutional in light of Lockett. For 

the air piracy statute limits the jury's consideration of 

mitigating factors to the five factors specified in 49 U.S.C. 

§l473(c}(6}; and it requires a sentence of death if the jury by 

"special verdict" finds an aggravating factor specified in 

subparagraph (c}(7} but finds none of the five mitigating factors 

specified in subsection (c}(6}. Lockett, however, imposed a 

constitutional requirement that any mitigating factor must be 

considered, even though not specified in the sentencing 

statute. This constitutional requirement was recently reiterated 

in Skipper v. South Carolina, 106 s.ct. 1669 (1986). 

The procedure for returning a "speciar verdict" by the 

jury on specified aggravating and mitigating factors, followed in 

the air piracy statute, thus does not appear to pass 
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constitutional muster. Therefore, in further response to the 

question posted by Judge MacKinnon at the hearing, as to the 

feasibility of the Commission promulgating guidelines to be 

implemented in a special verdict procedure, that question should 

be answered in the negative. It is not feasible to list in 

Commission guidelines all of the possible mitigating factors 

which would have to be considered under the constitutional 

requirements of Lockett. Thus a special verdict procedure, even 

with guidelines, would.entail the same constitutional infirmity 

as the air piracy statute. 

Moreover, the Sentencing Reform Act does not authorize 

the Commission to adopt the changes in the Federal Rules of 

Criminal Procedure that would be needed to institute a special 

verdict procedure in federal criminal cases. Such changes would 

entail either Congressional legislation or adoption through the 

Supreme Court's rule-making process. In addition, since the 

S~preme Court in Andres v. United States, supri, read the federal 

murder statute to require a single verdict as to both guilt and 

punishment, the Commission would not be empowered to promulgate a 

procedure conflicting with that prescribed in the murder statute, 

18 U.S.C. §llll(b) . 
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The Sentencing Reform Act contemplated that normally all 

the factors to be considered by the sentencing judge would have 

been considered by the Commission. The statute provided that the 

guidelines could be departed from where a factor not adequately 

considered by the Commission was present, 18 u.s.c. §3553(b), but 

that presumably would be the exceptional case. This tends to 

demonstrate a lack of Congressional intent for the Commission to 

prescribe guidelines governing capital punishment, since under 

Lockett there would almost invariably be some mitigating factors 

that were not specified in the guidelines in every capital 

case. It seems unlikely that the Congress would have intended to 

impose on the Commission a task that could not be fully 

accomplished. 

5. Prospective litigation as to their validity would 

make Commission promulgation of capital punishment guidelines 

unwise. 

It must be apparent that, if guidelines were promulgated 

by the Commission allowing capital punishment, and if these 

became effective through Congressional inaction, any prosecution 

in which capital punishment was potentially available would give 

rise to extended litigation as to the validity of the guidelines 
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and the manner of their adoption. Such questions would need to 

be raised pretrial in every such prosecution, even though there 

might be few that would actually result in a death sentence after 

trial. Rather than invite such litigation as to the validity of 

its actions, the Commission should reject the position of the 

Department of Justice, and should leave to the Congress the 

question of whether the legislative branch will or will not enact 

procedures and standards for the revival of capital punishment 

under federal statutes • 

* * * 
Finally, to supplement the record of my oral testimony 

at the hearing, the following are the citations to the principal 

cases which I referred, by way of background, to having litigated 

under the District of Columbia and Florida death penalty 

statutes. Coleman v. United States, 357 F.2d 563 (D.C. Cir. 

1965) and the predecessor appeals cited therein; and Morgan v. 

State,, 475 So.2d 681 (Fla. 1985), now pending ~ollowing remand 

as No. 69,104 (Florida Supreme Court). 

I very much appreciate the opportunity to appear and 

present my views as a practicing member of the bar at the 

Commission's hearing, and to supplement that presentation herein. 

Respectfully yours, 

copy to members of the 
United States Sentencing Commission 




